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SESSION I 
Wednesday, December 8 

Chairrnan: .F'. C. BELLROSE, JR. 

Illinois Natural History Survey, Havana 

NATURAL WOOD DUCK HABITAT
EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED STATUS 

OPENING REMARKS 
L. R. JAHN 

North Central Field Representative, Wildlife Management 
Institute, Hor·icon, Wisconsin 

It is a distinct privilege and pleasure to formally open this 
Wood Duck Symposium. I welcome you on behalf of the Arrangements 
Committee and the co·sponsoring organizations, the Wildlife Manage
ment Institute and the North Central Section of The Wildlife Society. 

In planning this meeting we attempted to bring together resource 
managers who, in one way or another, deal with wood ducks or the 
habitat required for their production and survival. Through your 
participation we hope to have an exchange and review of pertinent 
information on this important species of North .American waterfowl. 

As you know, the wood duck occupies a rather unique niche in water
fowl habitat. But complete understanding of this bird's ecological 
requirements, habitat, and population status is generally lacking. 
In particular, relationships of natural wood duck habitat to plant 
succession, timber management, and flood plain zoning are recognized 
only vaguely. This symposium is aimed at pooling available knowl
edge on the wood duck, thereby encouraging better definition of man
agement guidelines and future research needs. 

Wood ducks contribute importantly to sport hunting, and their 
esthetic value should not be underrated. Understanding individual 
and population characteristics of the wood duck is essential in order 
(1) to provide for its life requirements in broad land and water 
development and management programs and (2) to establish regula
tions that hold hunting mortality within reasonable limits. 

We are at a point in history when uses of land and water are 
intense. With anticipated population growth, demands on all re~ 

1 
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sources will increase. Therefore, ecological requirements of creatures. 
such as the wood duck, must be planned for and be incorporated into 
development specifications. In this manner a sustained yield of wood 
ducks can be assured. 

One land-use development will illustrate what the ·future holds 
and where attention must be focused. The United States, except for 
Alaska, has been divided into 12,781 watersheds, each of less than 
250,000 acres (U.S. Dept. Agr., Soil and Water Conserv. Needs-A 
National Survey, 1965). Given for each watershed are existing land 
uses and acreages of lands that will be converted to other uses in the 
future. Wildlife is receiving general consideration in the planning. 
But there is great need to indicate the status of crucial habitat for 
specific species, such as flood plain forests for wood ducks. Within 
the remaining forests it is necessary to determine whether or not 
the habitat requirements of wood ducks will be maintained or pro
vided. 

We must all recognize that watershed management is needed to 
bring about improved use of soil and water, thereby helping to pre
vent erosion and pollution. But in realigning field patterns, how can 
trees be maintained that have proper characteristics to yield nesting 
cavities and mast crops for wood ducks? 

Additional practical questions that we hope will be explored and 
answered, at least in part, at this symposium include the following. 
What is the current and expected future status of flood plain forests 
that provide nesting cavities and mast crops for wood ducks? \Vhat 
kinds of trees yield suitable nesting cavities? At what diameter 
breast height ( d.b.h.) or age do trees yield suitable nesting cavities? 
Do current timber management plans call for harvesting trees before 
they have an opportunity to mature and serve as nesting sites? At 
roughly what density of trees do wbod ducks refuse to use available 
cavities 1 What modifications in technique and classification are 
needed to enable one to delineate suitable wood duck habitat from 

· standard, periodic forest inventories¥ Should artificial nesting boxes be 
erected where natural cavities are scarce or absent? What type of 
nesting box is both predator- and starling-proof 1 What type of 
habitat is best for rearing broods 1 Would addition of ravine· type 
ponds attract wood ducks to existing forests lacking surface water, 
but otherwise suitable for breeding, feeding, or both? How should 
water levels be fluctuated seasonally to encourage sustained high 
yields of mast? What is the best plan for harvesting timber to insure 
presence of trees yielding large mast crops? How can the habitat 
requirements of seasonal populations of wood ducks be provided for 
in basic land and water multiple-use programs, such as in watersheds? 
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By pooling knowledge of foresters, land- and water-use planners, 
and wildlife managers, we hope to identify (1) specific areas of man
agement programs requiring realignment to provide habitat needed 
by wood ducks and (2) voids in our knowledge of the wood duck and 
its habitat. Hopefully, graduate students at colleges and universities 
will select important investigations on the wood duck for their per
sonal research projects. With dedicated effort they ca~ contribute 
essential knowledge required to meet practical management problems. 

We have an outstanding group of speakers and discussion leaders to 
handle the eight sessions of this meeting. As you can see by the 
agenda, timing will be crucial to complete presentation of all reports 
within allotted periods. Session chairmen have been encouraged to 
adhere to strict schedules. Ample time must be provided for discus
sion and subsequent sessions. Speakers may have to summarize their 
written reports in order to finish on time. However, papers will be 
incorporated into the proceedings on the basis of written reports only. 

Floor discussions will be taped, edited, and printed in the pro
ceedings. Therefore, before giving remarks, state your name and 
agency. Copies of the proceedings will be available at a nominal cost 
from the Wildlife Management Institute. 

Please remember that success of the meeting is not the sole responsi
bility of the Arrangements Committee and the participants listed on 
the agenda. In large measure the success will be judged by your par
ticipation in discussions. We urge each of you to participate. Chal
lenge views expressed in reports and add pertinent supplementary 
information. Share your knowledge and experience to help improve 
understanding and management of wood duck habitat and popula
tions. 

Before turning this meeting over to the chairman, I have a few 
important announcements. 

We 1vant all people attending this symposium to register. Names 
will be published in the proceedings. A registration pad is being cir
culated. Please give your full name, agency, and mailing address. 

We also want you to identify yourself at all times. It helps us be
come better acquainted. 

Arrangements have been made for a group dinner this evening, 
starting promptly at 6 :15 p.m. Our keynote speaker is Frederic 
Leopold, a man who has made valuable contributions to our knowl
edge of breeding wood ducks. 

Printing of the attractive agenda for this meeting was sponsored 
by the Divisions of Research and Refuges of the Bureau of Sports 
Fisheries and ·wildlife. We certainly appreciate this useful contri
bution. 
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AvailQ.ble knowledge on the historical distribution of wood ducks 
is summarized in the map presented in the front of the proceedings. 
Please note the absence of records for Canada. 

Lack of consolidated information prevented preparation of a current 
(1965) distribution map for North .America. There is a great need to 
develop a map showing present-day densities and distributions of sea
sonal wood duck populations. .Authentic breeding and wintering rec
ords existing in files and in the minds of resource managers should be 
assembled. Your assistance can help fill this void in knowledge. 

Steps will be taken through the Flyway Council Technical Com
mittees to compile all information available on current distribu
tions and densities of wood duck populations. Information on the 
proposed procedures will be presented later by Harvey K. Nelson in 
the discussion following the session on "Establishing The Status of 
Wood Duck Populations: Successes and Problems." 

I will now turn this meeting over to the chairman of the first ses
sion. He is a well-known waterfowl biologist of the Illinois Natural 
History Survey who has completed a number of important investiga
tions on the wood duck. Mr. Frank C. Bellrose of Havana, Illinois. 

REMARKS OF THE CHAIRMAN 
F. c. BELLROSE, JR. 

It is a pleasure to see so many people interested in the wood duck. 
There was a time, not too many years ago, when we were concerned 
whether we would have any wood ducks at all to look at, let alone 
shoot. 

Many of us have been following the status of the wood duck for the 
last couple of decades. We have been quite surprised at the resilience 
of the wood duck population in recent years. Whether the wuod duck 
can continue to tolerate the high kill experienced recently remains 
to be seen. 

The different forces that regulate the wood duck population are not 
now well understood. Back in the early 1950's we thought the rac
coon was primarily responsible for a large decrease in breeding wood 
ducks in the Midwest. Yet, today we find that raccoons are almost 
as abundant as they were then. 

The factors that have affected the changing status of the wood 
duck in the last couple decades are about as fully understood by us 
as the reason for the great raccoon population explosion that started 
in 1943. So I think we have to be very careful in continuing to 
permit a high kill of wood ducks. We have to follow population 
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trends elosely. Otherwise we may find that the population has de
eliued to the low levels of the early l!JGO's. 

There is some evidence that wood duck populations in the Midwest 
have declined slightly in recent years. Nonetheless, when you con
sider that the wood duck is the number two or three duck in the bag 
in the Mississippi and Atlantic Flyways, one can only be much sur
prised by the numbers of this bird and the ability of the population 
to withstand heavy hunting. Only time will tell whether wood duck 
populations will continue to be able to withstand this large harvest. 

There is much that we need to know about all facets of wood duck 
population and habitat management. \Ve have, in effect, neglected 
the wood duck while showing great concern for the prairie nesting 
ducks. Perhaps this is right for a period of time. But I think that 
it is high time we give more emphasis to the wood duck. This is the 
only duck that nests in great numbers throughout the deciduous 
forests of eastern United States. It seems to be a species that is 
''ery amenable to management. 

We must remember that as our waterfowl resource becomes more 
valuable, management procedures that at one time were not feasible 
become feasible. A duck today is "·orth much more than it was five 
years ago or ten years ago. I know hunters who have spent up to 
$100 per duck while enjoying the sport of waterfowling this fi1ll. 
~When we consider the fantastie prices people are willing to pay to 
enjoy the sport of waterfowling, we should not he too concerned about 
the reasonable cost of wood duck houses. 

\Ve must be constantly aware that research must precede the in
auguration and the establishment of management practices. And so 
it is very fitting that today we meet here to discuss various manage
ment measures that might be incorporated into plans for watersheds, 
forests, wildlife refuges, state public shooting grounds, and otlwr 
places of this kind. 

The first speaker in this session on existing and anticipated status 
of natural duck habitat is Forest Steams of the U.S. Forest Service. 
Mr. Stearns. 

PRESENT AND FUTURE STATUS OF FORESTS ALONG 
SURFACE WATERS OF THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 
FoHEST H·ru:AnN::; 
North C1mtral Forest Experirncnt Stntion, Forest Service, 
U. S. Depart,ment of Agriculture, lU!'inelant;le:r, Wisconsin 

The north central portion of the United States is blessed witl1 
abundant water in the form of lakes, both large and small, and of 
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numerous rivers and streams, .Along these water courses and bodies 
of water one can find represented every plant community native to 
the area as well as many exotic species. 

From south to north, the forests range from the cypress bottom
lands in Missouri, southern Illinois, and the toe of Indiana through 
various combinations of elm, ash, sycamore, cottonwood, river birch, 
and silver maple to the white pine-hardwood stands along the Upper 
Wisconsin River and the cedar, fir, tamarack, and spruce swamps of 
the north (Table 1). From east to west the lakes and rivers may be 
bordered by communities as diverse as the mixed hardwoods of Ohio 
and the oak openings of Iowa. 

In presettlement times, the wood duck had a choice of hundreds 
of thousands of acres of lowland forest with swampland and marsh, 
backwaters, bayous and abandoned river channels, and forest-fringed 
lakes green with aquatic plants. .Adjoining the lowlands, they could 
choose among stands of oak-hickory, maple-beech, or northern hard
wood in all stages of development but with a much greater complement 
of larger trees, often hollow or broken. .All of these forests and wet
lands served the wood duck in some measure as nesting, brood, migra
tion, or winter habitat. 

Settlement of the Midwest brought many changes in vegetation, 
some gradual and some abrupt. Vast areas of lowland forest, like 
the Great Kankakee Swamp of northern Indiana and Illinois, were 
cleared and drained and are now planted to corn, soybeans, mint, 
or potatoes. Similarly fertile, better-drained portions of flood plains 
along major rivers have been cleared and now produce abundant 
yields of corn and soybeans or, on occasion, jimson weed, smartweed, 
and ragweed. Earlier, the adjacent uplands had been cropped, leaving 
undisturbed forest only on steep bluffs or on back· forties. White 
settlement thus reduced the forests adjacent to water to a fraction 
of their original area. With settlement and land clearing came floods, 
perhaps no greater than those of presettlement times, but carrying 
heavy loads of sediment from the cleared uplands. These floods scoured 
the stream channel of logs and aquatic vegetation. 

The forests on the less well-drained and often flooded bottomlands 
fared better than those on the terraces and adjoining upland, and 
considerable acreages remain. Presumably the wood duck, now and in 
the future, will depend heavily on these lowland hardwood forests 
and associated communities. This discussion will be confined pri
marily to the lowland hardwood forests and to some of the biological 
and physical factors influencing. their development and potenti~ for 
change. 
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TABLE 1. LOWLAND FOREST AND ASSOCIATED TREE SPECIES. 1 

Cypress 
Cedar (white) 
Fir (halsam) 
Hemlock (eastern) 
Pine (white) 
Spruce 
Tamarack 

Ash 
Black ash 
Green ash 
Pumpkin ash 
Red ask 
White ash 

Basswood 
Beech 
Birch 

River birch 
Yellow birch 

Blackgum includes: 
Black tupelo 
Water tupelo 

Black walnut 
Butternut 
Cottonwood (eastern) 
Swamp cottonwood 
Elm 

American elm 
Red elm 

Hackberry 
Hickory 

Y ellowbud hickory 
Honeylocust 
Kentucky coffee tree 
Maple 

Black maple 
Boxelder 
Red maple 
Silver maple 
Sugar maple 
Oak 
Black oak 
Bur oak 
Cherrybark oak 
Chestnut 
N. red oak 
Overcup oak 
Pin oak 
Post oak 
Shingle oak 
Shumard oak 
S. red oak 
Swamp chestnut oak 
Swamp white oak 

, White oak 
Pecan 
Sweetgum 
Sycamore 
Tulip poplar 
Willow 

Black willow 
Sandbar willow 

SOFTWOOD SPECIES 

Taxodium distichum 
Thuja acC'iden-talis 
Abt:es bal.samea 
Tsuoa canadens1:s 
Pt:nu8 strobus 
Picea spp. 
Larix laricina 

HARDWOOD SPECIES 

Fraxinus spp. 
F. niora 
F. pennsylvanica 
F. profunda 
F. pennsylvanica var subinteuerrima 
F. americana 

Tilia americana 
Fauus orandijolia 
Behda spp. 

B. niura 
, B. alleohaniensis 

Nyssa sylvatica 
N. aquatica 
Juolans nigra 
J. cinerea 
Populm deltoides 
P. heterophylla 
Ulmusspp. 

U. americana 
U. rubra 

Celtis occidentalis 
Carya spp. 

C. cordijormis 
Gleditsia triancanthos 
Gymnocladu.s dioicus 
Acer spp. 

A. nir;rum 
A. neoundo 
A. rubrum 
A. saccharinum 
A. saccharum 

Quercm spp. 
Q, velutina 
Q. macrocarpa 
Q. falcata var. paooda,jolia 
Q. prinuo 
Q. rubra 
Q.lyrata 
Q. palustris 
Q. •~llata 
Q. imbricaria 
Q. shumardii 
Q. falcata 
Q. michauxii 
Q. biro/or 
Q. alba 

Carya illinoensis 
Liquidambar styracijl.ua 
Platanus oecidental1's 
Liriodendron tulipijeTa 
Salix spp. ' 

S.nigra 
S. interior 

7 

1 Cummon and scientific IUHll6B of treeB discussed in this J;aper are list·d below based on Lit.tl!; 
(19.53). 
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SITE AND COMPOSITION 

While the upland forests of the North Central States have received 
considerable attention from both ecologists and foresters, the mosquito
ridden bottomlands, infested with poison ivy and nettle, have been 
somewhat neglected. The early travelers, many of whom journeyed 
by water, described the forest and have left us with a general picture 
of the original vegetation, but detailed phytosociologic studies are 
few and recent. This discussion draws in large measure on the com
prehensive studies of Hosner and Minckler (1963) in southern Illi
nois; Lindsey, Petty, Sterling, and Van .Asdall (1961) in Indiana; 
and Ware ( 1955) in southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois. 

Characteristics of Lowland Fm·est Sites 

Tjowland forests are found on the flood plains of rivers and larger 
streams and along the shores of artificial and natural lakes. They 
also are found in areas without open water but with poor internal soil 
drainage and good opportunity for flooding. .Although sandy flood
plain deposits may dry rapidly, especially on the surface, water sup
ply is generally ample. The nutrient supply in lowlands is often 
better than in uplands, especially in fluvial forests. However, poor 
aeration may make some nutrients relatively unavailable. 

Both Ware (1955) and Lindsey et al. (1961) emphasize the im
portance of Pleistocene glaciation in establishing the physiographic 
background which resulted in extensive lowland hardwood stands both 
on the flat beds of glacial lakes and the flood plains of northern rivers. 
Accumulations of lake clays, sandy outwash, and moraine all contrib
uted to the presence of lakes and the great variety of conditions in 
river flood plains. 

In studies to date, vegetational development and successional trends 
" ... were found to be closely related to the nature of the alluvial 
substrate and to the water level relationships" (Lindsey et al, 1961). 
Lindsey et al. point out eight basic sites in the flood plains as follows: 
aquatic, water margin, backwater pockets, insular bars, point bars, 
cut banks, flood-plain surface, and flood-plain depressions or troughs. 
They did not include the deep sloughs and oxbows or the upper ter
races and second bottoms, the latter now better drained as a result of 
the shifting or degrading action of the river. 

Second bottoms (those flooded infrequently by major floods), al
though important originally to the wood duck, are ~ry likely to have 
been cleared or logged. Likewise, in these areas no longer subject to 
annual flooding, the forest community is in a position to improve 
both soil and moisture conditions, paving the way for a change in 
composition to more mesic species. Such upper bottoms, where forested, 
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will be subjected in the future to more intensive forest management, 
which to the wood duck is likely to mean fewer nest cavities and re
duced mast production from smaller trees. 

Soils of flood plains are diverse; gravel beds, sandbars, silt or clay 
beds may occur within a few yards of each other. Lacustrine soils 
are generally more uniform and of heavier texture, although some 
develop on outwash sands. 

Our interest lies chiefly in forests that are frequently flooded and 
usually have poor drainage. These forests afford the wood duck some 
of its most satisfactory and permanent habitat. Poor drainage may 
be due either to high water levels because of proximity to a river or 
lake, or to the presence of impeding clay layers. In soils where g]ey 
layers have developed, they lie within 3 feet of the surface. 

Lowland Forests of Southern Illinois 

Extending northward from the great swamp areas of Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Arkansas, the southern flood-plain forest, character
ized by oaks, gums, and cypress, reaches its northern limits in 
southern Illinois and the toe of Indiana. This lowland forest has a 
great variety of species and is an important source of hardwood 
timber. 

Hosner and Minckler ( 1963) describe several stages and physio
graphic variants of lowland forests in southern Illinois. They found 
a great variety of combinations in which any one of 8 or 10 species 
might predominate over a rather wide range of moisture values. Two 
pioneer communities are evident: cottonwood-willow and buttonbush
tupelo gum-cypress. The cottonwood-willow type is found on newly 
formed land with generally sandy soils, fair to good drainage, and 
seasonal flooding. This cottonwood-willow stage is invaded at an early 
age by seedlings of silver maple, sycamore, and boxelder, which grow 
slowly under the overstory. Silver maple is least tolerant of shade 
and, although producing many seedlings, is often less abundant in 
the succeeding stand than are sycamore and boxelder. These species 
are augmented by hackberry and several species of ash and elm. These 
stands composed of "soft-hardwoods," generally maintain themselves 
indefinitely, with some variation in composition. 

In poorly drained areas, such as swamps and sloughs, the initial 
forest community is more often tupelo gum, buttonbush, and cypress, 
with a sprinkling of other species, including willows, swamp cotton
wood, and pumpkin or green ash. Slough areas :fill gradually with 
:fine alluvium, resulting in development of clay soils on which a mixed 
group of "hard-hard wood" species develop. Initially the invaders 
include pin oak, red maple, honeylocust, swamp chestnut oak, bur 
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oak, and overcup oak. These species may be followed later by red oak, 
red gum, American elm, and hickory. Here, as with the soft-hard
wood community, the hard-hardwood group tends to maintain itself 
and shows little potential for progressing toward the upland oak
hickory forest except when gradual aggradation of the surface or 
changes in the course of the river result in major improvements in 
drainage. The description given by Hosner and Minckler (1963) 
coincides with that of Shelford (1954) for the Mississippi River 
lowlands of Missouri and Kentucky, while similar stand composition 
has been cited by Lindsey et al. (1961) in the Wabash bottomlands 
south of Vincennes, Indiana. Lindsey et al. (1961) quote from Ridge
way (1872) a description of the lower Wabash flood plain: 

"If the forest is viewed from a high bluff, it presents the ap
pearance of a compact level sea of green, apparently almost end
less, but bounded by the line of wooded bluffs three to seven 
miles back from the river; . . . the general level broken by oc
casional giant trees." 

These authors also quote Ridgeway's description of the Little Cypress 
Swamp west of Mt. Carmel as follows: "The trees were growing so 
near together that the intervening spaces are entirely taken up by 
the knees, the whole surface thus being an irregular wooded one, with 
soil or water only in the depressions." Lindsey et al. note that giant 
tulip trees reported by Ridgeway in the bottomland forests no longer 
exist in the Wabash Valley, although cypress persists. Presumably, 
tulip: trees were on higher and better drained portions of the flood 
plain, now grazed or cultivated, while cypress, adapted to wet sites 
unsuited to cultivation, remains. 

Lowland Forests in Indiana 
In their detailed description of bottomland communities of the 

Tippecanoe and Wabash Rivers of Indiana, Lindsey et al. (1961) 
suggest several successional schema. Along the lower Wabash River, 
succession leads to a stable silver maple-cottonwood-American elm 
community which may eventually give way, but only with better 
drainage, to a beech-black maple community. On the Tippecanoe 
River comparable lowland forest included silver maple, American elm, 
and black willow, with an appreciable admixture of river birch 
(Table 2). 

The Tippecanoe River has generally sandier substrates1 a much 
more regular stream flow, and a greater amount and variety of aquatic 
vegetation than the larger Wabash River. The latter is characterized 
by frequent large water-level fluctuations, relatively finer textured 
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TABLE 2. GENERALIZED COMPOSITION OF LOWLAND FOREST COMMUNITIE:'< 
RELATED TO SUCCESSIONAL STAGE (LIGHT) AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC PORITIOK 

(DRAINAGE) FOR SEVERAL LOCATIONS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL i:JTATES. 

Location and 
Physiographic 

Position 

Southern Illinois 

Initial or 
Pioneer Community 

(Hosner and ~Iinckler, I 963) 

Newly formed land 
(bars, islands, etc). 

Poorly drained bottom
land swamps and 
sloughs beyond 
natural levees. 

Wabash River, Indiana 
(Lindsey et al., 1961) 

Islands and bars. 

Flood plain proper. 

Tippecanoe River, Indiana. 
(Lindsey et al., 1961). 

Flood plain proper. 

Willow-cottonwood
sycamore. 

Buttonbush-cypress-

~h~1~sg~::d ~~;~n 
and pumpkin ash 
and swamp cotton~ 
wood. 

Dianthera and willow 
spp. (Including in
terior willow). 

Grass, weeds, and 
forbs. 

Grass and forbs. 

Wisconsin River, Southern Wis. 
(Ware, 1955). 

Bars, islands and open Cottonwood-black 
wet sites. willow. 

Sandy open raised River birch-swamp 
terraces or natural white oak. 
levees, ridges and 
slopes. 

Better drained ter- Corn, (crops) or weeds. 
taces and elevations. 

Northern W iBconsin. 
(Fassett, 1944) 

Lakeside or stream- Open bog followed by 
side bog. tamarack-black 

spruce. 

Stable 
Lowland Forest 

Silver maple-elm-ash 
with boxelder and 
hackberry. 

Pin oak, red gum, 
swamp chestnut and 
overcup oak, honey
locust and red maple. 

Associated Forest on 
Better Drained or 

Upland Soils 

Oak-hickory 

Cherrybark oak, red oak 
American elm, and 
hickories. 

Black willow-silver Black maple-American 
maple-cottonwood. beech 

or 
Silver maple-black Oak-hickory. 

willow-American elm. 

Silver maple-black 
willow-river birch
American elm. 

Silver maple-red ash-
American elm. 

Silver maple-ash-elm. 

Basswood-red oak-
hackberry. 

White cedar-fir with 
black ash and red 
maple. 

Sycamore, river birch 
American elm, hack 
berry, silver maple 
green ash, followed by 
n. red oak, swamp 
white oak, yellowbud 
hickory, and basswood. 

Oak-hickory or sugar 
maple-basswood. 

Oak-hickory or sugar 
maple-basswood. 

Oak-hickory or sugar 
maple-basswood. 

Basswood, ash, hemlock 
yellow birch, white 
pine. 

alluvium (although this was not a major difference), and large num
bers of weedy species along its banks. The abundance of weeds pre
sumably results from more frequent erosion and deposition. The 
Wabash, being much the longer stream, also shows a great variation 
in species ranging from baldcypress and post oak in the south to 
beech and hard maple in the north. 
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Although most big timber was cut long since from the "\Vabash and 
Tippecanoe bottoms, there are still recoru trees present, including a 
sycamore 13.5 feet d.b.h., a silver maple i2 inches, a hackberry 69 
inches, a cottonwood 6i inches and a northern red oak 56 inches 
d.b.h. 

Lindsey (1962) reports 31 different species iu a remnant of origi
nal flood plain forest on the lower Wabash near M.t. Carmel. Both 
basal area and importance, relative density + rt'lative· basal area) 
values designate this as an oak-gum-elm-hickory forest in which the 
silver maple, cottonwood, sycamore, and water pecan were confined 
to the lowest spots. 

Lindsey et al. (1961) devised a flood-susceptibility continuum that 
classes species by their relative ability to survive submergence. The 
continuum ranges from bald cypress, best adapted to continuous 
flooding, to black maple and red oak, which are least tolerant of flood
mg. 

In another study Lindsey (1961) used detailed soil maps and land 
survey records to determine the original extent of wetlands. Defore 
settlement that portion of Indiana north of the Wabash River (approx
imately the northPrn third of the state) was approximately 50 per
cent wetland and included the famous Kankakee Swamp. Half of the 
wetland was in permanently ponded soils. Wet prairie and sedge 
meadow were present, as well as lowland forests, conifer swamp, and 
open marsh. In the hardwood forests, beech, swamp white oak, and 
American elm were the most important species and reaehed eonsider
able size, judging from land survey records. 

In northern Indiana, wetlands were generally located on valley 
trains, old lake beds, ground moraine, and outwash sediments, whereas 
oak-hickory forest and prairie were restricted to end moraines and 
well-drained sands. A similar situation existed in northern Ohio and 
adjacent Indiana in the bed of glacial Lake Maumee. 

Interdigitation of sand, silt, and muck soils resulted in close juxta
position of lowland forests, water, swamp, and marsh as well as dry 
prairie and oak-hickory. Further evidence for widespread wetlands 
exists in records of large lakes long since vanished and of numerous 
streams now largely converted to drainage ditches. Drainage has re
duced this wetland mosaic to a fragment of the original, and there is 
little hope that much of the area will revert to forest in the near fu
ture. 
Lowland Hardwood Communities of Northern Illinois and Southern 
Wisconsin 

Forests of poorly drained soils, both flood plain and lacustrine, in 
southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois have been deseribed by 
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Ware (1955) and Curtis (1959). Their delimitation of several com
munities is based partly ou the nature of the substrate and partly 
on the relative degree of flooding. 

Using data from 114 stands, Ware developed a compositional 
gradient which shows some similarity to the flooding-tolerance gradient 
of Lindsey et al. ( 1961). He uses this compositional gradient to com
pare and interpret various vegetational features (basal area, tree 
density versus sapling density, etc.) and edaphic factors (nutrients, 
moisture-holding capacity, etc.). 

In the compositional gradient several readily recognized spectra 
are evident, although there is almost continuous intergradation of 
species between them. These identifiable bands can also be related to 
common physiographic features of the flood plains. 

The black willow-cottonwood community results from germination 
phenomena. Both species require exposed moist soil for germination, 
and the dominance of one or the other depends upon moisture condi
tions following germination. With drying, cottonwood, aided by its 
taproot system, predominates; with continued moisture, willow, with 
its fibrous root system, prevails. Noted also by Hosner and Minckler 
(1963) and others, this competitive relationship holds over much 
of the range of the two species. The willow-cottonwood community is 
commonly found on exposed lacustrine and fluvial sands and silts 
throughout the North Central States and beyond. 

·ware (1955) demonstrates that river birch and swamp white oaR: 
form another natural segment of the gradient. Both species tend to 
become established in open places somewhat higher above the river 
than is the case for cottonwood and willow. River birch favors 
sandy areas and abandoned fields, whereas swamp white oak is common 
along marshes and sloughs but also favors sandy areas. The birch is 
never found in lacustrine swamps and the oak rarely; but both thrive 
in flood plains where unevenness of terrain provides favorable ele
vated sites. 

Cottonwood, black willow, swamp white oak, and river birch can 
each originate forest communities that are converted, especially along 
rivers, to a silver maple-green ash-American elm forest. To these 
forests a few other species, such as basswood, red oak, hackberry, and 
yellowbud hickory, are usually added. Ware suggests that the "over
whelming importance of silver maple-green ash-American elm com
binations is partially explained by the homogenizing nature of the 
river." Within a single river system lowlands are exposed to similar 
periods of flooding and sedimentation, similar water levels, and simi
lar patterns of seed distribution. Flood plain vegetation, whether 
marsh or forest, exists under much the same moisture conditions, which 
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are maintained irrespective of the type of vegetation. Thus, Ware 
(1955) concluded that change in composition of lowla11d forest toward 
more mesic upland types must await physiographic changes such as 
land aggradation, river deepening, or major shifts in stream channels. 

Aggradation and degradation processes will in time produce varia
tion in terrace levels within flood plains. Ware suggests several 
species combinations which occur on better drained or less frequently 
flooded sites ('l'able 2). These include a red oak-basswood-hackberry 
grouping on the lower Wisconsin River and a sugar maple-red elm
hackberry community along the Pecatonia River in northern Illinois. 

Ware (1955) points out that, because of longer periods of lesser 
sedimentation, and a generally fixed low water level, lacustrine swamps 
are more stable than those along rivers. As a result of this stability 
the cottonwood-willow and river birch-swamp white oak combinations 
are uncommon, and the swamp forest is generally a silver maple-green 
(or black) ash-American elm community. Gently sloping shorelines 
also permit a gradation into more mesic upland forests. 

Ware illustrates a close relationship between lowland hardwoods 
of Wisconsin and the forest of the Mississippi Valley to the south. 
He also indicates relationships to major post-Pleistocene tree migra
tion routes and shows a gradual reduction in species numbers 
northward (Table 3). Ware reports on hybrids between several low
land species, one of particular interest being that between red maple 
'and silver maple. He further suggests that similarities between hard
wood swamps of northern Ohio and eastern Wisconsin may indicate 
that these areas and the intervening portion of Indiana and Lower 
Michigan represent a single major lowland hardwood complex. 

One lowland forest type not present in Wisconsin or previously 
noted in Indiana (although it exists there) is a pin oak-red maple
sour gum community described for Ohio by Shanks ( 1938). This forest 
follows marsh vegetation in succession in northwestern Ohio. 

Lowland Forests West of .the Mississippi River 

Westward from the Mississippi there is a gradual reduction in 
species number and some changes appear in composition of flood plain 
forests. Aikman and Gilley (1948) list several willows, cottonwood, 
silver maple, American elm, boxelder, Kentucky coffee tree, and black 
walnut as constant members of the forests along the Missouri River; 
in addition, river birch, sycamore, and butternut, and several addi
tional species of willow are found along the Des Moines River. 

Westward along the Missouri River betwe~n Missouri and Nebraska, 
flood plain forests consist largely of willow And cottonwood, with the 
higher bottoms often occupied largely by prairie (Weaver, 1960). On 
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TABLE 3. COMPOSITION OF FLOOD PLAIN FOREST STANDS OF THE UPPER 
MISSISSIPPI AS INDICATED BY PERCENT DENSITY VALUES (ADAPTED 

FROM WARE, 1955). 

Location North to Houth 

Wyalusing 
Htate Park. 
\\'isconsin2 

Jo Daviess 
County, 
Illinois a 

Silver maple 5') 39 
American elm 2-! 22 
River birch II 12 
Cottonwood 4 
Ash spp. 4 () 
Swamp white oak 2 
Honeylocust 1 
Boxelder I 
Black willow 14 
Pin oak 7 
Hackberry 
Sycamore 
White oak 
Hickory spp. 
Red gum 
Black oak 
Black walnut 
Oak app. (includes Q. lyrata, Q. falcata. 

Q. shumardii, Q. prinwJ, Q. stellata, 
Q, imbricaria) 

Tupelo 
Swamp cottonwood 
Cypress 

Mouth of Kalkaskia 
Illinois H., River, 

Illinois4 Illinois a 

33 13 
17 II 

2 :~ 

1 :l 
9 25 

0.3 
2 
2 
fj 11 
4 2 
o .. , :~ 

14 
13 

4 
3 

Cache 
River, 

Illinois-1 

10 

4 
6 
2 

0.1 

I 
3 
I 
0.5 
5 
2 

10 
4 

0.5 
2:! 
0.5 
0.2 

15 

1 Occurrence and percentage density of other species are: At Wyalusing-Tilia americana 1; At the 
mouth of the Illinois-Quercu.s macrocarpa .5, Carya pecan 5, Forest1:era acuminata 5, Diospyros vir
giniana 5, Gledittria aquatica 4, Cratagus spp. 3, Morus rubra .1, Ulmus rub'ra .1, Gymnocladus dioicus .1, 
Cercis canadensis .1; At the Cache River-Quercus 11Ulerocarpa .1. 

2 Data from Ware, 1955 . 
. 'Data from Telford, 1926. 
· 4 Data from Yeager, 1949, 

better drained areas small forests of red and white ash, red and 
American elm, boxelder, hackberry, and walnut may occur. Southward 
along the :Missouri sycamore is frequent, as are silver maple, honey
locust, and Kentucky coffee trees. Red oak and basswood may be 
found along protected slopes. 

In the Missouri River bottoms, open marsh and reed-cattail swamps 
interspersed with open water were common. As Weaver points out, 
however, the wide flood plain of the Missouri is no longer forest and 
marsh: " ... drainage districts were formed. Lakes and marshes at 
the margins of the flood plain were filled by soil from the uplands 
... modern machinery was used in clearing away trees and digging 
deep drainage ditches. Native vegetation throughout the bottomland, 
except near the river channel, has been almost completely replaced 
by farm crops." 

Northern Lowland :Norests 

Lowland forests in the northern part of the North Central States are 
predominantly coniferous. Although considerable areas of lowland 
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hardwood are present, they more often intergrade into upland stands. 
The commonest lowland hardwood combination includes hemlock, 
yellow birch, red maple, elm, and often white pine (Fassett, 1944; 
Curtis, 1959). In the conifer lowlands the white cedar-balsam 
fir communities, often with a hardwood intermixture, predominate 
in some areas. Black spruce-tamarack combinations cover vast acreages 
elsewhere. The northern lowland forests, especially the cedar-fir-hard
wood mixtures may be used to some extent by wood ducks but are of 
less importance than those types previously discussed. These north
ern forests have been disturbed but little, and their future is perhaps 
more secure than those to the south. However, the former white pine
hemlock-yellow birch mixtures along the major rivers have been largely 
converted to stands of little value to the wood duck. 

Past and Present Area of Lowland Hardwood Forest 

The area in lowland hardwood forests has changed drastically 
following white settlement. Cultivation, lumbering, and drainage 
greatly reduced acreages in forests and open water and modified the 
swamp components of wood duck habitat. 

More recently some land has reverted to lowland forests. This shift 
may continue, although it is of less magnitude than the earlier destruc
tive one. 

Acreages of commercial lowland hardwood in the North Central 
States are shown in Table 4. Obviously not all lowland hardwood 
acreage serves as wood duck habitat, but the estimates shown are the 
best available. Some recent increases in commercial forest acreage 
result from regrowth on land earlier classed as brush or non-stocked. 
There are now approximately 9.7 million acres of lowland hardwoods, 
610,000 acres of oak-gum-cypress, and 1.5 million acres of cedar in the 
eight North Central States (Table 4). 

CHARACTERISTICS oF BoTTOMLAND HARDWOOD SPEcms 

As indicated by Ware (1955), Lindsey et al. (1961), Hosner and 
Minckler ( 1963), and numerous others, there is considerable leeway 
in the amount of moisture that most lowland species will tolerate. 
Likewise, gradation in tolerances among species covers the entire 
range of moisture conditions within the flood plain. Species of low
land forest communities discussed in this paper are all characterized 
by considerably more tolerance to flooding and saturated soils than 
are typically upland species. 

Most lowland species are capable of rapid growth and may reach 
great size in the presence of ample water and light. These species 
can be arranged in a sequence in relation to tolerance to shading. 
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TABLE 4. PAST AND PRESENT ACHEAGE OF LOWLAND FOHEHT IN THE 
NOHTII CENTRAL STATES• 

Commercia.! Forest Acreage 
State Year of 

Forest 8urvcy Lowland Oak-gum 

17 

Hardwoodst 0 Cypressll 'Vhite Cedaru 
--.-----· 

l\1ichigan~ 111as 683,000 039,000 
1955 974,000 886,000 

'V isconsin • 19:1\. H74 ,000 201 ,000 
1956 \141 ,000 223,000 

~1innesota4 19:j() 607,000 374,000 
195:! 1 '145 ,000 284,000 
1962 1,502,000 417,000 

lowa 5 1954 1,219,000 

Illinoisa 1918 777,000 
1962 1 ,H2,000 Hi,800 

Tndiana7 1950 993,000 138,000 

Ohio' 195:! 454,000 ·16 ,000 

~1issouri9 1965 2,180,000 410,000 

J Data from current state forest survey reports and from unpublished data. of North Centra! Forest 
Experiment Station. 

'Findell et al., 19GO. 
• !':tone and Thorne, 1961. 
4 Cunningham, Horn. and Quinney, 1958. 
' Thornton and Morgan, 1959. 
• King and Winter•, 1952. 
7 Hutchinson, 1956. 
'Hutchinson, 1954a and 1954b. 
'Ganser, 1965. 
1° Ash-elm-cottonwood type in which 50 percent or more of the stand is ash, elm, or cottonwood, 

singly or in combination. In Wisconsin this type is designated as the ash-elm-soft maple type. In Illinois 
tb.e 1948 figure includes cypress. 

n Bottomland stands ('Ontaining at least 50 percent tupelo, black gum, sweet gum, oak or cypress or 
any combination of them. In Ob.io only oak and gum are included. 

12 Swamp conifer forest in which 50 percent or more of the stand is white cedar (associated with hal
earn fir, tamarack, and swamp hardwood). 

Species such as cottonwood, willow, river birch, swamp white oak, 
boxelder, and silver maple are less tolerant of shade than are elm, 
ash, hackberry, basswood, and trees of better drained sites, such as 
red oak, black maple, and beech. In general, the lowland forests are 
subjected to sufficient disturbance so that the less shade-tolerant 
species can sustain themselves (Ware, 1955; Hosner and Minckler, 
1963). 

I .. owland species vary considerably in wood characteristics. They 
span a range from the relatively hard and strong wood of hickory, 
oak, elm, and hackberry to the weak and softer wood of soft maple, 
cottonwood, and willow. Specific gravity also varies and is only par
tially t•elated to strength or hardness. Most lowland species have one 
eharacteristic in common: 'l'hey are not durable and do not persist 
under situations favorable for decay either as fallen logs or as lumber. 
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The exceptions, few but notable, include the highly durable cypress 
and swamp white oak and the moderately resistant elms and hack
berry. 

Most observers of lowland forests have remarked on the spreading 
form of the trees, a characteristic which probably contributes to split
ting, breakage, etc., and hence to formation of nesting hollows. The 
low wood strength of many species-willows, cottonwood, sycamore, 
and soft maples-also contributes to the development of cavities, 
as does the lack of decay resistance. 

Fibrous and taproot systems are represented in approximately 
equal proportions among lowland species. Windthrow is frequent, 
particularly among those species with fibrous root systems, like the 
willows. Actual breakage is more common with tap-rooted trees. Both 
types of damage help to provide the limbs and other woody debris 
in the water which serve as loafing sites for wood ducks and provide 
protection for the feeding brood. 

DYNAMICS OF LowLAND FoRESTS 

In presettlement times the lowland forests, as well as the associated 
uplands, were subjected to a variety of disturbances. These disturb
ances permitted frequent replacement both of species and of indi
viduals if the community remained intact, or the replacement of en
tire communities after a major castastrophe. 

Fluvial forests were and are subjected to the rigors of yearly flood
ing, varying in depth, duration, and timing, but inevitably bringing 
a period of inundation and of alluvial deposition. vVhen flooding 
occurs in winter or late spring, the ice carried downstream often 
causes extensive damage to trees and aquatic vegetation (Lindsey 
et al., 1961). Shelford (1954) provides a detailed picture of vegeta
tional changes resulting from major channel alterations in the Mis
sissippi River. 

To these hazards must be added wind and fire. Wind damage has 
been discussed previously. In the past, fire occurred more often in 
lowland forests than is generally known. Ware ( 1955) notes that fire 
was common in most lowland forest areas bordering marshes; as evi
dence he cites the fire scarred, spreading open-grown swamp white 
oaks, now being replaced by other species. Ware observed fire scars 
also in many stands protected by backwaters and sloughs. In addi
tion to oak, large river birch, silver maple, and red ash are somewhat 
resistant to fire. The cessation of marsh fires after settlement 
presumably has resulted in less decay and fewer dead trees as well as 
minor compositional changes. 

Lacustrine swamps are subjected to similar disturbance by flooding, 
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:fire, and wind. The flooding tends to be limited in depth, depending 
on the level of outflow, but lasts longer and deposits less sediment 
than on flood plains. 

The Wisconsin River provides an example of the influence of re
cent human activity on flood plain forests. Post-settlement logging 
was accompanied by severe river fluctuations; however, logging was 
soon followed by an intensive period of dam building, and today the 
Wisconsin River is ponded for a considerable portion of its length. 
In the last century major changes in river channel have been few 
(Ware, 1955), and the previously rapid turnover of pioneer tree com
munities has apparently slowed. Cottonwood-willow communities may, 
therefore, become less abundant but of greater age. There is little 
indication that drainage conditions below the flowages will change; 
consequently, present areas of lowland forest will not progress rapid
ly to other types. At the same time, changed moisture conditions 
along flowage areas above dams will, in some cases, create more wet
land, but more often forested sites will be permanently flooded. 

In rich bottomlands of rivers like the Wabash, intensive agri
culture has produced drastic changes in plant cover. The once endless 
seas of forest are now similarly endless acres of corn or soybeans, with 
a narrow fringe of forest along the river bank and on the islands. In 
Ohio, Indiana, or Illinois, there is little likelihood that these areas 
will once again be wooded. On the other hand, improvements in land 
management practices may help in the bluff forests. If pasturing is 
eliminated, the bluff communities along the flood plain may again 
become producers of mast and serve as nesting sites for wood ducks. 

Lumbering has been a factor in reduction of lowland forests in 
the past, and it is expected that this will continue. Fortunately, 
the wet flood plain is less amenable than upland to modern logging 
methods and machinery, and probably, as in the past, much of the 
logging will be on a relatively small scale to satisfy local needs. Local 
logging is unlikely to reducl~ habitat drastically since, save for :fire
wood, the better formed trees would be taken and others left. However, 
where logging is done under modern management concepts, the mis
conception that removal of every spreading, aged, and broken specimen 
is essential to timber stand improvement may prevail and nesting po
tential will be reduced. In the lowland, in contrast to the upland, 
:fire control will have little more effect than it has had to date. 

Artificial flooding, especially where the water level may vary great
ly, will have considerable impact on lowland forests. This is evidenced 
in many areas in the Midwest. 

Recreational development can also cause serious damage to lowland 
forest if it brings clearing, building, streamside "improvement," and 
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chemical insect control. Streamside recreation reservations may be 
beneficial if they result in increased stand age, "natural" conditions 
along the streams, and maintenance of forest and aquatic vegetation. 

Recently elm mortality has been heavy, and its final influence on 
the lowland hardwood forests cannot be predicted. Phloem necrosis 
and Dutch elm disease, singly and in combination, have killed large 
numbers of vigorous and mature elms. It is doubtful that elm will 
be eliminated from the lowland hardwood type; however, it is dimin
ishing in importance. Unpublished data from recent surveys indicate 
a significant drop in volume of elm over the past 20 years in Illinois, 
Indiana, and southern Michigan. This drop in volume appears directly 
related to a decrease in the number of elms of saw timber size. The 
abruptness of the change demonstrates the dynamic nature of the 
forest community and the speed at which unexpected changes can 
occur. Susceptibility of elm to disease, especially to Dutch elm 
disease, is a factor which must be considered in management of low
land woods, whether for timber or wood duck habitat . 

.A similar but less pronounced decline has occurred in the volume 
of oak saw timber in some areas. This loss is blamed in part on "oak 
wilt" to which pin oak is particularly susceptible. The disease is spot
ty in distribution but it can cause total loss of oaks in a particular 
stand. Oak wilt occurs m all of the North Central States, as does 
Dutch elm (l israse. 

CONCLUSION 

A few generalizations on the lowland hardwood forest types will 
serve to summarize this paper. 

Floristic variety in lowland forests diminishes rapidly northward; 
it also diminishes westward from the Mississippi River. Flood plain 
forests generally are dense, vigorous, and fast growing, and include 
many trees of spreading form subject to breakage and decay. 

River-bottom forests may show considerable uniformity over long 
distances for several reasons: (a) river valleys were migration routes 
for a number of tree species during post-glacial times, (b) the vegeta
tion of a river valley is subject to essentially the same disturbances 
fm· long distances and (c) flood plain soils show essentially the same 
soil moisture values for long distances. Gradation in soil moisture 
would be outward from the river, with the backwater area al<>o being 
moist. 

Hapid plant succession in river bottoms resnlts from chang·t>s in 
availability of light. .A terminal forest, in the sense of climatically 
adapted upland stands, is not reached since river-bottom species have 
little influence on the soil or on soil moisture conditions. Lowland 
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forests cannot cause appreciable soil drying; the water table estab
lished by the river and frequent flooding are the major controls. Like
wise, because of deposition of alluvium and scouring or washing of 
organic materials, etc., river-bottom forests rarely effect much change 
in soil fertility. Thus, succession in river-bottom :forests is from pio
neer light-demanding species to those more tolerant of shade, but still 
tolerant of flooding. 

There is considerable similarity :from Ohio to Wisconsin in the 
present composition of the swamp forests and in the points of origin 
of the tree species. Differences in species composition are most likely 
to result from differences in substrates-for instance the swamp white 
oak-river birch combinations on sands, in contrast to the ash-maple
~c•lm group on finer textured soils. Components of these forests 
show great structural and ecologic similarity. Principles applying to 
development of forests and to habitat management within lowland 
hardwoods can be applied within reason throughout most o:f the North 
Central area. 

In evaluating the future of river-bottom forests, changes since 
settlement must be taken into consideration. These include cessation 
of fires in the marshrs, gradual removal of older, larger trees and 
the consequent reduction in average forest age, control of river 
flows by dams, and regulation of lake water levels. 

The difficulties of lowland existence apparently encourage great 
genetic and ecological variability so that identification of species 
alone is often not enough to document the differences in com
position and behavior. Physiological differences among tree species 
and varieties are paramount. 

Although the area of lowland forest and thus of favorable wood 
duck habitat hal'! declined greatly in the past 150 years, there arc 
indications that this decline has been reversed. These forests are now 
at least holding their own. 

The function of this paper has been served if the reader has ob
tained some insight into the variety of forest communities which bor
rler surface waters in the North Central part of the United States, and 
at the same time has noted the parallel developmental patterns and 
compositional similarity of the various communities classed as lowland 
hanl \\"Ootl forest, curreHtly the most persistent and useful forest vege
tlltion fot· wood duck habHat. 
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Conservationists are alarmed at the rapid rate at which prarne 
pothole waterfowl production areas are being lost through drainage 
and other uses of land. Unless and until this trend can be reversed, 
the prairie pothole-nesting waterfowl will continue to be in trouble. 
But there is encouragement in at least one segment of the waterfowl 
population, the tree-nesting, woodland-inhabiting wood duck. 

This report is aimed at emphasizing (1) trends in forest acreages, 
(2) factors influencing wood duck habitat, (3) opportunities for man
aging wood ducks, and ( 4) information required to improve wood 
duck management. 

TRENDS IN FOREST ACREAGES 

The wood duck has a distinct advantage in being less disturbed 
by human activities and in being adapted to a type of habitat which 
probably has increased rather than decreased in acreage during the 
past 10 years. This is reflected in timber trends (U.S. Dept. Agr., 
1965). According to a recent report the national commercial forest 
area has increased at the rate of 1.5 percent over the past 10 years. 
Nationally, there are now 7,585,000 acres more commercial forest land 
than 10 years ago. It is unlikely that all commercial forests are prime 
wood duck habitat. Pine stands are considered relatively poor habitat, 
even though Bent (1923) gives two instances of wood ducks nesting 
in pine trees. 

Generally, biologists have not identified the tree species and timber 
types which are actually preferred by wood ducks. Lacking definite in
formation on forest types preferred or used and which tree species are 
favored, I will merely summarize changes occurring in forests of the 
northern part of the wood duck range: the New England Region, 
Mid-Atlantic States, Lake States, and Central States. 

Altogether these regions have a current inventory of 168,166,000 
acres of commercial forest land (Table 1). Associated with this forest 
land, according to the 1955 survey, are 14 and 1;3 million acres of wet
lands. The total commercial forest land of the area is actually 2/10 of 
1 percent lower than it was in 1953. 

Largest losses of commercial forest land were in two groups: (1) 
the spruce-fir group, which declined 1,821,000 acres, and (2) the 



,BLE I. COMMERCIAL FOREST TYPES BY REGIONS (1963) AND CHANGES IN AREA, 1953-63 (In THOuSANDS OF ACRES)* 

New England Mid-Atlantic Lakes States Central States Total 
'ype 

Present 10-Year Present 10-Year Present 10-Year Present 10-Year Present 10-Year 
Area Change Area Change Area Change Area Change Area Change 

, red and jack pine 4,094 +676 1,683 +34 4,435 -10 108 +77 10,320 +777 
lly and shortleaf pine 180 +15 2,734 -38 904 +324 3,818 +301 
e-fir 10,004 -46(; 778 -90 8,751 -1,265 19 '723 -1,821 
ine 61 +12 701 +137 I ,504 -218 2,266 -69 
ickory 3,963 +783 20,245 +1 ,621 6,170 -273 27,400 -1,594 57,778 +537 
urn-cypress 931 -1,785 747 -536 1,678 -2,321 
sh-cottonwood 1 '150 +332 1,884 +460 4,705 +96 8,533 +895 16,278 +1,783 
>-hooch-birch 9,323 -1,235 11,873 +1.141 9,630 +322 1,986 -76 32,812 +152 
-bireh 2,580 +676 3,059 +183 17,882 -569 72 -12 23,593 +278 
,L 31 ,451 +793 43,888 +1 ,663 51 ,573 -1,699 41,254 -1,140 168,166 -383 

igures for the New En~land States are for all of the New England States. The Mid-Atlantic States are Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, 
ylYania and West Virginia. The Lakes States are 1\'lichigan, 1vlinnesota, and Wisconsin. The Central States are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, l\lissouri, Ohio, 
entucky. 
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oak-gum-cypress type, which declined 2,321,000 acres. The reductiou 
of spruce-fir probably is of little importance to wood ducks, but de
cline of the oak-gum-cypress type is an important loss. However, this 
loss could very well be ofl'set by gains of 537,000 acres in oak-hickory 
and 1,787,000 acr<'s in the elm-ash-cottonwood bottomland types. Ther<' 
also were gains of 152,000 acres in the maple-beech-birch hardwood 
type and 278,000 acres in the aspen-birch type. By regions, the 
change in commercial forest acreage is roughly a 1.4 percent increase 
in New England, a 3.9 percent increase in the Middle-Atlantic States, 
a net loss of 1.1 percent in tl1e JJakes States, and a net loss of 2.2 per
cPnt in the Central StatPS. 

Assuming that the 2,321,000 aerPs of oak-gum-cypress lost in the 
nor·thern portion of the United States at'e most important to water
fowl, understanding what happened to these stands is essential. 
The six-county Bootheel area of Missouri provides a good example of 
high losses of this !'mnmercial forest land. Here, rxtensive land clear
ing converted rich bottomlands to farm lands. These ar·cas now sup
port g1·ain and other eropf', many of which furnish food for waterfowl. 
Many trees remaining in woodlots, in fence rows, and around rural 
aml urban dwellings ~an be expected to have natut'al cavities. Avail
able food in the bottomlands and nesting cavities in remaining trees 
will very likely continue to encourage traditional waterfowl use of the 
area. 

FAcToRs INFLUENCING WooD DucK HABITAT 

After considering gross areas of potential wood duck habitat it 
is helpful to examine what is happening in these forests and what op
portunities exist for preserving and improving habitat for wood ducks. 
But, first, basic facts must be recog-uized. Land is valuable. Increasing 
human populations create increasing pressures for use of land. For
estry is a business. Consequently, foresters are employed to perform 
forestry operations in a business-like manner. It is significant that 
forestry is in an age of specialization, similar to the status of many 
professions today. The forester, too, finds that his employer wants 
specific and different things from different areas. It is reasonable to 
assume that the forester's assignment will be oriented first to the land
owner's primary objective. But there are many opportunities for a 
forester to accomplish more than one objective with the same opera
tion, or by several differing methods. 

To date the forester has had little or no influence on the with
drawal of commercial forest lands. This decision is made by the engi
neer, developer, planner, and farmer. But the forester retains some 
managerial responsibility for forest land that remains after attrition. 

Not all forest land is in commercial use, and not all commercial 
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forest lands are under management. Over 70 percent of the commer
cial forest land in the north is in farm and miscellaneous private 
ownership. 

Public forest lands and those owned by forest industries amount to 
about 26 percent of the total commercial forest of the North and most 
of these lands are under some form. of management. Forest manage
ment on industry lands, quite obviously, is directed toward supply
ing wood requirements of the owner. The objective of management has 
been and will undoubtedly continue to be maximum production of 
wood. Quality, size and species of tree used may change. Indications 
are that intensive management will not overcome the trend 
toward a gradual decrease in the average diameter of trees being cut 
for sawlogs and veneer on these lands. On three-fourths of the indus
trial forests managed for pulp and paper, trees will usually be har
vested before they reach a size or condition capable of providing 
suitable nesting cavities. 

OPPORTUNITIEs FOR WooD DucK MANAGEMENT 

Industrial forest lands present two opportunities for wood duck 
management. • 

1. On poor sites capable of only low-grade timber production, the 
sites may be left to produce cavity forming trees and mast crops. 

2. On sites under intensive timber management, nest boxes may be 
erected without impairing wood production. 

Economics frequently encourage foresters to focus management 
efforts for wood products on the more productive sites. Here, inten
sive management pays off. Nevertheless, industrial foresters can be 
expected to welcome opportunities to cooperate in benefiting wood 
ducks along the lines outlined above. 

Public forest lands have been managed in the past for a multitude of 
dominant uses. Some areas that have potential for integrated manage
ment have already become "multiple use" forests. Public forest 
management is in a transition period. Many areas are no longer 
classified as commercial forests because they are being reserved for 
recreation. Aesthetics and recreation are considered of equal or higher 
value than tangible products or services on some public areas. Such 
areas are being set aside as natural or wilderness areas. New roadside 
parks, and city, county, state, and national parks are being !'S

tablished, as well as scenic corridors adjacent to public highways. 
These areas also offer the wood duck nesting sites and possibly other 
types of suitable habitat. Those areas in public ownership which 
have potential for wood duck habitat are ripe for development. All 
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that is needed is some information which the forester can use in his 
management plans. 

Small private woodlands offer a problem for the forester. Manage
ment of these areas usually starts with cut-over, virtually high
graded stands. Nationally these areas supply about one-half the 
harvest of growing stock. Intensive programs to encourage manage
ment of small private woodlands have been carried on by the U. S. 
Department of .Agriculture through the Forest Service, Extension 
Service and Soil Conservation Service, and by incentive payment 
programs available through the .Agricultural Stabilization and Conser
vation Service. Private forest industries and state forest depart
ments, through activities such as the Tree Farm Programs and Farm 
Foresters, have also encouraged management of small private wood
lands. In spite of these aids, there has been less response to this phase 
of woodlot management than fire protection. 

The paradox of this poor forest management is that in the high
grading type of harvest, cavity trees are usually left because of their 
low timber yield. Other necessary wood duck habitat improvement 
measures will probably be as difficult to implement in these small 
holdings as good forest management practices have been. .Assuming 
that wood ducks prefer hardwoods to conifers, these predominantly 
hardwood forests may be worthy of considerable attention. Foresters, 
frequently called "farm foresters," working to attain management 
of woodlots, are generally very dedicated conservationists. They can 
be expected to make use of any helpful information on wood duck 
management whenever the opportunity arises . 

.Another category of timbered lands seems to have value for nesting 
wood ducks . .Areas classed as productive reserved and non-productive 
forest lands are not managed for timber production. They amount to 
over 61;2 million acres in the North. Involved are roadside, stream
side, and shelterbelt strips of timber with less than 120 feet in 
crown width, and yard trees. With the current growing interest 
in natural beauty, it is safe to assume that maintenance of trees in 
these classifications will be encouraged . 

.Although some of these trees are located close to people, it is 
unlikely that human disturbance has, or will have in the foreseeable 
future, an adverse influence on nesting wood ducks. .Accounts show 
woodies nesting within 12 feet of a ship being built (Wilson and Bona
part, 1831), in village commons, sr boo] · yards, apple orchards, and 
1wa r farm houses (.Ayars, l 948). '!'here is a movie about woo dies 
nesting in a yard (Breckenridge, 1956). Many photographs show oc
l'upied nest boxes located in close association with people. Tolerance 
of human disturbance will brnefit the wood duck as woodlands are used 
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more and more by people seeking recreation. But it does not seem 
likely that human activities, even if increased, will have an adverse 
effect on the use of northern habitat by wood ducks. 

The wood duck is a colorful and exciting creature to observe. Yard 
trees, shelterbelts and other trees in small groves, if acceptable to 
woodies for nest sites, would provide many opportunities for personal 
satisfaction. If cavity trees are needed, they will be left-if people 
are aware of the need. If nesting boxes must be erected, the problem 
will not be one of getting permission to erect them. Rather, it will be 
to discourage improper placement of the houses. 

INl•'ORMAT[ONAI. NEEDS 

Before significant progress can be made by foresters in encourag
ing management of woodlands to benefit wood ducks, biologists must 
supply some basic information on needs of the bird. Habitat re
quirements of the wood duck should be defined in terms of optimum 
and minimum conditions. These conditions should be in terms the 
forester understands: what forest types the wood duck prefers or will 
accept; which species of trees and associations are best; and the sizes, 
age classes, and densities of trees that provide useable nesting cavities. 
Tree densities should be expressed either in basal area per acre or per
centage of crown closure. Definitions and guidelines should include 
types of acceptable terrain, distances of nesting habitat from water, 
and types of vegetation required to attract and hold wood duck broods. 
lf a predator-proof nest box program is necessary, proper environ
llll!nts for erecting these boxes should be defined in similar terms. 

SU)[l\IARY 

'fhe prognosis for northern ·wood duck habitat is encouraging for 
several reasons. First, although there have been some changes in 
size class and species distribution of the commercial forest, there has 
not been a significant change in total area. Further, little change in 
total commercial forest area is expected to the year 2000. Trees for 
beauty and those for shelter are increasing in numbers, and this 
trend can be expected to continue. Thus, potential nesting habitat 
can be assumed to be increasing. The growing use of the forest for 
recreation does not appear to conflict with use of the same area for 
wood duck nesting, although it may affect some other phases of ·the 
wood duck life cycle. Foresters and the general public are generally 
willing to assist in increasing and improving wood duck habitat. But 
the degree of accomplishment depends largely upon biologists provid
ing some basic biological and ecological information for guidance. 
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Forest management and other land use activities are having an im
pact on wood duck habitat in the Southeast. But because wood duck 
populations defy inventory, and their habitat has not yet been defined 
quantitatively and qualitatively, there is no way of accurately as
sessing the impact of forest management and other human activities 
on wood duck habitat. It is possible, however, to assess, in general 
terms, the magnitude of some of the practices that are affecting what 
we consider to be wood duck habitat in the Southeast. From available 
information some general conclusions can be drawn regarding the 
impact of forest management and other human activities on the bird 
and its habitat. 

Much of the supporting informatiDn for this report was obtained 
through personal contact with several resource managers. To each we 
express deep appreciation for their assistance. 

SouTHEASTERN WooD DucK HABITAT 

In order that a discussion of practices and activities relating to 
wood duck habitat might have meaning, we believe it is necessary 
first to establish a concept of what constitutes wood duck habitat. A 
search of the literature revealed about as many terms used to describe 
wood duck habitat as there are biologists and naturalists who have 
written about this web-footed bird of the wetland forests. Phrases 
such as "overflow hardwood bottomlands," "margins of sounds," 
"open places in swamps," "ricefield ditches," "sequestered forest 
ponds," "brushy timbered sloughs," "shallow marshes," "shrubby 
swamps," "woodland ponds," "old mill ponds," "beaver ponds," 
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and other similar terms describe what is generally recognized as 
habitat preferred by wood ducks (Kortright, 1943; Wray and 
Davis, 1959). If this is a true reflection of the variety of ecological 
types preferred by wood ducks for feeding, nesting, rearing, resting, 
and roosting, then the impact of forest management and other human 
activities on southern wood duck habitat is staggering. 

Habitat losses of both a direct and indirect nature have been occur
ring at a rapid rate, particularly since the end of World War II. 
Drainage, clearing, flood control, pollution, and' intensive forest man
agement are responsible for a widespread reduction in wood duck 
habitat in the Southeast. 

ADVERSE HABITAT FACTORS 

Drainage 

This is thought to be the undisputed worst enemy of the wood duck. 
Drainage is directly responsible for the destruction of oxbow lakes, 
sloughs, swamps, beaver ponds, woodland ponds, and marshes that 
are so necessary for rearing, resting, and roosting. Where drain
age does not directly affect such surface water areas, it can and often 
does redure or eliminate seasonal flooding which is so necessary to 
replenish these wetland water supplies following periods of drought. 

Drainage also affects wood duck habitat by reducing the frequency 
and duration of flooding, and by lowering the groundwater table. 
Timber stand conversion is encouraged, usually toward forest types 
which are tolerant of, or require drier soil conditions. Hardwood sites 
may be converted to pine sites, and lowland swamp type hardwoods 
are replaced by hardwoods which respond to better-drained soils. In 
local situations this can be beneficial, particularly when stands of 
cottonwood and willow are succeeded by heterogeneous stands of hard
woods which contain Nuttall oak (laurel oak in the Southeast), sweet 
gum, willow oak, water oak, ,green ash, red maple, elm, and sycamore. 
Most often, however, losses from stand conversion exceed gains. Stands 
of cypress and tupelo gum, which often provide quality wood duck 
habitat, are lost because these species fail to reproduce under better 
drained soil conditions. Drainage promotes stand conversion, and it 
also promotes land clearing. 

Clearing 

Clearing ranks high as an enemy of the wood duck. Hardwood 
timber is one of the most important ingredients of wood duck habitat. 
'l'he removal of hardwoods through cl~aring effectively destroys the 
potential of an area to provide nest siies and important food in the 
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forlll of mast, both of which are necessary compon~nts of wood duck 
habitat. 

Plood 0 on trot 
Flood control adversely affects wood duck habitat in the Southeast, 

both directly and indirectly. Flood control reservoirs strategically 
located in major drainages reduce flooding in downstream areas, thus 
reducing the frequency and duration of inundation on large acreages 
of flood-plain hardwoods. Hardwood mast, an important winter food 
for wood ducks, cannot be utilized because shallow flooding is neces
sary to make the mast available. Flood control is also a major factor 
contributing to clearing and removal of these bottomland hardwoods. 
Landowners are encouraged to clear woodlands for agricultural uses 
because flooding following reservoir development occurs less frequent
ly in the flood plain below the reservoir. Reservoirs also flood out 
habitat within their immediate basins, thus removing trees that pro
vide nest sites and inundating shallow surface water areas that are 
valuable for rearing and roosting. 

Pollution 
Pollution in the form of chemical effluents, municipal sewerage, 

and/or silt, effectively renders many backwater sloughs, sluggish 
streams, rivers, and bays unsuitable as rearing habitat for wood ducks. 
Chemical wastes and turbid waters eliminate or seriously reduce aquat
ic plants and associated insect life that are the primary source of 
food of young wood ducks during the first several weeks following 
hatching. 

Another form of pollution which is believed to affect duck habitat 
is the concentration of pesticides in streams and rivers. Many nat
ural drainageways in the Southeast carry agricultural and indus
trial pesticides from a wide area of influence and concentrate them 
in a relatively small area. There is strong evidence that food-chain 
organisms in pesticide-laden streams are adversely affected, a phenom
enon which can in turn affect higher organisms such as the young 
wood duck. 

Ji'orest Management 
This activity is treated last because it is difficult to appraise as a 

factor bearing on wood duck habitat in the Southeast. In a general 
survey of timber interests, we noted that several timber products com
panies are conducting little more than a high grading program, which 
in its present form is actually beneficial to the wood duck. Other com
panies are managing more intensively but admit that it is not eco
nomically feasible to remove all cull trees and grow only straight-
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stemmed sound trees with no cavities. Still ot!Jcr companies have 
engaged in drainage and hardwood rrmo,·al in 1m efl'ort to convert 
low-grade hardwoods to pine. This type of management is the most 
damaging to the wood duck, for it results in th€ complete destruction 
of habitat even though such habitat may be only of a seasonal nature. 

EFFECTS OF r~AND AND WATER UsE AcTIVITIES 

In gathering data which relate to the magnitude of the practices 
just discussed, our efforts were largely confined to the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and ·wildlife 12-state southeastern area, which in
cludes Louisiana, Arkansas, Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland, and all 
states located to the south and east. ·within this area, alluvial bottoms. 
hammocks, and swamps, which support practically pure stands of 
hardwood timber, constitute the best remaining wood duck habitat. 
\Vooded wetlands also proyide fair to good-quality habitat during 
years when above-normal rainfall produces shallow flooding. The im
pact of drainage, dearing, flood control, pollution, and forest manage
ment on this habitat can best be assessed by reviewing some of the 
programs of public and private land and water management agencies. 

Drainage of Industrial F'ore.~t Lands 
Timber companies and private landowners are engaged in a massive 

program in the Atlantic and Gulf coastal plains to place certain less 
productive wetland types in commercial timber production. Klawitter 
( 1965) states that the practice of woodland drainage in the coastal 
plain began only about 18 years ago when a ditch was dug through 
low-value brush, hardwoods, and cypress to demonstrate that the 
removal of surface water would permit slash pine seedlings to grow 
in areas formerly too wet for them. From that beginning, woodland 
drainage in the Atlantic and Gulf coastal plains has increased, until 
now an estimated two million acres of wetlands are under this form 
of management. An additional four to five million acres of low-value 
coastal plain wetland forests exist that offer drainage and conversion 
opportunities, with certain limitations. These types provide only 
marginal habitat for wood ducks, being used largely during spring 
and fall migration. While the impact of their loss would not appear 
to be great, the cumulative value of these areas as feeding, resting, 
and roosting habitat may be surprisingly high. Drainage of this type 
will continue as the demand for forest products increases and creates 
a more favorable benefit-cost ratio. 

Small Watershed Program 
Programs of greater magnitude which have the potential for in

fluencing virtually all wood duck habitat in the Southeast are the 
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Small Watershed Program authorized under the vVatershed Protec
tion and Flood Prevention Act, P.L. 566, and its predecessor, the 
Pilot Watershed Program. These programs authorize the Secretary 
of Agriculture to cooperate with state and local agencies in planning 
and carrying out works of improvement for soil and water conserva
tion. These works include flood-retarding structures, stream chan
nelization, clearing and snagging stream channels and banks, and land 
treatment measures for maximum control of runoff. As of November 
1, 1965 in the 12-state Southeast area, a total of 382 applications cover
ing 23,169,400 acres-nearly seven percent of the total land-had been 
authorized for planning assistance under the small watershed pro
gram (U. S. Dept. Agr., 1965). Of this number, 262 plans covering 
15,045,500 acres have been approved for operations (construction). 
Under the Appalachia Program, the Department of Agriculture plans 
small watershed developments on more than 400 Appalachian water
sheds. 

Drainage is an important aspect of the program, and in many in
stances the lands to be drained provide at least seasonal, if not year
round, habitat for wood ducks and other waterfowl. Unless adequate 
provision is made to mitigate losses sustained from drainage, the 
Small Watershed Program will be very damaging to the wood duck. 

The North Carolina \Vildlife Resources Commission made a study 
of three P.L. 566 projects which were installed in the eastern part 
of their state and reported that each has been highly destructive to 
wetland wildlife (Barick, 1965). According to the Commission, "Of 
several projects currently in the planning or active state, we can 
point to none for which the final approved plans include adequate 
provision for the protection of wetland wildlife resources." The Com
mission report suggests that, if the same pattern of operation con
tinues in the future, P.L. 566 projects scheduled for eastern North 
Carolina threat~n extensive and serious damage to several species of 
wildlife important to the recreational potential and economy of the 
region. 

Clearing by Public ancl Private A.g'£ncies 

Another factor which has been identified as destructive of wood 
duck habitat is clearing. The magnitude of this practice is not easily 
assessed, although its influence is totally adverse to the wood duck. 
In the Southeast as a whole, it has been estimated that by the year 
2000, 13.4 million acres of existing forested wetlands will be converted 
to cropland and pasture. In Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, 
the clearing of hardwood bottomlands is particularly extensive. A 
Department of Agriculture report revealed that of 1,939,600 acres of 
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bottomland hardwoods presently occurring in the White River Basin 
in Arkansas, only about 740,100 acres, or 31 percent, will remain in 
this type by the year 2000. Landowners in the White River Basin, as 
well as elsewhere in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, are clearing 
bottomland hardwoods to plant soybeans. Growing soybeans on lands 
previously occupied by bottomland hardwoods is a change brought 
about by recent a(ivances in soil technology. Soybeans provide a greater 
economic return than timber and are an important export product. 
Unfortunately, they are not a substitute for hardwoods, and the loss 
of excellent wood duck habitat in the three-state area will be extensive. 

Corps and Private Flood Control Projects 

The impact of flood control on wood duck habitat is probably 
greater in the Southeast than in any other section of the nation. 
According to a 1956 survey, there are 59 lake and reservoir projects 
in the 12 southeastern states that have flood control as either a pri
mary or secondary function (Thomas and Harbeck, 1956). These do 
not include municipal, power, or navigation reservoirs' which also 
function, at least in part, as flood control projects. Additional projects 
are planned under the Appalachia Program. 

The 59 areas collectively cover about 2,420,720 surface acres and 
influence an area in the downstream flood plains several times greater. 
The area occupied by lakes and reservoirs is largely lost as wood duck 
habitat, and the habitat in the flood plain is greatly reduced, both in 
quality and quantity. 

The influences of flood control in various flood plains are manifest 
by reduction in frequency and duration of flooding, clearing of hard
wood bottomlands, and reduction in size or complete elimination of 
oxbow lakes, sloughs, and swamps that serve as wood duck production 
and wintering habitat. These losses are considered to be irretrievable. 

Pollution 

While the impact of pollution as a factor affecting wood duck habi
tat is very difficult to measure, there is little doubt that it has made 
serious inroads into otherwise suitable wood duck habitat. In the 
Southeast, there are hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of miles of 
streams that would be suitable as rearing habitat for wood ducks if 
they were not polluted with various dyes, detergents, and other chemi
cal compounds. While a concerted effort has not been made to ap
praise the extent of pollution of wood duck habitat, we have observed 
several miles of polluted streams uninhabited by wood ducks during 
the spring when broods should have been present. Broods were observed 
on unpolluted streams with similar habitat characteristics. During 
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the migration and wintering season, wood ducks and other migrants 
r-;crm to show no particular preference between polluted and. non
polluted streams. An encouraging aspect of the pollution problem is 
that habitat losses as a result of this factor may be regained once the 
pollution has been abated. Because of the need for clean water for 
human consumption and other uses, it is expected that pollution, as 
it now affects wood ducks, will be less of a problem in future years. 

PorPcst Management 

The impact of forest management on wood duck habitat is not of 
great significance except where hardwood lands are converted to the 
production of pine. As previously mentioned, it is estimated that two 
million acres of low-value hardwood lands have been drained in the 
Atlantic and Gulf coastal plains and converted to pine. The actual 
value of these lands as wood duck habitat varies from one locality to 
another, and the total impact of the program on wood duck habitat 
is a matter of conjecture. 

In general, the owners of hardwood bottomlands have not yet be
gun broadscale intensive management of the type that will adversely 
affect wood duck habitat. Management practices, such as the removal 
of all trees that contain cavities, drainage to improve site classi
fication, and drainage of woodland ponds and swamps, could do great 
harm to the habitat. Fortunately, it is not economically feasible to 
enter into this type management at this time. 

SUMMARY 

Destruction of wood duck habitat has come about as a result of 
changes in the environment that man has promoted in an effort to 
better himself through more intensive utilization of certain resources. 
These changes, of necessity, came about at the expense of other re
sources, which in man's judgment were of lesser value. In many in
stances, man's judgment regarding the relative values of various re
sources has been misguided. Some of his efforts have been successful, 
and some have compounded his problems. Change, however, is the 
story of America and one reason for this country's greatness. To 
keep pace with the times, more changes are in order and will continue 
to be made. 

\Ve think it is time to take stock of what is left in the way of wood 
duck habitat and make an all-out effort to convince those persons re
sponsible for hmd and water management that wetland habitat is valu
able and is worth preserving. To do less is to contribute to the loss 
of the wood duck-the Southeast's only widely distributed native 
species of waterfowl. To accomplish this goal, values will have to be 
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given to fish, wildlife, hardwood timber, and water; values that are 
high enough to deter drainage, clearing, flood control, and pollu
tion of wood duck habitat. 
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INFLUENCE OF FLOOD-PLAIN PLANNING, ZONIN,G 
AND MANAGEMENT ON WOOD DUCK HABITAT 
F. W. CoLLINS AND C. BRowN 

U. 8. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island, Illinois 

The concept of planning, zoning and management discussed in this 
paper is currently being implemented on government lands along the 
Upper Mississippi River from St. Paul, Minnesota to St. Louis, Mis
souri. Detailed discussions throughout this paper are directed toward 
a segment of the upper river from Guttenberg, Iowa (dam number 10) 
to Saverton, Missouri (dam number 22). This reach of the river is 
within the Rock Island District of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

We emphasize that planning for management of Corps-owned lands 
along the Upper Mississippi River must be comprehensive. In keep
ing with the concept of multiple land use, consideration is given to 
all existing resources and anticipated uses. The planning and manage
ment of one. resource may be adjusted to complement, either directly 
or indirectly, another resource. A case in point is the relationship o:f 
land use zoning and forest management to wood duck habitat. 

MAN'S IMPACT ON THE RIVER HABITAT 

The Upper Mississippi River has experienced marked ecological 
changes since white men came to the valley. These changes have re
sulted from man's continuous attempt to harness the river for trans
portation purposes. As early as 1830, improvements were made in 
the interest of navigation. Snags were removed and rocks excavated 
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iu several sections of rapids. This was followed by a 4%-foot channel 
project in 1878 and a 6-foot channel project in 1907. All of these 
earlier navigation projects were primarily concerned with the removal 
of obstructions or the construction of "wing dam" structures to re
strict low flows. Consequently, these projects probably had little ef
fect upon existing wood duck habitat. As reported by Dr. \V. E. Green, 
biologist with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, ecological 
condition of the river bottoms at this time was one of wooded islands, 
deep sloughs, and hundreds of small bottomland lakes and ponds. 
Small hay meadows were scattered throughout the flood plain. 

In 1930 the Corps of Engineers initiated work on the 9-foot navi
gation channel project for the Upper Mississippi River. Through 
construction, a series of 26 locks and dams were added to create a 
series of slack-water pools. These different water levels stimulated 
significant changes in the ecological conditions of the river. Many of 
the bottomlands previously subjected to flooding and drying were now 
inundated to various depths. Conditions favored marsh development. 
In addition, considerable acreage of land within the pools, along the 
shores, and throughout the river terrace came under government own
ership. Prior to Corps acquisition, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife had acquired lands for the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife 
and Fish Refuge. A total of 185,532 acres of land was acquired for 
project purposes, in addition to 86,000 acres already owned by the 
Bureau. 

MANAGEliiENT 01" RIVER LANDS 

With acquisition of these lands came the responsibility of adminis
tration and resource management. Administration is normally a func
tion of the Management and Disposal Branch of the Real Estate Di
vision within a Corps District office. But admiuistratiye action is 
based upon an approved master plan. Responsibility for preparing 
master plans in the Rock Island District is in the Recreation Section 
of the Engineering Division. 

Initial project master plans were relatively general in nature, but 
adequate for land administration during the early years of project 
operation. Earlier master phms gave cousideration to the forestry re
source through a highly selective timber harvest program. Through 
the forest managrment program some eonsideration was given to in
digenous type::; of wildlife by reserving den tn'l'S and nwst-prodneing 
species. 

Aside from, but in conjundion with, the project master plau, aud 
under authority of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, a general 
plan and cooperative agreement was consummated between the Corps 
of EnginPcrs and the Bureau of Rports Fisheries and Wildlife. This 
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plan and agreement, prepared in the mid-50's and revised in 1961, 
gave administrative responsibility for fish and wildlife resources of 
the Upper Mississippi River to the Bureau. . 

Prior to the early 50's, collateral use of the project land and water 
was relatively limited and of a local nature. But by the late 50's it 
became obvious to administrators of the Corps and Bureau that actual 
use and demand for use of government land was rapidly increasing. 
The existing master plan and administrative procedures were found 
to be inadequate. New planning concepts, coupled with improved 
methods of presentation, were required to protect and use the re
sources, to assure compatibility of uses, and to meet increasing de
mands for use of lands and waters. Above all, a philosophy of plan
ning was necessary that would give primary consideration to existing 
resources and secondary consideration to their use. The master plan 
reflecting this philosophy must be flexible but firm, detailed but 
simple, and, above all, practical and workable. 

PREPARATION OF KEY MAPS 

The revision of the master plan had to begin by preparing an up
dated base map clearly showing the land and water areas under gov
ernment administration. As mapping proceeded, it was not surprising 
to find radical changes had occurred in water areas and land forms 
since inception of the project in 1930. With multiple use in mind and 
to assist in evaluating resources and resource use, man-made and other 
significant features were added to the base map. Therefore, in addi
tion to having a base map for master planning, these updated maps 
provide a much-needed recreational map of the river. These recrea. 
tional maps, or navigation charts are now available to the public. 

In the revision of the master plan, two overlay sheets are used in 
conjunction with the base map. One overlay indicates the vegetative 
cover of government-owned land and is referred to as the "Forestry 
Overlay." The second overlay reflects zoned use of government land 
and is referred to as the "Land Use Overlay." 

The first step in preparing the forestry overlay consists of making 
broad determination of vegetative cover, or in the case of forested 
area, crown cover. This is accomplished by careful study of aerial 
photographs, supplemented with spot-checks in the field. Three broad 
classifications, (1) dense or medium, (2) sparse, and (3) open are 
used to denote total vegetative cover and are presented on the overlay 
by use of topographic symbols (Fig. 1). 

The second step in preparing the forestry overlay consists of de
veloping broad associations of tree species and evaluating the under
story by type and density. These associations were derived from field 
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Figure 1. Topographic symbols used to denote degree of vegetative crown c.over on the 
forestry overlay of the base map for the Upper Mississippi River master plan fo1' resource 

protection and use. 

observations and by using standard forestry techniques. The various 
associations are delineated on the overlay by a broken line and are 
identified in the management code with Roman numerals. Composi
tion of understory is determined by field observations and is shown 
by a letter. Understory is broadly classified without individual species 
being identified. The density of the understory is rated as sparse, 
medium, or dense and is presented as a number. No attempt was made 
to evaluate or classify vegetative cover of open areas. 

Above the symbols for timber association and type and density of 
understory, is a symbol to indicate basic management objective (Fig. 
2). Broad classifications of management objectives have been de
veloped for (1) timber, (2) wildlife, and (3) recreation. These classi
fications are broken down, as shown in Figure 3, to give better defini
tion to management objectives. The narrative portion of tl1·· master 
plan will outline the management objectives. Acreage figures will be 
determined for each density of cover, timber association, and specific 
management objective. 

The land-use overlay provides for the zoned use of each acre of 
government land and may have considerable significance in effecting 
wood duck habitat. The zoning classifications, shown in Figure 4, 
were developed jointly by the Corps and Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife. 

An explanation of each zoning classification will be given. in the 
narrative portion of the master plan. As can be seen in Figure 4, 
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I•,igure 2, Arrangement of symbols used to denote management objective, timber association, 
and type and density of understory on the forestry overlay of the base map for the Upper 

Mississippi River master plan for resource protection and use. 

MANAGEMENT 
OB..J ECT I VES 

SYMBOL EXPLANATION 

R I RECREATION- DEVELOPED 

R2 RECREATION-UNDEVELOPED 

WI WILDLIFE- WATERFOWL 

W2 WILDLIFE- UPLAND GAME 

T I TIMBER-SAWLOGS 

T2 Tl MBER- PULPWOOD 

T3 TIMBER-SPECIAL PROD!..JCTS 
Figure 3. Ke~· to syrnhols used to show management o1Jjectives on the forestry overlay of the 
bale map for ha.se map for the Uppe1· Mississippi River master plan for resource protection 

and use. 
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~
1
igure 4. Key to symbols und priorities used to show :toned uses of land a,nd water on the 

land-use overlay of the base map for the Upper Mississippi River n1aster plan for resource 
protection and use. 

categories are somewhat self-explanatory. For example, recreation
undeveloped means the area can be used for recreation, but without 
facilities. Recreation-developed allows for development of facilities. 
Commercial-recreation provides space for recreation concessions. Quasi
private areas are for group camping, etc. Private use authorization 
for controlled use of particular activities. Houseboat mooring areas 
are for long-term houseboat mooring·. Industrial areas are for indus
trial developments, either existing or planned . 

.Admittedly, as each acre of land is zoned for a specific use, wood 
duck habitat may not be paramount in determining the use of a par
ticular area. But the zoned use and the previously outlined forest 
management objectives are adjusted to provide compatibility be
tween use and management. 

Essentially, the inventory of forest resources, assignment of manage
ment objectives, and zoning for land uses are the heart of this master 
plan. While the development of the plan and administration of Corps 
lands are solely Corps responsibilities, full practical application of 
the plan can only be accomplished by coordination with other federal 
and non-federal agencies. In early stages of planning land use zoning, 
the Bureau, affected states, counties and other interested agencies 
are consulted and given an opportunity to exprfss their views on the 
proposed zoned use of each acre of land. In forest management co
ordination is effected primarily with the Bureau, since the Corps re
tains administrative responsibility for all forest resources, even those 
under the authority of the General Plan mentioned earlier. No forestry 
management objective is assigned to forest cover on Bureau-owned 
lands. Only vegetative cover density is indicated on Bureau lands. 
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INFLUENCE ON WOOD DUCK HABITAT 

As mentioned several times before, the wood duck or wood duck 
habitat were not the prime factors in developing zoned land use or 
forest-management objectives. But the woodie is a major wildlife 
species of the Upper Mississippi River. Therefore, its welfare re
ceived more than routine attention. 

What does this master plan mean to the preservation and perpetu
ation of the wood duck on the Upper Mississippi River~ The greatest 
value, now and in future years, is the coordinated agreement on the 
use and administration of lands. This should provide a firm line of 
defense against any proposed non-compatible use or administrative 
change detrimental to prime wood duck habitat. But perhaps a more 
immediate benefit will be in providing the action agencies with factual 
data needed to preserve or improve habitat. The Corps can only be 
an indirect action agency in habitat manipulation, but coordination 
with other agencies under this type of planning can produce exten
sive results. We believe that master planning will ( 1) provide a firm 
base for evaluating the total ecological complex, (2) help define 
quality and quantity of existing wood duck habitat, and (3) give 
knowledge of anticipated land use and provide guidance for man 
made changes to improve habitat. 

This planning and zoning is comprehensive and valuable. But only 
when all agencies fully accept and implement the concepts and plans 
will habitat be improved and controlled. The Corps in many cases 
is not a direct action agency in habitat development. But cooperation 
can be extended within the scope of existing regulations, especially 
if needed cooperation falls within the approved master plan. 

Aside from master planning of Corps lands, another facet of Corps 
activity, flood-plain information studies, has some bearing on wood 
duck habitat. The authority for such studies is granted in Section 
206 of Public Law 86-645 (Flood Control Act of 1960). Under this 
authority the Corps compiles and disseminates information on floods 
and flood damages upon the request of responsible local governmental 
agencies. 

Studies provide engineering data for use by local or state agencies 
in establishing flood-plain regulations. Enactment and enforcement 
of these regulations lie entirely with local governmental agencies. To 
date, in the Rock Island District, two such studies have been com
pleted, three are being prepared, three are approved for study, and 
one application is being prepared. It is evident that these studies 
could have an effect on wood duck habitat through the flood-plain regu
lations that are suggested. But the greatest influence· on existing 
wood duck habitat will be exerted by the flood-plain regulations that 
are enacted and enforced. 
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CHAIRMAN BELLROSE: The program covering Session I, existing and anticipated 
status of natural wood duck habitat, is now open for discussion. 

H. G. SMITH (Soil Conservation Service, Field Biologist in Ohio) : There are 
a great many ponds being installed in Ohio and throughout the nation. Land
owners all over the wood duck's range are adding ponds as part of the soil and 
water conservation program. In Ohio, since 1942, we have assisted landowners in 
installing about 23,000 ponds. Many of these ponds provide more habitat fol' 
wood ducks and other waterfowl. 

The Southeast Sportsmen's Club in Franklin County, Ohio, near Columbus, has 
had a project of putting up wood duck boxes on many ponds on surrounding 
farms. They also have a natural 13-acre lake where they have put up many boxes. 
There has been some fabulous use of the approximately 100 boxes in this area. 
In fact, they are getting about 65 percent use of the wood duck boxes that are 
erected on their lake. On farm ponds the percentage of use was about 50 percent. 

"Peak" production of wood ducks is just like "peak" production of corn in 
Mississippi where one farm boy raised 300 bushels per acre. On one farm pond, 
a third of an acre in size, all of three wood duck boxes were used. A total of 
60-65 eggs were laid, and hatched. Now if you project that on an acre basis, it 
would figure out to nearly 200 wood ducks per acre. Well, this is peak production, 
like that 300 bushel an acre corn yield down in Mississippi. But, it shows that 
there is an upper level of production that we can try to reach. The average for 
the entire project was 20 ducks hatched per acre of water. Twenty-three acres of 
water in 18 ponds ( 40) acres and a large (13 acres) comprised the project. 
These farm ponds are useful habitat for producing a lot of wood ducks in a 
limited area, specially when they're near a woodland. 

CHAIRMAN BELLROSE: Thank you very much sir. Any other comments' 
R. A. HUNT (Wisconsin Conservation Department): I'd like to ask Don Hankla 

if he could distinguish between the impact of land-use changes on breeding habitat 
in the South and on winter range~ I'm not familiar with the amount of each type 
of habitat and if this impact is on both types or just one. 

D. J. HANKLA (Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife): I really don't have 
any figures on that point. The impact is on both wintering and rearing habitat, 
but probably more on rearing habitat. 

CHAIRMAN BELLROBE: Based on my experience in flying over the Mississippi 
Delta at low altitude during the last ten years, I have to agree with Don that 
there's a tremendous destruction of wood duck habitat going on in the South. 
Soybean fields have replaced bottomland forests in an increasing number of cases. 
The financial return on soybeans has encouraged farmers to drain and clear land. 
On some parts of the Mississipi Delta you'l! see some fine bottomland ponds and 
lakes surrounded by just a very few trees. Agricultural land extends to the very 
edge of the water. Under these conditions, there must be a shortage of natural 
nesting sites for wood ducks. Perhaps wood duck houses should be added in such 
places to alleviate some of the damage that is being done by continual destruc
tion of bottomland woods. 

Just recently the Obion River in Tennessee was ditched and drained. This was a 
beautiful spot for wood ducks and mallards. Now it has lost over 90 percent of 
its value for breeding wood ducks. So, certainly in the South we can't be very 
happy about the future of the habitat for wood ducks. 

Your next Chairman is Dr. John P. Rogers of the Gaylord Memorial Laboratory, 
which is located near Puxico, Missouri. Dr. Rogers is well acquainted with thP 
wood duck in Massachusetts, where he studied for several years before attendinf 
the University of Missouri. While at the University of Missouri, he studied tho 
lesser scaup in the Great Plains for a number of years. He is now back in woOC: 
duck habitat once again. Chairman Rogers. 
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INVENTORYING WOOD DUCK HABITAT
EXPERIENCES AND NEEDS 

PROBLEMS IN FLYWAY-WIDE APPRAISAL OF 
WOOD DUCK HABITAT 
A. S. HAWKINS AND C. E. AnDY 

BuremJ of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Minneapolis, Minnesota.: 
and Lav.rel, Maryland 

Appraising wood dui·k habitat for an entire flyway has many pit
falls, some of which are discussed in this paper. These complications 
were impressed on us some time ago when we attempted to determine 
the amount of production habitat in the Atlantic and Mississippi 
Flyways. For this purpose, reports were studied from three surveys 
of nationwide scope: the wetland survey of the United States, the na
tional inventory of soil and water conservation needs, and the survey 
of timber trends in the nation. The final compilation in each case was 
based on detailed reports by states and counties. Those pertaining to 
the two flyways were reviewed. Much of the available information is 
condensed in Outdoor Recreation Resmwces Review Commission 
(OHRRC) Report No. 7 (U. S. Dept. Interior, 1962) and the book 
Waterfowl 1'omorrow (U. S. Dept. Interior, 1964). Even with the 
help of these excellent sources of information, we were unable to de
termine the amount or status of wood duck habitat in the two flyways, 
except within ver)- broad limits. 

PRESENT KNowr.EDGE OJ<' ExTENT m' HABITAT 

'l'l1e arnount of wood duck habitat is summarized in lVaterfowl 
Tomorron•. Deficiencies in aYailable information are indicated by 
~>tatements such as tlu1 following ( p. 9:3) : "'rhe Mississippi River 
with its tributaries is breeding range for wood ducks. Wetland sur
veys show from 1,2,j0,000 to 1,750,000 acres of overflow bottomland 
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hardwoods, swamps, streams, ponds, and small lakes-ideal nesting, 
.feeding, and rearing areas for wood ducks. Thousands of miles of" 
uninventoried small streams add niches suitable for breeding woodies." 
(Italics are ours.) 

Another chapter in Waterfowl Tomorrow contains this statement 
(p. 100): " ... 20 million acres of seasonally flooded woodland, 14 
million acres of wooded swamp, and 1 million acres of flooded brush
land from Virginia to eastern Texas had value for webfoot Beau 
Brummel. Thirty-five million acres or habitat is a lot. Already, how
ever, much has been eliminated through drainage and leveeing along 
rivers and streams. Nest trees may remain, but water for rearing, 
feeding, and nesting usually is eliminated or reduced and quality 
impaired." . 

These two quotations suggest that, while some figures are available 
on the amount of wood duck habitat in the two eastern flyways, 
they are incomplete, constantly changing, and in some cases irrevelant. 
For example, nest sites may be available but lack supporting brood 
habitat nearby. 

Wetlands of the United States (Shaw and Fredine, 1956) contains 
the best information available on the acreage of each wetland habitat 
type. However, in some parts of the two flyways, wetlands under 40 
acres in size were :i,gnored. Thousands of miles of streams also 'were ex
cluded. Thus, some of the best wood duck production habitat was 
omitted from this survey. The classification system used has certain 
limitations, too. For example, seasonally flooded areas (Type 1) in 
the pothole country are quite different from the same type in the 
South and have an entirely different value to wood ducks. A finer 
breakdown of shrub and tree swamps (Types 6 and 7) would provide 
a more accurate figure on actual wood duck habitat. 

The national inventory of soil and water conservation needs, con
ducted by the Department of Agriculture, summarizes the data by 
soil capability units. Some of these units contain poorly drained soils 
which may support wood duck habitat. However, there is no way to 
sort out poorly drained areas which provide duck habitat from those 
which do not. 

'\V ood ducks, more than any other species, are closely associated 
with timber. Hence, it is appropriate to consult the various timber 
resources surveys for possible help in delineating wood duck hab
itat. Included in this survey, which is conducted at 10-year intervals 
as prescribed in the McSweeney-McNary Forest Research Act of 
1928, are categories identified as "lowland brush" and "non forest" 
(including water). But it is impossible to select from these re
ports figures which can be classed without doubt as wood duck habitat. 
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Coming closer to what is needed for a complete appraisal of wood 
duck habitat is the Illinois Surface Water Inventory (Lopinot, 1964). 
This report lists the surface water areas in such detail that they can 
be regrouped in various useful ways, but unfortunately the wetlands 
were not classified by type. Other states, including New Hampshire, 
New York, Wisconsin, and Indiana, have conducted similar detailed 
surveys or have published reports on their lakes and streams. 

Information presented in ORRRC Report No. 7 gives a graphic 
presentation of the distribution of water bodies and streams, but is 
too general for making detailed evaluations of specific habitat needs. 

Using these several sources of information, separately or collective
ly, permitted a wide range of estimates concerning the amount of 
wood duck production habitat in the two flyways. From the informa
tion developed for the Atlantic Flyway we estimated there are close 
to 4 million acres of significant breeding habitat in the Flyway, but 
probably not more than a tenth of the 4 million acres could be con
sidered as high-value production habitat. These 4 million acres repre
sent the principal breeding habitat. The other 25 million or more 
acres of low and negligible-value habitat may or may not produce 
wood ducks. 

Information summarized for the Mississippi Flyway was equally 
difficult to interpret. Depending on the method used, the Flyway's 
production habitat varied from 3.2 to 7.5 million acres. Actually, an 
even greater acreage than the high figure may be involved to some 
extent in production when the contribution made by large lak~s and 
streams is included. On the other hand, even the low figure may be 
too high if quality habitat alone is considered. The conclusion was that 
at the present time we are unable to properly evaluate wood duck 
production habitat because it has two dimensions. Quantity and 
quality yardsticks to measure the performance of most kinds of 
habitat are lacking; hence our dilemma. 

HABITAT INVENTORY PROBLEMS 

These statements are reflections of the obvious, namely that wood 
duck habitat is difficult to define and delineate. Wood ducks commonly 
nest in upland timber, as much as a mile from the nearest water, as 
well as in forested bottomlands. They even nest quite successfully in 
cities and may choose nesting boxes provided for them where natural 
cavities are unavailable. As many as 10 nests per acre have been re
corded within the city limits of Burlington, Iowa, where artificial 
nt>sting boxrs have been erected. 

After the nesting season the birds may scatter widely during the 
day through many acres of swampland or streamside habitat and 
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then concentrate in high densities on feeding grounds or at their night 
roosts. Sometimes they feed in grainfields almost as freely as mallards 
do. 

Added to the problem of habitat delineation is the ephemeral na
ture of the seasonal flooded wetlands (Type 1) which form much of 
the wood duck habitat. By definition, Type 1 wetland is "soil covered 
with water or waterlogged during variable seasonal periods; usually 
well drained during much of the growing season. Along river courses, 
flooding ordinarily occurs in late fall, winter, or spring." In 1954 
this type occupied nearly 20 million acres in the two eastern flyways 
(Shaw and Fredine, 1956). 

This prime habitat is extremely vulnerable to encroachment by 
agriculture and is being reduced permanently at an alarming rate, 
but the amount lost since 1954 is unknown. Wood ducks use seasonally 
flooded wetlands whenever and wherever they are available for pro
duction,migration, and wintering. But qualitative yardsticks are lack
ing to permit a numerical expression of what the loss of a given 
acreage means to the wood duck population. 

Likewise, the gross inventory figure for shrub swamps (Type 6) 
and wooded swamps (Type 7) are of limited value because they are 
not supported by performance figures which show the extent to which 
these types are used by wood ducks in various parts of their range. 
These two types together occupied about 20.5 million acres in the 
Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways during the early 1950's, accord
ing to the national wetland. survey. Forestry practices in the vicinity 
of these swampland types modify their value to wood ducks. This is 
another reason why gross acreage figures which ignore habitat quality 
may be misleading. 

MAN'S INFLUENCE ON HABITAT 

Man's insistence in modifying the landscape is affecting wood duck 
habitat and our ability to determine its status. Programs of many 
agencies, both local and national, affect wood duck habitat. The ac
quisition and development programs of the Bureau of Sport Fish
eries and Wildlife and State Fish and Game Departments are aimed 
at preserving and improving habitats for waterfowl, including wood 
ducks. The efforts of these agencies, however, are small compared to 
the scope of land and water management programs lmder the direction 
of the Department of Agriculture and the Corps of Engineers. Proj
ects carried out by these two agencies often directly affect waterfowl 
and waterfowl habitat in a major way, sometimes beneficially, but 
more often detrimentally. Habitat losses associated with these activi-
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ties are in addition to those occurring with inr.reasing highway, 111-

dustrial, and home construction. 
Of programs of the Department of Agriculture, the Small Water

shed Program (Public I~aw 5GG) is of tremendous scope and will have 
far-reaching effects on wood duck habitat. Within the two eastern fly
ways there are thousands of small watersheds which could and very 
likely will come under this program. As of November 1, 1965, there 
were 1,475 small watershed applications encompassing nearly 86 mil
lion acres. Of these, 711 already have been approved for planning 
assistance, and 454 have been approved for construction in the two 
flyways. 

To date the effect of the Small Watershed Program on wood duck 
habitat has varied considerably. Generally speaking most projects in 
the Northeast appear to have had little or no detrimental effects. In 
fact, a number of projects have included features which have im
proved habitat conditions. 

In the northern end of tbe Mississippi Flyway, both flood control 
projects of the Corps and watershed projects employ channelization 
and drainage. These practices usually destroy valuable wood duck 
habitat. On the other hand, some impoundment projects probably im
prove conditions for wood ducks. Over-all, '~'e believe habitat losses 
due to these programs exceed gains, but to what extent is unknown. 

In the southern end of the two Flyways, however, the situation is 
decidedly on the minus side of the ledger. Here the extensive swamps 
and bottomlands, which constitute the bulk of the wood duck breeding, 
migration, and wintering habitats of the Southeast, are particularly 
vulnerable and are being lost. 

PERIODIC HABITAT INVENTORY )JEEDED 

Knowing that wood ducks utilize various habitat types totaling 
many million acres may give us a false sense of security. We must 
consider the fact that major habitat losses are occurring and could con
tinue to occur in the future as various agricultural and water develop
ment programs proceed. It behooves us, therefore, to obtain the in
formation needed to monitor, on a continuing basis, the status of habi
tats and wood duck populations. But how can this be done in light 
of the many problems discussed above? 

A starting point in such an analysis is to recognize that the present 
amount of habitat is at least sufficient for the present wood duck popu
lation level. How many wood ducks are involved? According to 
estimates of the Migratory Bird Populations Station (Administra
tive Report No. 86), the pre-hunting season population of wood ducks 
in the Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways between 1962 and 1964 aver-
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aged about 2.5 million. During these years hunters of these flyways, 
with a daily bag limit of two, harvested a11 average of 393,000 woodies 
per year. Age ratio for these years indicated good production. 

How much habitat is required by 2.5 million wood ducks? We have 
already pointed out why this question cannot be answered, but have 
stated that Types 1, 6, and 7 wetlands receive the greatest amount of 
wood duck use. Perhaps these three types can be used most con
veniently as a base from which to measure trends in the status of 
wood duck habitat. Ten years ago this habitat base totaled about 40 
million acres in the stateside portions of the Atlantic and Mississippi 
Flyways. Additional habitat was available in eastern Canada, but 
the amount then or now is unknown. Neither do we know how much 

. change has occurred south of the international border since the mid
fifties, but we suspect the total habitat has been reduced considerably. 

Whether or not further expansion of wood duck numbers is limited 
by the amount of habitat available is unknown. There may be a sur
plus of habitat serving the birds for one function, such as nesting, 
but a developing shortage of habitat for another purpose such as 
brood rearing. Sooner or later additional inroads on production, mi
gration, or wintering habitat could determine the number of birds 
which a flyway can accommodate. This could happen without anyone 
knowing it, unless a system is developed for (1) measuring trends 
in wood duck habitat and (2) establishing standards for evaluating 
the effects of these changes on the birds' welfare. 

A full-fledged inventory of wood duck habitat is difficult, expensive, 
and even prohibitive on budgets provided for waterfowl investigations. 
But surveys already being conducted periodically to establish soil 
and water conservation needs and timber trends in the United 
States may provide an opportunity for inventorying wood duck habi
tat without much additional cost. To aecomplish this, however, would 
require that the Department of Agrienlture collt>ct and record the 
data so that Types 1, 6, and 7 could be identified and separated 
from other land and forest types. 

In addition to the complete periodic inventories, a uniform system 
of cataloging gains and losses of wood duck habitat should be devel
oped as a project within both the Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways. 
A card system adapted to machine proc•pssing is recommended. Each 
habitat unit gained or lost should be rated according to qualitative 
yardsticks which need to be developed. 

The principal reason why habitat types have seldom bPen rated 
on wood duck use is the difficulty in censusing the birds. The magni
tude of this visibility problem is illustrated by midwinter population 
data. In recent years, census takers have tallied an average of 50,000 
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wood ducks in the two flyways. On the basis of a post-hunting season 
population of 2 million, only about one wood duck in 40 is seen. Hunt
ers bagged almost eight times as many as were seen during the inven
tory. In fact the visibility rate is so low that the Bureau's Regional 
Office in Atlanta included the following statement in its January, 1964 
Midwinter Survey Report: "You will note wood ducks have not been 
included in our summary of waterfowl populations for this region. 
The reason for this is that wood ducks observed in duck surveys never 
in any way reflect the true numbers present." This visibility prob
lem makes it extremely difficult to assess duck use in different habitat 
types. Various approaches to surmount this obstacle will be consid
ered at this symposium, and we are hopeful that a solution to this 
important problem will be found. 

SUMMARY 

We reviewed some of the problems associated with a flyway-wide 
appraisal of wood duck habitat. \V e conclude that existing data are 
inadequate for determining with much precision the quantitative di. 
mensions of the production, migration, and wintering habitat of these 
birds. We believe this lack of data is likely to continue unless an ap
proach is developed for monitoring the status of wood duck habitat 
through the periodic national soil and water or timber inventories. 
We are starting with a base of various habitat types totaling several 
million acres. 

At present this habitat accommodates a fall flight of at least 2.5 mil
lion wood ducks. Land and water developments are rapidly reducing 
the prime habitat. Unless we can document the quantity and signifi
cance of the habitat losses, we are poorly prepared to advance proper 
stewardship of this important resource. 
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A PLAN FOR INVENTORYING AND DEVELOPING 
WETLAND HABITAT ON PUBLIC LANDS 
.J. MATHISEN 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Ch,ippewa National Forest, Ca.~s Lake, Minnesota 

The purpose of this paper is to describe an approach to waterfowl 
habitat management on the Chippewa National Forest in north cen
tral Minnesota. The two basic ingredients are (1) an intensive inven
tory and evaluation of wetland habitat on the Forest, and (2) a plan 
of action for the development of the wetlands, based on the inventory 
data. 

The Forest occupies a land area of about 1% million acres, with 
about 642,000 acres under national forest control and management. 
The remaining lands are primarily under state, county and private 
ownership. The material described in this paper refers only to na
tional forest lands. 

The Chippewa J<'orest occupies an important position in the Missis
sippi Flyway. The Forest is characterized by a great variety and 
abundance of lakes and wetlands and is immediately adjacent to the 
prairie pothole region. The Multiple Use Act of 1960 has given in
creased emphasis to management of wildlife habitat on the national 
forests. It is clear that waterfowl habitat should be given high 
priority consideration on the Chippewa. 

Basic information was needed on wetlands in the Chippewa Forest 
to identify opportunities for habitat development, to plan a habitat
improvement program, and to estimate benefits associated with th<> 
work. To supply information on these needs, assistance of many 
agencies and individuals was obtained in planning and organizing the 
efforts reported on here. The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 
the Wildlife Management Institute, and the Minnesota Department of 
Conservation worked cooperatively with the U. S. Forest Service in 
all phases of the project. 

THE INVENTORY 

Inventory is a key word in resource management. Projects, plans, 
and long-range program dirretion are best accomplished if based on an 
inventory reflecting existing and potential resource values. Inven· 
tory is an p:-;:-;rntial tool for multiple use, being a requisite for effectivr 
integratimt of resource management. 

'W etlan<] inventories of various intensities and magnitude have been 
accomplished throughout the l'<mntry by state and federal agencies. 
Most of these have had the primary objective of showing losses of 
wetlands through drainage ( ,J ahn and Kabat, 1955) and locating 
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sites and areas for wetland preservation and acquisition (Rose and 
Morgan, 1964; Mann, 1964). 

The wetlands under consideration here are already publicly owned, 
and they will be managed for the greatest public benefit. Thus, a 
unique characteristic of this inventory is immediately evident. Preser
vation and acquisition are not paramount. Establishing the develop
ment potential is the key objective. 

Basic lV etland Types 

Tl!e wetland elassification system of the U. S. !<'ish and ~Wildlife 
Service was utilized (Shaw and Fredine, 1956). This system in
cludes eight types in the fresh-water marsh category. Seven of these 
were considered on the Chippewa. Type 1 wetlands (seasonally 
flooded basins) were not inventoried due to the difficulty of locating 
them on art·ia l photos in a wooded area. In addition to tlie basic wet
lands, lakes and streams were included. 'rhe separation of Type 5 
wetlands ( ope11 water) from lakes was arbitrarily set at 10 acres. An 
open water area 11 acres or more in size was classed as a lake. 

Lak('S arr important to waterfowl on the Chippe,va, and they pre
sented a speeial p1·oblem. It would not be logical to assign the total 
acreage of n lake as waterfowl production habitat. That portion of a 
lake considered to be important to a breeding duck was designated as 
a one-t'ighth mile strip along the shoreline. Thus, each mile of shore
line will provide 80 acres of duck production habitat. 

1li ethods and Proccd1wes 

vVorking tools consisted of 1959 aerial photos showing government 
ownership and timber types, the timber-management inventory which 
outlined ;mel measured the shrub swamps and timbered swamps, and 
the National Forest Recreation Survey, which provided lake and 
stream inventory data. The basic inventory units were townships and 
Ranger Districts. 

Each photo was examined and all wetlands, 2 acres or more in size, 
on national forest lands were classified, measured and recorded. In 
cases where a definite type could not be determined by photo interprt>
tation, the wetland was field-checked. A general appraisal of typing 
accuracy was also accomplished in the field. A permanent acetate 
overlay was made of each photo showing wetland number, size and 
type. Wetlands were numbered conseeutively on each Ranger Di~
trict. 

Potential impoundment sites, beaver dams and other areas that 
showed particular promise for development were recorded at the time 
of photo examination. Tracts of non-government land considered 
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important for management were recorded for possible acquisition. 
Breeding pair counts were also taken during the field-checking 

phase of the inventory. Data recorded for each observation included 
wetland type, size and location, and waterfowl occupying the wetland. 
The data collected showed (1) intensity of use on various habitat 
types, (2) general magnitude of the breeding waterfowl population 
and (3) species composition of waterfowl utilizing the Forest. Ma
thisen (1966) reported in detail on this aspect of the inventory. 
Knowledge of population characteristics is essential for a develop
ment plan, since habitat requirements vary with the species. 

Results 

The inventory showed there are 154,141 acres of wetland on the 
Forest, or 24.0 percent of the land area. The composition of wetland 
types and other statistics are presented in Table 1. Lake and stream 
data are presented in Table 2. 

In order to place the data in a more functional form, the wetlands 
were divided into two categories of production habitat: primary and 
secondary. 

Primary habitat are those wetlands normally containing surface 
water, and are productive in their present condition. This includes 
Type 3, 4, and 5 wetlands, the peripheral zone of lakes, and streams. 

Secondary habitat are those wetlands containing little or no sur
face water. This includes Types 2, 6 and 8. A summary of acreages 
in this ·classification is presented in Table 3. The remaining acres of 
Type 7 (wooded swamp) are of minor significance, except that much 
of the temporary run-off waters occur in this type and it is important 
habitat for mallards and wood ducks in certain years. 

Approximately 55 percent of the 121,579 acres of wetlands are es
sentially unproductive of waterfowl due to lack of surface water. 
About 42 percent, mostly lakeshore, is suitable as brood-rearing habi
tat in most years when 'emergent veg~tation is present. Rapid de
velopment of shoreline for recreation purposes, increased boating ac
tivities, and general disturbance are affecting the suitability of this 
habitat for duck production. 

Since the basic inventory data were 'available on a township basis, 
the Forest was zoned to indicate where the greatest development po
tential is located. Secondary production habitat is the primary target 
of habitat improvement. The overlays giving wetland locations and 
types show precisely where development sites are located. Develop
ment activities can be intelligently planned by the land manager us
ing the inventory data as a tool. 
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TABLE 1. COMPOSITION OF WETLANDS ON THE CHIPPEWA NATIONAL 
FOREST, USING CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF SHAW AND FREDINE (1956). 

Type 2 Type 3 Type I Type 5 
Ranger District Sedge Meadow Shallow Marsh Deep Marsh Open Water 

No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres 

Ben a 330 8597 40 517 7 55 8 38 
Blackduck 136 1310 17 115 17 121 24 117 
Cass Lake 201 2315 39 288 11 84 10 43 
Cut Foot Sioux 121 2439 61 1308 19 200 21 95 
Dora Lake 96 1597 15 168 18 188 28 138 
Marcell 219 1855 40 249 55 461 80 316 
Remer 227 2696 62 558 20 1361 27 111 
Walker 344 3!91 93 839 79 556 77 351 

Total 1,675 23,982 373 4,042 226 3,026 275 I ,209 

Percent 32.2 5.4 4.0 1.6 

Average Size 14.3 10.8 13.4 4.4 

Type 6 
Shrub Swamp Tb~~8 Total' 

Type 7 
Wooded Swamp 

Ranger District ------
No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres Acres 

Bena 305 5,340 18 377 714 15,014 10,339 
Blackduck 352 4,188 40 753 586 6,604 10,21H 
Cass Lake 329 3,028 30 244 621 6,002 3,921 
Cut Foot Sioux 300 3,240 15 187 537 7,468 13,362 
Dora Lake 437 7,000 14 241 608 9,314 14,453 
Marcell 374 4,488 78 833 846 8,202 11,839 
Remer 688 8,874 64 1,313 1,088 14,913 13,556 
Walker 261 1,775 48 303 902 7,015 1,992 

Total 3,046 38,023 307 4,251 5,902 74,533 79,608 

Percent 51.0 5.8 100.0 

Average Size 12.5 13.8 12.6 

8 Wooded swamp not included. 

The inventory provided essential information on wetlands and 
waterfowl. The next step was to apply the data to a development plan. 

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The development plan is a direct result of the inventory and con
sists of seven basic parts : 

1. The Inventory. A brief description of the methods employed in 
gathering data. 



TABLE 2. LAKE AND STREAM DATA AND COMPUTED WATERFOWL PRODUCTION HABITAT, CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREiiT 

Black- Cass 
Ranger District Bena duck Lake 

Number Lakeo 28 122 87 
Acreage of Lakes 55,238 11,542 67,871 
N. F. Shoreline Mileo 38 38 79 
Number Streams 10 18 9 
N. F. Stream Miles 18 24 16 
Production Habitat-Lakes• 3,040 3,040 6,320 
Production Habitat-Streams•• 107 144 132 

• 1/8 mile strip, regardless of type of shoreline; values are listed in acres . 
.. Average stream width estimated at 50 ft.; values are listed in acres. 

Cut Dora. 
Foot Lake Marcell Remer Walker Tot a 

122 109 377 121 270 12] 
42,947 8,566 34,606 15,678 96,165 332,5] 

107 24 158 53 73 5< 
33 22 35 32 8 11 
38 60 26 51 8 2~ 

8,560 1,920 1~ ,640 4,240 5,840 45,6( 
228 360 155 306 48 1,4" 
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TABLE 3. THE EXTENT OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WATERFOWL 
PRODUCTION HABITAT ON THE CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST. ALL UNITS 

GIVEN IN ACRES. PRIMARY PRODUCTION HABITAT. 

Shallow 
Marsh 

(3) 

4,042 

Deep 
Marsh 

(4) 

3,026 

Open 
Water 

(5) 

1,209 

Lake 
Shore 

45,600 

Streams 

1.446 

SECONDARY PRODUCTION HABITAT 

Sedge Meadow 
(2) 

23,982 

Shrub Swamp 
(6) 

38,023 

( ) Refers to wetland type numerical designation. 

Bog 
(8} 

4,251 

Total 

55,323 

Total 

66 , 256 acres 

2. The Wetland Resource. A summary of the inventory data and 
statistics. 

3. The Waterfowl Resource. An analysis of the population: as it 
presently exists. 

4. Improving Wetland Habitat. The approaches and techniques 
available for wetland development. 

5. Development Potential. Criteria, acres available for each type 
of development and cost estimates. 

6. Calculated Response. Potential breeding pairs which the addi
tional habitat will accommodate. 

7. Summary. Justification and benefits in terms of estimated eco
nomic returns and related resource values. 

Improving Wetland Habitat 

Our first step was to look at the various techniques available for 
wetland habitat improvement on the Chippewa Forest. Based on our 
own experience and the experience of others, we assembled the best 
cost data available. 

The major objective is to convert secondary habitat to primary 
habitat by making surface water available to waterfowl. This is ac
complished by the construction of low-head dams and removing 
dense stands of emergent vegetation by blasting and burning. The 
blasting technique, as described by Mathisen, Radtke and Byelich 
(1964), is especially appropriate on the Forest, with about 24,000 
acres suitable for this type of development. 

Nesting boxes for goldeneyes and wood ducks were considered since 
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both of these species are important breeders on the Chippewa. The 
response of goldeneyes to nesting boxes is well documented in this 
area by the studies of Johnson ( 1962). 

Nesting islands and platforms, although somewhat experimental in 
nature, show a great deal of promise. The ring-necked duck is an im
portant breeder on the Forest, and sedge islands are favored nesting 
sites (Mendall, 1958 :103). 

Development Criteria 

To properly estimate wetland development potential it was first 
necessary to establish standards or criteria for each type of im
provement, based on the best available information. 

The numbers and acres of impoundments were based on known 
potential sites. The average cost per acre for construction is about 
$55, except for large areas where per acre costs are usually re
duced. 

Blasting could potentially be used on all Type 2 (sedge meadow) 
acreage, less that which could be flooded by impoundments. In addi
tion, 20 percent of the Type 6 (shrub swamp) acreage was considered 
suitable for the blasting technique. One 15 x 35 foot hole per acre, 
at a cost of $16, was considered sufficient. 

The potential for nesting box development was determined by as
suming every two acres of Type 4 and 5 wetlands (including acres 
produced by .impoundments) would accommodate one box, and each 
mile of lake and stream shoreline would accommodate five boxes. Cost 
per box is $10.00. 

Approximately 50 percent of the Type 6 (shrub swamp) acreage 
was considered suitable for burning, at $15 per acre. 

There was an estimated potential of 1,000 floating nesting islands at 
$10 each, and 500 experimental nesting platforms at $25 each. 

Overhead cost was estimated at 20 percent· of the project cost. 

Development Potenti{J,l 

Applying the above cost estimates to the inventory data resulted in 
an estimate of wetland development potential on the Forest and on 
individual Ranger Districts. The estimate shows what is required in 
terms of dollars to improve duck production on the acres available 
for improvement. 

There are 50,000 acres of wetland on the Chippewa Fo'rest that can 
be improved with known techniques. This is roughly 76 percent of the 
66,256 acres of secondary habitat presently producing little or no
thing in the way of aquatic wildlife. The over-all development cost 
of such a program is $27 per acre, or a total of $1.3 million. 
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We have brought together the inventory and development phases 
of the problem. Now the big question remaining-is it worth it? 

Calculated Response of Waterfowl 

If the improvements were provided as outlined, what would be the 
response of waterfowl f How many additional ducks would the Chip· 
pewa Forest accommodate as a result of habitat improvements Y This 
can be estimated by applying the average density of breeding pairs 
observed on existing wetlands and development sites to the additional 
acres and units provided by management. The expected intensity of 
use resulting from practices applied directly to wetlands is shown in 
Table 4. 

TABLE 4. EXPECTED YEARLY WATERFOWL BENEFITS FROM WETLAND 
DEVELOPMENTS ON THE CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST, MINNESOTA. 

No. Breeding Pairs of Ducks At 
Type of Expected Annual Acres To Be Different Occupancy Levels 

Development Duck Use Imprbved --------------
50% 70% 100% 

Blasting 1 pair/pothole 
Impoundment 47 prs./100 acres 
Burning 47 prs./100 acres 
TOTAL 

TOTAL DUCKLING YIELD' 

23,700 
7,500 

18,800 
50,000 

11,800 
1,700 
4,400 

17,900 

53,700 

16,600 
2,500 
6,200 

25,300 

70,000 

23,700 
3,500 
8,800 

36,000 

108,000 

*Based on 50 percent of the pai-rs producin~ young and au average brood of 6 ~t flight stage in: fall. 

'rhe proposed habitat improvements could accommodate addi
tional breeding pairs of waterfowl at various levels of occupancy. The 
rate of occupancy will vary with over-all status of Flyway waterfowl 
populations, water conditions within the Forest and on the nearby 
pra!ries, and other factors. About 50 percent of the wetlands con
taining surface water were occupied in 1965. Duckling yield is based 
on 50 percent nesting success and an average brood of six at flight 
stage in early fall. 

In addition to the above response, nesting success and breeding pair 
density will be increased by means of nesting boxes, islands and plat
forms. The magnitude of this response is difficult to predict since an 
increase in nesting success is involved. The estimated returns from 
this type habitat improvement are shown in Table 5. 

In evaluating and justifying this type of development program it 
is interesting to look at some dollar figures. The present wetland ac
quisition program of the Department of Interior is designed to pre-
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TABLE 5. EXPECTED YEARLY WATERFOWL BENEFITS FROM HABITAT 
IMPROVEMENTS ON THE CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST, MINNESOTA. 

Type of Development 

Am. goldeneye houses 
Wood duck houses 
Nesting islands 
TOTAL 

TOTAL DUCKLING YIELD• 

Expected Oecupaney 
By Duek Pairs 

70% 
25% 
50% 

Units To 
Be Added 

5,000 
5,000 
1,500 

No. Breeding Pairs 
Accommodated 

3,500 
1,200 

750 
5,450 

16,350 

• Based on 50 percent of the pairs producing young and an average brood of 6 at flight stage in fall. 

serve existing habitat and is costing an average of $55 per acre in 
Minnesota. The cost of $27 an acre for development of government
owned lands is therefore easily justified, especially since develop
ment is creating habitat, while acquisition is simply preserving that 
which already exists. 

Acquisition and development of wetlands under other Federal 
programs are requiring an investment of about $100 per acre. This 
value applied to the wetlands under consideration here would amount 
to $5,000,000. 

What is the annual value of the ducks produced? Although the 
dollar value of a duck is difficult to determine in terms of what a 
hunter is willing to pay, an estimate can be applied on the basis of the 
average cost of a duck at a shooting preserve. This might be considered 
"market value." The average cost of a shooting preserve duck is 
$5 (Benson and Perry, 1965). This means the potential annual value 
of waterfowl resulting from habitat improvement would be between 
$358,500 and $631,500. 

Other Values 

Although primary emphasis is on waterfowl, there are many other 
benefits associated with wetland development that should be consid
ered. The value of wild rice as a cash crop, for instance, may well ex
ceed $30,000 annually on parts of the impoundments. Increased fish 
production (especially northern pike), fur animal harvest, flood con
trol and fire control are all benefits that are difficult to express in 
monetary terms. Then there are the intangible benefits associated 
with wildlife of all kinds, and the aesthetics. that defy measurement. 

SuMMARY 

A graphic summary of this paper is presented in Figure 1. The 
orderly progression of interrelated information is shown as a series of 
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ACTION 

JUSTIFICATION 

POTENTIAL 

AVAILABLE 

POPULATION INVENTORY 

HABITAT INVENTORY 

l!,igure 1. Steps involved in the comprehensive planning of a habitat management program. 

building blocks. The foundation is inventory with the building blocks 
of techniques, criteria, development potential and justification culmi
nating in the action required to accomplish the objective. 

The Chippewa National Forest could well become a model or demon
stration of wetland habitat development on public lands if the action 
phase is initiated. Such a program is supported by the Multiple Use 
Act of 1960, and is within established policy and over-all mission of 
the U. S. Forest Service. 
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DISCUSSION 
SESSION II 

CHAIRMAN ROGERS: We now have a few minutes that can b_e devoted to questions 
on material presented in this session 

L. R. JAHN (Wildlife Management Institute): I have two questions concerning 
broad inventories of wood duck habitat. Was the forest inventory, which is eon-
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ducted at periodic intervals, considered in detail as a source of information on 
wood duck habitatf Were speci1ic suggestions developed on how to incorporate 
particular definitions and classifications of .wood duck habitat into that inventory' 
These are important points of detail required to develop practical approaches that 
I hope we're going to end up with. 

A. S. HAWKnrs: We hope answers to these important questions will be 
promoted by this meeting. We made only general recommendations for certain 
types of habitat in our report. · 

R. A. HUNT (Wisconsin Conservation Department): Art Hawkins, do you know 
of any studies where a determination has been made of the cavities per mile of 
stream o• per acre of lowland habitaU Just acres of bottomland habitat do not 
indicate capacities to accommodate wood ducks now or in the future. 

A. S. HAWKINS: I'm going to farm that questi!:m out to Frank Bellrose. I know 
that Illinois has made studies of this type. · 

F. C. BELLROSE: We have made canvasses through upland and bottomland 
woods. The unfortunate problem is that the bottomland in Illinois is not typical 
of the bottomland in the Mississippi Delta. In Illinois we found one cavity per 5 
acres of black oak woodlot and about one cavity for 64 acres of bottomland 
forest. This survey of upland woods was made annually over a seven-year period. 
We always carne up with :ibout the same number of cavities, even though old 
cavities were lost through wind throw and other destructive agencies. New 
cavities also appeared; therefore, over a period of time the number of acre11 per 
cavity remained about the same. 

CHAIRMAN RoGERS: We have a study on wood ducks in the Mingo Swamp in 
Missouri. The student on this investigation is Wayne Weier, who is in the 
audience. W.aYne, could you give some brief comments on the types of information 
you have been collectingf 

W. WEIER (University of Misso·uri): Several transects were la:id out in bottom
land and upland timber to determine the species composition and characteristics 
of the forests. I climbed the trees to examine cavities, to determine the capabili
ties of trees to develop cavities, and to determine cavity density. Basically cavity 
density is related to type of timber. In the bottomland forest there was one 
suitable cavity per 35 acres. Cavity density in hardwood timber was pretty close 
to that reported in Illinois. There was one suitable cavity for 4.6 acres in my 
study. I also studied a small section of the Illinois maple type timber. Here 
cavity density ran about one per 8 acres. These are quantitative data that could 
perhaps be used in connection with larger habitat inventorie1:1 all across the United 
States. However, I think more studies of this type are needed to establish cavity 
densities for different tYPeS of timber. 

R. E. RADTKE (U. S. Forest Service): I'd like to bring up a couple of quick 
general comments. And I'd like to restrict my remarks to the northern forests 
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, because I don't have data right here for 
southern forests. In general, timber-tYPe information is available for individual 
forest lands which does not show up in overall forest inventories. One thing we 
shouldn't do is generalize on trends in wood duck habitat based on the trend of 
commercial forest land, such as the amount in private ownership versus the 
amount in public ownership. When we get right down to actual wood duck 
habitat, we're talking primarily about the lowland-hardwood type. Most of the 
private commercial forest land is not of that type. Of swamp-conifer types, the 
larger sh:ue is in public ownership, such as. counties, states, and the Forest 
Service. The same situation holds for lowland brush. 

In Minnesota for example, a large part of their acquisition is based on 
swampland and tax delinquent land considered under the Swamp Act. But 
considering all Forest Service lands in the Lake States, there's approlrimately 
80,000 acres of lowland-hardwood and 330,000 acres of swamp conifers. The 
trend, which I think is the important thing, is an increase in these particular 
timber types. On the Chippewa National Forest, for example, between the last 
detailed forest inventory, and some 14 years ago, there is an approximate 26 
percent increase in lowland hardwoods. Now there's going to. be reasons, 
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sampling procedures, etc., which account for this 26 percent. But I think it 
shows that there has been a general gain in lowland hardwoods. The main 
reason for this is that these types are not economical to harvest presently. The 
same reason applies to private lands. I think at least in the unforseeable future, 
both lowland hardwood types and swamp conifers will increase in area. 

W. E. GREEN (Bitreau of Sport Fisheries and WUdlife): Mr. Mathisen, if I 
understood you correctly, you mentioned that you were putting out one wood 
duck nesting box per two acres of wetland or marsh, and five boxes per shoreline 
mile of lake. What was the basis for this statement1 

;r, K MATHISEN: We didn't have any real good information at hand, so we 
contacted Larry ;r ahn and Frank Bcllrose. Our original ideas were pretty close 
to what these two gentlemen came up with, so we used them. 

W. E. GREEN: I'd like to make one comment on how you go about inventorying 
the amount of wood duck habitat. We tend to think of the lowland·hardwood 
type as being principal nesting habitat for the wood duck. But I think available 
data show that it isn't high quality wood duck nesting habitat. Rather, the 
open hardwood adjacent to bottomlands may, in the long run, be more important 
than the lowland timber. 

F. C. BELLROSE: I suppose that when you make that statement, you are 
referring to the upland hardwood as being more valuable from the standpoint 
of nesting habitat! 

W. E. GREEN: That's correct. 
F. C. BELLROSE: But you won't overlook the fact that bottomland habitat 

is probably much more valuable than the upland habitat for broods~ 

W. E. GREEN: I agree. 
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NATURE AND OccuRRENCE oF W oon DucK NEsTs 

Any consideration of silvical characteristics .. and decay-forming 
processes which might conceivably affect wood duck nest-cavity pro
duction must first consider what knowledge is available on nest cavi
ties and what tree species are now utilized by nesting wood ducks. 

A survey of some of the more comprehensive published reports on 
this subject by Bellrose et al. ( 1964), Gigstead ( 1938), and Hawkins 
and Bellrose (1941) reveals that few nests have entrance holes small
er than about 4 by 4 inches, and that the minimum interim: cavity size 
is about 5 by 5 inches. Average hole sizes are more nearly 6 by 8 
inches, and nests average about 10 inche:> in diameter. Apparently 
the depth of the nest used is extremely variable, and the entrance hole 
can be almost any height above the ground. Occupied nests have been 
reported close to water, as well as at distances more than a mile away. 

Froll1 published records of tree species having wood duck nests, a 
list has been" arr,anged giving in appr~ximate decreasiJ:~g ordef. of fre-
quencythetree species inyolved (Tablel). .. • .. :. ":;n~, 

Silvical characteris.tics, having po~sible. si~nifi,cance ·tn.~~<l5~:~I9pment 
of nesting cavities in dud~. (1) tree· si~e, longevity, and .~}f,>t:r;ibution, 
(2) vegetative regeneration by sprouts, and (3) decay in standing 
trees. · . 

65 
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TABLE 1 . TREES REPORTED IN PUBLISHED SOURCES AS HAVING WOOD 
DUCK NEST CAVITIES, LISTED IN ORDER OF DECREASING FREQUENCY 

A. Primadly on }'lood Pla.ins 

Bald cypress 
8ycamore 
Silver maple 
Black ash 
Sour gum 
Black willow 
Bottomland hardwoods (oaks -gums- cypress) 

B. Primarily on uplands 

Black oak group (includes black and red oak•) 
B.lack oak 
White oak 
Black jack oak 
Bur oak 
Apple 
ROBSwood 
Pine (no species specified) 
Aspen 
White pine 
Oak-hickory type 

C. Ubiquitous 

America,n elm 
Sweet gum 
Red mapje 

TREE SrzE, LoNGEVITY, AND DISTRIBUTION 

Considering the average dimensions of nesting cavities, as previous
ly described, it seems that any tree species which under average con
ditions has a mature size of less than 14 to 16 inches in diameter at 
breast height is too small tq yield an adequate cavity. On the basis 
of information compiled by the U.S. Forest Service (U.S. Dept. Agr., 
1965), such species as aspen, balsam fir, bitternut hickory, ironwood, 
and others are considered too small to manage for cavity production, 
except under very favorable growing conditions. 

In addition to providing suitable cavities, a tree should also have 
long life expectancy. Such species as aspen and ba1'3am fir are com
monly subject to wind breakage and mortality when they reac"\J. 60 
to 80 years of age. Ironwood seldom grows larger than 6 to 8 inches 
in diameter. Although bitternut hickory may sometimes reach 15 or 
20 inches in diameter, it is usually smaller over much of its range. 

Species Q~;e,urring on ftood plains, bottomlands, at water edges, and 
in swam,PM,.Jlelierve special atte:nti9n. Many of these trees, such as 

baldc.!~. ·.· .. !YJ*nQ.re, silver·~".'''9lack aos·h·, and black willow, are. 
knoWJJ.w~odate nestin~~.ducks (1&ble 1). 
B9r~ species, such as whi~ ft>:ruce, biOI spruce, and tamarack, 

and montane or alpine species, such as alpine fir, bristlecone pine, 
mountain hemlock, and many others, are not in habitats frequented by 
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wood ducks. None of these species l1as characteristics favoring 
development of suitable nesting cavities. Low or no wood duck use of 
regions supporting these conifers may be a consequence of this lack of 
nesting sites. 

VEGETATIVE REGENERATION BY SPROUTS 

A review of the literature on tree rot reveals that a major avenue of 
infection by the rotting fungi is from an old stump into. sprouts which 
have grown from it. Most hardwood trees sprout from cut stumps. 
Therefore, they are more commonly subject to heart rot decay than are 
conifers and consequently produce more wood duck cavities. 

While most hardwoods can produce sprouts, there is .considerable 
variation in their sprouting vigor and in the age to which they can con
tinue to sprout. Basswood is one of the most vigorous of all species in 
this respect. Westveld (1929) reported that a stand of mixed hard
woods, including basswood of sprout origin, had 32 percent of the stems 
with rot at their base and that 70 percent of the trees over 10 inches 
in diameter were defective. . 

Among the oaks, a decline in sprouting vigor with age of the parent 
tree occurs earlier in white oaks than in red oaks (Kittredge and 
Chittenden, 1929). Sprouts from old stumps are more subject to de
cay that those from smaller and younger stumps. This probably ex
plains the greater number of cavities reported used by wood ducks in 
red and black oaks than in white oaks. Another factor affecting this 
comparison is the greater resistance of white oaks to decay, as docu
mented amply by experience with wood products and in the laboratory 
(Scheffer et al., 1949). 

A conside~able amount' of information is available to show how to 
reduce rot in stems originating from sprouts (for examples see 
Putnam, 1951; Roth and Sleeth, 1939). Conversely, this same infor
mation can be used to learn how to increase early rotting. This knowl
edge is now important in silvicultural management for wood produc
tion purposes, and may in the future be impqrtant in encouraging 
cavity formation for wood ducks. . 

Such measures as leaving high stumps in sprouting hardwood 
species and pruning occasional large branches on some or the less valu'
able trees might be helpful in introducing decay in some .individual 
trees. In addition, low-quality trees with existiug rot or damaged trunks 
could be left beyond their normal economic rotation if future nesting 
cavities are to be encouraged. 

DECAy IN STANDING TREES 

A thorough review of the literature dealing with decay processes in 
forest trees is, of course, beyond the scope of this report. Some atten-
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tion has been given, however, to several aspects of this process which 
have more direct bearing on the feasibility of utilizing these natural 
processes to create wood duck nest cavities. 

A typical wood duck nest is a hollow in the center of a tree with a 
bottom to hold the eggs, a coverl;)d top, and an entrance hole. Hollows 
of this sort are a product of d~cay. Decay occurs in the center of 
trees because the dead heartwoqd in most cases is easily rotted by a 
number of fungi. These fungi dp not rot live bark or the outer rim of 
sapwood in the tree trunk, so tHey must gain access to the heartwood 
through a break of some sort. .Basal fire scars, cut stumps, and dead 
or broken branches provide most entrance channels. But the impor
tance of lightning scars, tree splits due to frost, wind breakage, branch 
breakage from sleet or snow, natural root grafts with infected trees, 
and stem cankers has not been fully evaluated as channels of infec
tion. 

It is probable that animals are also important in the cavity form
ing process. Sapsuckers and woodpeckers drill holes that may become 
infection centers or which may expand already decayed areas. Allen 
(1943) reports repeated gnawing by fox squirrels of the scar tissue 
surrounding cavity entrances they use for nests. This process may 
expand these holes to a size useful to wood ducks. He also reports 
that squirrels, woodpeckers, and flickers all expand cavities by re
moving the dead punky wood resulting as decay progresses. 

Much information has been reported on the incidence of heart rot 
in forest stands and on the avenues of entrance of rot fungi. Roth and 
Sleeth (1939) made detailed studies of butt rot in sprout oak stands 
which had not been burned and in which the effect of basal fire scars 
was, therefore, eliminated. Hepting and Hedgecock ( 1937) reported 
on decay in oak, yellow poplar, and basswood in the Appalachians. 
Burns (1955) studied the relationship between fire scars and decay in 
Missouri oaks. 

Because decay is importantly related to the occurrence of heartwood 
and the entrance of decay fungi from the stump, a knowledge of the 
pattern of heartwood formation is important. Heartwood usually ap
pears in oak sprouts at ages 8 to 15 years. Initial development is at a 
point from 1 to 3 feet above the union of the sprout and its parent 
stump. The heartwood then extends upward to where the stem is 12 
to 15 years old and from 1.5 to 2 inches in diameter (Roth and Sleeth, 
1939). Sprout age, growth vigor, and distance from the active living 
cambium all influence the inception of heartwood formation. 

Some idea of the rate of spread of l).eartwood rots is given in data 
on extent of decay in a 25 to 55-year old stand studied by Roth and 
Sleeth (1939). They found that decay extended about 42 inches above 
the ground in the 744 sprouts examined. 

• 
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Unfortunately, information on the decay-forming process initiated 
in branch wounds is not as readily available. Considering the slow 
rate of spread of butt rots entering from basal scars or stumps, it 
would seem impractical to depend on them as a means of inducing 
cavity formation for wood duck nests. Such cavities would be more 
easily created from branch scars and would have floors at various 
heights as rotting progressed down the heartwood. 

CoNCLUSIONS 

Wood duck nesting cavities in trees are products of heartwood decay 
A venues of infection by fungi include fire scars, stumps, branch scars, 
splits in tree trunks, and other less important channels. Hardwood 
trees of sprout origin are more frequently decayed than trees of seed 
origin. As a result, conifers seldom produce appropriate cavities for 
wood ducks. 

There is considerable variation among hardwood trees in sprouting 
vigor, age to which sprouting will continue from the parent tree stump, 
and other sprouting characteristics. Decay cannot occur until heart
wood is formed and until fungi reach the heartwood without having to 
penetrate living or dead bark, or sapwood tissues. Information on vari
ous oak species and on decay from basal origin indicates that cavity 
formation under natural conditions is a very slow process. But more 
information is needed to properly assess the role of decay originating 
from such sources as branch scars, woodpecker drillings, and squirrel 
gnawings in forming nesting cavities for wood ducks. 
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PROVIDING BROOD HABITAT FOR WOOD DUCKS 

C. G. WEBSTER1 AND F. B. McGrLVREY 

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Washington, D. C. and. Laurel, Maryland 

Duck production, from a practical point of view, adds new birds on 
the wing to the population. Successful development of newly hatched 
ducklings to the flying stage requires suitable habitat. 

Wood duck brood habitat may be provided via two basic methods: 
(1) the maintenance of existing habitat and (2) the creation of new 
habitat. In addition, some existing habitats can be vastly improved. 
Regardless of how it is done, the forester, wildlife manager, and in
terested layman require criteria for (1) recognizing good quality hal:>i
tat that should be saved, and (2) knowing what to "shoot" for in 
creating new or improving existing habitat. In either situation, 
the criteria remain the same, because they would be based on the needs 
of the mother wood duck and her young. 

The habitat must meet both physiological and psychological needs 
of hen and young. Physiological requirements include food, loafing 
sites, and cover for screening from adverse weather, predators and 
other disturbing elements. Psychological needs 1nvolve a sense of se
curity and general well being. Unless these needs are met, broods will 
seek more attractive areas elsewhere, orperish. Little is accomplished 
by hatching ducklings if all essential elements of brood habitat are 
not provided throughout the rearing season. 

Our knowledge of what constitutes good wood duck habitat is limit
ed, largely because most production studies have concentra~d on nest
ing requirements and have given little attention to the needs of duck
lings. In most of the publications we reviewed, the suitability of a 
given habitat was established through implication alone. The habitat 
was described, but its actual use by broods was not discussed. 

Suitable wood duck brood habitat, in general terms, seems to con
sist of a patchy pattern of emergent cover interlaced with a network 
of open water passageways. The former can consist of downed tim
ber, herbaceous or woody plants, or combinations thereof. Identifying 
optimum size, ratio, and pattern of cover and open water is still large
ly a matter of judgment based on general observations and experi
ence. It is quite evident, though, that an extensive web of small, open 
water channels provides optimum conditions for broods to move about 
freely and feed. Invertebrates are readily available, and duckweeds, 
which are a prime vegetable food for young wood ducks, grow best in 
such wind-free sites. Larger expanses of open water appear to be of 

lNow Manager of Wildlife Management, Remington Farms, Chestertown, Md. 
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little value to young birds. Flyers, however, favor openings of ade
quate size to take off and land. 

'l'he seasonal availability of plants and plant residues that pro
vide cover, food, and loafing sites is more easily evaluated. One de
ficiency of brood habitat often overlooked is the early season scarcity 
of cover and food vitally needed by early hatched ducklings. Emer
gent aquatics leaf out later than terrestrial plants because water and 
submerged soils warm more slowly in spring than upland soils. There
fore, most emergent plants are still bare when :first needed by duck
lings, and plant remains, either living or dead, must be counted on to 
ameliorate this deficiency of leaf cover. Tangles of downed timber gen
erally provide year-round cover, loafing sites, and a supply of insects 
and other invertebrates that fulfill the high protein requirements of 
young ducklings. Optimum habitat conditions probably would be 
provided by a combination of downed timber and the better-suited 
emergent plants, both woody and herbaceous. 

The ideal life form of a cover plant appears to be a dense, spread
ing, low growth. The height of the plant depends on local water level 
fluctuations. Such a plant provides protective cover near the water, 
while permitting easy movement of broods . .Also, it harbors inverte
brates upon which the ducklings feed. 

Cover plants that have been cited most frequently may be di
vided into three groups based on general life-form (Bellrose, 1953; 
Decker, 1959; Hardister et al., 1962; Hawkins and Bellrose, 1940; 
Klein, 1955; Miller, 1952; Stewart, 1962; and pers. comm. with 
others). 

1. Shrubs. Button bush ( C ephalanthus occidentalis) appears 
to head the list of all cover plants. It most nearly exempli
fies our present concept of the optimum life form and is well 
distributed over much of the wood duck's eastern range. 
Other species include swamp rose (Rosa palustris), alder 
(Alnus spp.), swamp privet (Forestiera acuminata), spiraea 
(Spiraea spp.), winterberry (!lex verticillata), sweet pepper
bush ( Clethra aln·ifolia), and sweet bells (Leucothoe race
mas a). Willow (Salix spp.) provides satisfactory cover when 
low and spreading. 

2. Broad-leaved herbs. Spatterdock (Nuphar spp.) and lotus 
(N elumbo lutea) lead this life-form list because they pro
vide excellent cover and are well distributed. Unfortunately, 
like others in this group, they are not available to early 
hatched broods. Other plants include pickerelweed (Ponte
deria cordata), arrow-arum (Peltandra virginica), and ar
rowhead (Sagittaria spp.). 
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3. Medium to narrow-leaved herbs. We consider soft rush 
(Juncus effusus) the most important species in this group. 
Other plants include the various water smartweeds (Poly
gonum spp.), river bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis), cattail 
(Typha spp.), and various grasses and sedges. Especially 
important are those that form clumps which last until spring 
and provide some early-season cover, such as switchgrass 
(Panicum virgatum), redtop panicum (P. agrostoides), bot
tlebrush sedge (Carex comosa) and tussock sedge (C. stricta). 

At the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center near Laurel, Maryland, 
wide differences in habitat types in impoundments provide opportu
nities for studying the selection and utilization of cover types by 
wood duck hens and their broods. Results of these studies illustrate 
some of the more obvious habitat needs. 

During the spring and early summer, censuses of the impoundments 
are made about five mornings weekly to determine brood use. Hens 
using nest boxes are caught and marked with colored plastic tape 
placed around their necks. Movements of these marked hens and their 
broods can then be traced. Table 1 presents the brood use of impound
ments in 1964 and 1965. 

Two things should be noted immediately: (1) very few units re
ceived the majority of the brood use, and (2) several nesting units 
were not used by broods. The key to heavy use of certain impound
ments is an abundance of brood cover in early spring. Peak of hatch-

TABLE I. WOOD DUCK BOX AND BROOD USE OF IMPOUNDMENTS, 
PATUXENT WILDLIFE RESEARCH CENTER, 1964-65. 

1964 1965 

Unit Acres Ducks Ducks 
Broods Broods Reared Broods Broods Reared 

Hatched Reared Per Acre• Hatched Reared Per Acre• 

Duvall 13.8 2 17 6.15 3 19 7 .1fl 
Knowles 3 14.7 4 13 4.60 2 7 1.41 
Knowles 1 41.6 5 !8 2.25 ll 18 2.25 
Knowles2 19.8 6 4 1.05 4 4 1.05 
I. Marsh l 6.4 3 2 0.64 2 0 
Duval2 8.7 0 3 0.18 2 I 0.06 
Cash Lake 53.0 5 3 0.04 3 6 0.08 
Lake Redington 38.0 2 1 0.01 3 5 0.07 
Hance 1 6.2 4 0 1 0 
Mabbott Pond 5.0 2 0 1 0 
Snowden 7.8 2 0 1 0 

~~:!nlo~,rng 2.4 1 0 1 0 
3.3 1 0 2 0 

I. Marsh 2 6.7 0 0 2 0 

TOTAL 227.4 37 61 36 60 

• Estimated 5.2 ducklings per brood reared to flight age. 
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ing at Patuxent occurs from the end of April until the end of May 
(Uhler and McGilvrey, 1964a and 1965). During much of this period 
seasonal plant growth has not proceeded far enough to provide es
sential brood cover. The cover available in heavily used impoundments 
consists of an abundance of dead and downed timber and various 
swamp shrubs. 

The large numbers of downed trees also provide an abundance of 
loafing sites. Beard (1964) reported that loafing sites may often be a 
limiting factor in brood use. Large tangles of debris also harbor 
quantities of insects that are probably the most important component 
in the diet of young ducklings. The exceptionally high brood use of 
Duval Unit 1 may be due to the abundance of duck meal ( W olffia 
papulifera) that covers about one-half the surface of the impound
ment. 

The heavily used impoundments (Duval Unit 1 and Knowles Units 
1 and 3) were developed by constructing dikes and impounding areas 
of low-quality timber and swamp shrubs. Over the years, the stand
ing timber gradually died and fell, forming tangles of debris that 
now constitute the most heavily used habitat. 

Some of the cleared units (Knowles Unit 2 and one-half of Knowles 
Unit 1) developed growths of swamp shrubs and soft rush that 
constituted fair brood habitat, but they were inferior to areas left 
uncleared. Soft rush is valuable because the previous season's growth 
does not break down during the winter, new growth comes early in 
spring, and the plant grows in tussock form, allowing easy movement 
of broods. The elevated leaves of spatterdock (N uphar luteum) pro
vide fair cover and an abundance of insect food in late spring. 

The units in Table 1 that list nest box use but little or no brood use 
are either of the open water type or, if vegetated, their dominant 
plants come in too late to provide cover, except for late hatched broods. 
Color marking nesting hens has shown that broods hatched in these 
units are quickly led to impoundments with an abundance of brood 
cover. 

Duval Unit 1 appears to provide optimum habitat for wood duck 
broods with up to 7 ducks per acre reared to flight age (Table 1). 
Therefore, a more complete description of the unit seems in order. 
Based on transect studies, water in this unit was found to average 17 
inches in depth, with a maximum of 37 inches. Water is held at full 
pool level the year round. 

There is a rather sharp dropoff in topography, with the higher 40 
percent of the unit supporting live or partially live trees, shrubs and 
emergent aquatics. The lower 60 percent of the unit consists of dead 
and downed timber with open water or floating vegetation. The 
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shallow part averages 7 inches in depth and the deep portion 23 
inches. Duckmeal, slender pond weed ( Potamogeton pusiUus), and 
watershield (Brasenia schreberi) are the only common plant species 
in the deeper portion of the unit. In the shallow part, marsh plants 
include sweet pepper bush, sweet bells, winter berry, sedges (Oar ex 
spp.), rice cutgrass (Leersia oryzoides) three-way sedge (Dulichiurn 
arundinaceum) , soft rush, and water purslane ( Ludvigia pal~tstris). 
Water samples have revealed a pH ranging from 5 to 8, total alka
linity from·12 to 50 ppm, and total nitrates up to 1.4 ppm. Mnch of 
the water draining into this unit is from heavily limed and fertilized 
fields. This runoff contributes to · the fertility of the unit and 
makes it higher than normally expected for such an acid site (Uhler 
and McGilvrey, 1964b). 

Over most of the wood duck's breeding range similar impoundments 
of 10 to 20 acres could be constructed. Many state and federal manage
ment areas could materially increase their wood duck production at 
relatively little expense by impounding low-quality swamps. 

SUMMARY 

1. Optimum wood duck brood cover consists of a mixture of 
(a) downed timber for dependable early cover and sites for 
feeding and loafing, and (b) early leafing shrubs and herbs, 
some of which provide optimum edge conditions and all of 
which permit free movement of ducks. 

2. Shrubs and/or clumped grasses and sedges, without downed 
timber, are secondary cover. Emergent herbs, of the type 
that provide no early spring cover, are even less desirable, 
especially in pure stands. 

3. Optimum brood habitat consists of at least 75 percent 
optimum emergent cover with just enough open water for 
broods to move about and feed and for adults to take off 
and land. 
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MANAGEMENT OF MAST CROPS FOR WOOD DUCKS 1 

G. K. BRAKHAGE 

Missoori DepMtment of Conservation, Columbia 

The value of' acorns as food for wood ducks, .Aix sponsa, is widely 
recognized (Mabbott, 1920; Martin and Uhler, 1939; Stollberg, 1950; 
Korschgen, 1955; Coulter, 1957). Mast from pin oak (Quercus 
palustris), water oak (Q. nigra),'willow oak (Q. phellos), and nut
taU oak ( Q. nuttallii), is commonly eaten by wood ducks. Because 
of their abundance and ecological distribution, these species provide 
most of the mast available to waterfowl. However, mast from any 
oak producing small acorns would probably be attractive to feeding 
wood ducks ( Christisen, 1965). 

Pin, water, willow, and nuttall oaks are bottomland species. They 
thrive on tight, poorly drained soils characteristic of overflow 
land commonly used by wood ducks as fall and winter habitat. All 
four species are often found growing in nearly pure, even-aged stands 
on relatively level land. Species distribution grades from north to 
south from pin oak through willow and nuttall oaks into water oak. 

IMPROVEMENT OF MAST CROPS 

What constitutes a good mast producing tree' Most authors agree 
that a dominant or co-dominant specimen in a large diameter class 
with vigorous growth and a large crown is likely to produce an abun
dant seed crop (Burns et al., 1954; Christisen and Korschgen, 1955; 
Collins, 1961 ; Cypert, 1951 ; Downs, 1949; Harlow and Eikum, 1963 ; 
Moody, 1953; Petrides et al., 1953). Individual trees are generally 
consistent in their level of productivity; those that produce abun
dantly one year are likely to produce abundantly in other years 
(Burns et al., 1954; Collins, 1961; Cypert, 1951). But productivity 

1This study was done with cooperation of Federal Aid in Fish and Wildlife Restoration 
funds under 1\.fissout"i's project W-13-R~20. 
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is a heritable characteristic, and there may be considerable difference 
in size of seed crops between individual trees which are otherwise 
similar (Burns et al., 1954; Cypert, 1951; Downs, 1949). 

Mast failures can he triggered by many factors. Late spring frosts 
can kill flowers and young fruit, and ~borted acorns may be the re
sult of early insect damage (Downs, 1949). Minckler and Janes 
( 1965) found that acorn production closely followed yearly and sum
mer precipitation totals. Favorable moisture conditions resulted in 
abundant acorn crops. They believed that unusual rainfall at flower
ing and pollination time also influenced the size of acorn crops. 

Downs ( 1949) suggested that oaks may need more than one growing 
season to build food reserves for a large acorn crop. He suggested 
this was one reason why mast crops were good on an average of once 
in three or four years. Minckler and Janes ( 1965) agreed that stored 
food supplies possibly were a factor in the size of acorn crops. They 
also concluded that the variability in mast crops among years was 
not affected by stand density, stand structure, or dormant sea
son flooding. 

Stand density influences total acorn production. Bottomland oaks, 
particularly pin and water oaks, often are found growing where intra
specific competition for light, soil nutrients, and moisture is keen. A 
dense, even-aged stand of bottomland oaks is characterized by a closed 
canopy composed of trees with narrow crowns. Lower limbs of pin 
oaks, for example, die soon after being shaded by their crown 
(Minckler, 1957). Small-crowned trees produce fewer acorns even 
though bole size may be impressive (Burns et al., 1954; Christisen 
and Korschgen, 1955). Many authors have observed·that stand densi
ties which allow full crown development are favorable to abundant 
mast production (Collins, 1961; Cypert, 1951; Harlow and Eikum, 
1963; McDermott and Minckler, 1961; Merz and Brakhage, 1964; 
Minckler, 1 957 ; Minckler and Janes, 1965). Growth rates are also 
improved, but bole characteristics may suffer (Cypert, 1951). Clear 
16-foot logs are obviously more attractive to forest products users than 
knotty 8-foot logs. Pruning, as recommended by Minckler and Krajicek 
(1964), may offer an inexpensive procedure to avoid undesirable 
characteristics of pin oaks grown in open stands. 

Stand regeneration is enhanced by abundant seed crops. Light 
mast crops are more liable to weevil ( Curculio spp.) damage and 
complete consumption by wildlife (Downs, 1949; Merz and Brakhage, 
1964; Minckler and Janes, 1965). The relative importance of insect 
infestation is reduced when mast crops are bountiful. Research has 
shown that Curculio larvae infest a certain number of acorns each 
year. In years of poor production, the entire crop may be weevil-
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dama,ged; when production is high, a greater number of acorns escape 
damage (Minckler and Janes, 1965). 

Minckler and McDermott ( 1960) found that pin oak stands thinned 
to 40 square feet basal area per acre produced nearly as many acorns 
as stands of 60, 80, or more square feet basal area. Harlow and 
Eikum (1963) found that turkey oak (Q. laevis) stands of 150 trees 
per acre could be thinned 50 percent without reducing acorn produc
tion, if the best-producing trees were left. 

Pin oaks normally start to bear fruit when 25 to 30 years old, but 
open-grown trees often produce seed at an earlier age. Minckler 
( 1957) reported mast production from open-grown pin oaks 20 years 
old. I found acorns on 15-year-old open-grown pin oaks hand-planted 
in northwest Missouri. 

The best silvicultural treatment of a bottomland forest for maxi
mum mast production would be selective thining so each tree is allowed 
to become dominant or co-dominant. Trees selected for removal should 
be those with poor form, poor growth chracteristics, or poor history 
of mast production. Thinning should be done after a good mast crop 
to insure regeneration (Minckler and McDermott, 1960), and to allow 
evf}Juation of productivity of individual trees. Minckler (1953) found 
the canopy of a heavily thinned stand of pin oaks virtually closed in 
four years. Obviously the released trees responded quickly to 
their improved environment. The end result of such treatment should 
be an uneven-aged stand of fast-growing, large-crowned, short-boled 
trees ideally suited for mast production. 

FLOODING MAST CROPS 

Wood ducks will search for acorns in leaf litter on the forest floor, 
and even on limbs before the mast crop has fallen. But their favored 
feeding grounds are the shallowly flooded oak "fiats" found in much 
of their fall and winter range. 

Bottomland hardwoods can be flooded safely when the trees are 
dormant (Hall and Smith, 1955; McDermott and Minckler, 1961; 
Merz and Brakhage, 1964). Flooding during the growing season has 
a debilitating effect on trees and, if prolonged, will result in their 
death (Green, 194 7; Kramer, 1951; McDermott, 1954; Parker, 1950; 
Yeager, 1949). In Kentucky, Hall and Smith (1955) recorded com
plete mortality among water oaks flooded 24 percent, pin oaks flooded 
40 percent, and willow oaks flooded 42 percent of their growing sea
son (April 1-0ctober 1). At the Duck Creek Wildlife Area in south
eastern Missouri, pin and willow oaks have been flooded annually 
since 1955 from October until as late as the first week in April with-
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out discernible effects on mast production or tree .mortality (Merz 
and Brakhage, 1964) . 

.Annual winter flooding of bottomland hardwoods has a harmful 
effect on stand regeneration. Overtopping, particularly by muddy 
water, halts physiological processes, and seedlings. succumb (Mc
Dermott, 1954). In addition, consumption of the readily available 
acorns by feeding ducks greatly reduces opportunity for stand re
generation. Annual flooding may have to be suspended occasionally 
for periods of one to three years to permit natural stand regeneration 
(McDermott and Minckler, 1961). Regeneration could be accomplished 
by hand-planting seedlings (Merz and Brakhage, 1964). Periodic 
winter flooding likely enhances mast production by improving soil 
moisture early in the summer (Minckler and McDermott, 1960). 

Annual winter flooding results in a higher percentage of sound 
acorns because losses to insects are reduced. Ourculio are the most 
important insects causing acorn damage (Breznor, 1960). The larvae 
overwinter underground and prolonged Winter flooding reduces a 
local population. Migration of adult Curculio beetles from surround
ing areas may, however, reduce the importance of localized larvae 
mortality (Minckler and McDermott, 1960). 

Wood ducks are classified as puddle ducks which tip to find food in 
shallow water. Water depths 18 inches or less are ideal for mast
feeding birds. · Through progressive flooding the attractiveness of a 
bottomland forest can be prolonged for feeding wood ducks. Part, 
perhaps half, of an area can be rapidly flooded early in October. The 
remainder could then be flooded slowly over a period of several weeks. 
Through this approach wood ducks are constantly presented with new 
feeding areas. This method of water management could be used to 
take maximum advantage of mast crops on undulating ground. 

In heavily hunted locations, such as public use areas, it is wise to 
dewater shortly after the close of hunting seasons to stop duck usage. 
Spent shot accumulates on the undisturbed forest floor, and lead poison
ing can become a serious problem. Lead poisoning is not a major 
problem when hunting disturbs birds and keeps them from feeding 
in sueh areas. Usually their foraging trips are short during the hunt
ing season .. But. after the seaso:p. closes, birds frequently feed, loaf, 
and roost in flooded timber and thereby increase their chances of in
gesting spent shot. 

AUGMENTING MAST CROPS' 

A general mast crop failure in a stand of mixed oaks is unlikely 
(Burns et al., 1954). The bottomland species of interest to waterfowl 
managers often grow in nearly pure stands, however, and the possi-
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bility of a complete mast failure does exist (Minckler, 1957). To 
avoid a serious food shortage at such times, managers have devised a 
technique for .augmenting mast crops (Merz and Brakhage, 1964). 
Briefly, all non-mast-producing trees and understorY species are 
mechanically removed. The resulting cleared areas are then cultivated 
annually and seeded to millets. The benefits are two-fold: (1) loss 
of a mast crop does not eliminate all the food resources from a managed 
bottomland forest, and (2) ecological conditions are much improved 
for remaining trees, so they are more likely to produce abundant mast 
crops. 

The disadvantages are also two-fold: (1) regeneration of oaks is 
eliminated by both cultivation and winter flooding, and (2) millet 
planting must be done annually and involves yearly expenditures. 
Proper management can minimize the importance of both of these 
objections. Regeneration of oaks can be accomplished by periodic hand
planting of seedlings. Farming schedules can be adjusted to allow 
time for millet planting in late June and July, with equipment al
ready on hand for other farming purposes. 

SuMMARY 

Mast crops can be managed for wood ducks by (1) developing a 
fast-growing stand of trees by selective thinning to allow each tree to 
have dominant or co-dominant status, (2) flooding during the dormant 
season only to depths of 18 inches or less, and (3) interseeding thin 
stands of trees with millet to provide food for wood ducks in years of 
mast failure. 
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MEETING MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FOR WOOD 
DUCKS ON MIDWEST NATIONAl WILDLIFE REFUGES 
H. H. DILL 

Regional Managernent Biologist, U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Management objectives for the wood duck on Midwest (Region 3) 
national wildlife refuges are: 

1. To preserve breeding and rearing habitat. 
2. To provide migrational habitat with adequate food and sanctu

ary to assure survival of the species. 
3. To devise and apply management techniques for improving 

production, including forest management. 
4. To band sufficient numbers to assess mortality rates, determine 

migration routes and identify distribution of hunting pressure. 
5. To promote interest and enjoyment by the public of this beauti

ful and valuable bird. 
The purpose of this report is to outline briefly major activities 

aimed at meeting these management objectives. For supplying infor
mation from individual national wildlife refuges I gratefully ac
knowledge the splendid cooperation of the following refuge managers: 
R.Personius, Horicon; J. Hakala, Seney; R. E. Toltzmann, Chautauqua; 
P. Ferguson, Union Slough; J. Salyer, Mark Twain; C. Pospichal, 
Rice Lake; R. Timmerman, Swan Lake; A. 0. Manke, Ottawa and 
Cedar Point; L. A. Mehrhoff, Crab Orchard; J. Frye, Shiawassee; 
D. V. Gray, Upper Mississippi River. 

HABITAT INVENTORY 

Of 36 national wildlife refuges in the Midwest (Region 3) admin
istered by a resident staff, 17 have annual populations of migra
tional and breeding wood ducks. All of these refuges have marsh and 
water areas considered suitable to some degree for brooding and rear
ing. These are located within one-half mile of hardwood timber. Based 
on 10 percent of the timber averaging 18 inches or more d.b.h. with
in one-half mile of water the assumption is made that 93,325 acres of 
timbered wood duck nesting habitat occurs on these 17 refuges (Table 
1). 

Significant populations of wood ducks are found in summer at the 
Horicon and Cedar Point National Wildlife Refuges. These are pre
dominantly adults that have gathered to molt on two refuges, which 
together have only 70 acres of timber. Abundance of cattail and 
bulrush at both of these refuges suggests the importance of emergent 
cover for molting wood ducks. 
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATED WOOD DUCK BREEDING HABITAT AND POPULATION, 
DATA FOR MIDWEST NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES.• 

Timber Estimated Wood Duck Population• 
National 'l\rildlife Refuges Within --------~--------------

1 '2 rnile of Breeding (Avg. Annual) Peaks in Fall 
Water (acres) Pairs (l!l61-fJ5) 11o1ting (191ll-ti.'i) 

Horicon, Wis. 20 H 3,500 None 
Seney, Mich. 2,000 2.'\ 100 330 
Chautauqua, Ill. 378 100 1,500 1 ,500" 
Union Slough, Ia. 25 .. 25 200 1,362 
Mark Twain, Ia., Ill., 

7,500 924 l ,.'iOO 5,529 and Mo. 
Rice Lake, Minn. 5,120 325 400 1,230 
Swan Lake, Mo. 2,225 70 Unkn. Unnk. 
Ottawa, Ohio 200 100 500 2,250 
Cedar Point, Ohio 50 so 2.000 2,000 
Crab Orchard, Ill. 250 32 100 100 
Rhiawassee, Mich. 2,500 55 None 450 
Upper Mississippi, Ill., 

1,751 4,000 16,125 Minn., Wis., Ia. 35,164 
Mingo, Mo. 12,000 250 Unkn. 2,000 
Tamarac, Minn. 25,493 I ,131 Unkn. 5,500 
Necedah, Wi•. 400 50 400 1,300 

TOTAL 93,325 4,912 14.200 

1 AU values in this table were a~sem bled from questionaires and reports of refuge managers. 
• Three year average, 1961-fl!). 

• • Plus farm groves nearby. 

An estimated average of 4,912 pairs of breeding wood ducks were 
reported for the 93,325 acres of hardwood timber nesting habitat. 
These census figures are influenced by ( 1) the well-recognized diffi
culty in inventorying breeding wood ducks and (2) assumptions 
employed in delineating the acres of breeding habitat. These gross 
population and habitat figures are the best available now. Investiga
tions are needed to determine the number of suitable nesting cavities 
available in existing stands of timber. However, my impression is· that 
availability of rearing and molting habitat,~ which ordinarily is not 
abundant in timbered areas in the Midwest, may limit the breeding 
population. Further evaluations are required to test this hypothesis. 

TIMBER MANAGEMENT 

During the earlier years of the refuge program in Region 3, a strict 
no-cut policy was advocated. The impetus given wood products during 
the war years caused some modification of this policy, which has ex
tended to the present time. For example, at Tamarac, from 1940 
through 1954, the average annual cut of all trees both dead and 
green, was 1,150 cords. From 1955 through 1964, a cut averaging 
109 thousand board feet, plus 937 cords, was made. 

Throughout the years close attention has been paid to preservation 
of the larger-diameter trees. These have been carefully preserved, 
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although little thought was devoted to regeneration of those species 
best producing cavities. 

These consist of basswood, American elm, maple, ash and oak. Be
cause wood ducks are relatively abundant at Tamarac, it is assumed 
that suitable cavities are also abundant. Subjectively, at least, 
Tamarac seems at present to afford good nesting habitat for wood ducks. 
The question is, what will happen to these trees in another 30 years? 
Will they continue to regenerate and produce cavities under the present 
management policy? Or will forest management be required to expe
dite growth of the desired cavity-producing species? 

The· answer to the last question seems obvious as the canopy is 
shading out reproduction. The problem of providing a thriving stand 
of trees that will sustain nesting cavities should be solved by the ap
plication of forest-management techniques. In Region 3, the Regional 
Forester has been assigned the task of developing these techniques. 

In final analysis, the vast tracts of public and privately owned 
timber, which are associated with most of the wood duck habitat, are 
where we can expect the forest-management effort to produce the 
greatest achievments in wood duck management .. Perhaps the chief 
role of refuge management for this species will be to develop and test 
techniques which can be passed along to other forest managers. 

RESTORATION OF HABITAT 

At the Tamarac National Wildlife Refuge we learned that wood 
ducks readily use small potholes built or reclaimed in hardwood tim
ber. These ponds range from %- to lj3 -acre in size; most were ex
cavated with a bulldozer or dragline at a cost ranging from 
$11.50 to $53.50 each (Burnard, 1964). Wood ducks frequently use 
them during the nesting period, but broods are seldom seen on these 
potholes. Probably broods are moved overland by females to larger 
lakes. 

Ammonium nitrate has been used experimentally to blast small 
potholes in timbered habitat. As refuge personnel become more fa. 
miliar with this technique, its use will probably expand. 

ARTIFICIAL NESTING STRUCTURES 

Hundreds of nest houses have been placed out on national 
•vildlife refuges in Region 3 in the past 30 years. These were largely 
made from boards. Most of them were put out under the Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC), some by Boy Scouts, and others through 
various conservation organizations. Few of these boxes remain today, 
and their contribution to the welfare of the wood duck has never been 
assessed. In the light of present knowledge of predation by raccoons, 



TABLE 2. WOOD DUCK NEST BOXES ON MIDWEST NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES IN 1965. 

Percent Predation 
Refuge No. When Used By Rate Remarks 

Boxes Erected Wood Ducks (Percent) 

Upper Mississippi, Ia., Minn., Wis., Ill. 209 1952-1964 lfl--15 10 Problem: Occupancy by colonial insects & other b 
Mark Twain, Ia., Mo., Ill. 116 1965 0 0 Problem: Occupancy by squirrels. 
Union Slough, Ia. 37 1960--1965 8 1 Problem: 62% used by other birds. 
Rice Lake, Minn. 60 1940 0 Problem: Predation by coons & occupancy by inse 
Shiawassee, Mich. 39 1957-1960 0 Ho.vc deteriorated; 11 remain in 1905. 
Crab Orchard, Ill. 81 1962-1964 4 Unkn. Problem: Occupancy by starlings. 
Ottawa, Ohio 75 1955-1964 0 Problem: Predation by coons; occupancy by swallc 
Cedar Point, Ohio 25 1964-1965 20 0 
Swan Lake, Mo. 18 1957 0 Poorly designed. 
Chautauqua, Ill. 140 1938-1960 33 Low Smne nest desertion caused by starlings & flickers. 
Seney, Mich. 38 1951 15 15 Smne boxes occupied by merganser.~. 
Mingo, Mo. 126 1958-19(\3 25 7 Predators: Black snake and raccoon. 
Necedah. Wis. 18 1958 .6 High Plans to add 50 fiberglass boxes in J 966. 

TOTAL 982 
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they actually may have been a detriment to the species. Table 2 
summarizes the current nest house program on Midwest national 
wildlife refuges. 

Some refuges at which wood duck houses are consistently used have 
large timbered areas in which additional houses could be placed. For 
example, the Upper Mississippi has only 209 houses on a timbered 
area of 35,164 acres. With an estimated breeding population of only 
1,800 pairs it seems likely that production could be increased by 
erecting nest houses, if natural cavities are actually limiting nest
ing success and mortality of local birds is not excessive. 

Refuge Manager D. V. Gray states (pers. comm., Nov., 1965): 
"Properly constructed or shielded houses can contribute in some de
gree to management of this species by providing reasonable assurance 
of a safe hatch for those birds utilizing them. However, even the 
shielded structures may be invaded to a limited extent by colonial in
sects and other species of birds, and an improperly protected struc
ture invites invasion by mammalian predators or snakes. In addition 
to the beneficial aspects of properly built and placed boxes, they 
serve as a means of stimulating interest among conservation-minded 
groups or individuals. However, large numbers of the houses must be 
placed out to materially attract and increase wood duck populations, 
and considerable time and expense would be involved in constructing, 
placing, checking and cleaning the structures. Their use is recom
mended to the extent of available time and means either for cooperat
ing groups or those refuges having wood duck populations." 

The modest rate of occupancy (Table 2) of nest houses by wood 
ducks at Upper Mississippi may not necessarily be related to the 
abundance of nest sites in natural cavities. Bellrose (1964) states: 
"Low occupancy of nest houses by wood ducks (Aix sponsa) does not 
necessarily indicate an abundance of nest sites in natural cavities, 
but either a low breeding population or nest houses improperly con
structed or placed. A low breeding population may be caused by 
high nest losses to predators, shortcomings of the breeding habitat, 
or shooting losses." 

R. E. ToUzmann, refuge manager at Chautauqua, reports (pers. 
comm., Nov., 1965): "Approximately 1.2 wood ducks were produced 
in nest boxes for each acre of timber on the refuge. Nest success was 
81 percent in nesting boxes in 1965. Natural cavities usually produce 
approximately 0.1 duck per acre of timber. Nest success in natural 
cavities in this area averages 35 percent." 

The cost of building and placing out nesting houses in trees, plus 
the time required to climb the trees for checking and cleaning are the 
chief deterrents to expanding the nest-house program at refuges. 
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Also, many nesting houses placed in trees have a relatively short life 
expectancy. 

These factors prompted me to design a fiberglass nesting house 
which is molded directly into a larger nesting structure designed 
for general use by other species of ducks and Canada geese. A proto
type of the structures was displayed at the Wood Duck Symposium in 
Lansing, Michigan (Figure 1). This structure is placed securely 
on four legs over water. It is intended to be invulnerable to mam
malian predators, chiefly the raccoon. Because fiberglass is translu
cent, light will freely penetrate the nesting house. This illumination 
should discourage starlings from using the structure. 

Life expectancy of such a structure is indefinite. It is light in 
weight and may readily be moved. If successful, it could be used 
widely for Canada geese and ducks at both public and private water-

~'i:;ure 1. New Waterfowl Nesting Structure. H. H. Dill with 11 prototype of his du&l·purpose 
nesting structure made of fiberglass. The 42·inch diameter shallow depression is 12" deep 
ft,t. the center and has five holes in the bottom for drainage. It is designed to accommodate 
Canada geese and other waterfowl, especially mallards. The 12" x 12" nest house, 17!' 
deep and having a 4·inch diameter entrance, is designed for wood ducks. Some models being 
tested have a tunnf'l ~xtending outward 10" from the entrance. Four 8-foot legs support the 
,;trueture over water. 
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fowl management areas. Because the wood duck nesting house can be 
made an intergral part of the structure, it follows that its use may 
expand to areas where a b:veeding potential exists for both Canada 
geese. and wood ducks. This potential exists at national wildlife 
refuges, such as Necedah, Rice Lake, Tamarac and others. 

BANDING EFFORTS 

Table 3 summarizes banding since 1958 on Midwest national wild
life refuges. Kaczynski and Geis (1961) point up the importance of 
banding in relation to Management Objective No. 4. "Banding of an 
adequate sample of immature and adult wood ducks in late summer 
and early fall, before the opening of the hunting season, could pro
vide data for estimating mortality rates, for measuring the impor
tance of hunting as a mortality factor, and determining the effects on 
the kill." 

Midwest refuge personnel have made an outstanding contribution 
to the banding program. An average of 6,642 wood ducks have been 
banded annually, totaling 42,058 for the period 1958-1965. In further-

TABLE 3. PRE-HUNTING SEASON WOOD DUCK BANDING EFFORTS ON 
MIDWEST NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES. 

Rf•fnge and Place 

Upper Mississippi 
Winona~ Minn. 
LaCrosse, Wis. 
Lansing, Ia. 
Prairie du Chien, Wis. 
Cassville, Wis. 
Savanna, Ill. 

Mark Twain 
Louisa, Ia. 
Keithsburg, Ia. 
Gardner, Ill. 
Calhoun, Ill. 

Mingo, Mo. 
Horicon, Wis. 
Seney, Mich. 

Chatauqua, Ill. 

Swan Lake, Mo. 
Cedar Point, Ohio 
Ottawa, Ohio 
c,·ab Orchard, Ill. 

I 
Shiawassee, Mich. 
Union Slough, Ia. 

Rice Lake, Minn. 
Ta.marae. Minn. 

Necedah, Wis. 

Year No. Banded 
Banding. Rrmarks 

Comp:1enced Avg. Total Through 
Annually Nov. 1965 

19.58 
1958 
1958 
1958 
1958 
1958 
1958 
1959 
1959 
1962 
1959 
1963 
1965 
1958 
1946 

1959 

1959 
1965 
1963 
1951 

1961 
1959 

1958 
1962 

1959 

(2 ,520) 
547 
542 
254 
449 
640 
304 

(902) 
261 
43 

324 
679 
375 
355 

82 

358 

II 
83 
58 

100 

151 
233 

-135 
284 

374 

6,642 

20,165 

6,314 

375 
2,84.'; 
1., 646 A few wood ducks were banded 

previously. 
2, 511 A few wood ducks were banded 

previously. 
11 One year only. 
83 

174 
70! Bandings for 7 years, through 

1963. 
756 

I , 633 A few wood ducks were banded 
previously. , 

1,082 
I, 138 A few wood ducks were banded 

2,624 

42,058 

previously. 

-------------···-------
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ance of the banding program at other refuges and with the states, two 
banding workshops have been held: one at Agassiz, Minnesota in 1964 
and one (in Region 4) at Reelfoot, Tennessee in 1965. Trapping 
techniques, developed at refuges, were explained to the participants. 
This type of instruction has met enthusiastic reception and has re
sulted in vast improvement in the quality of wood duck banding. 

Interpretation of banding data is not a major purpose of this 
paper. However, one local finding has potential practical implica
tions. Wood ducks were banded prior to the hunting season in 1963-
64 at the Mark Twain National Wildlife Refuge. Of 3,357 woodies 
banded within closed areas, 6 percent (210) were recovered the 
first hunting season. Of 1,095 woodies banded in public hunting areas, 
13.6 percent (150) were recovered the first year. These data sug
gest that sedentary habits of the birds locally contributed to their re
covery rates. The local refuge apparently provided effective sanctu
ary during the waterfowl hunting season. After leaving the refuge, 
the wood ducks dispersed widely. First-year band recoveries occurred 
in every state of the Mississippi Flyway. 

RoosT CouNTS 

Hein (1961) has described in detail wood duck roosting flights at 
Paint Creek, Allamakee County Iowa. Paint Creek is one of 20 
roosts which are regularly visited by personnel from the Upper Mis
sissippi Refuge. Roost counts afford a valuable index to populations 
of wood ducks from the surrounding countryside. At Paint Creek, 
Hein established that August roosting flights comprised immature 
ducks; no adults were observed until early September. A mid-Septem
ber pre-migration peak was reached. No exchange of ducks occurred 
between Paint Creek and other nearby roosts. Table 4 illustrates the 
application of the technique at other Midwest refuges (in Region 3). 

TABLE 4. ROOST COUNTS OF WOOD DUCKS ON MIDWEST NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGES. 

No. No. No. Ducks Counted 
Refuge Roosts Years 

Located Counted Total Avg. (all yrs.) Range 

Rice Lake, Minn. 2 2 (1964-65) 1,350 575 300--1,100 
Union Slough, Ia. 2 4 (1962-65) 1,228 614 365-1,901 
Mark Twain, Ia., Ill., and Mo. 2 I (1965) 2,000 1,000 
Ottawa, Ohio 1 4 (1952-65) 525 525 400--700 
Upper Mississippi, !a., 

6 (1960-65) 8,547 427 39-1,925 Minn., Wis., Ill. 20 
Tamarac, Minn. 3• 1 (1965) 1,000 1,000 
Necedah, Wis. 1 1 (1965) 100 100 

• One roost was located and checked once in 1 965; two more roosts were tentatively located but not 
counted. 
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ESTHETIC VALUES 

Because of its proclivity for nesting in trees, often near rural homes 
or even within city limits, the wood duck has a tremendous natural 
appeal to most people. A description of the descent t>f duck
lings from nesting cavities is prime material for any naturalist ad
dressing a group. And the fact that wood ducks may be induced to 
use a nest house located near the family home or lake. cottage is the 
clincher for a successful.prescntation of this type. 

Therefore, it is logical to assume that the colorful wood duck, to
gether with other important species of wildlife, should play increaR
ingly prominent roles in programs aimed at increasing public interest 
and enjoyment of this tremendously interesting bird at many of our 
national wildlife refuges. 

SUMl\IARY 

The management objectives for the wood duck on Midwest national 
wildlife refuges are : 

1. To preserve breeding and rearing habitat. 
2. To provide migrational habitat with adequate food and sanctu

ary to assure survival of the species. 
3. To devise and apply management techniques for improving

production, including forest management. 
4. To band sufficient numbers to assess mortality rates, determine 

migration routes and identify distribution of hunting pressure. 
5. To promote the interest and enjoyment by the public of this 

beautiful and valuable bird. 

Seventeen Midwest national wildlife refuges annually have si~ni
ficant populations of migrational and breeding wood.ducks. Based ou 
10 percent of the hardwood timber averaging 18 inches or morP 
d.b.h .. within one-half mile of water the assumption is made that 
93,325 acres of timbered wood duck nesting habitat is present on 
these 17 refuges. The importance of emergent aquatic cover for rear
ing and molting is suggested by more extensive use by wood ducks of 
refuges, such as Horicon and Union Slough, which have but 45 acres 
of timber. 

Timber harvest on Mid west refuges received some impetus as 
a result of the demand for wood during the war years. Emphasis 
has been placed on preservation of mature trees which produce cavities. 
There exists a need to learn management techniques for perpetuating 
thriving stands of cavity-producing trees. It is suggested that, if such 
techniques can be developed at refuges, their greatest application may 
be on much larger tracts of timber in public and private ownership. 
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At Tamarac, wood ducks have readily used small ponds ranging in 
size from 1,4- to lfa-acre. These ponds were built, or reclaimed in tim
bered areas and ranged in cost from $11.50 to $53.50 each. Ammonium 
nitrate was also used experimentally to create potholes in timbered 
areas. 

A total of 982 nest houses were present on these refuges in 1965, 
some of which deteriorated rapidly. While the percent of nests de
stroyed by predators is relatively low, problems stem from occupancy 
by other species of birds and insects, and desertion caused by starlings 
and woodpeckers. However, it appears that a properly conducted 
nest house program associated with adequate habitat will increase 
production of wood ducks. At Chautauqua, 1.2 wood ducks were 
produced in nest boxes for each acre of timber on" the refuge. Nest 
success in artificial houses was 81 percent in 1965. Natural cavities 
produced 0.1 duck per acre of timber and only 35 percent of such 
nests were successful. A fiberglass nest house was recently de
signed by me. It is an integral part of a larger fiberglass structure 
intended for use by other species of ducks and Canada geese. These 
structures will be tried at several Midwest refuges in 1966 and fu
ture years. 

The pre-hunting season banding program at national wildlife re
fuges in Region 3 has resulted in a total of 42,058 bandings. A.n aver
age of 6,642 wood ducks are banded annually at refuges. Band re
turns have been received from every state in the Mississippi Flyway 
and from Canada. Twice as many first-year recoveries were received 
from wood ducks banded in the public hunting area at the Mark Twain 
National Wildlife Refuge than in the area closed to hunting. This 
difference in first-year recovery rates points up the importance of 
this local sanctuary for wood ducks during the hunting season. 

At seven refuges, 31 wood duck roosts were located. Roost counts 
afford valuable indices to populations of wood ducks in there areas as 
long as the habitat remains suitable. 

The wood duck should assume a more prominent role in programs 
aimed at increasing public interest and enjoyment of many of our 
national wildlife refuges. 
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This paper reports a study of tree cavities in relation to wood duck 
(Aix sponsa) nesting on the Mingo National Wildlife Refuge in south
east Missouri. Research objectives were to compare cavity abundance 
in different timber types and under different methods of timber man
agement and to determine the extent and nature of wood duck nest
ing in cavities. 

Wood duck populations in many areas apparently are limited by a 
lack of nest sites (Bent, 1923; Hawkins and Bellrose, 1941; Grice 
and Rogers, 1965). Game managers have increased the number of 
nest sites in some areas by providing nest boxes, but over most of 
their breeding range the birds nest primarily in natural cavities. 

Only a few studies of tree cavities in relation to wood duck nesting 
have been made. Little information is available on the species or 
sizes of trees most likely to contain suitable cavities. Several authors 
(Bent, 1923; Dixon, 1924; Gigstead, 1938; Grice and Rogers, 1965) 
list the trees in which wood duck nests were found but do not indicate 
their relative abundance. Bellrose, Johnson, and Myers (1964 :662-
663) found that black oak (Quercus velutina) was predominant in the 
woodlots they studied, and this species also was the best cavity pro
ducer. Other studies (Baumgartner, 1939; Allen, 1943; Stuewer, 
1943; Dalke, 1948; Gysel, 1961) provide information on cavity for
mation, density, size, and usage, but were not oriented toward wood 
duck management. Most authors agree that large or mature trees 
contain the most cavities, but little quantitative data is available. 

On the Mingo Refuge it was formerly thought that natural cavities 
were abundant and that many wood ducks nested in them. However, 
broods were seldom seen, and when nest boxes were provided in one por
tion of the refuge, they were readily used. Furthermore, workers 
engaged in timber stand improvement programs observed few cavi
ties. These observations suggested that cavities were not abundant. 
There was growing concern that current timber management practices, 
oriented toward lumber and mast production, might be eliminating 

1Financial support for the study was provided by the Division of Wildlife Refuges, U. S. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife; The Gaylord Memorial Laboratory; and the Mis· 
souri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit. I express thanks to John P. Rogers, Director of 
the Gaylord Memorial J ... aboratory, University of Missouri, and to John E. Toll, Manager, 
Mingo National Wildlife Refuge, for direction and supervision. 
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many natural cavities. The uncertainty about cavity abundance and 
about the effects of timber management prompted this study. · 

DESCRIPTION OF 'l'HE AREA 

Mingo National Wildlife Refuge is located near Puxico, in south
east Missouri. It occupies portions of Stoddard and Wayne counties. 
Most of the refuge lies within an old abandoned flood plain of 
the Mississippi River (Marbut, 1902). Steep limestone bluffs on the 
western and southeastern edges of the refuge rise 100 feet above the 
valley floor. The flat topography of the bottomland is interrupted 
only by low sand ridges. Drainage ditches run through the bottom
land in a north-south direction at one-mile intervals; but water drains 
away slowly, and much of the basin floods during periods .of heavy 
rainfall. The refuge. occupies 21,700 acres, of which 12,000 are tim
bered, 6,000 are water and marshland, and the remaining 3,700 are 
used for farming and miscellaneous purposes. 

There are two types of timber in the bottomland: the pin oak
overcup oak type, and the elm-ash-maple type. The first type occu
pies most (10,500 acres) of the forested area of the refuge. Pin oak 
(Quercus palustris) and overcup oak (Quercus lyrata) are the pre
dominant species, but willow oak ( Querctts phellos) and sweetgum 
(Liquidarnbar styraciflua) are important on the sand ridges. Bald
cypress ( Taxodium distichum) is prominent in low, wet areas. 

The elm-ash-maple type is found in slough situations where it is 
often flooded for most of the year. About 600 acres are forested with 
this type. Green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), pumpkin ash (Fraxi
nn.~ profunda), American elm (Ulmu.~ americana), and red maple 
(A cer rub rum) are characteristic species. 

In addition to the bottomland forests, about, 900 acres of upland 
hardwood timber occur along the bluffs on the southeastern and 
western edges of the refuge. White oak (Quercus alba), black oak, 
and mockernut hickory (Carya tomentosa) predominate. 

Because of "high-grade" logging and repeated fires, most of the tim
ber was in poor condition when refuge acquisition was completed in 
1946. The effects of such abuse are still evident, for many of the 
stands are of poor quality, and fire scars are common. Large trees 
are scarce over most of the refuge, especially in areas where tim
ber harvesting and timber stand improvement have been done. 

METHODS 

Field work was done during the periods June to September, 1964, 
and February to September, 1965. The study was divided into two 
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parts: (1) a general cavity survey of all timber types, and (2) a study 
concerning the effect of a recent timber harvest on cavity abundance. 

General Cavity S1trvey 

The literature (Dixon, 1924 :46; Bellrose, 1955 :12; Grice and 
Rogers, 1965 :17) and preliminary observations at Mingo indicated that 
cavities big enough for wood duck use were located almost exclusively 
in large trees. Therefore, in order to conduct the survey most effi
ciently, areas of each timber type containing some large, mature and 
overmature trees were selected for study. The areas chosen were slight
ly biased toward older stands. Thinly stocked stands were somewhat 
underrepresented, and areas managed or cut since establishment of 
the refuge were not represented at all in this part of the study. 

Belt transects two chains wide and from one-fourth mile to nearly 
three miles long were laid out along compass lines through each area. 
All transects were located within one-half mile of permanent water 
because wood ducks seldom nest farther than this from a suitable 
water area (Bellrose, 1955 :12). The transects generally ran parallel 
to roads or drainage ditches but at a distance from them. 

Species composition and size of the timber were sampled by tally
ing trees within a chain-wide strip down the center of each transect. 
All trees, dead or alive, with a diameter at breast height (d. b. h.) of 9.5 
inches or more were tallied. This method, in which only one-half of 
each transect was sampled, was necessary because of limited time. 
The results were doubled to obtain an estimate for the entire transect. 

In cavity searching, the entire width of each transect was sampled. 
Most searching was done in the spring to take advantage of the 
lack of foliage. Searching was done by three men walking down the 
transect and using binoculars to inspect the trees. 

Trees 9.5 inches or larger in diameter containing cavities of promis
ing appearance were marked for later examination with colored sur
veyor's ribbon. In the subsequent more thorough examination, all 
marked trees not too decayed were climbed and the cavities measured. 
The final tallies included all trees, 9.5 inches d.b.h. or larger, having 
cavities with entrance dimensions of at least 31/z by 21/2 inches and 
nesting platforms of at least 5 by 7 inches. Such trees were termed 
cavity trees. For each of these. species, d.b.h .. and crown class were 
recorded. 'rhe minimum acceptable cavity dimensions were derived 
from data published by Grice and Rogers (1965 :17) (entrance dimen
sions) and by Bellrose et al. (1964:664) (platform dimensions). For 
each cavity sampled, entrance and interior dimensions, entrance height 
from the ground, and cause of formation were recorded. Usage was 
determined by noting the presence of "sign," such as hair or nesting 
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material. Many of the cavities, though of adequate size, were judged 
not to be suitable for wood duck nesting because they contained water 
or excessive debris or had open tops. Accordingly, the term suitable 
cav1:ties henceforth refers only to cavities with adequate dimensions 
and lacking the adverse features just mentioned. 

Study Concerning the Effect of a Timber Harvest 

Two adjoining areas of pin oak-overcup oak timber were compared 
with respect to cavity abundance. In one, the unmanaged area, no 
disturbances had occurred for ~0 years. In the other, the managed 
area, a timber harvest for stand improvement was completed in 1960. 
However, trees found ·containing honeybees or possible wood duck 
cavities were not cut; and no baldcypress trees were cut. Both areas 
were subjected to frequent fires and severe cutting before the refuge 
was established; therefore, the stands are thinly stocked and of poor 
quality. , 

In each area straight belt transects 40 feet wide were laid out. 
They were divided into plots 200 feet long and alternate plots were 
searched for cavities. All live trees 10 inches or larger in d.b.h. 
were searched. In contrast to the general survey, which included only 
potential wood duck cavities, this survey included cavities with en
trances at least 2 inches in diameter and at least 6 feet from the 
ground. Trees that could not be examined adequately from the ground 
because of foliage were climbed and inspected, so it is doubtful that 
many cavities were missed. Trees with cavities were climbed and the 
cavities were measured. If the cavities had 2-inch entrances, they were 
included in the sample, and the sa:rp.e data recorded as in the general 
survey; other cavities were disregarded. In this part of the study, 
then, a cavity tree is defined as a live tree 10 inches or larger in d.b.h. 
containing a cavity with an entrance at least 2 inches in diam
eter and at least 6 feet from the ground. 

Species composition and size of the trees were determined for each 
study plot by tallying all live trees that were 10 inches or more in 
d.b.h. 

MATERIALS 

Tree climbing was done most rapidly and safely with the aid of 
climbing spurs, plus a 150-foot length of one-half inch nylon rope, 
and a leather saddle. A safety belt was used after the climber 
reached the desired location in the tree. A bow-fishing apparatus 
was used to place the rope over a limb (Gysel, 1960). With the rope 
over a solid limb, the climber fastened his saddle to one end of the 
rope and the helper obtained a firm hold on the other end. The 
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climber went up by using the spurs while the helper kept the rope 
taut, usually by backing away from the tree. When the climber was 
ready to come down, he released his hold on the tree, and the helper 
lowered him to the ground with the rope. 

Cavity measurements were made with a flexible steel tape. Height 
of the entrance from the ground was estimated. A forester's diameter 
tape was used to measure d.b.h. 

Inspection of some cavities required the use of a mirror on a handle 
and a flashlight suspended inside the cavity by a cord. In cavities 
too deep for visual inspection a small amount of debris was obtained 
for examination by lowering a weight covered with glue to the bottom. 

RESULTS OF THE GENERAL CAVITY SuRVEY 

Pin Oak-Overcup Oak Type 

Cavity density in this type was quite low. In a 70-acre sample, 
only 31 cavities were found: 28 in live trees (Table 1), and three in 
dead trees. Cavity density was thus about one per two acres. 

The two predominant species, pin oak and overcup oak, contained 
few cavities until they reached large size. To illustrate, srx of the 
eight pin oak cavity trees and three of the five overcup oak cavity 
trees listed in Table 1 were 27.5 inches d.b.h. or larger. 

TABLE l. SPECIES COMPOSITION AND CAVITY ABUNDANCE IN PIN OAK
OVERCUP OAK TIMBER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

(ACRES SAMPLED = 70.0) 

Number Number Number of Percent 
Species of with Trees with 

Trees• Cavities Per Acre• Cavities 

Pin Oak 1,198 8 17.1 0.7 
Quercus pal ustris 

Overcup oak 950 5 13.6 0.5 
Quercus lyrata 

Willow oak 340 4.9 0.3 
Quercus phellos 

Sweetgum 232 0 3.3 0.0 
Liquidambar Blyracij!ua 

Bald cypress 220 5 3.1 2.3 
Taxodium distichum 

Elm, American and slippery 124 0 1.8 0.0 
Ulmus americana and U. rubra 

Ash, green and pumpkin 76 1.1 1.3 
Fraxinus pennaylvanica and F. 

profunda 
Red maple 52 2 0.7 3.8 

Acer rubrum 
Blackgum 16 6 0.2 37.5 

Nyssa sylvatica 
All others 308 0 4.4 0.0 

Totals 3,518 28 50.2 0.8 

• 9.5 inches d.b.h. or larger and includes only live trees. 
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In willow oak, sweetgum, and elm the low percentage of trees with 
cavities milY be due mostly to a preponderance of small trees in the 
sample. In 70 acres, only 14 willow oaks, four sweetgums, and 
four elms were larger than 21.5 inches .. On the other hand, the high 
incidence of cavities in blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica) is partly due to a 
slight bias toward large trees. Nevertheless, blackgum was the 
best cavity producer of all the species. It was only a minor compo
nent of the stand, however. 

Of the 31 cavities examined, only three (one per 23 acres) were 
suitable for wood duck use. Two of. these were located in blackgum 
trees measuring 18 and 25 inches in d.b.h., respectively. Both cavities 
contained evidence of use by squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis and S. 
niger) and by raccoons (Procyon lot or). The third cavity was in a 
33-inch pin oak and was occupied by a gray squirrel. 

Elm-Ash-Maple Type 

This type had the highest cavity density of all types. Thirty-one 
cavity trees containing 35 cavities were found in a sample of 15.9 
acres. Thirty o.f the trees were alive (Table 2) and one was dead. 
Four of the live trees contained two cavities each. Cavity density was 
2.2 per acre, or four times greater than in the pin oak-overcup oak 
type. The abundance of cavities was due both to a high density of 
trees and to a high proportion of cavity-prone species in the stand. 

Green and pumpkin ash accounted for nearly half of the trees 

TABLE 2. SPECIES COMPOSITION AND CAVITY ABUNDANCE IN ELM
ASH-MAPLE TIMBER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

(ACRES SAMPLED = 15.9) 

Number Number Kumber of Percent 
Species of with Trees with 

Trees* Cavit.it>s Per Acre• Cavities 

Ash, green and pumpkin 542 !0 34.0 1.8 
Fraxin'Uil pennsylvanica and 

F. profunda 
American elm 118 3 7.4 2.5 

Ulmus americana 
Overcup oak 92 0 5.8 0.0 

Quercus lyrala 
Red maple 82 9 5.2 11.0 

A cer rubrum 
W aterlocust fi:? 0 3.9 0.0 

Gledil-sia aquatica 
BaldcypreBB .')4 2 3.4 3.7 

Ttuodium distichum 
Pin oak .54 0 ~.4 0.0 

Quercus pal"stris 
Black willow 40 2.5 7 .. 5 

Saliz nigra 
All others 118 3 7.4 2.5 

Totals 1 '162 30 73.0 2.6 

*9.5 inches d.b.h. or larger and includes only live trees. 
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sampled and produced the most cavities. Red maple had the highest 
cavity incidence but was not as common in the stand. The sample of 
red maple was somewhat biased toward large trees, thus the cavity 
incidence is slightly inflated. Most of the cavities in baldcypress trees 
were near the base and resulted from fire scars or logging damage. 
Therefore, the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 for this species may 
somewhat overrate its present value as a cavity producer. However, 
most of the cypress trees are young; and since older cypress trees 
seem to have many good cavities, the species will probably contain 
more cavities of value as time passes. 

Of the 35 cavities examined, only two (one per eight acres) 
were suitable for wood duck use. One of these was located in a 16-
inch black willow (Sal1:x n£gra) and contained evidence of squirrel 
use. The other was found in a 31-inch red maple and was heavily 
used by raccoons. _ 

In other studies of bottomland timber Dreis and Hendrickson 
( 1952 :20) found one suitable cavity per 24 acres in Iowa, and Bell
rose et al. (1964 :663) found one suitable cavity per 16 acres in Illi
nois. The authors did not indicate the timber types studied nor the 
condition of the stands. 

Upland Har·dwood Type 

In a sample of 41.1 acres, 38 cavity trees containing 43 cavities 
were found. Thirty-five of the t:r;ees were alive (Table ,3), and three 

TABLEIII3. i'PF.CIESICOMPOSITION AND CAVITY ABUNDANCE IN UPLAND 
HARDWOOD TI::\1BER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

(ACRES SAMPLED = 41.1) 

Number Number Number of Percent 
Speciet~~ of with Trees with 

Trees• Cavities Per Acre•· Cavities 

-------------

White oak 392 9.5 0.8 
Quercus alba 

Black oak 224 .5 .5. 5 2.2 
Quercus velutina 

Northern red oak 174 0 4.2 0.0 
Quercus rub1·a 

Hickory (6 species) 300 7.3 0.3 
Carya sp. 

Sweetgum 102 2 2.5 2.0 
Liqut'dambar st11radflua 

Scarlet oak 100 0 2.4 0.0 
Quercus coccine.a 

White ash 96 4 2.1 4.2 
Fraxinus americ·ana 

Elm (3 species) 138 ll 3.4 4.3 
Ulmus sp. 

Black gum 68 8 1.7 11 .8 
N yf#KJ aylvati<;a 

All others 370 6 9.2 1.6 

Totals 1,964 35 47.8 1.8 

• 9.5 inches d.b.h. or larger and includes only live trees. 
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were dead. Four of the live trees and one of the dead trees contained 
two cavities each. Cavity density was about one per acre. 

Although blackgum comprised only a small percentage of the trees 
sampled, it contained more cavities than any other species. Hickory 
and scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea) had a low incidence of cavities, 
due partly to a preponderance of small trees in the sample. The 
sample of northern red oak (Quercus rubra) included all sizes of 
trees and indicated a low incidence of cavities in this species. In 
elms the percentage of trees with cavities was slightly inflated be
cause the sample was biased toward large trees. 

Gysel (1961 :17) studied cavities of all sizes in upland hardwood 
stands in Michigan and found that the number of cavities occurring 
in a tree species was approximately proportional to its basal area. 
This relationship was not observed for the large cavities studied at 
Mingo. For example, blackgum with little basal area contained more 
cavities than white oak with much basal area. 

Of the 43 cavities examined, 12 (one per 3.4 acres) were suitable 
for wood duck use. Four of these were in blackgum trees, three were 
in elms (one elm was dead), and one each was in white oak, sweetgum, 
black oak, white ash (Fraxinus americana), and sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum). The 12 suitable cavities were all used by species other 
than the wood duck: squirrels alone used six; five were used by both 
squirrels and raccoons; and one was used for nesting by a pileated 
woodpecker (Hylatomus pileatus). In the only other study of wood 
duck nesting in upland hardwoods, Bellrose et al. (1964 :663) found 
that one-third of the suitable cavities in black oak woodlots near Ha
vana, Illinois, were used by wood ducks. Density of the suitable cavi
ties was about one per five acres. 

Tree Size and Cavity Abundance 
In all timber types the occurrence of cavities increased with in

creasing tree size (Table 4). Few cavities were found in trees smaller 
than 15.5 inches in diameter, although many trees of this size were 
sampled. Most of the cavities were in trees of intermediate or large 
sizes. Large trees (over 27.5 inches d.b.h.) were most likely to con
tain cavities, but these were sparsely distributed in the stands. A 
few of the intermediate and large trees contained two cavities each. 
Some species produced cavities at smaller diameters than others. 
Black willow and ash trees, for example, produced cavities before 
reaching 15 inches d.b.h. ; while overcup oak trees contained few cavi
ties until they reached about 27 inches d.b.h. 

Cavity Formation 
Broken or dead limbs were the origin of 61 percent of the cavities. 



TABLE 4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN,;iTREE 'liZE, TREE DENSITY, AND CAVITY OCCURRENCE IN FOREST TYPES OF 
MINGO NATIONAL WILD I IFE REFl'GE 

:imber Type 

1ak-Overcup Onk 
\sh-Maple 
ld Hardwoorl 

nly live trees are included. 

9.5-15.5 

Trees Percent 
per with 

Acre• Cavities 

30.6 0.2 
43.4 0.4 
37.1 0.5 

15.5-21.5 

Trees Percent 
per with 

Acre Cavities 

15.3 0.7 
21.8 3.8 

9.1 4.6 

D.B.H. Size Classes 

21.5-27.5 27.5- Totals 

Trees Percent Trees Percent Trees Percent 
per with per with per with 

Acre Cavit'es Acre Cavities Acre Cavities 

3.2 3.1 1.1 12.5 50.2 0.8 
5.5 6.8 2.3 22.2 73.0 2.6 
1.5 13.~ 0.1 33.3 47.8 1.8 
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About 18 percent were due to fire scar decay. Lightning and logging 
damage accounted for 8 percent, and woodpeckers made 4 percent. 
Woodpeckers, however, made many entrances and also may have 
aided the formation of cavities originating from other sources. About 
9 percent of the cavities were of undetermined origin. 

Cavity size was directly related to tree diameter. In the upland 
hardwood type the average diameter of cavity trees was 19 inches, and 
the average size of the cavity nest platforms was 58 square inches. 
Cavity trees in the pin oak-overcup oak type and in the elm-ash
maple type had mean diameters of 25 and 24 inches, respectively; 
and the nest platforms averaged 115 and 103 square inches, respec· 
tively. Cavities in big trees were also located at a greater height 
from the ground. 

Most cavity entrances originated through dead or broken limbs; 
and small, rapidly growing trees with small limbs produced cavities 
with small entrances. The entrances tended to be reduced even small
er through growth. Big trees with big limbs and slow growth 
formed cavities with big entrances. Trees in the elm-ash-maple type 
and in the upland hardwood type contained cavities at smaller diam
eters than trees in the pin oak-overcup oak type (Table 4). The 
average entrance sizes of cavities in the former types were 31 and 33 
square inches, respectively. _ In comparison, entrances of cavities 
in the pin oak-overcup oak type averaged 68 square inches. 

Cavity depth was probably related both to cavity age and to the 
rate of decay. Cavities in the elm-ash-maple type were deepest. Trees 
in this type not only formed cavities early, but may also have formed 
them more rapidly. The moist site upon which this type grows may 
have contributed to rapid decay. 

Although rapid decay would enable rapid cavity development, it 
would also shorten cavity life. As decay proceeded, the bottom 
of the cavity would recede farther from the entrance until it would 
no longer be a desirable wood duck nest site. Bellrose et al. (1964:664) 
found that, "Cavities less than 50 inches deep were preferred for 
nest sites .... " Woodpeckers or limb' scar decay, however, may pro· 
vide additional entrances at locations closer to the nest platfonn; and 
a cavity may thereby regain its utility. Squirrels often add new nest 
material to cavities, and this may lengthen cavity life. The bole of one 
tree in this study was completely hollow except for a two-foot section 
filled with twigs and leaves wedged tightly inside the cavity to form 
a nest platform. Squirrels in this case had made a potentially useful 
wood duck nest site from a decadent cavity. 

Cavity Usage in Different Timber Types 

Table 5 summarizes cavity usage by wildlife. The data represent 
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TABLE 5. THEE CAVITIES USED BY WILDLIFE ON MINGO NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE 

Pin Oak-Overcup 
Oak Elm-Ash-Maple Upland Hardwood 

Species 
(31 cavities) (35 cavities) (43 cavities) 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Squirrel only 
Sciurus niger and 

1:3 42 12 34 24 GG 

S. carolinensis 
Raccoon only 

Procyon lotor 
4 13 4 11 2 

Both squirrel and raccoon 5 16 3 13 30 
Pileated Woodpecker I 2 

Hylatomus pilealus 
Barred owl 3 

Slrix varia 

Totals 23 74 17 48 39 90 

not only recent use but also use during some past period for which 
evidence still remained. This method probably overestimates current 
usage. In addition, it may overestimate usage by species that leavf' 
much evidence, as squirrels, and underestimate usage by species that 
leave little evidence, as birds or snakes. For the purposes of this 
study, however, the method appeared to be satisfactory. 

Use by squirrels was the most evident, and total cavity usage ap
peared to be mainly related to squirrel density. The highest squirrel 
population seemed to be in the upland hardwood timber, which abo 
had the highest cavity usage. The elm-ash-maple timber was poor 
squirrel habitat, and this type showed the lowest cavity usage. How
ever, the lower usage in bottomland timber is partly due to the lower 
quality of cavities. For example, a higher proportion of bottomlaiHl 
cavities were near the ground where they were subject to flooding. In 
addition, shallow open-top cavities, which are little used, were more 
prevalent in the elm-ash-maple type than in the other two types. 

Evidence of raccoon use was found in all timber types. In the UJl

land timber, nearly all of the cavities were also used by squirrel": 
. but, in the bottomland, most were not. If frequent occupancy by 

raccoons prevents use by squirrels, some of these bottomland caviti< s 
may have been raccoon dens, which squirrels avoided. 

Cavities Used by Wood Ducks 

Most cavities suitable for wood duck use were checked once during 
and once after the nesting season. None of the cavities on the tran
sects was used by wood ducks, but six cavities used by them were 
found in other locations by contacting local people and by general 
observation. Of the six cavities, one each was in a willow oak, pin oak, 
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white oak, and a dead slippery elm (Ulmus rubra). Two more were 
in sycamores (Platanus occidentalis) which leaned over creeks. These 
two contained the only successful nests. A local resident reported 
that one of the sycamore cavities had been used for nesting nearly 
every year for the past 11 years. This cavity was the only one of the 
six found that did not contain evidence of squirrel or raccoon usage. 
Of the four unsuccessful nests, three were apparently destroyed by 
raccoons and the fourth by a snake. 

Dimensions of the cavities used by wood ducks are given in Table 6. 

TABLE 6. MEASUREMENTS OF SIX CAVITIES USED BY WOOD DUCKS 
DURING THIS STUDY 

Dimension 

Tree d.b.h. (in.) 
Entrance size (in.) 

Nesting platform size (in.) 
Cavity depth (in.) 
Height from ground (ft.) • 
Distance from water (ft.) • 

• Estimated-not measured. 

Mean 

21 
3 3/4 X 3 1/4 

8 1/2 X 8 1/2 
22 
32 

240 

Range 

13-27 
3 1/2 X 3 to 

4 1/2 X 3 1/2 
7 X 7-10 X 10 

12-42 
!8-52 

D-1' 320 

The cavity entrances were uniformly small. Wood ducks at Mingo 
may tend to nest in cavities with small emrances which raccoons 
would be less likely to enter. Bellrose et al. (1964 :665) found that 
cavities containing successful nests were more likely to be used in fol
lowing years than those containing nests that were destroyed. They 
also found that wood ducks preferred to nest in high cavities and in 
those with small entrances (1964:663-664). The two successful nests 
found in the present study were both located 50 feet or more from the 
ground. Five of the six nest trees were located either on roadsides or 
on streambanks. The sixth was in an opeu stand of upland hardwoods. 
J!'our of the six cavity entrances apparently had been made by pileated 
woodpeckers. The cavities originated from other sources and developed 
through heart rot. 

CAVITY ABUNDANCE RELATED TO TIMBER HARVEST 

Unmanaged Area 

In 3.7 acres, nine cavity trees containing 14 cavities were found 
(Table 7). Three of the trees contained more than one cavity. Cavity 
tree density was 2.4 per acre, but it would have been much higher if 
the stand density of this area had been comparable to the unmanaged 
areas that were studied in the general survey (Table 1). Most of the 
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TABLE 7. SPECIES COMPOSITION AND CAVITY ABUNDANCE IN UNMANAGED 
PIN OAK-OVERCUP OAK TIMBER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

(ACRES SAMPLED = 3.7) 

Number Number Number of Percent 
Species of with Trees with 

Trees• Cavities Per Acre• Cavities 

Pin oak 34 4 9.2 12 
Quercus palustris 

Overcup oak 24 0 6.5 0 
Quercus lyrata 

Willow oak 12 0 3.3 0 
Quercus phellos 

Bald cypress 
Taxodium distichum 

8 2 2.2 25 

All others 7 3 1.9 43 

Totals 85 9 23.1 11 

• 10.0 inches d.b.h. or larger and includes only live trees. 

cavities were too small for wildlife use, but three were used by 
squirrels. None of the cavities was suitable for wood duck use, and 
no wood duck nests were found. 

Managed Area 

In 4.2 acres (adjacent to the unmanaged area), five cavity trees 
(Table 8) containing one cavity each were found. Squirrels used one 
of the cavities, but none was suitable for wood duck use, and no wood 
duck nests were found. Cavity tree density was 1.2 per acre, or only 
half that of the unmanaged area. 

Examination of this small sample suggests that timber harvest in 

TABLE 8. SPECIES COMPOSITION AND CAVITY ABUNDANCE IN MANAGED 
PIN OAK-OVERCUP OAK TIMBER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

(ACRES SAMPLED = 4.2) 

Number Number Number of Percent 
Species of with Trees with 

Trees• Cavities Per .Acre• Cavities 

Pin oak 29 6.9 3 
Quercus palustris 

Overcup oak 23 0 5.5 0 
Quercus lyrata 

Bald cypress 
Taxodium distichum 

23 2 5.5 9 

.Ash, green and pumpkin 9 0 2.1 0 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 

and F. profunda 
All others 6 2 1.4 33 

Totals 90 5 21.4 6 

• 10.0 inches d.b.h. or larger and includes only live trees. 
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the managed area reduced cavity-tree density by half. Such a reduc
tion is in general agreement with the experience of Mingo Refuge 
workers who have cruised and appraised the timber. Although tree 
density was nearly equal in both areas (Table 9), most of the trees 
in the managed area were small. With the exception of baldcypress, 
none of which was cut, pin oak was the only species on the managed 
area occurring in diameters larger than 15.5 inches. In the entire sam
ple only two pin oak trees were larger than 21.5 inches. In addition, 
trees in the managed area had a slightly lower incidence of cavities 
than those of similar size in the unmanaged area. The primary rea
son for the lower cavity tree density, though, was the scarcity of 
large trees. 

DISCUSSION 

This study indicates that natural cavities suitable for wood duck 
nesting are extremely scarce over most of the Mingo National Wild
life Refuge. Although the time-consuming nature of the work per
mitted only a portion of the refuge to be surveyed, it is believed that 
the· areas selected for the general cavity survey were representative 
of those most likely to contain wood duck nest cavities. Because the 
refuge timber contains so few of the kinds and sizes of trees in which 
suitable cavities occur, it is unlikely that additional study would re
veal a higher cavity density. 

Cavities are most abundant in older upland hardwood and elm
ash-maple forests, but these types comprise only a small part of the 
total timbered acreage on the refuge. The pin oak-overcup oak type, 
which is predominant, contains few suitable cavities, partly because 
large trees are scarce and partly because the dominant species are 
not good cavity producers. 

Not only are suitable cavities scarce on the refuge, but competition 
for them, especially by squirrels, appears to be heavy. This further 
reduces the availability of cavities to wood ducks. Thus, it is concluded 
that a shortage of nest sites probably limits the wood duck nesting 
population. Since wood duck production is a primary objective 
of the refuge, consideration should be given to correcting this situa
tion. 

SuGGESTIONs FoR MANAGEMENT 

The literature indicates that park-like stands of large trees may 
provide optimum nesting habitat for wood ducks. The six cavities 
used ·by wood ducks in this study were all located in open situations. 
Bellrose (1955 :36) found that nest boxes in open woodlots were 
more frequently used than those in dense woods. Grice and 
Rogers (1965 :17) found wood ducks nesting in clusters of large trees 



TABLE 9. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TREE SIZE, TREE DENSITY, A:IID CAVITY OCCURREKCE IN MA:\'AGED A:\'D 
UNMANAGED PIN OAK-OVERCUP OAK TIMBER ON MINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

Unmana.ged 
Managed (cut) 

• Only live trees are included. 

IO.Q-15.5 

Trees 
per 

Acre* 

ll.4 
14.5 

Percent 
with 

Cavities 

7 .I 
4.9 

15.5-21.5 

Trees 
per 

Acre 

8.1 
5.7 

Percent 
with 

Cavit.ics 

6.7 
4.2 

D.B. H. Size Classes 

21.5-27.5 

Trees 
per 

Acre 

2.2 

Percent 
widt 

Caviiies 

25.0 
0.0 

27.5--

Trees Percent 
per with 

Acre Cavities 

!. 4 40.0 
.5 50.0 

Trees 
per 

Acre 

2:>.1 
21.4 

Totals 
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rather than in large trees standing alone or surrounded by trees of 
smaller size . .An attraction for clusters of large trees may partly ex
plain nesting in yards, near roads, and in city parks, reported by 
many workers (Dixon, 1924:42; Gigstead, 1938 :605; Musselman, 
1948 :197; Bellrose, 1955 :10; Grice and Rogers, 1965 :16). 

If open stands of large trees are preferred for nesting, then it ap
pears that timber management for lumber production is detrimental 
to nesting habitat. Merchantable trees are cut before cavities can de
velop in them, and the few large trees that remain may become 
surrounded by 'dense stands of young trees within a short time. 

On Mingo and on other areas where wood ducks are of primary 
interest, management for nesting habitat should aim toward develop
ing a self-propagating forest that is well stocked with cavity-prone 
species. The forest should be relatively open and should contain a 
maximum number of mature and overmature trees. It could be pro
duced by selective thinning to favor cavity-prone species. Such thin
ning requires constant good judgment by the worker, for rigid guide
lines cannot be established. However, thinning should be con
fined to intermediate and overtopped trees. Opening the canopy 
should be avoided, for shading kills limbs and thus aids cavity for
mation. In addition, shading prevents the rapid growth of an under
story which eventually would destroy the open nature of the stand. 
If selective thinning is too expensive or time-consuming, the forest 
could be left unmanaged. It would take longer to obtain the desired 
conditions by this method, but less effort and expense would be needed . 
.At Mingo mast production is also a forest management aim, but man
agement for cavities would not conflict with management for mast 
production since in both cases a good supply of large trees is needed. 

Because wildlife management is the most important objective of 
the Mingo Refuge, there are no obstacles to applying these 
methods to all of the timber there. However, this is not true on areas 
where lumber production is the primary objective. On these areas, 
though, perhaps strips of deciduous timber along streams and 
around ponds or lakes could be left unmanaged. In deciduous forest 
areas strips, one-half mile wide wou1d be ideal, because this width 
would include most of the wood duck nesting habitat. However, even 
narrower strips would be beneficial. In most forest lands, setting 
aside only a small portion of the total acreage would be required. In 
view of the increased demand for recreational use of public land, 
this method would be useful in other ways as well. For example, 
erosion might be better controlled; stream and lake-side recreation 
would be more aesthetic; and the strips could serve as small "naturaJ 
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areas" in which uncommon plants and animals might find suitable 
habitat. 

It is recognized that many facts concerning the management of 
wood duck nesting habitat remain unknown. For example, we 
do not know how many cavities per acre are sufficient for high wood 
duck production, but it would be better to provide too many cavities 
than too few. Even areas where a cavity shortage does not now exist 
may become deficient in cavities if other habitat factors are improved 
and the nesting population increases. 

The argument has been made that a less expensive method for pro
viding nest sites would be to erect nest boxes rather than to manage 
timber for cavities. It is true that, if cavities are scarce, the erec
tion of nest boxes may increase wood duck production; and on a 
small scale, this is an acceptable method. If timber is managed for 
lumber, however, nest boxes would need to be used on a wide scale; 
and the disadvantages of such use are often overlooked. For example, 
much time and money would be needed each year to construct, erect, 
and maintain the boxes. Box maintenance is often neglected; 
and if nest boxes are allowed to deteriorate, a severe drop in wood 
duck production can result. Since it is not feasible to produce all 
wood ducks in nest boxes, primary emphasis should be placed on 
increasing the numbers of natural cavities. 

Cavity formation is a process requiring many years to complete, and 
mistakes made in timber management are not soon corrected. Where 
wood duck production is a primary objective, wildlife managers should 
produce an abundant and continuing supply of natural cavities be
fore considering management of the timber for lumber. 

SuMMARY 

A study of natural tree cavities in relation to wood duck nesting 
was made on Mingo National Wildlife Refuge. Belt transects were 
used to sample both managed and unmanaged timber. Three different 
timber types had different cavity densities which were determined by 
species composition, stand density, and tree size. Cavity formation 
and cavity use by wildlife are discussed. Timber management for 
lumber production appears detrimental to wood duck nesting habitat. 
Management sugestions for improving and maintaining nesting habi
tat are presented. 
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DISCUSSION 
SESSION III 

CHAIRMAN JESSEN: This session on knowledge and voids in our understanding 
of habitat management for wood ducks is now open for discussion. 

A. D. GEIS (Burem~ of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife) : We all come here with 
the handicap of asking questions on the wood duck based on our own experience. 
I couldn't help but think, as I listened to Frank McGilvrey's discussion of 
production habitat, that there must be an awful Jot of wood ducks produced 
in habitat types other than those described. This is particularly true in the East, 
where so much production is associated with streams that have a fairly sub
stantial width. There must be a great many broods reared in areas that lack 
75 percent cover that is suggested as desirable. So I wondered if we couldn't 
benefit from others' impressions concerning whether it is necessary to have the 
extreme density of cover that Frank observed being used heavily at Patuxent. 
I know my own observations in other portions of Maryland and West Virginia 
suggest that wood ducks seem to be getting .along very nicely in areas with much 
less than 75 percent cover. 

CHAIRMAN JESSEN: I agree with you, AI. I know that in Minnesota wood 
ducks have increased in numbers in recent times, just as was reported for the 
Chippewa National Forest. Some game managers report more wood ducks than 
mallards outside of the range thnt has been designated as the historical breeding 
range. These areas are in prairie country, and they don't agree with what Frank 
descrihed as typical wood duck habitat in the East. Though the birds are 
apparently breeding successfully in some prairie areas, we don't understand the 
relationships involved. 

F. B. McGILVREY: This is a good point. We need to pool individual obser
vations from many people to find out what really constitutes good wood duck 
brood habitat. 

A. D. GElS: One thing that's very difficult is to !lifferentiate between actual 
habitat needs and uses. The birds obviously like very dense cover when it's 
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available to them. Whether they really need it in order to develop ~uccessfully 

is another question. 
R. A. HUNT: I'm curious about the paper that Bob Jessen read on cavity 

formation. I recall reading that woodpeckers were at one time considered import
ant in providing cavities for wood ducks. Could Frank Belli·ose, or someone else, 
comment on whether we rely primarily on natural fungi to form cavities, or 
whether woodpeckers also make cavities~ 

F. C. BELLROSE: We have pileated woodpeckers in the Illinois Valley. But 
the woodpecker holes we have seen have not been large enough for wood ducks. 
PNhaps woodpecker holes would be used by wood ducks if they were enlarged 
by decay, squirrels, or other activities. 

W. WEIER: At Mingo Swamp there is at least one cavity made by a woodpecker 
which is deemed suitable for wood ducks. Apparently this cavity was made by 
woodpeckers and was used by wood ducks in the same year. I also managed to 
find six cavities that were used by wood ducks in the general vicinity of my 
study area. Entrances to four cavities apparently had been made by woodpeckers. 
The entrances seemed to have been built from the outside, not from the inside 
of the cavity. 

R. A. HUNT: Did woodpeckers make the cavity, as well as enlarge the entrance¥ 
W. WEIER: Yes, apparently they opened the cavity through their work. The 

cavity was already present and the woodpecker seemed to have made an entrance 
available. 

J. P. RoGERS: I'd like to add to Wayne's comment on the Mingo Swamp. 
While I don't have any idea what density of pileated woodpeckers are present, 
I think they are abundant. We need to know how important they are in formation 
of cavities for the wood duck. 

F. C. BELLROSE: We have heard many comments on types and values of brood 
habitat. I believe we must determine how essential different cover types are to 
the welfare of wood ducks. Brood counts are valuable for making evaluations 
because frequently the tremendous loss in wood duck broods occurs between 
Class One and Class Two. Through 25 years we obtained hundreds of brood 
counts, but unfortunately we have never tabulated and analyzed them all, except 
on the broadest basis. But it looks to us that the more open an area is, the 
higher the loss of ducklings. Where woody cover is abundant, duckling survival is 
better. Records on open areas, such as farm ponds and the like, show that 
entire broods were lost in a few days. 

W. E. GREEN: I'd like to address a question to Frank McGilvrey. I think 
one of the very interesting things he observed at Patuxent is a rather substan
tial brood shrinkage in that superb production habitat. What brood shrinkage 
did you find¥ 

F. B. McGILVREY: It depends on what you call substantial shrinkage. In the 
last two years, 10 ducklings per brood hatched and 5 ducklings were raised. This 
is 50 percent survival, which I think is not too bad in any species. 

To get information on brood survival hens were marked. Hens were painted 
year before last. This didn't work well at all. Neck banding was tried this year 
for the first time. So anything I tell you now is preliminary. 

Several hens that hatched in open impoundments either lost their broods 
entirely on the way to heavy cover, or the broods were reduced to very small 
sizes. Very large broods were reared by other hens that both hatched and reared 
their ducklings in heavy cover types. An exceptional example involved a hen 
that reared 13 out of 15 ducklings she hatched. Based on a small number of 
breeding birds, I helieve we get substantially better survival where broods don't 
have to do a lot of moving-where cover is readily available. However, for some 
unknown reason, some hens tend to move all over creation, no matter how 
good the brood habitat is. I don't have the foggiest idea why this movement 
occurs. 

Progress reports on our studies are available in the back of the room. We are 
just starting on this study. We hope to have additional information in a few years 
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on relationships of brood survival to brood cover. A real high population of 
snapping turtles is present at Patuxent, and I suspect this is our major 
predator. 

F. C. BELLROSE: Available information shows that brood shrinkage is greater 
on areas having less brood cover than on areas with an abundance of brood 
cover. A gentleman in western Pennsylvania told me about two broods. One 
brood was on a pond in his estate where there was an abundance of vegetation, 
and the other brood was on a pond lacking vegetation. The brood on the pond 
without vegetation shrank to zero within a week, while the other brood survived 
well on the pond having an abundance of vegetation. This is just one isolated 
case, but it is typical of other observations that we have made. 

C. G. WEBSTER: 'rhis summer Frank McGilvrey and I had the pleasure of 
visiting the White River Refuge in Arkansas. I was astounded at the number 
of sycamore and cypress trees with cavities that apparently were quite suitable 
for wood ducks. I am sure most of the cavities were started by woodpeckers. They 
were so located that they were not started from limbs breaking off. I think 
this is another situation where we should stop speculating and learn the facts 
involved. They might be extremely important in managing forests for squirrels 
and woodpeckers where they are important to wood ducks. 

G. F. PusHEE (Massachusetts Divis,ion of Fisheries and Game): Dave Grice 
has made studies of wood duck brood survival in Massachusetts. In years of 
good production, when we figured our wood duck population was expanding, he 
figured about 40 percent brood survival. He found less than that now, and we 
don't know why. These survival figures were obtained in an area of heavy cover, 
what Frank McGilvrey called optimum brood cover. 

Determining brood survival is difficult. Dave's feeling is that unless the 
ducklings are young, it's difficult to determine what exactly constitutes a brood. As 
ducklings get older, members of different broods combine. This behavior pattern 
was established by trapping and tagging ducklings continually through the 
growing season. Because ducklings of different broods tend to come together, 
you may be misled by establishing brood survival on the basis of the number 
of ducklings observed in a brood. 

H. L. DILL: There are cases where dense brood habitat may not be needed 
to insure survival of broods. At the Union Slough National Wildlife Refuge in 
Iowa we recorded a breeding wood duck population of 25 pairs. Admittedly 
the population could have been larger because wood duck are difficult to see. 

We know there are only 25 acres of timber on the refuge, which is located 
in the prairie of northern Iowa. Small farm groves are the only other timber 
in the vicinity. However, most of the trees in these farm groves are box elders, 
which have "chimneys." Nevertheless, a molting population of 200 wood ducks is 
recorded. In addition, there are two roosts on the refuge where a total of 1,300 
woodies is recorded. Refuge personnel have banded nearly 300 wood ducks yearly. 
This stretch of wetland habitat is almost completely disassociated with timber, yet 
it has an abundance of heavy coyer that I consider suitable for wood duck 
broods, molting adults, and migrants. 

G. 1<'. MARTZ (Wisconsin Conservat,ion Department): I want to direct this 
question to the group. What is known about the ability of wood ducks to move 
broods some distance over uplands~ 

F. C. BELLROSE: We have found wood duck broods less than 48 hours old 2 to 
2% miles from water. But ordinarily hens don't nest this far from water. In 
Illinois we have never found broods moving over land from one body of water 
to another, except for very short distances. 

In the Canadian prairie it is common to find half-grown broods, three-qua;rter 
grown broods, and full-grown broods of ducks traveling overland from one 
prairie slough to another. But our observations in Illinois indicate this is very 
uncommon in the wood duck. However, wood duck ducklings commonly make short 
treks from the nesting cavity to rearing cover. 

F. B. McGILVREY: My marked hens with broods provide some information 
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on distances ducklings move. Some broods were taken as much as 1 to 1% 
miles from an impoundment with no cover, to an impoundment with cover. 
I can't. be absolutely sure how they got there. I suspect they went over land to 
the river, down the river, and then left the river to enter the impoundment. 

There is apparently a lot of nesting along the Patuxent River, but we never 
see broods along the river. It is very poor habitat within the the Patuxent 
Refuge boundaries. Apparently all the hens take their broods from the river 
to impoundments for rearing. 

P. F. SPRINGER (South Dakota Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit) :I think 
we ought to consider the economics of habitat management. George Brakhage 
mentioned three methods of providing food. I think they were clearing, flooding, 
and supplemental planting. I wonder if he has any information on the relative 
costs of using the three different methods~ 

G. K. BRAKHAGE: The cost of cull clearing was $30 per acre, but the operator 
went broke. Millet planting only cost a little over $5 an acre. This was without 
fertilization. I have no way of giving information on the cost of :flooding. It 
involves too many gates to control water. We didn't pump. We flooded by gravity 
flow from a reservoir designed for this purpose. 

Duck use by wood ducks and mallards is routine in these pools. We find a 
good deal more use by wood ducks and mallards in pools which are cull cleared 
and those which have millet planted. This is shown in a 1964 paper by Merz and 
Brakhage in the Journal of Wildlife Management. We demonstrated the value 
of millet plantings in timber by using duck kill per hunter as an index to duck 
use of specific habitat types. 

W. A. AULTFATHER (Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Minneapolis): I 
think we would be amiss if we didn't mention that mallards play an important 
part in wood duck management throughout the United States. I am sure that 
if we took a poll of all public areas managed primarily for wood ducks, we would 
find they are a rather insignificant portion of the total land area having 
potential for wood ducks. 

Waterfowl refuges can serve as practical demonstration areas. However, 
there is a question in my mind as to how practical it might be to approach a 
bottomland woodland owner and suggest that he maintain short-boiled, open
crowned, high mast-producing oaks. Likewise, I think considerable opposition 
might be met if bottomland trees were to be flooded and killed, rather than 
being retained as productive timber. We have to remember that suggested 
practices should have economic application to lands other than those held pri
marily for wood ducks. 

C. G. WEBSTER: There is an important point I'd like to make concerning 
provision of brood habitat in connection with green tree reservoirs. Some of us 
recently visited an experiment station in Mississippi and saw two timbered 
impoundments that had been flooded periodically for over 10 years, if I remember 
correctly. Water was held on one impoundment for the first four years until the 
first of July. Then the other impoundment was :flooded. Water was held on it for 
six consecutive years. From what we could gather from the researcher who took 
us around and from what we could see, the :flooding had little or no effect on 
the health of the trees or on mast production. I think we ought to be a little 
more objective in determining what we can and can't do in the way of 
:flooding timber. We need to do a little experimenting. We might be able to use 
these reservoirs for brood habitat, as well as for feeding waterfowl. We can 
kill two birds with one stone that way. 

F. E. HESTER (Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, North Carolina): I'd 
like to cite a couple of observations to help you visualize brood-rearing habitat 
for wood ducks and overland travels of broods. We have a pond where we at
tracted nesting wood ducks to the extent that a large num her of hroods arr' 
produced there each year. But apparently the ducks do not recognize this pond 
as a suitable brood-rearing area. They lead their broods to a mill ponil 1% miles 
away after the ducklings are out of the nest a few days. We have web-tagged 
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ducklings and found them on the mill pond, so we know these are the same birds. 
They are on the pond long before they can :lly. This mill pond very closely re
sembles what Frank McGilvrey described as his example of brood-rearing habitat. 

In making the· trip from the nesting site, which is at a pond on a small 
tributary stream, the broods do not follow the stream to the main river. Rather, 
they cut overland in the most direct route to the river on which the mill pond 
is located. This is a rather short trip of something like 300 yards, but I think it is 
of some importance that the ducks do not follow the water course. They stride 
directly overland to the river and subsequently go up the river to the mill pond. 

R. A. McCABE (University of Wisconsin): I'm a little surprised that not more 
was mentioned about the natural predator base in the various areas being 
considered as brood-rearing areas. It is entirely conceivable that there is a 
spectrum of predators on these various natural habitats. Thus, you could be 
comparing dying timber and brush, which could have numerous natural predators, 
against a relatively open area, which could have few natural predators. I think 
there's a tendency here to concentrate so much on what's happening to the wood 
duck that we haven't been looking enough at the predator and the complete 
ecological picture. We must take a broader view in making judgments about 
what is quality brood habitat. 

F. B. McGILVREY: The gentleman was commenting that perhaps there would 
be less predator pressure on areas having less cover. He's absolutely right. On the 
open ponds, where broods do not stay, we get practically no predation on 
Canada geese or mallards that stay there and nest. Yet wood ducks seem to 
have a psychological urge that apparently is satisfied by going to a timbered 
area. They don't stay in an open area. Whether there are predators or no 
predators doesn't seem to make a bit of difference to wood ducks. If there are 
timbered areas within walking distance of the brood, and the Lord only knows 
what that is, the ducklings will go there. If there isn't any dense coverage within 
a reasonable distance, as at Union Slough, the broods apparently stay put. But 
if they have a choice of habitat types, I don't think the predator level will 
influence which habitat type is used. 
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I was pleased to have a telephone call several months ago from 
Art Hawkins offering me an opportunity to join you here and to tell 
you something of my project involving nesting wood ducks. Jn 
fHct, it W;Jfl Art nnd Frank Bellrose who got me startPd in this 
hobby about 1938 or 1939. In the beginning I knew nothing about 
the subject, and my tutors still had much to learn too. 'fime is slJOrt, 
so I won't rPminisce. But I have enjoyed the experience. Though 
this material is presented as a lecture illustrated with slides, a manu
script will be submitted for the proceedings of this symposium. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROJF.CT 

My operating area comprises about a square bloek of town property 
located on a steep bluff rising about 120 feet above the main channel of 
the Mississippi River in Burlington, Iowa. The ducks visit my place 
for nesting purposes only, there being no marsh or feeding or loafing 
water on my side of the river. 

Across the channel, a half mile or more away in Tllinois, there is 
wild swamp land and timber where the birds live, feed, have their 
territories and rear their young. 

To give you an idea of the information collected on my project, I 
have listed the years showing the number of nesting attempts, num
ber of available nest sites or boxes, total eggs for the year, total 
ducklings hat<>hed and, lastly, nest or bl·oods lost to predators (Table 
1). 

My nesting project has had substantial local newspaper publicity 
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TABLE 1. WOOD DUCK NESTING RECORDS FOR WOODEN BOXES ERECTED AT BURLINGTON, IOWA, 1943-65.' 

Nesting Boxes Eggs Nests Destroyed By Predators 
Year(s) 

No. No. Percent No. No. Percent 
Available Used Used Laid Hatched Hatched No. Predator(s) 

1943 3 3 100 35 30 86 0 
1944 14 5 36 67 57 85 0 
1945 12 9 75 133 99 71 0 
1946 12 6 50 82 76 93 0 
1947 14 8 57 108 83 77 0 
1948 15 13 87 156 117 75 0 
1949 14 9 64 180 129 72 0 
1950 16 10 63 142 102 72 0 
1951 19 17 89 237 182 77 0 
1952 19 17 89 205 174 85 0 
1953 24 19 79 232 195 84 0 
1954 20 8 40 108 75 69 0 
1955 22 5 23 61 61 100 0 
1956 21 7 33 83 76 92 0 
1957 19 9 47 116 102 88 1 Squirrel 
HI 58 19 12 63 149 142 95 1 Raccoon 
1959 17 16 94 214 188 88 0 
1960 22 18 82 257 152 59 1 Raccoon 
1961 20 20 100 248 166 67 5 All squirrels 
1962 17 20 118** 328 168 51 0 
1963 16 19 119'· 258 178 69 3 Raccoon, owl, rat snake 
1964 21 15 71 191 135 71 4 Raccoon (1), squirrels (2), ? (1) 
1965 22 16 7:l 218 173 79 2 Squirrel, snake 

TOT 39 28 71 3 808 2 860 75 17 6 
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through a near neighbor who, for years, was editor of our daily paper. 
As a result, many citizens have become interested and have erected 
nesting boxes. Our park superintendent must have 30 nesting sites, 
many of which are occupied each year. All told, there may be over 100 
boxes in or near Burlington. I attempted to get annual reports 
on these boxes, but the data were not considered reliable enough to be 
acceptable. 

Several approaches were used to stimulate and help people wanting 
to aid wood ducks. On request, I mail a mimeographed sheet of in
structions for making, erecting, and completing annual maintenance 
of nest boxes. I have shown my pictures and given a talk on nesting 
wood ducks to perhaps 25 groups in Burlington and surrounding 
towns. 

LocATION OF NEsT BoxEs 

My placement of boxes was affected early by the noticeable pre
ference by ducks for locations well away from the brushy edge of the 
bluff which rises from the river. Ducks used boxes in trees surrounded 
by mowed lawn. Several most popular locations are less than 20 feet 
from two homes. In fact, I placed one box so I could see it clearly 
through a window in my bedroom when my head rested on my pillow. 
It was occupied in the second year. I have also hung one box on the 
east wall of my home. No takers, as yet, but I wouldn't be too sur
prised if it were used. I hung it just below a bedroom window for easy 
inspection and for taking pictures when the time comes. 

This very evident preference for nesting sites near dwellings must 
be based on an attempt of the breeders to get away from predators. 
Certainly the ducks greatly fear people, but their fear of predators 
must be even greater. 

This brings up the question, why do woodies nest right in the 
middle of populated residential areas where their broods have al
most no chance for survival~ I think it is, in part, because their fore
bearers have used these same areas through the centuries. We are the 
intruders, not they. In Burlington, and I'm sure we are no excep
tion, these birds bring off broods year after year as far as a mile, or 
even more, from the river or from the nearest water area. We can, 
therefore, safely assume that through the centuries woodies nested 
that far from rearing areas. Only those habits or customs which suc
ceed are perpetuated. 

The first birds arrive in my yard in late March and the last bring 
off their broods as late as late July. Each pair goes through three 
stages or phases during their occupancy: (1) nesting, (2) incuba
tion, and (3) hatching and departure. 
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NESTING 

Nest-Site Selection 

First comes the period of nest-site selection late in March and early 
April. The mated pairs arrive in my yard soon after sunrise and 
leave by mid-morning. They sit around in the leafless trees just look
ing things over. Soon the hen will approach a nest box which she 
may enter, while her spouse awaits nearby. It is not unusual to see 
at a given time a half dozen or more pairs so engaged. I have never 
seen the male enter a nest box. I'm sure a particular hen will investi
gate several nest boxes. She will often scoop out a shallow depres
sion in the litter of several boxes. After a series of mild days, her 
first egg is laid. This ends the nest-selection period of perhaps five or 
six days. 

Egg Laying 

Egg laying occupies 12 to 14 days and is followed by the incuba
tion period, which averages 30 days. So, a given hen or pair will be 
with me about 50 days before the hen departs with her brood if all 
goes well-hopefully to return a year later. 

A study of egg laying showed that out of 297 potential egg days, 
only 13 days were skipped. In terms of percentage this means the 
"egg-a-day" expression was 96 percent correct. From a practical 
standpoint, this result may be said to "prove-the-rule." The aver
age clutch for early nests was 13.9 eggs. Later nests, usually second 
attempts, contained a lesser number and dropped to as low as six 
eggs. 

The first four to six eggs are normally buried in the litter. Then 
there is the abnormal nest called a "dump nest." In these nests the 
eggs are left exposed (unburied) except in some instances where 
one hen may get broody and drive the other egg layer out and pro
ceed to incubate in a normal way. I have had dump nests in which as 
many as four eggs have been added in one day. Total egg count in 
dump nests have reached the upper thirties in my boxes. 

Getting back to 'normal nest procedures, the hen starts picking 
down from her breast with the fourth to the eighth egg. Coinci
dentally, the eggs are no longer burif'd in the litter. 

Egg laying is generally in the first hours of daylight. While the 
hen is busy in the box, the drake awaits nearby. When she has fin
ished her chore for the day, the two birds depart-not to return until 
next morning. 

An exception is often made during the time the last two or three 
eggs are being dropped. At this time the hen may return in late 
evening and spend the entire night in the box, presumably picking 
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down. This overnight stay of the hen does not start development in 
the eggs. This development seems to require the continuous presence 
of the hen, both day and night. If this were not so, the eggs would 
not all hatch the same day. 

PREDATION 

Those of you who have managed nesting projects in much wilder 
areas than my city will probably marvel at my comparative freedom 
from predation. I know that when Frank Bellrose was most discour
aged by his raiding predators in the 1950's, I was still practically 
free of predators. 

Note in 'rable 1 that for the first 14 years no nests were destroyed 
by predators. Gray squirrels spoiled this record and damaged nests 
in two ways. On one occasion they buried eggs being incubated 
under nearly a foot of leaves. Hidden in and under the leaves I 
found four live adult squirrels. I grasped their tails and quickly 
heaved the animals overboard. The duck had deserted, probably 
several days earlier. This situation was never repeated. In subse
quent years gray squirrels commenced removing and eating eggs, 
usually several per day. This was usually during the egg-laying 
period when the hen was not present. Some hens continued to lay 
each day, until either they or the squirrels gave up. In 1961, five 
nests were destroyed this way. 

In 1958, my first raccoon problem appeared when a box lid was 
removed and all eggs destroyed in one day. Most of the cleanly 
lapped Pgg shells were left in the box. Case number two was re
corded two years later. Then, in 1963, a raccoon killed an incubating 
hen and largely devoured her and the eggs in the box. This box was 
an old one with a 4-inch diameter round hole. The same year, pre
sumably a horned owl killed and then devoured a hen on the lid of 
the nesting box, leaving the eggs undisturbed. 

In 1963, I discovered a rat snake swallowing incubated eggs. Three 
eggs had already been eaten. I removed the snake. Later the hen 
returned and some days later successfully hatched 'the remaining 
eggs. In 1965, a rat snake was observed entering a nest from which 
ducklings had departed that very morning. Two unhatched eggs 
remained, one of which the snake swallowed. As I was taking photos 
down into the box, a second rat snake climbed the oak tree, looked me 
in the face at a range of about 18 inches and joined the other snake 
in the box. Both were removed and later released some miles away. 

Raccoons have trouble entering 3-inch x 4-inch oval holes. Edges 
of such holes are frequently heavily gnawed by frustrated preda
tors. Successful hatches have occurred in numerous gnawed boxes. 
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Ducks have never succeeded in driving off nesting screech owls 
from my boxes, but ducks have displaced screech owls that were 
using boxes as a daytime refuge only. 

Winter screech owls seem to specialize on cardinals as prey. Duck 
boxes, used as havens during the day and as headquarters for dining 
on prey, contained many cardinal feathers, mostly primaries and tail 
feathers. Mandibles, clearly of cardinals, were found. Apparently 
most bones were removed and disposed of elsewhere. Feathers of 
other bird species were also present, but I believe not in a normal 
ratio with available bird populations. 

INCUBATION 

Incubation usually commences immediately after the last egg is 
laid. Infrequently the hen may take a day off before settling down 
to incubate. 

Normal procedure during this period is for the hen to take two rest 
flights per day, very early in the morning and in late afternoon. 
Forty minutes to an hour are usually devoted to this purpose. On 
departing from the nest, the hen joins her drake at his territory. He 
normally accompanies her on the return flight. He seldom stops, 
usually turning about and returning to his marsh territory. 

On first nestings, the drake attends the hen well into the fourth 
week of incubation. Cessation of this habit may be due to the hen 
no longer seeking him out or to his loss of interest. Probably the 
purpose of the drake's attendance is a matter of insurance. If the 
hen's nest is destroyed, she will still have a mate ready to fertilize her 
eggs in the second nesting attempt. 

Duration of incubation varies from 27 to 33 days but about half 
the nests hatch in 30 days and two-thirds in from 29 to 31 days. 

Observers interested in determining probable hatching dates can 
use the following formula with fair chance of success. First, deter
mine the date on which the last egg of the clutch is laid. Since most 
eggs are deposited at the rate of one per day, only. one observation 
count taken during the egg-laying period is needed, plus a second 
observation after all eggs are laid. For example, assume 8 eggs are 
observed on April lOth, and 13 eggs on April 20th. This is confirmed 
the next day when 13 eggs are counted. Therefore, 5 eggs were laid 
after April lOth, making April 15th the probable date of the last 
egg. Most clutches hatch in 30 days. Therefore, the probable hatch
ing date is May 15th. Since wood duck eggs are first pipped two days 
before they hatch, start making nest inspections during the rest flight 
period on May 13th. You will soon know the hatching date, and, 
therefore, the date of exodus of the ducklings. 
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Unusual Incubation Observations 

In 1947, I observed a nest in a natural cavity containing 21 eggs on 
which incubation started on April 15th and continued without in
terruption until June 16th, a period of 62 days before the hen gave 
up. The floor of this nest was very broad and, in my opinion, the 
eggs spread widely and allowed the outer eggs to chill. All em
bryos died. 

In 1965, a hen completed her clutch of 12 eggs on June 28th. I 
checked her almost daily from July 27th through August 27th, when 
she failed to return. Incubation had lasted 59 days. Upon examina
tion, all of the deserted eggs appeared to be infertile. This hen was 
so late in laying eggs, that she may have lacked a mate or her drake 
may have left her too soon. 

In 1949, I watched a nest which seemed normal during egg laying, 
but at hatching time I discovered a hen wood duck carcass at one 
edge of the nest covering five or six spoiled eggs. Her flesh and in
testines were almost all gone, only bones and feathers remained. 
Alongside, snuggled against the decaying hen, was a second wood 
duck who eventually brought off 12 ducklings. Does this case indi
cate that wood ducks have a poorly developed sense of smell~ 

HATCHING AND DEPARTURE 

When the eggs are hatching the hen usually remains at her nest 
constantly, thus making it difficult to determine the exact hatching 
period. Normally, I believe, a period of four to six hours will span 
the time from hatching of the first egg to the last one. Exceptions can 
be caused by an intruding hen depositing an extra egg in the nest 
during the first day or two of incubation. Such eggs, of course, 
would be correspondingly later in hatching. 

Leaving the Nest 

The newly hatched young are, for a few hours, nearly helpless, 
but they soon transform into vital little bodies of soft dnwn. They 
become alert, and in half a day they attain a remarkable degree of 
physical activity. A day later, they can run, dodge, dive under water 
for several yards, and jump out of most any container you may try to 
gather them into, except a soft cotton sack, which I use for such 
occasiOns. 

Ducklings usually spend one night in the nest box before the 
mother calls them out. Normally, on the day of exodus, the hen 
takes a morning rest flight. An inspection of the nest while she is 
gone will show the young "frozen" in the nest. All heads are apt to 
be down, and scarcely a quiver can be detected. The lighter markings 
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on head and belly are hidden from view, and most eyes are closed. 
The down, which may have been a layer ll/2 to 2 inches thick, has 

mostly been solidified by contact with the ducklings' wet bodies. 
Most egg shells have been reduced to chip size, and the sacks or 
membranes are hidden under the babies. If this inspection is made 
with the hen at home, she will be defensive and several little heads 
may appear on the edge of her plumage, but no peeps are given. 

When the mother returns from her rest flight, she broods her 
young for an indeterminate period. Given a bright warm day, she 
may start preparations to leave with her brood within an hour, or 
even less. However, on a chilly rainy morning, she tends to wait 
until the rain stops, or the grass dries a bit and the temperature 
improves. 

When she decides the time is propitious, she climbs to the entrance 
hole and surveys the area for signs of danger to her precious brood. 
A slammed door, a passing dog or person, or any unusual sound or 
sight will discourage or frighten her. She then drops back into her 
box. No sounds from the hen or her brood are heard at this point. 
This up-and-down procedure may be repeated many times or only a 
few times. 

After the hen decides the coast is clear, she makes a few low calls, 
which sound to me like kuk, kuk, kuk. She drops to the ground quite 
near the nest tree and continues her low calls. Very soon answering 
peeps come from the box. Ducklings climb to the opening and after 
a brief hestiation, they jump. This is not just a fall, but an outward 
jump. Often they strike the ground four to six feet out from 
the tree. 

Upon alighting on short cut lawn and hard ground, the ducklings 
may definitely bounce four to six inches high. When they make a 
bad landing, as on their back or head, they seem stunned, but this is 
usually only momentary. In watching many hundred jumps, I have 
seen only one duckling killed. Normally they are immediately on 
their feet, peeping loudly to call the mother's attention. As soon as 
they locate their mother, they run to join her. 

Never have I seen a baby wood duck make the descent by any 
method other than this jump. Once or twice I have seen the hen 
re-enter the box after a few babies have jumped, but she never, in 
any way, assisted the young in their descent. Once or twice a hen 
has called to her young while she perched on a nearby limb, but 
she has dropped to the ground long before the last duckling was out. 

If danger in the form of a dog or cat or person appears during the 
exodus, she will depart with those ducklings she has with her. If the 
danger is only momentary and she is still quite close, she may wait 
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for laggards or return in answer to their distress calls, bringing her 
little ones with her. Usually the young string out behind their 
mother, more or less in single file, especially in open ground. 

Occasionally when the hen departs before all the ducklings have 
jumped out, I put the deserted young in a cotton sack immediately 
after the hen departs and proceed to the railroad track at the river 
bank. There I watch to see exactly where the hen and young crosR 
the track at the river's edge, which is against the railway embank
ment. When she has crossed, I quickly advance, concealed in the ditch 
on the landward side of the tracks, and move quietly to the exact 
spot where the brood crossed. Here I take out a duckling, which is 
now peeping loudly. The hen, being nearby, answers with her call. 
I then release all the ducklings, and they scramble down the embank
ment and join the rest. This has worked many times for me. 

A successful way was developed for joining orphan ducklings to 
a foster mother. I often receive telephone calls to the effect, "I have 
X number of ducklings; can you help me?" If I happen to have a 
brood due to exit next morning, I receive the orphans. They are 
either inserted in the nest box after dark, or, if I plan to watch the 
exodus next day from my blind, I keep the ducklings overnight in a 
padded bucket placed over a gas pilot burner or in some other im
provised brooder. Next morning I take them to the blind and, while 
the hen is calling her brood from the box, I release my ducklings 
and they join the brood. The hen readily accepts them. 

Now and then I get a call advising me that someone has captured 
not only ducklings, but the hen as well. A method was perfected for 
executing a calm and peaceful release of such a family. Put the 
young in one thin cotton sack and the hen in a second sack. Take 
along a sizable corrugated carton and a ball of string. Carry every
thing to a suitable release area at the border of a swampy spot. 
Place the carton open side to the ground and cut a 6-inch opening in 
the top of the box, leaving one edge uncut to act as a hinge. Drop the 
hen first and then the ducklings through the hole into the box, which 
will be dark when the flap is closed. Fasten your string to the front 
or release side of the box. Wait 10 minutes for the ducks to calm 
down. Then, standing 50 feet behind the box, slowly pull the string. 

This raises the desired edge of the box to clear the ground. When 
the opening is sufficient, the hen quietiy walks out with her duck
lings following. Thus, you have a calm, peaceful release of the entire 
family at a proper pre-selected spot. 

D1tckl1:n g Mortality 

Newly hatched ducklings may be lost m a variety of ways, aR T 
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found to my great regret several years ago. In one nest, five 
healthy ducklings were deserted because they were unable to climb 
to the hole. The lumber from which I had built several new boxes 
was not rough enough to give them a secure toe hold. I watched for 
over an hour from my portable blind while the hen wandered around 
under the tree calling to the remaining nestlings. Following her 
closely were the ducklings that had succeeded in escaping. The hen 
finally had to leave the 5 young in the nest. 

Seeking to prevent a repetition of this tragedy, I decided to cut 
a strip of old carpet to serve as a gangplank to the exit hole for the 
next brood. On this occasion I watched from my blind until the 
duck left for her morning rest flight. Then I climbed to the nest and 
fastened the strip of rug in place with three small tacks, each re
quiring only two or three light taps of a tack hammer. I immedi
ately closed the lid and climbed down the ladder. As I removed 
the ladder, the first duckling appeared at the hole and jumped out. 
In a moment all 11 young were on the ground around me peeping 
loudly and scattering through the lily-of-the-valley surrounding the 
tree. Very evidently the "freezing" reaction had broken down un
der the stress of the tack hammer blows on the box. The hen never 
found these scattered young. 

Trek to Rearing Cover 

Getting back to my typical brood. As soon as the last duckling 
emerges from the nest, the hen heads for water. In my case, this 
means the big river which lies 120 feet below my yard. Those 
broods hatched well back from the bluff follow a course which takes 
advantage of every bit of available cover. 'Vhen openings must be 
crossed, the pace is rapid and the mother stretches her body as low as 
possible. At the next covert she slackens the pace to allow the trail
ing young to catchup. 

The passage down the bluff is very rough and very steep. Then 
comes a single railroad track. The hen rests her brood before tack
ling the crossing of the rails. Despite her fears, the ducklings jump 
over the rails quite easily. The river bank lies 15 to 20 feet below 
the track. In times of fairly high water, there is enough flooded 
emergent cover to give a feeling of security. But during periods of 
low water, when a bare mud bank borders the w~ter, the hen mar
shals her brood and immediately sets out to cross to the Illinois shore 
a half-mile away. The young cluster close to the hen, and some seem 
to engage their little toes in her plumage to get assistance. If the 
group is not forced to return to the Iowa shore by passing boats, 
large and small, they complete the crossing in about 20 minutes. I 
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haye watched pleasure craft pass quite close to broods as they made 
their voyage, but in no case have the boat people showed any sign of 
noticing the ducks. 

Once across, there is plenty of swamp and water with emergent 
cover to provide the ducks a bit of security. There is no practical 
way for me to follow the broods to their new homes, so my story 
ends here. 
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Wood ducks readily accept artificial nesting devices in many re
gions of the United States. Although a truly amazing variety of 
nesting houses erected in various places have been used by woodies, 
this does not guarantee that every nest house program will be 
crowned with success. Some projects have been dismal failures. 

We learned much about the nesting requirements of this duck from 
studies of natural cavities and nest houses. But until we know more 
about the responses of wood ducks to artificial nesting houses 
throughout their range, we must proceed carefully in forming rec
ommendations to use nest houses as a means of augmenting natural 
production. • 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The greater the availability of natural cavities for wood ducks, 

the more nearly predator-proof the nesting houses must be to con
tribute substantially to production. Where natural cavities are 
scarce or wanting, nest houses should be at least as safe as natural 
cavities. Because they are conspicuous, artificial houses are more 
apt to attract the attention of predators than are natural cavities. 
To be of value, nest houses must have some built-in predator deter
rents, or must be erected in a way that deterR predators. 

NEST PHEDATTON 

The list of animals preying upon wood duck nests varies from 
year to year and from place to place. The raccoon (Procyon lotor) is 

125 
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at the top of the list almost everywhere that studies have been made. 
Fox squirrels (Sciurus niger), mink (Mustela vison), bull and rat 
snakes (Pituophis rnelanoleucus and Elaphe obsoleta), starlings 
(Sturn us vulgaris), and woodpeckers ( M elanerpes spp.) are other 
important predators that destroy wood duck eggs and nests. 

Raccoon Problem 

Raccoons can be deterred from reaching nests in several ways. 
Elliptical entrances, 3 x 4 inches (Bellrose, 1953), and tunnel guards, 
4 inches in diameter and 10 inches long (McLaughlin and Grice, 
1952; Grice, 1960), have been used to prevent or deter raccoons from 
entering nest houses. Unfortunately, south of the Mason-Dixon line, 
adult raccoons are small enough to enter nest houses equipped with 
special entrances (Webster and Uhler, 1964). Both north and south 
of the Mason-Dixon line raccoons are also able to reach nests in manv 
houses placed on posts in farm ponds and small impoundment~. 

To keep raccoons and other arboreal animals from reaching nest 
houses placed on posts, Uhler and McGilvrey (1965) used aluminum 
guards, 9 inches wide by 38 inches long, sandwiched around the 
posts. In five years of testing at the Patuxent Wildlife Research 
Center no raccoon or other arboreal animal has reached a nest house 
so shielded. 

The elliptical entrance of the galvanized-pipe nesting house devel
oped by Bellrose (1953) to reduce predation of nests by fox squir
rels, mink, and bull snakes also prevented raccoons 10 pounds or 
larger from gaining access to nests. Although, in Illinois, nest pre
dation by bull snakes was greatly reduced in metal houses, Smith 
( 1961) reported that the larger rat snake in Louisiana continued to 
be the most important wood duck nest predator, even in metal houses. 
In Illinois in 1958-62, 7a.percent of the wood duck nests in metal 
houses were successful, whereas in natural cavities in 1958-61, only 
39.9 percent were successful (Bellrose et al., 1964). 

The galvanized-pipe nesting house is not initially as acceptable to 
wood ducks as the board house. The undercoat liner of the metal 
house appears to be objectionable to some wood ducks. Although lin
ers of fiberboard are more readily accepted, they last through only 
one season of active use. A more satisfactory liner for metal houses 
is needed and should be developed in the near future. 

Starling Problem 

Although the problem of wood duck nest predation by arboreal 
animals has been partially solved, the problem posed by starling pre
dation of nests appears more difficult. Fortunately, starlings consti-
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tute a major threat only in populous areas where there is an inter
spersion of woods and farmland. Starlings did not become a menace 
to nesting-house wood ducks until the last decade. The loss of eggs in 
wood duck nests to starlings was not serious in Illinois until 1962, 
when 18.5 percent of the nests were destroyed; corresponding per
centages for 1963 and 1964 were 23.8 and 20.6 percent respectively. 
Starlings also usurped large numbers of houses, many of which un
doubtedly would have been used by wood ducks. 

An indication that starling use of wood duck houses may eventu
ally be reduced or eliminated lies in Francis Uhler's discovery that 
nesting starlings are more intolerant of light than are nesting wood 
ducks (Uhler and McGilvrey, 1965). At Patuxent, this fact was 
taken into account in the successful design of a horizontal nest house 
made of a cylinder 24 inches long and 12 inches in diameter provided 
with a 4- x 11-inch entrance (Fig. 1). Two types of material have 
been used for horizontal houses: galvanized metal pipe and woven 
wire covered with crushed-rock roofing paper. Wood ducks readily 
accepted both types of horizontal houses and the exceedingly large 
entrances. Starling use of these houses has been almost negligible. 
The houses were erected on metal posts in small impoundments. 
Metal guards around the posts prevented raccoons from gaining 
access to the large entrances. :B'urther testing of this design is essen
tial to determine whether wood ducks were conditioned to use these 
houses by their previous experience with vertical metal houses at 
Patuxent. Moreover, variom; starling populations may respond dif
ferently to large entrances. 

The horizontal house for wood ducks is limited to installation on 
posts in water areas. It could not be used successfully in trees 
because of the potential destruction of nests by arboreal animals. Nor 
could the large entrance be used in vertical houses, at present, with
out resultant nest destruction by raccoons. To diseourage starling 
depredation, we attempted in Illinois to permit more light to enter 
vertical houses and yet retain the raccoon-deterrent entrance. Five 
holes, each 2 inches in diameter, were bored in close proximity to 
the 3- x 4-inch elliptical entrance. In spite of the additional light 
entering the nest cavity, starlings nested in the new houses as readily 
as in the older models. 

]Host of the wood duck nesting houses in the Atlantic Flyway have 
been erected on fence posts placed in the shallow water of ponds 
and marshes. In the Mississippi Flyway, most of the nest houses 
have been erected on the trunks of trees, usually back from the 
water's edge. Severely fluctuating water levels prevalent on many 
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}'ig;ure 1. Horizontal Wood Duck Nesting House. Design of this new g,tructure was based 
on F. M. Uhler's discovery that nesting starlings are more intolerant of light than are 
nesting wood ducks. Considerable light enters the 24·inch long, 12·inch diameter cylinder 
provided with a 4~ by 11-inch entrance. Raccoons are prevented from gaining access to the 
large entrance by metal g·uards of .020 guage aluminum 9" wide and 38" long. They can 
J,e two strips bolted together (see left guard) or a sing-le piece folded and bolte<i on one 
~ide (see right guard). \Vhen placed in small impoundments, the bottom of the guard need be 
no big·her than maximum pool level. Structures erected in this manner were readily used by 
wood ducks, were seldom visited by starlings, and were easy to check by canoe at the Patuxent 
Wildlife ReseMch Center. Additional tests of this house are needed at other locations. 

water areas in the Mississippi Flyway preclude the extensive use of 
post-attached houses. 

VALUE OF HoUSES 

Unquestionably, nesting houses can increase local breeding popu
lations of wood ducks. For example, at Quiver Creek in Mason County, 
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Illinois, only 10-15 pairs of wood ducks nested in a 4-mile stretch 
prior to the placement of wood duck houses. After nesting houses 
were erected, the breeding population rose to stabilize at 90-100 pairs. 

On a more extensive scale, the value of wood duck houses to pro
duction can be measured by house use. Bellrose et al. (1964) have 
shown that a high rate of nest-house use indicates a high rate of 
nest success. 

Natural cavities in Illinois provided sites for successful nests for 
28 to 54 percent of the wood ducks using them during a 6-year pe
riod. Cavity use ranged from 26 to 55 percent. 

Atlantic Flyway 

The largest concentration of wood duck nest houses and some of 
the highest rates of use have' been in New England. In Massachusetts, 
McLaughlin and Grice (1952) reported 45 percent use of 1,200 nest 
houses. Over a 10-year period, Beckley (1964) found 66 percent of 
6,225 houses used in Connecticut. Cronan (1957) reported that, in 
Rhode Island, wood ducks occupied 53 percent of 102 boxes in 1955, 
and 72 percent of 85 houses in 1956. In Vermont, Miller ( 1952) 
reported that the rate of use of 60 to 100 houses ranged from 70 
percent in 1949 to nearly 90 percent in 1951. 

Elsewhere in the Atlantic Flyway, Klein (1955) found that 22 
percent of 135 nest boxes on 38 marshes on farms in New York 
were occupied by wood ducks. Decker ( 1959) had rates of use of 
from 15 to 57 percent of 32 to 79 houses on a marsh in north
western Pennsylvania. At the Patuxent Research Center in Maryland, 
wood ducks occupied 26 percent of 136 houses of various types in 
1964, and 30 percent of 137 houses in 1965 (Uhler and McGilvrey, 
1964 and 1965). Hester (1962) reported a high rate of use of nest 
houses by wood ducks on a series of small ponds near Raleigh, 
North Carolina. 

M is sis sippi Flyway 

Most of the nest-house programs in the Mississippi Flyway have 
been in the northern half of the flyway. The largest number of wood 
duck houses have been erected in Ohio, where from 874 to 1,569 boxe,; 
were available between 1954 and 1962 (Martinson, 1962). The occu
pancy of these houses varied from 15.6 percent to 31.7 percent. Illi
nois has had the second largest number of houses in the flyway: 
from 334 to 723 board houses were available between 1939 and 1945 
(Bellrose, 1953) and from 273 to 308 metal-pipe houses were avail
able between 1958 and 1962. The average rate of use of the board 
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houses by wood ducks was 49 percent; average for the metal houses 
was 40 percent. 

At Burlington, Iowa, Leopold (1951) had from 3 to 17 houses in 
his yard, in 1943-50, and found from 3 to 12 of these houses occupied 
each year. Farther up the Mississippi River at Lake Odessa, Iowa, 
wood ducks nested in 69 percent of 26 board houses in 1950 
(Shreiner and Hendrickson, 1951). 

The rate of use of wood duck houses in Wisconsin has been low 
(Jahn and Hunt, 1964). Of 345 to 404 houses examined between 1965 
and 1958, an average of only 9 percent were used. From 1951 to 1961, 
Louisiana biologists checked a totai of 1,229 houses for wood duck 
nests and found that 33.8 percent had been used (Smith, 1961). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Many wood duck nesting houses, besides those mentioned, have 
been erected in both the Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways, but no 
published records of their use are known. Enough is now known about 
the use of nesting houses in many areas of the wood duck's range for 
us to realize the potential value of this management tool. However, 
nesting houses will not be of optimum value until the following im
provements are made: 

1. Wood duck houses erected in trees south of the Mason-Dixon 
line need deterrents to small raccoons and rat snakes. 

2. Galvanized-pipe houses need liners which are initially more ac
ceptable than undercoat to wood ducks. 

3. A vertical box needs to be developed which will deter starlings 
from using it for nesting. 

When these challenges are met, artificial nesting devices can be 
recommended for large-scale programs designed to increase the pro
duction of wood ducks on a fiywaywide basis. Until better wood duck 
houses are devised, more pilot house programs should be inaugurated, 
especially in the southern states. Investigations should provide in
formation on occupancy by wood ducks in relation to habitat, predator 
pressures, desirable grouping and density of houses, optimum place
ment of houses, and similar factors. 

Woods in the Mississippi Delta country and along major streams 
are being bulldozed at an increasing rate to create more farmland. 
We can anticipate only a continuing decline in natural nest si-tes for 
wood ducks as our human population increases. As our waterfowl re
source becomes more valuable in the years ahead, management mea
sures that at one time were economically impractical become more 
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and more feasible. In this context we should keep in mind t.he use of 
wood duck houses as a tool in waterfowl production. 
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AN EVALUATION OF HAND-REARED WOOD DUCKS 
AT GOOSE ISLAND, MISSISSIPPI RIVER, WISCONSIN 

R. A. HUNT AND C. F. SMITH1 

Wisconsin Conservation Department, Horicon and Babcock 

In the years 1958 through 1960, the Wisconsin Conservation Depart
ment and Badger State Sportsmen Club of LaCrosse, Wisconsin con
ducted an experimental wood duck (Aix sponsa) rearing project at 
Goose Island in the Upper Mississippi- National Wildlife Refuge. The 
principal objective was to determine if the release of hand-reared 
wood ducks resulted in an increased local breeding population. While 
this study did not prove measurably successful, various aspects of the 
propagation program and band recovery data seem worthy of presenta
tion. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

At the time this project was developed in 1957, Mississippi Flyway 
wood duck populations were at a relatively low level. Closed seasons 
had been in effect in Wisconsin since 1954. In our experience, erection 
of hundreds of nest boxes and several years of harvest restrictions were 
rloing little to improve the status of the species. Nest box utilization 
was averaging only 9 percent. We considered wood duck stocking 
worth exploring as a way to help the situation. There was some evi- • 
dence from reports of Hanson (1951), Hunt (1956), McKeever (1945), 
McCabe (1947) and Yeagley (1953 and pers comm. November 1956), 
that (1) wood ducks could be hand-reared in large numbers and (2) 
some birds survived to return and nest in release areas. However, no 
major studies had evaluated wood duck propagation. 

For a number of years, the Badger State Sportsmen Club had been 
rearing 1,000 or more mallards (Anas platyrynchos) annually for re
leased near LaCrosse. State support was provided in the period 1949-
1953 (Hunt et al., 1958). Because of discouraging results from mal
lard stocking, Conservation Department personnel proposed that the 
elub shift their propagation program to wood ducks. Club members 
expressed keen interest in the proposal and a three-year study was 
planned. 

In a formal agreement, state responsibilities included provision of 
200 breeders, $2,000.00 annually for feed and other equipment, super
vision, and record keeping for all breeding, rearing, banding and re
leasing activities. Club obligations included providing a caretaker, 
rearing facilities and assistance in releasing. As part of the study, 
the state provided 1,500 feet of lumber for the club to build 100 nest 
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boxes. These boxes were to be put up in the Goose Island area. No dif
ficulty occurredin meeting terms of the agreement. 

GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT 

Basic propagation techniques were patterned after those used by 
the Illinois Department of Conservation. An inspection tour of Illi
nois facilities at Des Plaines and Yorkville was made in 1957. Con
siderable numbers of wood ducks were being raised at these stations 
for stocking purposes. 

Study Area 

Goose Island is a 400-acre island located six miles south of LaCrosse, 
Wisconsin. As part of the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife 
Refuge, the area serves as a park and access site to the river. Most of 
the federally owned land in the refuge is open to general public use. 
About 4,500 acres around Goose Island are closed to waterfowl hunt
ing. The Federal Government had granted permission for the club to 
establish waterfowl and pheasant rearing projects on the island. 

Breeding and Rearing Facilities 

A three-acre pond and two acres of land were enclosed by a six
foot fence of l-inch chicken wire. To our knowledge, no adult or 
young woodies climbed over the fence. The club built a new 32 by 
20-foot brooder house. Other buildings used in mallard propagation 
were made available for storing feed, etc. Capacity of the brooder 
house was 1,200 ducklings. It was necessary to fence off the breeding 
wood ducks on about one acre of water and land during the laying 
and incubation period due to interference by semi-domestic mallards. 
Some mallard hens tried to enter the nest boxes used by wood ducks. 

Breeding Stock 

Breeders obtained from the Illinois Conservation Department in 
the winter of 1957-58, were moved to Goose I sand in late March of 
1958. All breeders were kept flightless by wing-clipping. Some breed
ers escaped each year after molting and young birds produced on the 
project were added to compensate for the loss. Sex ratios were main
tained at about one male per female. Breeders were moved to winter 
quarters at a near-by game farm in 1959, but were held on the pro
ject in 1960. Egg laying began on April 30 in 1958, April 20 in 
1959 and April13 in 1960. We feel early egg laying in 1960 occurred 
because the birds were maintained on the project. In our opinion, some 
females did not lay eggs each year. Crowding may have been the 
cause, although some nest boxes never were used. 
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Nest·ing 

Nest boxes had walk-up ramps. Wood shavings %-inch deep were 
placed on top of 3 inches of dirt in the bottom. A total of 75 boxes 
were available. Single boxes were placed at 3-foot heights on trees 
along the shore and some were located inland up to 200 feet from 
water. Groups of six boxes were placed on posts over water in 1958. 
These boxes were back to back in pairs, and each pair was 4 feet apart. 
Few of these battery-type boxes were used. In 1959 and 1960 individu
al houses were erected over water at spacings of 10 feet or more. These 
proved to be the most preferred houses. 

The greatest number of eggs was laid in an isolated box on a tree 
about 200 feet from the water. There were also several ground nests 
by wood ducks. In 1958 hand-reared mallards were laying eggs in 
nail kegs set in rows in the ground. It was not uncommon to find 
wood ducks laying eggs in these nests. None of the wood ducks incu
bated such nests, perhaps because the mallard hen did not permit it. 
In 1959 a wood duck hen successfully hatched a nest at the base of a 
willow tree. In 1960, one clutch of 12 eggs was hatched in an old box 
(15 by 18 by 12 inches) and another in a nail keg. 

Hatching 

Eggs were usually gathered at two-day intervals for artificial in
cubation. Weekly settings were the rule, although some eggs were 
held for about two weeks. Cost of incubation was five cents per egg. 
Incubation temperatures were maintained at 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit, 
and relative humidity at 90 percent. Eggs were sprinkled with water 
twice a day and were turned every four hours. 

Candling of all eggs occurred after two weeks of incubation. In
fertile eggs were removed at that time. Unhatched eggs were checked 

TABLE !. INCUBATION PERIODS OF HAND-REARED WOOD DUCK EGGS 
HATCHED NATURALLY AND IN INCUBATORS, GOOSE ISLAND, MISSISSIPPI 

RIVER, WISCONSIN, 1958 

Eggs Hatched by Eggs Hatched In 
Hen Wood Ducks Incubator 

Da.ro of Incubation 
No. Percent No. Percent 

28 1 0 
29 0 0 
30 40 60 1 tra{'e 
31 6 9 17 6 
32 19 28 2D 10 
33 1 1 6() 22 
34 0 81 30 
35 0 67 25 
~6 0 16 6 
37 0 2 I 

Total 67 100 273 100 
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for stage of development. Natural incubation was permitted to com
pare with artificial hatching. Mechanical incubation often required 
more than 32 days for hatching an entire setting of eggs (Table 1). 
As a consequence, it was necessary to remove ducklings on a daily 
basis when hatching started. 

Rearing 

Ducklings were placed under brooders for 10 days. No serious 
problems were encountered in getting the ducklings to eat. Young 
mallards placed in pens with wood duck ducklings apparently aided 
in teaching the woodies to eat. Scattering commercial starter pellets 
around shallow water trays also seemed helpful. At the age of 10 to 
21 days, ducklings were moved to a larger room where a brooder was 
still available. After 21 days ducklings were permitted access to an 
outdoor pen. 

Diseases and Rearing Mortality 

No major die-offs of ducklings occurred. However, small day-to
day losses were a constant drain on the rearing program. Most .rear
ing losses occurred in. the first two weeks of life. In 1958 a noticeable 
die-off, due to a respiratory infection, was apparently caused by dust 
from sphagnum moss used as litter. Changing to wood shavings_ elimi
nated the problem. In 1959, 20 ducklings died of infectious sinusitus. 
No losses to Salmonella, as described by Hanson ( 1951), were detected. 
Maintaining good sanitary conditions appeared to control and mini
mize diseases in the rearing stages. 

Band·ing and Release 

Almost all of the ducklings banded were color-marked with orange 
nasal discs and released at 8 weeks of age. Adults released in 1960 
were marked with blue bill-markers. All releases occured in refuge 
areas. 

RESULTS 

Production Data 

A summary of breeding and rearing data are presented in Table 2. 
A switch failure in the incubator in 1959, causing overheating, de
stroyed most of the eggs. Of 1,199 eggs only 114 hatched. As a result, 
no birds were released in the wild that year. Egg fertility ranged 
fr.om 62 to 86 percent (based on eggs hatching plus fertile eggs that 
did not hatch). Hatchibility ranged from 65 to 69 percent for mech
anical incubation and reached 90 percent for natural incubation. Some 
fertile but unhatched eggs were examined on the basis of criteria es-
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TABLE 2. BREEDING AND REARING DATA ON HAND-REARED WOOD DUCKS 
AT GOOSE ISLAND, MISSISSIPPI RIVER, WISCONSIN, 195s-!i0. 

lteu-1. 1958 1939 1960 

No. breeding female• 

w u 100 
Incubator Hen Woodie Incubator Hen Woodie Incubator Hen Woodie 

No. eggs incubated 
Percent of eggs 

Hatched 
Fertile. not hatched 
Infertile 

11 isc. losses 
Percent hatchability' 
Ducklings reared 

Number 
Percentli 

--- ----
579 981 I ,199' 

47 fo7 10 
21 8 76 
23 12 .L 

14 
9 II .L 

69 90 

---216--
--63--

1 Of theae 98 eggs, 50 were ineubated by female mallards. 

180 

68 

1.450 

~0 

n 
;}0 

8 
65 

449 
80 

4501 

31 

16 

'Incubator overheated egga and only 114 hatched. .-
1 Tw~nty-two incubating hens deserted their neets on the day the first five brood• hatched. :Fertility 

of eggs m deserted nests was about the same liB in natural incubation in previous years ( ± 75 percent). 
'Based on number of fertile egga only. 
' Based on number of ducklings hatched and reared to release age of 8 weeks. 

tablished by Hanson (1954). Most of the eggs had reached the late 
stages of development. For example, in a sample of 320 partially de
veloped eggs, embryo deaths occurred in the following pattern : 9 
percent in the first week, 14 percent in the second week, 17 percent 
in the third week and 60 percent in the fourth week. Rearing success 
ranged from 63 to 80 percent, a respectable level. 

Behavior of female wood ducks that incubated clutches in 1960 was 
considered unusual. Thirty-seven nests containing 450 eggs were es
tablished. On the day that hatching started, five broods appeared. 
By the end of the next day, 22 incubating females had abandoned 
their nests to accompany the five broods of 57 ducklings. None of 
these 22 nests hatched. The remaining 10 nests produced 81 ducklings. 

Banding Data 

In 1958, 139 birds were color-marked and released. Of these, 97 
were put in the Goose Island area and 39 were taken inland about 
50 miles to the Dike 17 Refuge (1,500 acres) in Jackson County. 
Only two band recoveries occurred, both in 1958, from the release 
near Goose Island. One bird was shot locally, despite a closed season 
on wood ducks, and the other was shot in Texas. Field observations 
in search of marked birds in the spring of 1959 were without success. 

Our best source of recovery data was from 1960 releases of color
marked birds at Goose Island. Table 3 summarizes the reports of -
color-marked immatures. Total recovery was 9.6 percent. First-year 
recoveries represented 87 percent. About equal numbers of each sex 
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TABLE .3. LOCATIONS OF RECOVERIES FOR IMMATURE HAND-REARED 
WOOD DUCKS RELEASED IN 1960 AT GOOSE ISLAND, MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

WISCONSIN• 

Number of Number of 
State of Recovery Dire<'t Recoveries Indirect Recoveries 

Tota.l 
~'!ale Female l\lale Female 

lVisconsin2 
Loeal 11 ~ 2 ~1 

Other n ;j ~ 

Minnesota ;J 1 ~ 

Iowa I 2 :J 
Missouri l 2 
TexM I 
Arkanoae ' 
Louisiana 1 

TotaL• 19 v; 3 2 39 

137 

1 Based on 207 immature male• and 199 immature females banded and released with orange nasal 
disos. Another .33 immatureo were released in September without being color marked. None of these 33 
birds were recovered. 

2"Loealu refers to th~ Goose Island area. 11 0ther" represents the area south of Goose Island on t.he 
1\iissiasippi River. 

were reported. High local vulnerability to hunting is suggested. 
Where dates of recovery were exact, 8 to 15 direct recoveries occurred 
on the opening week-end of the hunting season. A late September 
release of 33 immatures without billmarkers produced no recoveries. 

In September of 1960, 10 immature males and 10 immature females 
from Goose Island were released by Dale Hine near Lansing, Iowa as 
part of a wood duck roost study. These birds were painted yellow 
on the back and under one wing. None of these birds was observed 
on near-by roosts. However, four direct recoveries occurred. Two 
females were shot near Lansing, and one male and one female were 
shot across the Mississippi River in Wisconsin. 

Band recoveries were received from a few adult breeders. One bird 
was shot in 1958 near Goose Island despite a closed season on wood 
ducks. Two adults that escaped in 1959 were shot locally in 1961. 
At the completion of the 1960 breeding season, 57 adult males and 50 
adult females were released with blue nasal-discs. Five males and 
five females were shot in 1960 and one of each sex in 1961. All were 
local kills. 

Sight Observations 

A considerable effort was made to locate bill-marked wood ducks 
each spring. None of the 1958 releases was observed in 1959. How
ever, the 1960 release produced some sight records in: 1961. A total 
of 6 individual immature females with orange bill-markers were 
found in the LaCrosse area and three others returned to the propa-
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tion pen. One brood was observed from these birds in the propaga
tion area. None of the adult females with blue bill-markers was ever 
observed, and no further sightings were received from the immature 
females. We know that two bill-marked males returned to the propa
gation pen in both 1961 and 1962. However, we could not locate our 
notes to establish the coiTect color of the bill-markers. 

Nest Box Utilization 

Frequent inspections of the 100 nest boxes erected by club members 
showed no use by bill-marked birds. Utilization of the boxes by wood 
ducks, however, increased in the following manner during the years of 
study: 1958, none used ; 1959 and 1960, three used each year; 1961 
and 1962, 20 used each year. We conclude that the increased local 
use paralleled the improving flyway wood duck population. 

EvALUATION 

In most respects this wood duck rearing project appears t{) have 
been a failure. Potentially, several thousand birds could have been 
produced. Instead, less than 600 were released. Relatively few sight 
observations of "homing" birds were obtained, and no evidence was 
found that stocked birds used nest boxes in the area of release. 

A comparison with data in other studies, however, reveals a more 
optimistic appraisal. Bellrose (1958) summarized the recoveries and 
sight records of hand.reared wood ducks discussed by Hanson (1951), 
McCabe (1947) and McKeever (1945) and also from a 90-bird release 
made near Havana, Illinois in 1953. Band recoveries from these birds 
totaled about 11 percent, with 76 percent taken the first year. Bell
rose concluded that the hand-reared females showed a strong homing 
response to the area of release. Nelson and Green (1962) tabulated 
banding data for several thousand wood ducks trapped on the Upper 
Mississippi River Refuge. These data showed an 11 percent recovery 
of immatures, with 81 percent occurring in the first year. Through a 
somewhat higher recovery rate occurred in their studies, the distribution 
pattern down the flyway for wild and hand-reared birds was similar. 

Our band returns, however, were influenced by bill-making. Robert 
L. Jessen of the Minnesota Conservation Department (pers. comm., 
Nov. 1965) advised that bill-marking increased recoveries 31 percent 
in mallards and 20 percent in blue-winged teal (Anas discors). As
suming an influence of this magnitude, we still may have had 6 to 7 
percent reported, a recovery rate that indicates survival comparable 
to wild-banded wood ducks. There is, of course, the point of how long 
bill-markers (silver solder pin and nylon discs) remained intact. 
We feel the birds were adequately marked into the first breeding 
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season. At least two males retained the marker into the second season. 
Some speculation on tha return of birds to the release area is pos

sible from the studies by Bellrose (1958). In his analyses of hand
reared wood duck data, 15 sight observations of females returning 
to release areas were obtained. This may represent about a 10 percent 
return of females (assuming half of the 305 birds released were 
females). In our study, 9 females or 5 percent (of 199 color-marked 
females) we,re observed returning the first year from the 1960 Goose 
Island release. In nesting studies of wood ducks, Bellrose et al. (1964) 
reported that at least 6.5 percent of the yearlings returned to nest in 
houses. 

It is also interesting to note that Bellrose et al. (1964) considered 
the first-year mortality of immature wood ducks banded before flight 
stage to be about 80 percent. Our birds were banded at a comparable 
age. On this basis, 40 color-marked females might have been alive to 
return from the 1960 release. The homing observations of 9 females 
in 1961 representd 22 percnt of those birds available to return. 

SuMMARY 

We feel that wood ducks can be reared succesfully for restockil1g 
purposes. Banding data suggest that hand-reared birds have similar 
migratory and mortality characteristics to wild-reared birds. We are 
in agreement with Bellrose that females show a good "homing" ability 
to release areas. The negative response to nest boxes in our study 
may have been influenced by an abundance of natural cavities (an 
unexplored possibility) and should not detract from the merits of the 
technique. Further interest in studies of hand-reared wood ducks in 
Wisconsin seem unlikely in view of the restoration of the species to 
huntable status in 1959 and currently favorable local and flyway 
population levels. Nevertheless, more study of wood duck stocking 
to increase local breeding populations appears justifiable where habitat 
is relatively unoccupied or if flyway populations again decline seri
ously. 
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THE ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION 
IN WOOD DUCK MANAGEMENT 
F. B. LEE AND H. K. NELSON 

Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center, Jamestown, North Dakota 

The intent of this paper is (1) to present available information on 
propagating and releasing wood ducks, (2) to discuss pros and cons of 
release projects, and (3) to enumerate research needs. Game man
agement of the future will undoubtedly become more challenging and 
complex, taxing the ingenuity of managers who must ever be seeking 
and testing new approaches. We are primarily interested in stimu
lating further thought on the possible role propagation and release of 
wood ducks have in future management programs. 

EARLY INTEREST IN PRoPAGATING WooD DucKs 

The wood duck, with all its charm and beauty, became a favorite 
with aviculturists at an early date. Precise information on early pro
pagation is fragmentary and our thoroughness in searching the litera
ture for this paper was of necessity incomplete. But limited records 
show the species apparently became quite popular in Europe before 
it was raised very extensively in the United States. 

Delacour (1959) indicates the wood duck was kept in France as 
early as 1663. Additional remarks on its early history in Europe ·are 
given by Job (1923) and Ripley (1957). Propagation was accom
plished primarily in Belgium, Holland, France, and England. In 
early times American dealers acquired breeding stock in some of these 
countries for importation into the United States. Ripley (1957) cited 
one importation made as late as about 1920. Records show the wood 
duck was a favorite in avicultural collections, both at home and 
abroad. 

The wood duck has been reared artificially in America since the time 
of Audubon (Phillips, 1928). Apparently a fair amount of interest 
had developed in breeding wild ducks in captivity by the 1880's. Ac
counts of attempts to rear the wood duck in captivity are. given by 
Mather ( 1886, 1887) and Benschoter ( 1887). 

Considerable interest in the wood duck developed at and following 
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the turn of the century as its population declined. Artificial propaga
tion was frequently included among the proposals for preserving the 
species (Forbush, 1908) .. A paper by Fisher (1901) entitled "Two 
Vanishing Game Birds ; the \V oodcock and the Wood Duck" attracted 
considerable attention among conservationists. In 1907 the National 
Association of Audubon Societies published Special Leaflet No. 10 
entitled The Wood D1tck (Dutcher, 1907). It included a discussion of 
propagation as one of the methods by which the species might be pre
served. This interest in artificial rearing of wood ducks and other 
wildfowl stimulated two publications on the propagation of water
fowl, including the wood duck, (Job, 1915, 1923). 

That the wood duck breeds fairly readily in captivity is illus
trated by the extent to which it is kept by aviculturists. This duck 
is very hardy, adjusts well to confinement, and is tolerant of other 
ducks-all favorable attributes. It appears, however, that hatching 
and rearing wood ducks are not nearly as simple as raising mallards 
or domestic waterfowl. 

Literature review indicates that there is a paucity of published 
information on propagation techniques. Job (1915, 1923) and Phil
lips (1915) provide some information on the subject. Hanson (1951) 
provided the most thorough work and gives valuable information on 
hatching, rearing, feeding and sanitation to control disease. Other 
papers containing information on propagation of wood ducks are 
those of Hunt ( 1956) and Yeagley ( 1953). 

Many past volumes of magazines, such as Game Breeders Gazette 
and Modern Game Breeding, contain considerable information on 
raising wood ducks. But most propagation appears to be on a rela
tively small scale, and published information on techniques for man
aging breeding flocks for mass production was not encountered. No 
doubt such techniques were developed in connection with propagation 
projects in Ohio, ·wisconsin, and Illinois. 

Aviculturists undoubtedly have a wealth of valuable information 
on the propagation of wood ducks. Raymond H. Cunningham of 
Minnesota has provided us with a detailed written account of some 
of his rearing methods. Copies of this statement are available upon 
request. This is only one example of the fine contributions made by 
aviculturists. 

PRESENT STATUS OF PROPAGATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

Present status of the wood duck in captivity in the United States 
iR illustrated by examining recent issues of magazines, such as Modern 
Game Breeding and Game Breeders Gazette. The wood duck is a 
popular and commonly kept species. The supply of birds appears to 
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be good, and they are being offered for sale at $10.00 to $15.00 a 
pair. Records for 1964 and 1965 indicate that over 8,500 wood clucks 
are being held in captivity in the United States(Table 1). 

PRIVATE PROPAGATION AND RELEASE PROJECTS 

Several instances were noted of ·wood duck propagation and release 
projects in early years when there was so much concern over the 

TABLE I. WOOD DUCKS REARED OR HELD IN CAPITIVITY IN THE UNITED 
STATES, 1964-65. • 

Region and States No. of Propagators 
Having Wood Ducks Raised On Hand At End of Year 

No. of Wood Ducks 

Re(Jionl State listing not 285 724 
Allatatea" available 

Revion' 
Arizona 8 4 18 
Colorado 3 12 
K&n8a11 28 51 164 
New Mexico 2 4 
Oklahoma 8 38 96 
Texaa 39 36 162 
Utah 7 19 38 

w~~b'f~t-1 95 148 494 

Region ,, 
Illinois 81 491 834 
Indiana 40 146 459 
Iowa 46 44 199 
Michigan 37 52 195 
Minnesota 59 459 580 
Missouri 21 87 226 
Nehraaka 20 161 240 
North Dakota 6 37 34 
Ohio 47 169 271 
South Dakota 5 24 33 
Wisconsin 51 95 229 

Subtotal 413 1,765 3,300 

Revion 4 
All states•" State listing not 

available 
1,754 2,413 

Region 6 
Connecticut 23 129 223 
Delaware 4 32 60 
Maine 6 10 38 
Maaaachusetts 42 117 220 
New HIIIDpshire 14 56 66 
New Jeraey 37 142 216 
New York 72 187 371 
Pennsylvania 58 112 284 
Rhode Island 6 93 54 
Vermont 9 55 80 
West Virginia 4 20 20 

Subtotal 275 95a 1,632 
TOTAL 4. 90.5 8,663 

• Data are tabulated by Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife regions from re~ords of tho Divuon 
of Manasement and Enforcement. Data for R"!Pons 1 and 4 are for 1964. Data for Regiono, 2, a and 5 
are for 1965, but may be incomplete due to late reporting. 

•• Region I is comprised of the following states: California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and 
Washington. 

••• Region 4 is comprised of the following states: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucl<y. 
Louisiana, Maryland, 1\tiississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia. 
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status of the species. Phillips ( 1928) states that some wood ducks 
were released by a Mr. Lorillard in New Jersey in 1884-1885. We 
are attempting to locate further information on this release. 

Phillips (1960) tells of his experiences in raising wood ducks 
from 1909 to 1915 at Wenham, Massachusetts. The size of the free
flying flock is not stated precisely. But comments indicate that the 
released ducks did not migrate, thus posing somewhat of a problem. 
The paper contains the following general statement. "There are 
many places in the United States where the wood duck could be 
reared and liberated and a local breeding stock easily established." 

A more complete account of such a project is described as follows 
by Job ( 1923). "On the Walcott estate the wood ducks, raised in 
confinement and allowed to fly, migrate but return and nest in boxes 
put up for them along the shores of a lake." "That wood ducks breed
ing in the wild state are now established in numbers on tl1e Walcott 
preserve in Norfolk, Connecticut, after only two years of effort is a 
remarkable demonstration of what the system above described can 
accomplish. Two years ago Mr. Walcott bought three pairs of pin
ioned wood ducks from Wallace Evans, probably stock raised on the 
Evan's Game Farm. The first season, 1913, forty-five young were 
hatched of which twenty-six were raised. The first clutches laid were 
hatched under bantams, but the ducks were allowed to hatch their 
second layings. Only a few of these were pinioned. The rest migrated 
away for the winter, but mostly returned in the spring, and nested 
in the woods adjoining the lake where they were reared. In the au
tumn, 1914, about seventy of them were staying about this lake." 

Ripley (1957) describes the propagation and release of wood ducks 
by Alain White of Litchfield, Connecticut, during a period following 
World War I to 1939. Most of the original breeding stock was pur
chased in Belgium and Holland. After a few years, the breeding stock 
numbered about 400 birds and from 200 to 400 birds were allowed to 
fly free each autumn. Free-flying wood ducks became very common 
around Litchfield as a result of these releases. Some of these birds 
were used to establish other natural breeding colonies in Massachu
setts, South Carolina, and possibl~r other states. These ducks were 
banded with official U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service bands. More than 
9,000 wood ducks had been reared when the program was terminated 
in 1939. Further study is needed of band recoveries from these birds. 

Sharritt (1959) describes a wood duck propagation and release 
project of Jack Miner in Ontario. First cluthes of eggs collected 
from free-flying birds nesting in artificial boxes were set under gray 
call-duck hens. About 50 pairs of wood ducks nested about the sanc
tuary. But it is not clear how many pairs contributed to the releases. 
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Grayson and Grayson ( 1959) describe the propagation and release 
of 125 wood ducks in Virginia from 1956 through 1958. Some of these 
birds were known to have returned and bred in the area of release. 

Over 1,000 wood ducks have been raised and liberated since 1951 
by 'f. Donald Carter, Boonton, New Jersey ('f. Donald Carter, pers. 
comm.). The birds were banded with Mr. Carter's private bands, 
and many recoveries were reported from the Carolinas, Virginia, and 
Georgia. · Some of the wood ducks returned, and nest boxes provided 
in the area of release were used. About 20 or 30 remain throughout 
the winter in the area of release. We are corresponding with Mr. 
Carter for further information on his interesting project. 

A recent private wood duck propagation and release project not 
previously reported is that of Raymond H. Cunningham, 3651 Rustic 
Place, St. Paul, Minnesota. The site of this project is a residential 
area in the north part of the city just off Rice Street, a main thorough
fare. Lake Vadnais lies about 350 yards to the east across Rice Street, 
and a small pond is found about 250 yards to the northwest across a 
railroad track. Table 2 contains pertinent data on Mr. Cunningham's 
project. 

TABLE 2. WOOD DUCK NESTING BOX USE AND DUCKLING RELEASE AT 
PROJECT OF RAYMOND H. CUNNINGHAM. ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. 

No. Ducks Boxes Occupied 
Released in Fall No. Ne•t 

Year Boxes Available 
Males Females No. Percent 

1957 7 7 0 0 
1958 0 0 7 5 71 
1959 0 0 10 7 70 
1960 8 7 10 6 60 
1961 0 0 10 7 70 
1962 0 0 12 7 58 
1963 0 0 12 8 67 
1964 5 0 14 11 79 
1965 38 20 20 8 40 

TOTAL 58 34 !15 59 62 

In the late summer of 1957 he allowed seven banded female woou 
ducks to fly free from his pens. These ducks migrated, and the next 
spring five of the seven available nest boxes were occupied by banded 
female wood ducks from this release. No birds were released in 1958 
or 1959, but seven houses were occupied in the spring of 1959 and 
six in the spring of 1960. In 1959 two nest boxes were occupied by 
banded hens from the 1957 release. 

'fhe next release was in 1960 when seven unhanded females were 
allowed to fly free. Nest box use continued at a high level from 1958 
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through 1964 (.'l'able 2). The highest number of boxes occupied was 
11 in 1964. One of the five bancled males released in the fall of 1964 
returned in the spring of 1965 and mated with a pinioned female in 
the breeding pen. This past summer (1965) Mr. Cunningham re
leased an additional 20 banded females. It will be interesting to see 
what degree of nest box use he finds during the spring of 1966. 

Over-all results from this propagation and release project are out
standing. The release of seven female wood ducks in 1957 and 1960 
apparently resulted in a total of 59 nesting attempts in the immedi
ate vicinity of release during the subsequent eight-year period of 
1958 through 1965. Mr. Cunningham believes that at least 400 young 
wood ducks left the nest boxes as a result of these nesting attempts. 
He describes the nesting situation as follows: "I have kept these 
nest boxes under almost constant surveillance during the nesting 
season and I am sure that all of the nests hatched, although many 
times hens had to return to boxPs while the yard was full of screaming 
children. This occurred particularly after incubation was underway 
and hens were off nests for their evening feeding and resting period. 
This may have delayed hatching somewhat in a few cases but it did 
not interfere to the extent that any hen ever abandoned her nest. 
This success occurred in spite of the fact that a few clutches have 
been directly over (about 15 feet up) a children's swing set, merry
go-round, etc." 

PROPAGATION AND RELEASE BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

A cooperative wood duck release project of the Illinois Natural 
History Survey and University of Wisconsin is reported by McCabt> 
(1947). Ninety-seven young wood dueks, hatched and partially reared 
in Illinois, were raised to about 7 weeks of age and were released in 
August, 1944 at the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, Madison. 
Wisconsin. Wood ducks of both sexes returned to the area of release 
to breed in 1945 and 1946. 

Also in 1944, the Illinois Natural History Survey and Indiana Dl•
partmt>nt of Conservation released 95 wood ducks at the ,Jasper-Pu
laski Game Preserve in Indiana (McCabe, 1947; Barnes, 1948). In 
1945 at least four females returnerl to breed in the general area of 
release. 

Bellrose (1958) describes the release of hand-reared wood ducks 
in Illinois in 1944 and 1953. In July, 1944, 20 ducklings were re
leased at the Tribune Farm near "Wheaton, Illinois. One hen returned 
to the area of release the next spring. In September, 1953, 90 young 
wood ducks were released on Quiver Creek near Havana, Illinois. At 
least thrpe hens returned to the Havana area in the spring of 1954. 
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The wood ducks for both releases were reared at Havana, Illinois. 
In Ohio a total of 1,939 hand-reared wood ducks were released in 

the wild during the four-year period of 1960 through 1963 (Bednarik 
and Hanson, 1965). 

During the years 1963, 1964, and 1965, a total of 1,494 wood ducks 
were released at Provincial Wildlife Park, Nova Scotia (Eldon Pace, 
pers. comm.). Of these, 594 were banded and to date recoveries 
have been reported from eight provinces and states. Of the 110 wood 
ducks banded and released in 1963, nesting at the park by 3 birds 
in 1964 and 5 birds in 1965 was noted. In January, 1966 there were 
approximately 300 full winged-wood ducks at the park that were free 
to migrate but did not do so. In April and lVlay the population can 
be expected to build up to approximately 800 wood ducks with the 
return of birds which have migrated. Pace indicates that, to his 
knowledge, there were no wood ducks at Provincial Wildlife Park or 
in the surrounding area 15 years ago. 

Another project of this nature is that of the Badger State Sport
man's Club at LaCrosse, ·wisconsin, which was conducted in coopera
tion with the Wisconsin Conservation Department. R. A. Hunt has 
already reported on this project at this syposium. 

PROPAGATION IN FuTURE WooD DucK MANAGEMENT 

What should be the role of propagation and release of wood ducks 
in future management programs? There is no simple and clear-cut 
answer. From the standpoint of public agencies it appears that the 
problem can be narrowed to two facets: (1) propagation and release 
by private individuals and groups, and (2) progagation and release 
by public management agencies. Since available data were largely 
from private release projects, we considered the following aspects: 
(1) favorable considerations for private release projects, and (2) 
cautions and dangers in private release projects. Propagation and 
release by public management agencies are covered largely under 
research needs. Some points made under a particular topic apply 
generally to propagating and releasing projects. 

Favorable Considerations For P1rivate Relea,se Projects 

The wood duck's tolerance of man and compatibility with man's 
activities are exceptional (Leopold, 1951). Musselman ( 1948) de
scribes some changes in nesting habits. Through its willingness to ac
cept artificial nest sites, we are able to provide with relative ease au 
essential part of its breeding requirements. Besides being one of our 
finest game birds, it seems to be especially adapted for consideration 
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in land-use planning. Management of farm ponds and woodlots can 
benefit the wood duck. 

Modern philosophies of resource management arc placing greatet· 
significance on the total recreational attributes of a resource. 'l'he 
"do-it-yourself" idea is frequently expressed by individuals or groups 
who wish to engage in worthwhile conservation projects. Besides af
fording considerable recreation in itself, a wood duck release project 
may lead participants to develop a. broad knowledge of conservation 
matters. Surely private propagation and release programs afford sub
stantial personal recreational and educational benefits to the individ
uals involved. 

Precise biological information on the survival of hand-rrarrd 
wood ducks released in the wild is limited. But experiences are suf
ficiently rewarding to be considered worthwhile. Release resulting in 
the establishment of a small colony of free flying birds which sustains 
itself from year to year are judged to be satisfactory. 

'Vood duck release by private individuals may have some commer
cial aspects. The resort owner who establishes a breeding colony of 
wood ducks on his property surely has enhanced its value for the 
tourist trade. 

Cautions and Dangers ·in Private Release Projects 

Quality of breeding stock is an important consideration whenever 
birds are raised for release in the wild. As was previously stated. 
wood ducks were first raised in captivity many years ago. ·whether 
or not genetic changes have occurred in strains held in captivity is 
unknown. But wildness and other desirable trait.; mav have been 
affected. Only by carefully selecting breeders can the ·best quality 
offspring be assured. 

Disease and its prevention are important considerations when
ever fowl are reared in captivity. Hanson (1951) describes how duck
ling losses were caused by a paratyphoid organism. ·whether the 
rearing program is large or small, a good sanitation program of 
brooders, rearing pens, and other facilities is essential. Tt is impor
tant that birds released in the wild be free of diseases which could be 
trausmitted to other wild birds or to domestic fowl. 

Lack of knowledge by individuals or groups who undertake wood 
cluck propagation and release may contribute to eomplete failure of 
the projects. Costs of facilities for rearing wood ducks, and of the 
project in general, might be so high that funds would be better spent 
for some other purpose. Specific guidelines, sprlled out in practical 
terms, are needed badly for distribution to interested persons. 

(}roups or individuals undertaking wood duek rrl('ase projects 
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should do so with full knowledge that such projects will not be the 
solution to dwindling waterfowl populations. They should realize 
that, in addition to personal benefits, their contribution will benefit 
the over-all wood duck population only slightly. On the other hand, 
they should be informed that their contribution can fill a niche in the 
over-all waterfowl management program. 

RESEARCH NEEDS 

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife is interested in the 
potential benefits of wood duck propagation in future management 
programs. But we believe further study is needed to supply infor
mation required to help insure success of propagation projects. In
vestigations are recommended on the following points. 
1. Available banding data on hand-reared wood ducks should be 

analyzed. This should include recoveries from early bandings, 
such as the birds released by Mr. White in Connecticut, as well 
as those from more recent bandings, such as those in Ohio, Illi
nois, and Wisconsin. 

2. A thorough survey should be made of existing information on 
methods of propagating wood ducks. This should include further 
literature review, as well as communicatin~ with aviculturists. 
game farm operators, and others who have raised the bird. 

3. Experimental propagation should be conducted under different 
conditions to help fill voids in propagation methods revealed 
through literature search and personal contacts. This might in
clude managing small breeding flocks to study fertility and hatch
ability of eggs, feeding and rearing of young, release procedures, 
and return of breeding birds during subsequent years. 

4. Determine the nature of innate wildness in the wood duck. 
Decide whether or not genetic changes have made some strains 
held in captivity less suitable than other strains for survival in 
the wild. 

G. Study the survival and behavior of hand-reared wood ducks re
leased in the wild. This would involve pilot releases in which suf
ficient numbers of banded, or otherwise marked, wood ducks are 
liberated. Such experimental releases should be made and be 
carefully evaluated in a number of different situations where 
wood ducks are presently absent or are found in limited numbers. 
For example, we should try releases in typical prairie pothole 
habitat to see if by providing nest boxes and releasing birds we 
can establish local breeding populations on such areas. Another 
example might be to make releases in prairie pothole habitat 
without the benefit of natural cavities or nest boxes to determine 
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if the birds imprinted for ground nesting will become ground 
nesters or use other available elevated sites. If they do use such 
sites, what is the nesting success, compared with other species 
nesting in the same area 1 

6. One or more private wood duck release projects should be care
fully followed for a number of years after the planning stage. 
The purpose of this effort would be to provide knowledge of the 
special problems and pitfalls experienced by private individuals. 
Experiences should be published in the form of guidelines for 
rearing and releasing wood dueks. Appropriate standards for 
conducting propagation and release projects should be included. 

SUMMARY 

The wood duck is almost universally admired. Its great beauty, 
interesting antics, sporting qualities, and the quality of flesh give it 
a position of great esteem. Its tolerance of man and compatibility 
with man's activities are remarkable. The willingness of the species 
to nest and live in close proximity to human habitation is well docu
mented. In certain situations the wood duck is undergoing a period 
of adjustment to conditions created by man. 

Also, unique, in a sense, is the wood duck's willingness to ac
cept artificial nest structures. In effect we are able to provide with 
relative ease and low expense an integral part of its nesting environ
ment. To accomplish the same thing for some other ducks, it is 
necessary to go into more intensive habitat preservation and manage
ment programs. 

We believe many new approaches must be tried and tested to de
velop new techniques and to improve established procedures that will 
play an increasingly important role in waterfowl management in 
the future. We must be alert to emphasize ways by which the public 
can offer constructive assistance. Propagating and releasing wood 
ducks is definitely one way in which people can help waterfowl. 
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DISCUSSION 

SESSION V 
CHAIRMAN VAN DEUSEN: Thank you, Forrest, for a very interesting paper. We 

will now carry on with the discussion. 
A. D. GEls: I'll direct a question to Frank Bellrose. He indicated that if certain 

conditions were met, it might be practical to employ nesting structures as a prac
tical management device for wood ducks. Now there's roughly half a million 
adult female wood ducks in the population. To have any significant impact on this 
population, we would have to provide nesting structures for perhaps 20 percent 
of the hens. This means about 10,000 wood duck boxes. If it costs, for instance, 
$2 per year to construct, erect, and maintain these boxes, all of a sudden we're 
talking about a $200,000 a year program. I wonder if this is a practical manage· 
ment device T 

F. 0. BELI.&OSE: Well I think so, when you consider the fact that our wood duck 
habitat is being deflated considerably. The wood duck population now has a half 
million breeding females. I think nesting structures should definitely be included 
in future management plans. 

A. D. GEls: It seems that this argument takes a rather pessimistic view that 
habitat is bound to go to pot. I didn't exactly deduce this as far as the Eastern 
United States is concerned, from this afternoon's comments. 

1<'. C. BF..LLROSE: Where were you when the paper was being given by Don 
Hankala ~ He indicated that in the most important area of wood duck breeding 
grounds in the United States habitat is going to pot. Based on my trips down the 
Mississippi Flyway since 1947, bulldozing and burning continue yearly. How can 
you be optimisticf In view of an increasing human pouplation, there is only one 
conclusion-wood duck habitat must suffer. 

W. A. AuLTFATHER: I'm very sorry that in my presentation I didn't clarify 
the point of optimism that I saw in Region 3 and Region 5, the northern part of 
the wood duck habitat. I don't see future habitat as the natural type {)f wood
lands that the wood duck originally used. I tried to poin1 out the fact that we're 
going to have smaller timber, and much more of it will be too small for natural 
cavities. My optimism stems from the fact that we have opportunities for encour
aging wood duck nesting, such as those illustrated in the two films shown this 
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evening. Trees in fence rows, nesting boxes placed on trees, and other similar types 
of habitat will replace woodlands as potential nesting habitat. Natural cavities 
will not be present, except in those areas that the forester and the farmer do not 
want to manage intensively for timber. 

F. B. McGILVREY: I'd like to add a point that Frank Bellrose made. In this 
country a great many people, such as sportsmen's ~rroups, bird lovers, etc., are 
insisting that national organizations do something for wildlife. This is why we 
got into pheasant propagation in South Carolina, and other activities that aren't 
very practical. Counting and shooting ducks isn't going to be sufficient. People 
want to see something done, and if it is not the most practical thing in the world, 
that's beside the point. They want to see accomplishments. If putting up wood duck 
boxes is one of the things that'll help, then let's put up wood duck boxes. 

CHAIRMAN VAN DEUSEN: Thank you Frank. I think that point was very well 
taken. This do-it-yourself project that F'orrest Lee brought out certainly is very 
much in evidence in our area. An educational film, similar to the one we saw this 
e\·ening, can help tremendously to build interest in local projects. 

Are there any announcements before we closef 
L. R. JAHN: Yes, just one. A 4-minute film on the behavior of day-old wood 

dnck ducklings will be shown by Eugene Hester tomorrow morning at 8:20. 

SESSION VI 
Thursday, December 9 
Chairman: A. 0. Haugen 

Iowa Cooperative ·wildlife Research Unit, Ames 

EVALUATIN1G WOOD DUCK POPULATION SHIFTS 
AND TRENDS: ADVANCES AND LIMITATIONS 

DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY OF 
WOOD DUCKS IN EASTERN CANADA 
M.M. SMITH 

U. S. Bureatt of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Atla.nta., Georgia 

This paper reviews the range of the wood duck in eastern Canada 
and provides estimates of the relative density of wood duck popula
tions in the various eastern Provinces. The area discussed includes 
the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and comprises tl1e northern 
limit of the wood duck range in eastern North America. 

The distribution of the wood duck in eastern Canada is well docu
mented in the ornithological literature, and additional reports of its 
occurrence are available from bird watchers, wildlife workers and 
others. 
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Information on the density or size of wood duck populations in 
eastern Canada is scarce. This is not surprising, since censusing 
wood ducks is difficult everywhere .. It is only from intensive studies, 
usually on limited areas, that reliable estimates of wood duck numbers 
and production are available. The material on wood duck densities 
used here has come from publications, research studies, reports from 
banders, band recovery data, information solicited from wildlife 
workers in eastern Canada, and personal observations made in the 
area during August and September, 1965. 

Since most of my information is of a general nature, I cannot pro
vide figures ·on wood ducks per unit of area in eastern Canada. But 
it does seem possible with the available material to rank the various 
eastern Provinces according to the relative size or density of their 
wood duck populations, and I have done this. Such information may 
be no worse than the estimates of wood duck numbers we now have 
for some sections of the United States. 

DISTRmUTION 

Most wood ducks in eastern Canada occur in the southern area 
near the Canadian-United States border. Wood ducks, however, 
have been recorded north of the tree line in Canada and at places 
that many of us consider a long way from home. 

A few excerpts from the literature on wood duck distribution plus 
some recent sightings will illustrate the normal range and the wan
derings of the wood duck in eastern Canada. Taverner (1934) gives 
the distribution of the .wood duck as "across the continent, north 
barely into Canada ... rare or absent through the prairies, occasional 
in southeastern Manitoba, more common in the east and in southern 
British Columbia." Macoun and Macoun (1909) describe the. woodie 
as "Rare. A few breed in Nova Scotia (Downs). A rare summer resi
dent. Breeds in New Brunswick (Chamberlain) ... Breeds in suit
able places throughout southern Ontario, but much rarer now than 
formerly .... Murray records it from Moose Factory, James Bay and 
from Trout Lake.· ... Regularly distributed throughout western On
tario. Breeds along marshes and rivers (Saunders).'' Todd (1963) 
describes the wood duck as essentially a southern bird, but provides 
a review of some outlying records as follows : "Comeau calls it very 
rare, have seen a straggler now and then, May 17th 1895. Townsend 
records a specimen, ... taken at Long Point on July 1, 1912. And 
Bruce S. Wright reports a single male bird seen at Bay Johan Beetz, 
on the North Shore, on August 30, 1947, by E. D. Fowler.'' Todd lists 
other records from the Abitibi River and Charlton Island, James Bay. 

In recrnt years, there have been additional sightings at Lake St. 
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Jean and Lake Abitibi, Baie Beetz and Charlton Islands. Peters and 
Burleigh (1951) list a wood duck taken near Burin, Newfound
land about 1930 and refer to several others which have been reported 
shot or observed on the west coast of the island. Leslie Tuck of the 
Canadian Wildlife Service provided information on a male wood duck 
sighted at St. John's, Newfoundland in 1952. This duck was later 
captured there and remained in the vicinity for several years. 
Tuck reports another male was shot at Ferryland, Newfoundland in 
November, 1964. 

I have two other bits of evidence that the wood duck travels far 
afield at times. The Bird Banding Office provided recovery data 
for a wood duck taken on the French Miquelon Islands, which lie about 
25 miles off the south coast of Newfoundland. E. B. Chamberlain of 
the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife advises that "In 
early August, 1963, we saw two wood ducks, either females or im
matures, about 20 miles northwest of the airport at Fort Chimo, 
Quebec (these birds were observed from the ground .... ). In August 
of 1965, one wood duck was seen at the same location. Coordinates for 
these observations are 58°21' N, 68° 32' W." 

This review is not a complete record of all wood duck sightings, 
but it is enough to show that the species has wandered over much of 
eastern Canada. These outlying records are interesting, but the usual 
range of the wood duck in eastern Canada is much more restricted, 
as evidenced by what follows. 

Harry Lumsden of the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, 
considers the wood duck a regular breeder in Ontario south of a line 
from Sault Ste. Marie to North Bay and an occasional breeder for 
another 100 miles or so north of this line. The woodie also breedR 
in western Ontario and seems reasonably abundant in the vicinity of 
l<'ort Francis. Understand that, in this paper, only the range of 
the wood duck in eastern Canada is discussed. It is known, for exam
ple, that wood ducks occur in southern Manitoba, and some are trap
ped each year at the Drlta Watrrfowl Research Station west of 
Winnipeg. 

J. D. Heyland of the Quebec Department of Tourism, Fish and 
Game, advises that woodies are known to breed along the South River 
below :Montreal and the Ottawa River between Montreal and Ottawa. 
Breeding woodies also probably occur between Montreal and Quebec, 
south of the St. Lawrence River, and the species regularly occurs in 
the kill at Lake St. Peter. Mr. l;a Perle of the Quebec Department 
banded wood ducks at Gaspe in 1964 and 1965, but indicates he 
never heard of tl1is duck breeding in the Gaspe area. 

vYoodies occur throughout New Brunswick. Studies by H. H. 
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Prince indicate few are found in the upper half of the Province and 
those found north and east of the St. John River are thought to be 
post breeding or moulting males. The wood duck breeds along the 
St. John River and from there south and west to the Maine border. 
The greatest numbers occur in the St. John River Valley. 

Charles Bartlett, director of Fish and Wildlife Division, Prince 
Edward Island, states that wood ducks occur on the island and have 
been recorded each summer during waterfowl surveys. A few male 
wood ducks were banded annually in 1960-1964 during summer opera
tions, but no females or immatures were ever seen during seven years 
of field work. There are no records of wood ducks breeding on Prince 
Edward Island. 

Wood ducks occur regularly in the southern and western parts of 
Nova Scotia, and there is also at least one record from Cape Breton 
Island. Breeding wood ducks have been found in most of the' south
ern counties of Nova Scotia. Fred Payne, formerly with the Nova 
Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, considered woodies com
mon but not abundant in the central part of the Province. Payne 
indicates that a fair number of hand-reared wood ducks have been 
released near Truro, Nova Scotia each year. How this has affected 
the distribution of the species ·in Nova Scotia is unknown. Fair num
bers of woodies occur in the New Brunswick-Nova Scotia border area, 
but most of these seem to be nonbreeders. Wood ducks occur fairly 
regularly each year in early season bags of hunters in southern 
Nova Scotia. 

In Newfoundland there are few records of wood ducks and the 
species is only an occasional visitor. I am not aware of any wood 
duck records for the Labrador section of Newfoundland. 

Near the northern limits of the woodies' range, most of the birds 
are reported to be adult males. These are assumed to be post-breeding 
or moulting males which seem to scatter widrly following breeding. 
For instance, woodies banded in New England in late summer have 
been recovered in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia in October of the 
same year. Therefore, male wood ducks· in late summer, even when 
present in fair numbers, do not necessarily indicate a local breeding 
population. 

As another aid to understanding the distribution of wood ducks in 
eastern Canada, all wood duck recoveries reported for the period 1960 
through. August 1965 were examined. There are reasons why the dis
tribution of band recoveries may not be a fair measure of the distri
bution of wood ducks in Canada. But, for what it is worth, the pat
tern of band recoveries seems in agreement with the distribution of 
woodies as presented in this paper. 
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An interesting question is whether the wood duck range in Canada 
has expanded and if the woodie population has increased in recent 
times. H. H. Prince advises that wood ducks have been in the St. 
John River Valley as far back as local residents can remember. Dr. 
A. J. Erskine of the Canadian Wildlife Service knows of no evidence 
that wood duck numbers in the Maritimes have fluctuated very great
ly since the first surveys in 1937. He believes the species increased 
considerably in Ontario with the help of reduced bag limits in the 
Province during the '30's and '40's. On the other hand, C. E. Addy 
of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife feels wood ducks are 
more abundant now in the St. John River Valley than when he first 
viewed the area some 15 years ago. 

DENSITY 

So much for distribution. What do we know about the size, of the 
wood duck population in eastern Canada? Quantitive data are scarce 
and my information on wood duck densities is even more general 
than that concerning distribution. 

Southern Ontario probably has the largest population of wood 
ducks in eastern Canada. It is also probable that Ontario has the 
largest number of breeding wood ducks in eastern Canada. Unfor
tunately, I can offer few fig11res to substantiate this view. One frag
ment of information comes from E. B. Chamberlain, who conducts 
aerial waterfowl surveys each year in eastern Canada. We all know 
that wood ducks are difficult to see from the air, and Chamberlain 
advises that only a very few woodies are seen on these flights. But 
the woodies seen are found only on transects west of Quebec City, 
and most of these would be in Ontario. 

Tn August and September of 1965, there was a large-scale coopera
tive banding program in eastern Canada and an examination of the 
catch provides another clue on wood duck numbers. The cooperative 
banding effort emphasized the banding of black ducks, although all 
species trapped were banded. In Ontario, a total of 371 wood ducks 
were banded among 11,908 ducks trapped. Not a very impressive 
total, but woodies were trapped at 15 of the 23 stations operated in 
Ontario and similar numbers were banded in the years 1962 through 
1964. I conclude tile species is widespread and common in southern 
Ontario. 

The wood duck seems to be most abundant in Quebec along the 
Ottawa River and south of the St. Lawrence River in the general 
vicinity of Montreal. When recent wood duck banding recoveries 
are plotted on a map, there is a cluster along the St. Lawrence 
River and Riehelieau River north of Vermont. These clusters are 
due in part to a pre-hunting season banding station that has been 
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operated east of Lake Champlain in Vermont for a number of years. 
Further, many of these wood ducks move north in late summer before 
turning south and west in fall. Nonetheless, it seems woodies in 
southern Quebec are most abundant in the triangle bordered .by the 
United States on the south, the St. Lawrence on the north, and 
Quebec City on the east. 

A few kill figures are available from Canadian Wildlife Service 
hunter bag checks in Quebec. These are from the opening and/or sec
ond weekends of the hunting season. The kill of the wood ducks is 
reported to decline sharply following the opening of the hunting sea
son. In 1965, along the Ottawa River in southwestern Quebec, of 
95 ducks checked 20 were wood ducks. On the Richelieau River in 
1954, of 96 ducks examined 15 were woodies. In three years of bag 
checks on the South River, 277 ducks were examined and 48 of these 
were wood ducks. At Lake St. Peter in 15 years, 3,301 ducks were 
checked in hunters' bags and 80 of these were wood ducks. 

Again, this is hardly enough information to establish the density 
of wood ducks in southern Quebec, but early season bags on the Otta
wa and Richelieau Rivers contain a fair percentage of wood ducks. 
North and east down the St. Lawrence, the percentage of wood ducks 
in the kill decreases. This distribution of kill agrees roughly "\tith my 
idea of wood duck density in the Province. In Gaspe, which· is far
ther east, 26 wood ducks were banded on the York River in 1965. 
They were nearly all adult males. As noted earlier, there may be an 
immigration of post-breeding males that swell the late summer popu
lation. Wood ducks are most abundant in the extreme southern part 
of Quebec. Elsewhere in the Province the wood duck is occasional 
or rare. 

There is more precise information on wood duck densities £or the 
Province of New Brunswick. The Northeast Wildlife Station, 
under the direction of Bruce Wright, has conducted a mid-summer 
waterfowl census on a 32,500-acre study area in the St. John River 
Valley each year since 1947. Waterfowl population figures for the 
area have fluctuated widely, but the 19-year average has been 1,287 
ducks, of which 247 were wood ducks. In the worst year, only 14 
wood ducks were tallied out of 317 ducks seen. The highest count 
was 862 wood ducks in a total of 3,088 ducks observed in 1964. On 
these ground counts woodies averaged about 20 percent of the summer 
duck population. It ranked third behind the black duck and blue
winged teal. 

Data are also available on the production of wood ducks on this 
study area. In 1964, 356 waterfowl broods were seen and 60 were 
identified as wood ducks. Of 205 duck broods observed in 1965, 34 
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were woodies. 'Vood ducks made up about 16 percent of the duck 
broods recorded in the last two years. We cannot expand the study 
area results to all of New Brunswick, since there is evidence that thP 
St. John estuary is the best waterfowl production habitat in the 
Province. H. H. Prince describes the main wood duck breeding range 
as southwestern New Brunswick. He feels that the highest density 
of nesting wood ducks occurs in the St. John River study area. 

Band recoveries for woodies show a cluster in the St. John Valley, 
but this results in part from pre-season banding on the area and the 
fact that this part of the Province sustains the highest hunting 
pressure. Additional information is available from the 1965 banding 
effort. Fifty wood ducks were trapped at McAdam in southwestern 
New Brunswick and 53 were banded in the St. John River Valley. 'J'he 
latter number were captured at night with lights by G. E. Cummings 
of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and his assistants. The 
crew was afield nearly every night in August, and I contacted G. E. 
Cummings for additional information on wood duck numbers in th<> 
lower St. John Valley. His reply was that woodies were abundant 
there, and that quite a number of wood duck broods were seen in the 
work area. The wood duck is not easy to capture at night but is often 
observed during banding operations on areas where it occurs. 

Thrt~e aerial surveys were run over the study area. A few woodies 
were recorded on each flight. Despite the difficulty of seeing this 
duck from the air, my impression is that wood ducks are abundant in 
the lower St. John Valley. But few woodies breed in northern NPw 
Brunswick, and the total area of high wood duck production is rela
tive small. Nonetheless, New Brunswick probably ranks second to 
Ontario as a production area for wood ducks in eastern Canada. 

Wood ducks are not uncommon in western and southern Nova 
Scotia, but specific information on population size is scarce. D. Dodds, 
associate professor at Acadia University, indicates woodies (1) occur 
fairly regularly in early season hunter bags in southern Nova Scotia, 
(2) arc fairly common in western Nova Scotia, and (3) are known 
to breed in most of central and southern Nova Scotia. Fred Payne 
ventured a guess that something on the order of 100 pairs of woodies 
are nesting in the wild in Nova Scotia. 

About 30 woodies were banded in western Nova Scotia in 1965. All 
but one were males, with 24 of the males being adults. It appears 
that Nova Scotia does not contain a very sizable population of wood 
ducks, but neither is the species rare. 

Wood ducks occur regularly on Prince Edward Island, but their 
numbers are small. C. 0. Bartlett advises that during brood surveys 
in tl1e early 1960's as many as 20 moulting males were observed on a 
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single pond on the Island. A fewwood ducks are taken each fall in the 
Province, but all seem to be post-breeding males. 

A few records exist of wood ducks taken in Newfoundland by 
hunters or sighted by reliable observers. There is evidence that one 
brood was produced on the Island, but Leslie Tuck has reason to be
lieve this came from a pen-reared female. The species occurs only 
occasionally on Newfoundland. Certainly the island is not an im
portant area for woodies. 

CoNCLUSIONS 

Where does all this information lead us regarding the wood duck 
in eastern Canada 1 W oodies have been seen over a great area in east
ern Canada and occur regularly during late .summer, even in areas 
where they do not breed. The usual range of the species seems re
stricted to southern Ontario, southern Quebec, New Brunswick, 
Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia. The breeding range is even 
more restricted, as few woodies breed in Nova Scotia and none is 
known to breed on Prince Edward Island. Wood ducks regularly 
occur in the kill in Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick, but due to 
the generally early migration of the. species, the harvest is thought 
to be small. 

Parts of southern Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick have breed
ing populations of woodies. Wood duck production appears good 
in some sections, such as the St. John River Valley in New Bruns
wiek. But the total area with such production is relatively small in 
eastern Canada. In tlw a:.?gregate, only a small fraction of the conti
nrntal wood duek population can be produced there. 

Despite some harvest, Canada is probably an exporter of woodies. 
Early migration from Canada in fall probably makes Canadian-rear
ed wood ducks available in both the Mississippi and Atlantic Fly
ways. Considering the limited size of known breeding areas in 
Canada, most wood ducks wintering in the United States must be 
home grown and home harvested. The wood duck is an interesting 
addition to Canada's waterfowl, but the welfare of the species is 
necessarily dependent upon regulation of harvest and maintenanGe 
of habitat within the United States. 
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The wood duck (Aix sponsa) is a secretive bird of woodland 
streams and swamps. It feeds and travels in small flocks, usually 
of less than a dozen birds. Even when actively feeding, wood ducks 
are difficult to detect, and they are masters at hiding when they 
suspect danger. 

The elusive ways of the wood duck, together with the lack of visi
bility in wooded bottomlands, almost completely eliminate the possi
bility of making accurate counts of this bird. There are, however, 
two brief times each day when the wood duck significantly alters its 
activities and is easily observed. These brief intervals are at sunset 
and sunrise, when the ducks make their characteristic roost flight. 
At sunse,t they congregate in woodland ponds to spend the night, and 
at sunrise they disperse from these roosts. Frequently wood ducks 
can be counted easily as they enter or leave a roost. 

Although wood duck roost flights have long been recognized as 
characteristic of the species (Bent, 1923; Kortright, 1942), only in 
recent years have biologists intensively studied them. Afternoon 
roost counts have been made by several investigators throughout the 
range of this duck. Martin ( 1957) in Indiana, Martin ( 1959) and 
Martin and Haugen (1960) in Iowa, Hester and Quay (1961) in 
North Carolina, and Smith (1961) in Louisiana have measured time 
of arrival of the ducks in relation to sunset. They also determined 
numbers of ducks utilizing various roosts and the time of year at 
which peak roosting populations were present. Morning counts were 
also made by Martin ( 1957) and by Martin and Haugen ( 1960). 

The size of a roosting area may vary from an acre or less to many 
acres, and the maximum number of birds using a roost may be less 
than 100 or more than 1,000. Dale Hein (pers. comm., Nov. 1965), 
in his recent studies in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, observed 
several roosts containing 1,000 or more ducks. His largest roost con
tained 5,400 ducks. In North Carolina, roosts appear to be more 
numerous and are used by smaller numbers of wood ducks. 

Throughout much of the eastern half of North Carolina there are 
numerous swamps, many of which are used by the wood ducks as 
roosting sites. In some areas there are a large number of millponds 

1Research upon which this paper is based was conducted while I was a, graduate student 
and later a faculty member of North Carolina State University, Depa1·tment of Zoology. 
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which were built before the turn of the century. Many of these mill
ponds simply impound sections of small streams and inundate river 
flood plains, thereby creating shallow swamps. This arrangement of 
numerous small swamps probably accounts for many roosts in the 
Piedmont and upper Coastal Plain of North Carolina, each of which 
contain small numbers of wood ducks. 

Peak wood duck populations at roosts in North Carolina usually 
occur in late October or early Nonmber (Hester and Quay, 1961) 
and frequently contain less than 150 birds. Within five miles of 
Wen dell, a small town located 20 miles east of Raleigh, five wood duck 
roosts were observed. Some roosts are less than one mile apart. The 
maximum count on any one of these areas has been 189 wood ducks. 

Some roosts in eastern North Carolina contain maximum popula
tions of several hundred birds. Most wood duck roost sites are in 
permanently flooded areas, and the same sites are generally used year 
after year. 

The number of ducks using a roost would be expected to 
change from year to year as the flyway population of ducks increases 
or decreases. If fluctuations in roost counts are correlated with 
changes in flyway wood duck populations, such counts could be used 
effectively as a population index. 

In evaluating the use of roost counts as a population index, there 
are several important questions which must be answered: 

1. Do the same birds use the roost each night 1 What is the rate of 
loss and recruitment 1 Do ducks intermittently use several 
roosts, especially small roosts which may be less than a mile 
apart? 

2. .Are roosting aggregates composed of local birds congregating 
prior to migration, of birds actually in the process of migrating, 
or a combination of the two~ 

3. If roost counts are used as a p<>pulation index, should single 
roosts be counted, or must all roosts in an area be studied? 

4. Do peak counts provide the most useful information 1 
5. To what extent does the amount and distribution of surface 

water outside a roost site influence utilization of the roost? 

In the following discussion, an attempt is made to evaluate pres
ent knowledge on these questions. 

No research has been conducted to determine whether the same 
ducks use a particular roost each night. It is commonly believed that 
the same birds return each night until peak number are reached, 
after which the birds migrate. Even if this assumption is correct, 
however, there is very little information to indicate whether the birds 
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migrate by a series of short flights from one roost to another one 
nearby, or by longer flights to more distant roosts. 

Lack of data on the nightly loss and recruitment of roosting birds 
obviously leaves unanswered the question of the significance of the 
peak population. It is entirely possible that by staying shorter peri
ods of time, a greater number of ducks might use a roost than when 
fewer birds stay longer and thereby build the roosting population to 
a higher peak. Practically nothing is known about temporary shifts 
of roosting ducks between roosting sites located adjacent to one 
another. 

Wood duck roosting counts have been interpreted as indicating 
time of migration, for there is little doubt that many of the birds are 
migrants. It is probable, however, 'that in most cases the roosting 
birds are a combination of local and migrant birds. Near Raleigh we 
have banded incubating female wood ducks in nest boxes for five 
years and have marked day-old ducklings in nest boxes by placing 
Number 1 monel metal tags in the webs of their feet. We have re
covered five of these marked ducks during November and December 
within a few miles of the site at which they were marked in spring 
of the same year. Since the peak of roosting counts occurs near 
Raleigh in late October, it is obvious that these five ducks were avail
able to participate in roosting flights throughout the build-up and 
decline of counts at roost sites. The mid-winter wood duck popula
tion near Raleigh is less than 10 percent as great as that of late 
October (Hester and Quay, 1961). 

Some roosts are permanent and have been used annually for long 
periods of time ; othe,rs may be used for only a few years and are 
then abandoned. In the latter category are certain farm ponds, 
beaver ponds, and other areas undergoing rapid changes. Of the 
five roost sites studied between 1954 and 1961, only three are still in 
use. Reduction of water level in one small roost and vegetational 
changes in the other appear to have been responsible for abandonment 
by wood ducks. While the old, established roost sites seem to offer 
the most reliable information about wood duck numbers, the effect of 
temporary roost areas in diluting or enhancing the counts of primary 
areas must be recognized and evaluated. 

It appears that peak counts could provide the most useful informa
tion on wood duck abundance. Certainly this would be the case if the 
ducks build up to a peak number before any of them move out. Simul
taneous counts on several areas appear to be desirable in order to ob
tain information on the number of ducks in an area. Such counts 
become more valuable when made at the time of peak numbers. Sev
eral counts are obviously necessary if a peak count is to be determined. 
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Smith (1961) conducted studies in Louisiana from 1954 through 
1957 to estimate annual trends in the state's fall population of wood 
ducks. He concluded that roost counts did not provide a suitable in
dex to change in the wood duck population. He stated that the num
ber of counts needed to provide a suitable index would be great and 
might need to vary with the amount and distribution of surface water 
present each year. 

Martin ( 1959) stated that roosting flight counts in fall appeared 
to be useful in Iowa to inventory wood ducks in areas where roosting 
concentrations occurred regularly. He recognized, however, that fur
ther work was needed in order to evaluate the effects of various en
vironmental factors on use of roosts by wood ducks. 

Roosting counts have several ~inherent problems, yet they are one 
of the few means of obtaining an index to wood duck numbers. Counts 
made on one or two areas appear to be of very little value. Only by 
studying counts from many roosts and the effects of environmen
tal factors on use of roosts can we hope to determine the full signifi
cance of roost counts as a population index of wood ducks. 
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IN\FLUEN,CE OF HUNTING REGULATIONS 
ON WOOD DUCK POPULATION LEVELS 
H. M. REEVES 

Division of Management and Enforcement, Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

The history of the wood duck during the past century is one of 
the most exciting success stories in the annals of wildlife manage
ment. Some species, skidding ever downward in numbers, vanished 
from the American scene. But it is our good fortune that the Beau 
Brummell of the waterfowl was snatched from the brink of oblivion. 

Federal waterfowl regulations reflect the remarkable recovery of 
the species. In 1929 no wood ducks could be included in the nation
wide daily hunter bag limit of 25 ducks. But only thirty-two years 
later, both of the two permitted ducks in the Atlantic Flyway daily 
bag could be wood ducks. In recent years, the wood duck has con
sistently ranked second or third among the waterfowl harvested in 
the Atlantic and Mississippi :B'lyways. 

This report is a review of eastern wood duck populations and their 
response to regulations and other factors. Hawkins ( 1956) compiled 
references on the subject but did not evaluate it. Four eras are used 
here to categorize population trends from time of settlement to the 
present: (1) pristine numbers, (2) excessive exploitation, (3) popu
lation recovery, and ( 4) regulated harvests. 

I am indebted to a number of individuals for assistance in prepar
ing this paper. Personnel of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild
life include: A. S. Hawkins, Mississippi Flyway Representative; R. 
K. Martinson and A. D. Geis, both of the Migratory Bird Populations 
Station; F. H. Davis, Regional Supervisor of Management and En
forcement; and R. D. Purinton, U. S. Game Management Agent 
Trainee. Mrs. Evelyn Gish, librarian at the University of Minnesota 
was very helpful. Special appreciation is due h R. Jahn of the 
Wildlife Management Institute for critically reviewing the manu
script. 

ERA OF PRISTINE NUMBERS 

Indigenous to the watered deciduous forest of temperate eastern 
North America, the wood duck was present in high numbers prior to 
the 1870's and 1880's. According to Phillips (1925 :65): "Older 
writers, notably .Audubon, testify to the extreme abundance of this 
species in all the eastern part of the United States. . .. In general, 
this species was exceedingly abundant all over the eastern United 
State until the early eighties." 
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Forbush ( 1929 :227-228) wrote : "Once this beautiful bird was 
common to abundant throughout New England, wherever there were 
wooded river valleys and swamps, along all the water-courses, about 
the margins of lakes and ponds and all over our well-watered terrain. 
In heavily timbered regions they were even more abundant than the 
Black Duck." Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway (1884:13) stated: "It 
breeds abundantly from Texas to the British Provinces." 

During this early period the wood duck seemed capable of sus
taining itself against localized overhunting and deleterious land use. 
Certainly there was little evidence that a population decline had be
gun. 

ERA OF ExcESSIVE EXPLOITATION 

Early writers attributed the rapid decline of wood ducks at the 
end of the 19th century to overharvesting and habitat destruction or 
change. These influences caused a progressive and prolonged popu
lation reduction. Widespread fear was expressed that the species 
would be exterminated from the wild. Emphasizing this point, For
bush ( 1929 :228) declared: "Spring shooting which went on merrily 
even after the ducks had laid their eggs brought the species nearly 
to extinction in the early part of the twentieth century. At that time 
there were said to be more Wood Ducks in Belgium than in the United 
States. The Belgian pigeon and poultry fanciers, recognizing the 
value of the Wood Duck's peerless beauty and the danger of its ex
tinction, imported them and reared them artificially in large numbers, 
and the time came when Americans who desired live "\Vood Ducks 
were forced to buy them from the Belgians at exorbitant prices." 

In commenting upon importations of game birds and eggs into 
the United States, Palmer and Oldys (1904 :14) declared: "It is 
interesting to note that the wood duck, although a native species, 
figured in the importations to a greater extent than any other duck 
except teal and mandarins, most of the birds coming from Antwerp, 
where they are raised for the trade." Elliot ( 1898 :90) commented : 
"The beauty of the male makes him a desirable specimen for col
lectors, and the flank feathers are eagerly sought by the makers of 
artificial flies, while its flesh is always acceptable to gourmands. Al
together, with so many suitors of various kinds, each desiring the bird 
for his own special purpose, the "\Vood Duck's chance for becoming 
extinct is a very good one." 

Grinnell (1901 :141, 596) succinctly stated: "Being shot at all sea
sons of the year they are becoming very scarce and are likely to be 
exterminated before long. . .. It is greatly to be desired that all States 
may enact laws something like those of North Dakota, where the num-
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ber of ducks that may be killed in a day is limited to twenty-five. If 
such a law could be put into operation, and the shooting season could 
be shortened so that it would last for three of four months, instead 
of eight, the effect on our waterfowl would soon be seen." Trautman 
( 1940 :189), in writing of the Buckeye Lake area of Ohio, said: "Be
tween 1890 and 1900 the numbers of ~V ood Ducks began to decrease 
sharply; this continued until 1914, when the legislature of Ohio 
passed an act prohibiting the shooting of Wood Ducks for sport." 

Cooke ( 1906 :8) said of the wood duck: "It is a sad commentary 
on our present system of game protection that wood duck, one of 
the handsomest of our native birds and one whose breeding range is 
almost entirely within our boundaries, is the species that has suffered 
most. So persistently has this duck been pursued that in some 
sections it has been practically exterminated. Even in states where 
it still breeds commonly ... public sentiment fails to recognize the 
importance of adequately protecting this bird, and the laws still per
mit it to be destroyed late in the spring. As a result the wood duck 
is consistently diminishing in numbers, and soon is likely to be known 
only from books or by tradition." 

These limited reports and countless others, place most of the blame 
for the wood duck population decline on spring shooting, market 
hunting and commercialization, unrestricted or excessively long sea-
sons, unlimited or unrealistic bag limits, and unrestricted or waste-
ful harvest methods. All occurred at the same time that habitat was 
being destroyed. If large harvests and habitat destruction had con-
tinued unabated, they would almost certainly have resulted in ex
tinction of the species in the wild. Of possible corrective actions, regu
lation of the harvest offered the most apparent and practical means 
of benefiting the population. 

ERA OF POPULATION RECOVERY 

Sporadic attempts to give added protection to the wood duck 
date back to 1846 when Rhode Island locally restricted spring shoot
ing of it and the black duck (Palmer, 1912 :23). This effort evidently 
marks the theoretical beginning of waterfowl species management in 
the United States. But unfortunately, enforcement of this and other 
early laws was frequently ineffective. In 1904 Louisiana closed the 
season on wood ducks for five years. This was the first of many closed 
seasons enacted by states. 

In discussing why early efforts at regulating game populations 
were chiefly directed towards resident species, Leopold (1933 :215) 
said: "The fact that seasons and bag limits on migratory birds have 
remained so much more liberal than seasons on resident game strong-
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ly substantiates the assertion made elsewhere ... that people can be 
induced to conserve what stays on their own land, but only the 
exceptional individual will voluntarily conserve what he shares 
with the community at large." 

Generally, attempts at providing needed protection for waterfowl 
were late in coming. As of 1870, 36 states provided no protection 
whatever to waterfowl, and as late as 1900, 10 states still had not 
acted (Lawyer, 1919 :304). 

National concern for waterfowl did not materialize until 1913 when 
the Weeks-McLean Bill became law as an amendment to the Agri
cultural Appropriations Act (Phillips, 1934 :4). The Act placed 
custody of migratory birds in the Federal Government, and author
ized regulations prescribing closed seasons for the wood duck. An 
estimated 75 to 90 percent of the usual spring hunting ceased, and 
public interest in the waterfowl dilemma was finally aroused. How
ever, the Weeks-McLean Act had certain weaknesses, major ones be
ing its possible unconstitutionality and its limited authority and en
forceability. 

It was not until the Migratory Bird Treaty Act was signed on 
August 16, 1916 by the United States and Great Britain, acting in 
Canada's behalf, that a firm basis for waterfowl protection and ·man
agement was provided. This act, formally ratified by both countries, 
effective July 3, 1918 ( 40 Stat. 755), and subsequently amended 
(16 U.S.C. 703-711), has become the basis for present federal re
sponsibilities in ascertaining the status of migratory game bird pop
ulations and for setting regulations. The initial act provided special 
protection for the wood duck and eider duck. 

Passage of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act did not result in an im
mediate and obvious response in the then very low wood duck popula
tion. In discussing the effect of federal protection Phillips ( 1925 :65-
67) wrote: "Suitable nesting areas are being reduced in size and the 
all-the-year close time as decreed by Federal Law is not always ef
fective, where at the beginning of the shooting season thousands of 
ignorant shooters take the field. Even among educated sportsmen 
mistakes are common, and the scattering remnant continue to fall a 
prey to the all too eager hunter. Without doubt, a very scarcity of 
the species is now, in itself, a factor towards its inability to gain in 
numbers. . .. In the New England States there has been some in
crease, but the more populated areas show either a very slow gain or 
none at all. . .. If real protection could be afforded to this duck in the 
northern states until October 1, some would migrate before they were 
killed, for killed many will always be in spite of there being a 'close' 
time upon them.". 
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Roberts ( 1932 :247-248), in writing of the wood duck's recovery in 
Minnesota, noted: "As it seemed probable that extinction was threat
ening, it has for some time been unlawful, by both federal and state 
laws, to kill this bird at any season of the year, in any part of the 
United States, and under such protection it has apparently increased 
somewhat and may now be found in fair numbers throughout Minne
sota. . .. During recent years the numbers have been steadily in
creasing throughout the state." 

Phillips and Lincoln ( 1930 :296) stated: "Once greatly reduced 
by summer shooting, especially in our northern states, this fine duck 
has recovered everywhere with protection. Its early departure from 
our northeastern states and Canada renders it fairly safe from over
shooting. Increasing greatly in the Mississippi Valley." A. S. Hawk
ins (pers. comm., Nov. 1965) stated that traditional .August shooting 
of flapper wood ducks persisted in the Illinois River Valley long 
after season restrictions were imposed. 

It appears that even under theoretical full protection numbers of 
wood ducks continued to be taken by ignorant, careless, or inten
tional hunters. Generally, it seemed that the population experienced 

TABLE 1. SYNOPSIS OF FEDERAL DUCK HUNTING REGULATIONS FOR THE 
ATLANTIC AND MISSISSIPPI FLYWAYS, 11120-47 

Wood Duck 
Year(s) Days in Duck Daily Span of Season Shooting 

Season Bag Daily Poss. Hours 
Bag Limit 

1920-29 92-108 25 no-season Sept. 15-Jan. 15 Y,BS·S1 

1930 92-108 15 no season 8ept.15-Jan. 15 Y,B8-8 
1931 30-31 15 no season Oct.1-Dee. 111 Y,BS-8 
11132 56-61 15 no season Oct. !-Dec. 19 Y,BS-S 
1933 56-61 12 no season Oct. 1-Dec. 19 Y,BS-S 
1934 30 12 no season Oct. 3-Jan. 13 8..S 
1935 30 10 no season Oct. 21-Dec. 111 7:00-4:00 
1936 30 10 no season Oct. 10-Dec. 25 7:00-4:00 
1937 30 10 no season Oct. ~Dec. 26 7:00-4:00 
1938 45 10 no season Oct. I-Dee. 211 7:00-4:00 
1939 45 10 no season Oct. 1-Dec. 211 7:00--4:00 
1940 60 10 no season Oct. 1-Dee. 31 "-4:00 
1941 60 10 J! 1 Oct. 1-Dee. 31 "-4:00 
1942 70 10 I I Sept. 26-Jan. 10 ,.;_s 
1943 70 10 1 1 Sept. 25-Jan. 10 Y,BS-8 
1944 so 10 ]I 1 Sept. 20-Jan. 20 Y,B8-S 
1945 80 10 I' 1 Sept. 20-Jan. 20 Y,B8-8 
1946 4.5 7 1' 1 Oct. S-Jan. 6 Y,BS-Y,BS 
1947 24-~W5 4 1• I Oct. 7-Jan. 6 S-IBS• 

> Y,BS-S = Yz-hr. before sunrise to sunset, etc. 
• Permitted in 14 Atlantic and Mississippi Flyway States (Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, 

Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, MiSBiBBippi, hf1ssouri, North Carolina, Penm~ylvania, South Carolina 
Tennessee and Virginia.) 

• Closed season in Massachusetts. 
• Closed season in Maasachusette, New Jersey a.nd v..·est Virginia. 
5 States were given a choice of different season lengths with continuous and ap1it. seasons. 
8 First noon opening on :first day of season. 
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a very slow rate of recovery in the initial years of full protection. 
Then gradually the rate accelerated as the breeding population in
creased beyond a certain "threshold" level, and perhaps also as a 
result of growing hunter awarenes!'. of the plight of wood ducks. 

ERA OF REGULATED HARVESTS 

An expanding wood duck population, and the realization that 
some of the birds were being shot accidentally along with other water
fowl, prompted federal regulations in 1941 for 15 states to permit 
one wood duck in the daily bag and possession limit (Table 1). All 
but one (Texas) of these states were later incorporated into either 
the Atlantic or Mississippi Flyways. Continued, but not always con
sistent, improvement in the population resulted in two-bird bag and 
possession limits for the two eastern flyways in 1962 (Tables 2 and 
3). No open seasons were declared for wood ducks in the Mississippi 
Flyway in 1954 and 1956, but some Atlantic Flyway states have had 
seasons each year since 1941. 

TABLE 2. SYNOPSIS OF FEDERAL DUCK HUNTING REGULATIONS FOR THE 
ATLANTIC FLYWAY. 1948--65. 

Wood Duck 
Year Days in Duck Daily Span of Season Shooting 

SeMon Bag Daily Poss. Hours1 

Bag Limit 

1948 24-30' 4 ]I 1' Oct. 8-Jan. 8 ~1BS-1BS• 

I949 32-40' 4 I• I' Oct,. 7-Jan. 7 Y,B8-IBS• 
I950 32-402 4 I• I• Oct. 7-Jan. 7 ~~8-IBS• 
1951 3!)-452 4 I• 1' Oct. 1>-Jan. fi Y, 8-IBS• 
I952 44-552 4 I' I• Oct. I-Jan. 10 Y,B8-1BS• 
I953 60 4 I' I• Oct. I-Jan. IO y,BS-S 
1954 54-60' 4 I 27 Oet. 4--Jan. I9 Y,BS-S 
1955 70 4 l 2 Oet. 7-.Jan. 15 )1;BS-S 
1956 70 4 I 2 Oct. 5-.Jan. I5 )1;BS-S 
I957 70 4 I 2 Oct. 5-Jan. I5 )1;BS-S 
I958 54-6()2 4 I 2 Oct. !~Jan. I5 Y,BS-8 
1959 4~5()2 3-4' 1 2 Oct. ~.Jan. 8 Y,BS-8 
I960 38--5()2 3-48 2' 2' Oct. 7-Jan. 7 Y,BS-8 
I96I 3!)-5()2 2-3~2)'·" 2• 2' Oct. I3-Dec. 30 S-S 
1962 4~50· 2-3 2}1·10 2 2 Oct. 12-Dec. 30 S-S 
1963 4~5()2 3-4(2}•· .. 2 2 Oct .• 5--Jan . .'\ S-S 
1964 4~5()2 3-4(2)1·11 2 2 Oct. 3-Jan. 3 S-S 
1965 36-5()2 3-4(2)'·" 2 2 Oct. !}-Jan. 9 S-S 

' States were given a choice of different season lengths, continuous or split seasons and bag limits. 
• Closed aeason in Masaschusetts, New Jersey, and West Virginia. 
• v,B8-1BS = Y,..br. before BUDrise to 1 hr. before sunset, etc. 
6 Cloaed season in Massachusetts and West Virginia. 
8 Closed season in W eet Virginia. 
' Except p081!ee&ion limit of only J in New Hampshire. 
• Daily bag Jitnit depended upon length of season aelected. 
• Except in Massachusetts where the daily bag limit could not contain more \han 1 wood duck and 

in Pennsylvania the daily bag or poasession limit could not contain more than 1 ,.ood duck. 
"Mallard and/or black duck limits shown in parentheses for states selecting the higher daily bag 

limit. 
u Mallard limite shown in parentheses. 
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TABLE 3. SYNOPSIS OF FEDERAL DUCK HUNTING :e.EGULATIONS FOR 
THE MISSISSIPPI FLYWAY, 1948-irn. 

Days Duck Wood Duck 
Year in Daily Span of Season Shooting 

Season Bag Daily Bag Poss. Limit Houra1 

1948 30 4 Oct. 8-Jan.8 1/2BB-1BS2 

1949 40 4 Oct. 7-Jan. 7 1/2BB-1BS2 

1950 35 4 Oct. 6-Jan. 5 1/2BB-1BS• 
1951 ,45 4 Oct. 5-Jan. 5 1/2BB-1BS• 
1952 55 4 Oct. 1-Jan. 10 1/2BB-1BS• 
1953 55 4 Oct. 8-Jan. 10 1/2BB-S 
1954 55 4 No season Oct. 1-Jan. 10 1/2BS-S 
1955 70 4 1 Oct. 1-Jan. 15 1/2BS-S 
1956 70 4 no season Oct. 1-Jan. 15 1/2BS-1/2BS 
1957 70 4 1' 1' Oct. 1-Jan. 15 1/ZBB-S• 
1958 70 4 1' 1' Oct. 1-Jan. 15 1/2BS-S• 
1959 4D-507 3-4• 1 1 Oct. 7-Jan. 8 1/2BS-S 
1960 4D-507 3-4• 1 1 Oct. 7-Jan. 8 1/2BS-S 
19tll 2D-307 2-3• 1 1 Oct. 13-Dec. 30 S-S 
1962 25 2(1)' 2 .. Oct. 12-Dec. 30 s-s 
1963 32-357 4(2)' 2 2 Oct. 5-Jan. 5 s-s 
1964 36-40' 4(2)10 2 2 Oct. 3-Jan. 3 s-s 
1965 36--407 4(1)10 2 2 Oct. 9-.Jan. 9 s-s 

1 Shooting began at noon on opening days during 1948-1954 and 1959-1963. 
2 1/2BS-1BS = 1/2 hr. before sunrise to 1 hr. before sunset, etc. 
• Closed seasons in Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, l\iiBBouri and "·isconsin. 
"Shooting hours were 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour before sunset in Alabama, Arkansas, Louisi-

ana, Missi88ippi, Ohio and Tennessee. 
5 Closed seasons in Arkansas, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri 

and Wisconsin. 
a Shooting hours were 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour before sunset in Alabama. Louisiana. 

Mississippi, Ohio and Tennessee. 
1 States were given a choice of different season lengths and continuous or split seasons. 
• Daily bag limit depended upon length of season selected. 
• Mallard and/or black duek limit shown in parentheses. 
Ill Mallard limit shown in parentheses. 

General Relationships Between H'u.nting Regulat?:ons and Game Popu
lations 

For decades, waterfowl management has proceeded on the supposi
tion that season lengths, daily bag and possession limits, and pur
poses, methods, places, and times of taking affect the rate of harvest 
and population size. Only in recent years has evidence accumulated 
to permit some measure of the effects of these restrictions on water
fowl. Geis (1963) and Crissey (1964 and 1965) have clearly de
scribed 'vhy hunting regulations have differential effects on resident 
and migratory game birds. The principles involved may be sum
marized as follows : 

1. Hunting pressure on resident species is largely self-limiting re
gardless of season length, while migratory game birds are sub
jected to a series of decimating opening day and lengthy season 
hunting pressures. A mallard produced in Minnesota in 1965 
could conceivably be subjected to at least seven opening days and 
partial seasons before reaching its winter destination in Louisi-
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ana. Enroute it ~mld be exposed to a total of 92% days of contin
uous hunting, far exceeding that sustained by most resident game 
species. 

2. Studies have shown that non-hunting mortality factors for resi
dent species tend to decrease as shooting mortality increases. How
ever, it appears that about the same proportion of a migra
tory game bird population will die annually of non-hunting 
causes, regardless of hunting pressure. A number of studies indi
cate that hunting mortality is largely added to non-hunting mor
tal~ty (Hickey, 1952:156; Smith and Geis, 1962; Geis, 1963 :166; 
Cr1ssey, 1964:116). 

3. The resultant higher mortality caused by hunting of a species is 
important only if it is not compensated for by increased produc
tion. The keys to waterfowl production, assuming that breeding 
stock is adequate, are quantity and quality of habitat. There is 
little evidence that low density waterfowl breeding populations 
are more productive than high density populations; if. anything, 
the reverse may be true. 

While these conclusions have not yet been demonstrated for all 
species of ducks, particularly those inadequately banded, the impli
eations are suffieiently strong to suggest that they apply, at least in 
degree, to a number of species, including the wood duck. Already, 
there is evidence of the direct relationship between shooting pressure 
and the survival of immature wood ducks (Smith, Goddard, and 
Geis, 1963 :3). Thus, regulations which tend to reduce hunting pres
sure on wood ducks also reduce the rate of mortality, thereby per
mitting inereased survival to the following year. 

Effect of Regulations Designed Specifically for the Wood Duck 

Regulations provided specifically in behalf of wood ducks include 
closed seasons, limited daily bag and possession limits, delayed sea
son opening dates, and restricted shooting hours. An array of simi
lar and other regulations have been directed towards the aggregate 
of waterfowl species. 

Any discussion of special regulations should consider whether or 
not characteristics of the species favor more intensive management. 
Although the wood duck has brilliant plumage, characteristic flight sil
houette and behavior, and diE~tinctive habitat preferences, these ad
vantages are offset to a considerable degree by its high vulnerability 
to the gun. Green (1963 :38) compared hunting vulnerability of 
wood ducks on the Mississippi River with that for other ducks. The 
wood duck was more vulnerable than all except the green-winged 
teal and shoveler, and was about three times more vulnerable than 
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the mallard. He concluded that it ranked third in vulnerability 
among 17 species. 

Jessen (1964 :1), in writing of waterfowl species management, 
stated that there are two general methods by which it may be ac
complished. The first, selective shooting, requires that hunters be 
able to identify ducks in flight, and that none or only limited num
bers of certai.n species be shot. One potentially useful fact favoring 
this approach is that a relatively low proportion of all waterfowl 
hunters bag a majority of the waterfowl. However, Jessen (1963 :2), 
in discussing species identification by hunters, noted that redheads 
in 1957 and 1958 comprised about 7.3 and 6.2 percent, respectively, of 
the Minnesota bag, even though the species was fully protected. He 
concluded that redheads were harvested nearly in proportion to 
their availability. 

The second method allows hunting only at certain places and times, 
taking advantage of known species behavior and migration. The 
species needing protection should not be present in significant num
bers when hunting of other species is permitted. Although this 
method is imperfect, it does provide substantial protection, and in 
Jessen's opinion, may be more workable than relying upon species 
identification by hunters. 

In reviewing the effects of protective regulations for certain ducks 
at Bear RivPr, Van dm Akker and \Vilson (19;)1 :376) conduded, evPn 
earlier than Jessen, that the setting of seasons at a time when the 
subject species would not be abundant would be more useful than 
relying upon the hunting public to distinguish protected from non
protected species in flight. 

Several studies indicate the hunters' willingness and ability to iden
tify wood ducks from other species. Bellrose (1944:363) stated that a 
significant proportion of the wood duck population was killed by 
hunters during years of complete protection, but that when one 
wood duck was permitted in all 48 states the rate of band recovery 
rose to 5.4 percent, a level two-thirds greater than during years of 
complete protection. These data suggest that wood ducks are pro
tected to a considerable extent in closed seasons, but not completely. 

Floyd H. Davis (pers. comm. Nov. 1965) reports one reason for 
the restrictive daily bag and possession of hooded mergansers, first 
effective during the 1953-54 season. Some hunters were misidentify
ing wood ducks as hooded mergansers, thus sometimes exceeding the 
daily bag of wood ducks. · 

.After examining the diary of a Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin hunter, 
Bartonek, Hickey and Keith (1964 :106) concluded that regulations 
did not effectively limit the number of canvasback, redhead, buflle-
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head, and ruddy ducks bagged, but did appear effective for the wood 
duck. 

In Wisconsin during 1956 and 1957, 122 Horicon :.VIarsh hunters 
were asked to identify a dead hen wood duck (Hunt, 1963 :5). Only 
59 named the bird correctly, even though they had it in hand. Many 
of the hunters guessed that it was a teal, hen mallard, or bluebill. 
The wood duck season was closed those years. Presumably these 
same hunters would have found the identification of flying wood 
ducks even more difficult. 

One percent of the wings collected in western Minnesota during a 
1958 duck-wing study were from wood ducks, even though the season 
was closed. The following year, when one wood duck was permitted 
in the bag, 2.3 percent of the sample were wood ducks (Smith, God
dard, and Geis, 1963 :3). 

Crissey (1965 :242) concluded that hunters' ability to identify 
birds in the hand is not good, and that it is very poor for birds in 
flight. Hopefully, added emphasis on species management in recent 
years has encouraged hunters to improve their abilities to identify 
waterfowl. However, wings from wood ducks comprised about three
fourths of those from protected species received in the wing collec
tion during the 1965 experimental teal season. I conclude that hunt
er ability or willingness to identify wood ducks in flight is at best 
only fair. 

There is some evidence that differential daily bag limits have 
been effective in regulating harvests. In commenting upon the re
results of regulations permitting two wood ducks in the daily bag, 
Smart and Carney (1964 :1) stated: "In the Atlantic Flyway, the 
increase in the wood duck kill due to second wood ducks in the bag 
was greater in 1963 (37.2%) than in 1962 (26.4%). Some of this 
increase was due to a change from 1 to 2 in the wood duck limit in 
Pennsylvania in 1963. Massachusetts, however, maintained a one
wood duck limit during both years, yet showed an increase. The 
greatest rise in the kill due to second wood ducks in the bag occurred 
in the three states at the extreme southern end of the flyway. How
ever, a number of northeastern states closed much of their wood duck 
habitat to hunting early in the season in order to reduce the danger 
of forest fires, and this may have depressed hunting success in 1963. 

"During the 1963-64 season in the Mississippi Flyway, there was 
a much greater increase in the kill due to second wood duck (32.9%) 
than had occurred during the 1962-63 season (22.4%). Much o:f this 
increase may have been due to the more liberal bag limits on other 
species. Under the basic bag limit of 2 in 1962, a hunter who had 
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bagged a duck other than a wood duck could not legally kill 2 wood 
ducks. In 1963, under the basic bag limit of 4 (3 in Minnesota), the 
same hunter could shoot 1 or 2 mallards or other ducks and still 
legally bag 2 wood ducks." 

These observations and others indicate that closed seasons and re
stricted daily bag limits save a proportion of the population from 
overharvesting. But it seems evident that hunters' indentification of 
species in flight must improve considerably if management is to reap 
full benefits from relatively simple species regulations. 

The strong crepuscular flight habits of wood ducks suggest that we 
may be able to design shooting hours to provide them added protec
tion. One such attempt was made in the Mississippi Flyway in 1957 
and 1958. States not hunting wood ducks ended shooting at sunset, 
while those allowing one wood duck terminated shooting one-half 
hour before sunset. Although this regulation may have reduced the 
wood duck kill, its effectiveness was never evaluated. 

Effect of Other Regulations 

A factor sometimes overlooked is the effect restrictive regulations 
have upon harvest by discouraging hunter participation. "Duck 
Stamp" sales in recent years have declined in response to restrictive 
regulations, especially those governing season length and daily bag 
limits. When general waterfowl regulations are curtailed, fewer hunt
ers, including those that would otherwise hunt wood ducks incidental
ly or intentionally, take to the field. 

Conversely, in years of restricted bag limits on other key species, 
such as the mallard and black duck, hunting pressure is shifted to 
the wood duck. It may then assume a greater importance in the 
harvest. This happened in 1960 to 1964 in the Mississippi Flyway. 
Wood ducks increased from fifth to second in the harvest (Table 4). 
Contributing factors could have been relative population levels, avail
ability of wood ducks and other species, and hunting season dates. 
Note in Table 4 that the wood duck ranked fifth in the Mississippi 
Flyway in 1960 with a calculated kill of 142,200, but fourth in 1961 
with a lesser kill of 108,000. 

Season dates and lengths play important roles in regulating the 
wood duck harvest by states. Longer hunting seasons are usually of
fered when fall flight forecasts are optimistic. States then commonly 
select seasons better bracketing the period of the expected fall flight 
of major species. This generally means extending the season both 
earlier and later than in years of shorter seasons. In this manner, 
longer seasons usually lead to earlier opening dates, and in the north-



TABLE 4. IMPORTANCE OF THE WOOD DUCK AND OTHER MAJOR SPECIES IN THE ATL'I.NTIC AND MISSISSIPPI 
FLYWAY DL'CK HARVEST, 1960-64. BASED ON WEIGHTED PERCENTAGES OF DUCK WlNGS SUBMITTED BY HUNTER 

(SMART, 1964 AND 1966). 

Atlantic Flyway l\lississippi Flyway 

Year· :\lallard Black Wood Rank of Calculated Mallard G.W. Wood Rank of Cal cui 
Duck Duck Wood Duck Kill' Teal Duck Wood Duck Kil 

1960 14.3 30.7 12.5 3rd 98,800 53.0 5.9 {.8 5th 142, 
1961 14.6 27.1 17 .] 2nd 126,600 48.9 8.2 ll.l 4th 108, 
1962 15.6 28.9 15.8 2nd 116,600 40.0 6.2 15.3 2nd 163, 
196.3 16.3 24.7 14.0 3rd 124,800 37.1 6.6 H.O 2nd 371' 
1964 16.1 24.5 10.6 3rd 99,600 36.8 8.1 9.0 2nd 313, 

I Estimate of wood duck kill only; data furnished by R. K. Martinoon (pers. comm., Nov. 1966). 
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TAliLI;; 5. PERCENTAGE OF WOOD DUCKS IN THE DUCK HARVEST DURING 
DIFFERENT PERIODS OF HUNTING SEASONS IN SELECTED MISSISSIPPI 
FLYWAY STATES. BASED ON WINGS SUBMITTED BY HUNTERS IN 1959 

(GElS AND CARNEY. 1961). 

Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov. Nov. Nov. Dec. Dec. 
State 7-10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 

Minnesota 3.8 1.0 0.5 1.2 
\\lisconsin 8.4 7.1 3.4 

, __ 
0.7 ~ 

Michigan 3.5 7.1 1.! 
Ohio 37.4 25.6 3.6 +--9.2~ 

Iowa 1.6 4.6 1.5 
Illinois 10.5 3.5 1.1 <----1.1--
Missouri 3.1 2.0 1.7 
Arkansas 4.8 1 ., 
Louisiana 10.1 7.5 5.6 

-----------

ern states, heavier pressure on local wood ducks. Table 5 demon
strates the importance of wood ducks during the early part of hunt
ing seasons in several ;states. 

Many investigators have commented on the effects of early seasons 
on wood duck populations (Bellrose, 1944:364; Green, 1963 :58; J ahn 
and Hunt, 1964:27; Kaczynski and Geis, 1961:8; Lee et al., 1964: 
140; McCann, 1964:1; and Stewart, 1958:166). Generally, earlier 
seasons tend to increase mortality rates and lower survival rates. This 
is probably why northern wood ducks are subjected to higher hunt
ing losses than southern wood ducks. Delayed seasons, especially in 
key northern states, permit a portion of the wood ducks, which are 
characteristically early migrants, to move south prior to the hunt
ing season. Those remaining in the north are diluted by migrants of 
various species. Simply delaying the season one year gives consider
able protection to local breeding populations and may enhance pro
duction the following year. 

The importance of adequately protecting local populations is em
phasized by the findings of Bellrose, Johnson, and Meyers (1964: 
671-2). From 55 to 60 percent of the surviving adult hens tended to 
home to the area of their previous successful nesting. Immature fe
males also returned to their natal area, but at a lower rate. The con
sequences of overharvesting local breeding populations were clearly 
described by Hochbaum (1947). One possible alternative to opening 
seasons early would be to eliminate waterfowl hunting locally at 
particularly important wood duck concentration and feeding areas. 
Usefulness of this concept must be examined in the field in many 
states. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hunting regulations contributed to sparing tlJe wood duck from 
extermination throughout its eastern range. Moreover, regulations are 
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playing an ever-increasing role in wood duck management as knowl
edge accumulates from bandings, wing collections, hunter surveys, 
fall population surveys, and other studies. Additional investigations 
are needed to establish the annual population status. Special em
phasis should be directed towards banding adequately all important 
segments of the population. More population censuses are needed for 
specific times and places. 

Wood duck populations may be managed by specific regulations 
aimed directly at the species, and by regulations developed for water
fowl in general. Species regulations theoretically hold great prom
ise, but are presently limited by the inability or unwillingness of 
most hunters to identify waterfowl species under hunting conditions. 
Our understanding of the effects of general hunting regulations on 
wood ducks is imperfect. But results from gross appraisals of the 
effects of season dates and bag limits on the wood duck population 
permit predictions with some accuracy. Until a high proportion of 
wildfowlers are able and willing to identify clucks in flight, hunting 
regulations for times and places must be used to better control wood 
cluck harvests. Biologists and hunters need more knowledge to make 
greater use of the concept of species management for wood clucks. 
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DISCUSSION 
SFRSION VI 

CHAIRMAN HAUGEN: I think a few comments are appropriate here on the 
work of one of my students. Dale Rein just finished his Ph.D. at Iowa State. 
He finished his Ph.D. thesis on the wood duck, and three publications have already 
been written. They will appear in print shortly. It'8 very unusual, by the way, 
to have a student not only finish his thesis hut to write three articles for 
publication, as well, before he leaves the campus. Two articles will be in the 
Journal of Wildlife :Management and one in the Wilson Bulletin. I want to 
read you a few sentences from his abStracts that may fit in here. He, by the 
way, had 768 morning and evening flight coimts at 52 roosts over the five years of 
his study, first for his MS and then for his Ph.D on this same topic. A few 
sentences then from his summary and abstract. Under management he stated 
that fall flight counts can provide an index to the trend in year to year changes 
in abundance of wood ducks. In Iowa and adjacent parts of tl1e Upper Mississippi 
River Valley counts should be made September 15 to 25, with September 20 as 
the preferred target date. Counts should include all birds arriving at the roost 
from 20 minutes before sunset to 40 minutes after sunset. He said spring flight 
counts at mouths of tributary .~treams can furnish an index to population trends 
and numbers of nesting wood ducks associated with the Mississippi River Refuge. 

There's something that's a little different than in many other places. You know 
the Mississippi River in that area lies below the surrounding upland. There 
are deep cuts where the tributary rivers emptying into the :Mississippi come 
down th1·ough those blufflike areas. The ducks go up these rivers and stay 
there during the day. In the evening they come out of the mouths of these riverR 
into the MississippL So the wood ducks are very easy to count in that area. 
Counts should be made April 15 to 25, with April 20 as preferred target date. 
The counting period i" from 40 minutes before sunrise to 20 minutes after sunrise, 
or from 20 minutPs before sunset to 40 minutes after sunset. Dale says flight 
counts at mouths of tributaries were superior to rivm· float counts as an index 
to trends in abundance in wood ducks. 

In another place he says shooting hours nffPet the wood duck kill. Wood ducks 
are most vulnerable before sunrise and after sunset, that is during the roosting 
flight period. I:f hunting is allowed before sunrise or after sunset, as it was in 
1960, it might be wise to ban the hunting at known roosts. This, of course, 
would be a difficult task for administrative and enforcement personnel. 

These are just a few points from the thesis that I thought might be interesting. 
In ease your library tries to get an inter-library loan of the thesis, call for 
"Wood Duck Roosting Flight Phenomenon" by Dale Arthur Hein. It is filed 
at the Iowa State Library. 

G. K. BRAKHAGE (Misso11ri D~partment of Conservation) :I'd like to a.ddl'ess 
a question to Dr. Hester. Do you pursue any spring counts of wood ducks to 
obtain a population indexf 

F. E. HESTER (North Carolina State Univer.~it11): I have made some spring counts 
and have also made morning counts at wood r!uck roosts. We sometimes get a 
buildup of migrant ducks, at least in the ye:n I counted them, in March. But 
this was before I got into the nesting study and I am more confused by this than 
enlightened at the present time. Our nesting season in North Carolina begins 
in February and some of the ducks are actually seeking out nest site,~ in 
.January. Alt.hough I recorded a buildup of wood ducks in March for one year. 
this problem of resident birds versus migrant birds is something which I am 
not in the position to resolve. So I don't know whether these were migrant 
birds or whether it was just a buildup of the local nesting birds at the time. 

F. J. JESSEN (Minnesota Department of Conservation) : I'd like to ask Dr. 

• 
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Hester if people have documented very well, or described, the roost areas from 
a habitat standpoint. Are there any particular characteristics that they have 
in common' 

F. E. HESTER: I think Dale Rein and some of the other people working 
under Dr. Haugen have described the habitat at some sites. The roosts are not 
uniform. Some of them vary quite a bit from others. I can give you a 
description of two of the roosts I've studied, which I think will serve as examples. 
One of them was a temporary water area of about one acre, caused simply 
by road scrapers digging out sand from the ditch as it washed down a little 
hillside. The scmpm· would come al011g and push the sand to the outside instead 
of pushing it up into the road. This in itself was apparently sufficient to dam 
a little stream, probably over a period of several years. It caused a little dam, 
a couple of feet high, to flood a little swamp which had alder and buttonbush. 
At the new water level it was invaded almost exclusively with some burreed. 
At this roost of one acre I counted 189 wood ducks. 

There's anotller roost at the head of one of these old mill ponds, in which the 
swamp is about 100 acres. The ducks apparently don't use the pond uniformly, 
but they use a rare restricted part of about 100 acres. In this case it is a 
long standing swamp composed primarily of black gum and other entirely mature 
trees. Anothe1· roost is dominated primal'ily by the eastern Carolina water ash. 

These examples show the variation in habitat at roosts. The vegetation type 
is not tile same. Things like water depth are not the same. Some of them 
have much more open water than others. Tt is a little hard for me to characterize 
them in general. It's sort of the same type of place that many wood ducks feed 
during the day. People who have counted a roost have often recorded that ducks 
will leave the roost and come back in the middle of the day to loaf or feed 
there-in the same area they roost in. So I think everybody who's counted these 
roosts has made some desc1·iption of them, but they're not of a uniform type. 
Yon may be able to get a pretty good idea by knowing different types of swamps. 
But they're not all identical. 

CHAIRMAN HAUGEN: T will add just u. couple of points to that. Dale Rein 
says in his thesis that there is no way to identify a roost except by finding 
wood ducks in it. He says in large blocks of wood <luck habitat a detailed 
description of a pa1·ticular roost would usually fit the surrounding area just aR 
accnratel.v. Roosts were always located in emergent vegetation, most often with 
open water constituting 10 to 80 percent of the roosting area. If the water 
level dropped, he found that the birds moved over a little way, but not necessarily 
a great distance, to a nearby area that was somewhat similar. 

P. SPRINGlilR (South Dakota Cooperative Wildlife .Research Unit): I see Al 
Geis is anticipating my question, I believe. Is anything known on the sex and 
age ~,om position of wood ducks in the roost' I think Al has made some night 
drives in these l'OOsts. If anyone else has some information, I'd like to know 
about it. 

A. D. GEIS (Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife) : I really don't know 
whether I'Oost trapping presents an unbiased sampling of the birds present· in an 
area, but most certainly all ages and sexes are represented. This is the case in 
the few roostA !hut we've dealt with. And remember, all OUI' I'Oosts m·e in the 
same general area. We've seen no dramatic differences in sexes and ages. 

Roost trapping provides an excellent opportunity to examine the conditions tlwt 
Dr. Hester mentioned should be met to understand the reliability of roost counts. 
Tbe limited roost·trapping that we've done in Maryland Ruggests, for example, that 
migrants are obviously present at the time of peak numbers. Despite wandering 
tendencies of the wood duck, we get far too many recoveries from Ontario-banded 
birds in traps at Horicon, and things of that sort, for local bird~ to be the only 
ones present. Also we find evidence of shifts among roosts and turnover in the 
roost population. Of comse, in regard to these last two points, we don't know 
the effect that handling the birds has on their behavior. We may prompt some of 
the turnover that occurs in these roosts. But certainly evaluations based on sub-
8equent recoveries and the fact that we clearly have migrants present provide us 
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with leads on this problem. So I would urge that roost trapping be incorporated 
in the program to evaluate this technique of roost counts. It can be done rela
tively easily if the conditions are right. 

F. B. McGILVIn;y (Patuxent Wildlife Resem·ch Cente-r): I'd like to make a few 
comments on roost counts. I've been doing roost counts at Patuxent in both spring 
and fall for the last three years, and I am beginning to see a pattern in results. 
It is not always so good in the spring, but I think it's real good in late summer. 
Roost counts are compared with data from brood surveys, nesting success, and 
this sort of thing. Spring counts show a definite spring ftight every spring, just 
after the ice goes out, usually in March. There is a short period before nesting 
begins, when apparently all these birds, as far as I can tell, are resident birds. 
All these birds are in pairs. Then as nesting begins you start seeing a lot of 
singles come in. If they are ftying early enough in the day, you can easily identify 
the drakes. 

Our wood duck population at Patuxent is so stable that I ean't he sure whether 
or not spring counts are a good index. But there is a good comparison between 
the spring flight and the number of nesting birds that we have. Then in late 
summer we get a build up of birds, mostly immatures I believe. The males pull 
out, but our adult hens molt right in our roost area. I verify this because I've 
trapped and banded an awful lot of ftightless molting hens right in the roost. 
But you get a build up in the late summer that compares very nicely with my 
brood count on the center. Then we get an abrupt peak, usually in October, 
which is an indication of migrants moving in. 

J. M. ANDERSON (Wino~Ut Point Shooting Club): I'd like to ask AI Geis or Bell
rose, or anyone else who will offer an opinion, whether he thinks the recovery of 
the wood dtlCk from the point of near extinction is due more to protection or to 
habitat manipulation. Which in your opinion is the more important factorf 

F. C. BELLROSE (Illinois Natural History Survey): Obviously, in the comeback 
from the early 1900's to the 1930's it was protection, because there waa very little 
habitat manipulation in those days. The refuge program of the Fish and Wild
life Service was just getting underway and state refuges were relatively un
common. Therefore, I think we must say that protection brought the wood duck 
back at that time. 

CHAIRMAN HAUGEN: I think tltis conclusion must be reached if we review the 
literature. It appeared that the concern for habitat or the mention of habitat 
in those years of exploitation are relatively few and far between. A few people 
were aware of habitat destruction and management. However, I'll have to agree 
with Frank on this point. Of the two courses of action to be followed, improve
ment of the habitat or regulations, obviously manipulation of regulations was the 
easy way to help the wood duck population. 

I wonder if I may ask AI Geis a question f I wonder if you might have any 
comments regarding the effectiveness of regulations by species for time and place 
of huntingf 

A. D. GEIS: First, the best type of species management in regard to regulations 
would be those instances where a particular species would have shooting pressure 
directed against it in a situation where it would be the only species present. How
ever, we've looked long and hard for situations in which it would be possible to 
apply a regulation in this way, and in the overall picture they're pretty rare. It 
is extremely difficult to find an area in which you have any one species that you 
"ish to protect, or direct shooting pressure against. Some years ago we evaluated 
data for redheads and canvasbacks in an attempt to identify areas in which the 
kill was very strongly concentrated. When we examined band recoveries, we found 
that they just weren't as nicely concentrated as people hoped they were. Our 
efforts for speeies management, I'm afraid. are going to have to be quite limited, 
unless through natural evolution the animal called the hunter can improve his be
havior. The opportunity to apply species management through areas and dates is, 
unfortunately, rather limited. 

Now let's take this matter of the importance of regulations in regard to the 
status of wood duck one step further. I can't help but look to the future when 
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conditions are good in prairie Canada and we get back to very good and liberal 
regulations in the United States. I am very much concerned about this. I think 
we've had pretty good wood duck regulations in recent years, thanks to the sorry 
plight of ~~cks ~n general. It's indeed going to be interesting to see what happens 
when conditions Improve anil the general ,vaterfowl regulations become more liberal. 

To shift subjects slightly, I'd like to comment a little further on this matter 
of roost counts. I think Frank's very fortunate that his roost counts at Patuxent 
"re so stable. We've been counting some other roosts in Marylanil and we've noticed 
:fluctuations from 1,500 one year down to 200 or 300 the next. This supports Dr. 
Hester's comments that counts on individual roosts, as a generality, are some
what suspect. We would hate to deduce much of anything from the highly vari
able brood counts that we've obtained along the Potomac River. 

L. R. JAHN (Wildlife Management Institute): I'd just like to comment on the 
second part of the original question involving the habitat. There are two good 
sources of information on the plant community that furnishes breeding cavities. 
Curtis, a fine ecologist in Wisconsin, studied the flood plain forest, as one type of 
many plant communities in that state. Very interestinglY enough this is the only 
plant community that has not been disturbed significantly by man. This is the 
same type of flood plain forest that was studied very intensively in the St. John 
River Valley in New Brunswick. The average age of the trees furnishing cavities 
is 215 ;yonrB. The cavities have been there since the trees were 12 inches d.b.h. 
or larger in size. When you are cruising a woodlot and want to judge whether 
or not there might be cavities, remember there must be trees which are 12 inches 
d.b.h. or larger in size. 

The stability of the flood plain forest is really rather surprising when you 
start digging into it. The only threat on the part of man is to the elm at the 
present time. 'l'he wood is used to correct faulty sewers. In some sewers the large 
volume and mixture of materials are causing leaks. These wastes are causing a 
breakdown of soil structure and the sewers are caving in. This has caused a 
demand for cutting old elms to use as slats to support sewers. How widespread 
this is in the Midwest, I can't say for certain, but I know I've seen woodlots that 
were absolutely raped of their elms. 

J. B. DAWSON (Ontario Department Lands and Forests): I'd like to make several 
comments concerning Mort Smith's remarks on breeding wood duck densities in 
Ontario. I don't think there is any question that in the last ten years habitat 
has improved for the wood duck. We have had a tremendous increase in our 
beaver population. At the present time we have beaver in almost every conceivable 
place where we could have beaver. But it is difficult to know how many wood 
ducks are involved. We find that ducks on these small beaver ponds are hard to 
band. They do not show up in our dike checks. There are a great many small 
beaver ponds across eastern Ontario, and I suggest that perhaps we have 30,000 
square miles of reasonably good wood duck habitat. I suggest that we are con
tributing a fair number of wood ducks to the Flyway. Mort Smith remarked that 
wood ducks were a fairly early migrant. This is true, but we do have considerable 
numbers of wood ducks in southern Ontario. The wood duck is fairly important 
for the hunter, perhaps more important than the black duck. 
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Hawkins aud Addy ( 1965) have already deseribed the wood duek's 
unique habitat and habits whieh eause it to have quite different popu
lation survey problems than most other waterfowl species. Annual 
waterfowl population surveys which provide information on most 
species do not yield useful information on the wood duck becam;e ( 1) 
the range of the wood duek is not included and/or (2) most of the 
birds present are not seen. 

To obtain information on the approximate size of the wood duck 
population, it has been necessary to depend on an indirect method. 
This procedure was first used to estimate the wood duck popu
lation prior to the 1959 and 1960 hunting seasons (Kaczynski and 
Geis, 1961) and provided the first real insight concerning the size 
of the wood duck population. The approach followed has been ap
plied in other wildlife studies for a long time. It simply requires 
data on (1) the size of the hunting kill and (2) the rate of kill. For 
example, if we know the kill is 100,000 birds, and this represents 
one-tenth of the pre-season population, there must have been 1 mil
lion birds prior to the hunting season. Much of this paper will relate 
to the data-gathering procedures required to make such estimates. 

Information on population size, however, i:;; not enough for effective 
management. Also needed is information on: 

(1) Annual mortality rates (the proportion of the pre-season 
population dying each year). 

(2) Production rates (proportion of each year's pre-season pop
ulation consisting of young-of-the-year.). 

(3) Importance of hunting as a mortality factor. 
( 4) Regional differences in the characteristics of populations. 

1R3 
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For management purposes, this additional information is essential. 
For example, if the population declines we should know whether it 
is due to abnormally low production or unusually high mortality 
rates. Furthermore, hunting regulations are the one management 
tool that can be applied effectively throughout the range of this 
species. Therefore, we must understand the influence of hunting 
regulations on the status of wood ducks. This subject has already 
been discussed by Mr. Reeves at this meeting, so I will merely men
tion it here. 

If the management program is dedicated to obtaining the maximum 
amount of recreation from the resource, it seems likely that a uniform 
set of regulations throughout an entire flyway will not suffice in the 
future. Some population units may be harvested to a lesser extent 
with liberal regulations than others could be with very restrictive 
regulations. Therefore, information on the characteristics of popu
lation units should be obtained. Director Gottschalk of the Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, in his talk to the Waterfowl Ad
visory Committee in August 1965, cited management by population 
tmits within a species as a technique for securing additional recrea
tion from a resource. As examples he mentioned the mallard regula
tions in the Columbia basin in Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and 
the early season in the San Luis Valley in Colorado. 

PROGRAM TO OBTAIN THE DATA NECESSARY TO DETERMINE AND 

UNDERSTAND THE STATUS OF \VooD DUCKS 

Kill Survey 

A mail questionnaire survey of waterfowl hunters provides esti
mates of the size of the hunting kill in the United States. Prior to 
the wing collection survey, hunters reported the species composition 
of their kill on a questionnaire. Wing collection survey results (Geis 
and Carney, 1961) indicate that the importance of wood ducks in the 
kill was accurately reported by the questionnaire survey. The kill 
survey also provides the basis for estimating band-reporting rates; 
·i.e., the proportion of band recoveries that is reported to the Bird 
Banding Laboratory. . 

Wing Collection Survey 

This survey secures a wide variety of data from wings sent 
through the mail by a representative sample of hunters. From its 
initiation in the Mississippi Flyway (1959) and in the Atlantic 
Flyway (1960), it was evident that wood ducks made up a very sub
stantial part of the total kill. In recent years in the Mississippi 
Flyway, the wood duck has regularly been second only to the mallard 
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in importance, while in the Atlantic Flyway the wood duck ranks 
third. 'l'he wing collection survey provides vital data on the pro· 
portion of total kill consisting of wood ducks, the age and sex com
position of the wood duck kill, a wide variety of other information 
on the geographic and chronologie distribution of the kill, and other 
characteristics of the harvest. 

Banding Program 

The banding program provides data on (1) rate of kill of eaclt 
age and (2) annual rates of mortality. Information on rate of kill 
is required to make indirect population estimates and to translat<· 
the age composition in the kill into the age composition in the popu
lation to measure the production rates. 

Population estimates, theoretically, could be obtained for several 
different periods within the year, since they relate to the time the 
banding was done. Currently, only pre-season banding is of sufficient 
scale to permit such estimates. A representative sample of wood 
ducks banded in the winter is needed so that a winter population 
estimate also can be secured. This estimate would yield information 
on the time when non-hunting mortality occurs. Wood duck popu
lation estimates for recent years are shown in Table 1. It illustrates 
how data from a variety of sources arc brought together to obtain 
estimates of population size. 

ADEQUACY m' TilE DATA GATHERING PROGRAM 

Kill Survey 

Sampling error and representativeness of the sample used are not 
problems in the survey due to its size ( 60,000 questionnaires re
ceived in 1964) and finely divided stratification. However, a better 
understanding of the relation between the actual kill and the kill 
that hunters report on a questionnaire at the end of the season i:s 
still needed. The work done by Atwood ( 1956) serves as the basis 
for evaluating reporting bias. A downward adjustment in the re
ported kill is routinely made, but more work on this subject is needed. 

Accurate estimates of band-reporting rates depend upon making 
reliable estimates of the total number of banded birds taken of 
each species and comparing. them \.Yith the number actually reported 
to the Bird Banding Laboratory. It is a procedure in which one 
estimate is based on another and, consequently, the sampling error is 
hard to evaluate. However, when. this approach .was applied ancl 
compared with the available information based on reward bands, the 
agreement was striking (Geis and Atwood, 1961), suggesting that 
this is a useful technique for obtaining this vital information. 
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TABLE 1. WOOD DUCK KILL INFORMATION AND ESTIMATJ£S OF THE PRE
HUNTIJiiG SEASON POPULATION IN THE ATLANTIC AND MISSISSIPPI 

FLYWAYS, 1963-65. 

1963 19M 1965 

Retrieved kill Atlantic Flyway 124,800 ro.; ,noo 154,600 Weighted estimates of 
Mississippi Flyway 371 '100 320,500 337,600 the retrieved kill, based 
Total 405,900 42fl ,100 492,200 on the questionnaire 

survey results adjusted 
for response bias. 

-----
Age ratio in kill Atlantic Flyway !.52 1.59 1.88 From wing survey, ex-

MissiBBippi Flyway !.77 I. 90 2.2~ pressed as imrnatures 
Weighted Average !.71 I. 78 2.13 per adult. 

Ba.nd recovery Adult 0.058 0.044 0.042 Proportion of wood ducks 
Immature 0.068 0.053 0.054 banded in the summer 

and pre-hunting season 
period that were re-
covered in the first 
hunting season, ex-
pressed as a fraction. 
Weights equally the 
recovery rate from 
each State of handing. 

Relative recovery 1.17 1.20 1 .28 Extent to which irurna-
ru.tes tures are more likely to 

be shot than adults. 
Immature recovery 
rate I adult rcCO\"ery 
rate.) 

Harvest rates Adult 0.193 0.147 0.140 Observed recovery ru.tes 
Immature 0.227 0.177 0.180 adjusted for non-re-

port of bands, using 
0.30 reporting rate. 

Retrieved kill by Adult 182,990 153,270 !57 ,200 Applying wing survey 
age Immature 312,910 272,830 335,000 age ratio to question-

naire survey results. 

Pre-season Adult 948' 135 1 ,042,653 I ,122,357 Retrieved kill divided by 
population Imruature 1,378,458 1,541,412 1,861,111 ra.te of harvest. 
estimates Total 2,326,593 2,584,005 2,983,9(j8 

Immature/adult 1.45 1.48 1.613 
in pre-hunting 
sea~on popula-
tion 

Concern has been expressed about the size of the kill by "un
licensed" hunters, since the questionnaire survey does not include 
them and uses duck stamp sales as a basis for its kill estimates. Be
cause of the habitat utilized by w.ood ducks, hunters afield for upland 
game no doubt encounter wood ducks more often than other species 
of ducks. The size of kill of wood ducks by unlicensed hunters is un
known; however, in a practical sense, this kill can probably best be 
evaluated by combining it with non-hunting mortality. 
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Wing Collection Survey 

Representativeness of the wing collection survey should pos<:> no 
problem, since it is a very large sample, well distributed geographi
cally, and in analysis is subject to further weighting to iron out any 
disproportionate sampling that occurs. A potential problPm associ
ated with this survey may exist because the accuracy with which age 
determinations are made for wood ducks taken in late November, 
December and January has not been verified. I1imited studies with 
penned birds indicate that age criteria known to be valid in October 
persist throughout the hunting season; however, additional verifica
tion would be highly desirable. 

Both wing collection and mail questionnaire survey data would 
be more complete if this information were available for Canada as 
well as the United States. Lack of information from Canada would 

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF PRE-HUNTI.'<G SEASON WOOD DUCK BANDINGS, 
1959-54 (MAY-OCTOBER)• 

Years 
State or ProYince Age Total 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

Ontario Adult 128 232 :160 
ImmatnrP 126 168 146 440 
Locals 41 14 55 

Other Provinces Adult 102 ()} 1ao 4 85 141 52:1 
Immatures 55 36 67 6 12 10 186 
Locals 28 41 fi9 

Canada Adult 102 61 130 132 317 141 883 
Immatures .55 36 67 132 180 368 838 
Locals 69 55 124 

Total 157 97 197 264 566 564 1,845 

------------- -------------- ------------ ------ ---·--- --- ----

l\laine Adult 191 369 413 201 1,174 
Immatures 131 187 179 181 678 
Locals 108 108 

Vennont Adult !23 252 321 !61 290 212 1,359 
Immatures 183 574 344 239 522 485 2,347 

Massachusetts Adult 124 124 
Immatures 132 132 
Locals 291 291 

Connecticut Locals 188 188 
New York Adult 21.1 194 245 190 129 235 I ,206 

Immatures 358 520 613 447 384 619 2,941 
'\\.,.est Virginia Adult 132 132 

Immatures 142 129 207 165 Q{:~ 

Locals 165 165 
Maryl11nd Adult 216 284 324 854 

Iwmatures 496 656 436 1,588 
North Carolina Immatures 187 130 317 
South Carolina Adult 293 259 963 6.50 2,165 

Immatures 451 827 469 131 1,878 
Other States Adult 117 170 246 496 294 36611 1.689 

Immatures !14 219 279 228 245 282 1,397 
Locals 173 157 267 85 310 172 1,164 

Atlantic Flyway Adult 4.53 909 1,262 2,425 2,316 1,338 8,703 
lmmatures 797 1,343 1,947 2,818 2, 717 2,299 11,921 
Locals 173 !57 ~67 273 418 628 1,916 

Total 1.423 2,409 3,476 5,516 5,451 4,265 22,540 

----- --------- -·· ---------- -------------------------------
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1Iinnesuta 

\Yisconsin 

Michigan 
Miehigan 

Iowa 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Ohio 

~lissouri 

Kentucky 

Arkansa.s 

Tennessee 

Louisiana 

Mississippi 

Alabama 
Other States 

MiBBissippi Flyway 

Total 

Central Flyway 

Total 

Oregon 
Other States 
Pacific Flyway 

Total 

U. S. and Canada 

Total 
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Adult 
Immatures 
Locals 
Adult 
Immatures 
Locals 
Adult 
lmmatures 
Locals 
Adult 
Immatures 
Locals 
Adult 
lmmatures 
Locals 
Adult 
Immatures 
Adult 
lmmaturcs 
Locals 
Adult 
lmmatures 
Locals 
lmmatures 
Locals 
Adult 
lmmatures 
Adult 
Immatures 
Locala 
Adult 
lmmaturee 
Locals 
1m matures 
Locals 
Immatures 
Adult 
lmmatures 
Locals 
Adult 
Immatures 
Locals 

Adult 
Imma.tures 

Irnrnatures 
Immatures 
Adult 
Immatures 
Locals 

Adults 
Immatures 
Locals 

190 
391 

259 
G38 

197 
190 
126 

178 

276 

147 
118 
155 

262 
203 
419 

394 

320 
165 
360 

1,471 
2,769 

748 
4,988 

7 
1 
8 

71 
22 
71 

3 
96 

106 
147 

565 
1,549 

123 
134 
215 

463 
110 
157 

I ,!49 

453 
297 
236 

414 
~07 

196 

121 
184 

64 
90 

318 
2,043 
4,290 

965 
7,298 

175 
5 

41 
180 

2 
223 

228 
496 

917 
1,054 

131 
162 

136 
684 
221 

149 
120 
306 
438 
276 
434 
128 
149 
178 
138 

IG2 

164 

101 

270 
88 

280 
2,444 
3,847 
I ,119 
7,410 

315 

39 
317 

3 
359 

398 
346 

1,370 
590 
250 
260 
122 
134 
15G 

I ,301 
380 
190 
964 
511 
240 
428 
454 
778 
234 
336 
270 

214 

226 
446 
154 

481 
197 

281 

223 
8 

~.8.')3 

5,374 
2,351) 

11,942 

191 

24 
191 

215 

689 
447 

I ,829 
1,408 

121 
172 
100 
337 
901 

1,753 
380 
829 

2,144 
453 
330 
497 
560 
867 
282 

I ,143 
686 

201 
320 
392 

457 
1,887 

140 

231 
93 

295 
7,533 

10,083 
2,328 

19,944 

6 
10 
16 

237 

51 
237 

288 

860 
297 
162 
626 

1,528 

259 
1(\5 
398 
378 

I ,545 
613 
972 

2,534 
233 
273 
566 
434 
638 
403 
782 

1,065 
312 

226 
149 
382 

1,800 

299 

130 
177 
85 
97 

5,369 
10,801 
2,218 

18,388 

61 

61 

2,471 
2,124 

162 
5,566 
6,767 

625 
2,184 

792 
995 

1,571 
5,924 
I ,704 
I ,148 
7,216 
I ,317 
I ,749 
2,344 
2,115 
2, 717 
1,7:!3 
2,820 
2,814 

450 
201 
534 
618 
149 

I ,065 
4,29S 

154 
121 

I ,223 
197 
299 
522 
130 

1,285 
529 

1,350 
22 '713 
37,524 
9,733 

69,970 

74 
11 
85 

148 1,068 
76 

54 231 
148 1,144 

8 
202 1 ,38:~ 

2,055 3,054 3,875 6 434 10,223 6,963 32,604 
3,693 s,849 6,178 8:875 13,227 13,616 51,438 

924 1,124 1,389 2,628 2,815 2,901 11,781 
6,672 10,027 11,442 17,937 26,265 23,480 95,823 

• Bandings for individual States and Provinces are shown only when they exceed 100 birdB. All band
ings are included in Flyway totals. 

he particularly vexing were it not for the fa<'t. that, unlike most other 
species of waterfowl, the breeding wood duck population and hunt
ing kjj] m Canada are relatively small compareu to those in the 
United States. 
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Band1:ng Program 

Although the summer andjor pre-season banding program of flying 
adult and immature wood ducks has been an outstanding success 
(Table 2), some gaps in coverage are evident. All significant por
tions of the breeding range should be represented. However, this is 
not the case, particularly in the southern states. 

The winter banding program has been inadequate and hardly be
gins to sample the winter population (Table 3). But there is evidence 
indicating that this seasonal effort is improving. 

TABLE 3. SUl\lMARY OF WINTER (JA~UARY-FEBRUARY) WOOD DUCK 
BANDINGS IN 1959-64. 

Area 

Sout.lt Carolina 
Ceorgia 
Florida 
Other States 
Atlantic Flyway 

Arkansas 
LouiBiana 
l\lississippi 
Other States 
~1ississippi Flyway 

Central Flyv.·ay 

1960 

4:: 
4:! 

-------
Years 

19(ll 19()2 

243 
n 

:no 

(i;') 

f)J 

Total 
196~ 1964 

445 445 
167 167 

102 .14.5 
7!1 25 220 

181 637 1.177 

4!!9 247 74fl 
219 :nn 

225 225 
8:l 12.5 274 

801 597 1,4(;4 

14 14 

Pacific Flyway 2 2 

All Flyways 3 982 1,248 2,657 

Since funds and manpower are limited, it is well'to consider which 
types of banding provide the most useful information. The best 
recovery and mortality rate information comes from banding flying 
immature and adult wood ducks prior to the hunting season (pre
season banding). Since this is the basis for most of the needed in
formation outlined earlier, this type of banding should be of highest 
priority. 'fhe banding of locals (flightless young) is appealing. It 
relates, with precision, production areas to harvest areas. Its value 
for other uses, however, is limited. A study is now in progress at 
the Migratory Bird Populations Station whi(~h compares the dis
tribution of recoveries and band recovery rates from wood ducks 
banded as locals and immatures. 'l'he distribution of recoveries from 
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the two age categories is generally similar. 'l'his study IS scheduled 
for discussion in a forthcoming· Administrative Report. 

It should be emphasized. that the reliability of the population, kill 
rate, and mortality rate estimates depends on the accuracy with 
which the birds are ag·ed and sexed when banded. Determining the 
age of wood ducks is difficult compared to other species. Since im
matures have been observed to have different first-hunting-season re
covery rates than adults, it is evident that there is a substantial de
gree of accuracy in the age determinations that have been made. 
How much greater the difference between immatures and adults 
would be if age and sex determinations ·were perfect is unknown. 
Persons associated with the wood duck banding program must fully 
appreciate the vital importance of accurate age and sex determina
tions. 

NEED FOR lNE'OR:vrATION oN A REGIONAL oR SuB-POPUIJATION 

UNIT BASIS 

According to available data, various banded wood duck popula
tions show marked differences in shooting pressures and mortality 
rates in the United States. There is a strong suggestion that north
ern populations encounter higher shooting pressures and higher 
annual rates of mortality than those in the South. An analysis of 
banding data through 1961 indicated that wood ducks banded in the 
northern states of Maine, Vermont and Wisconsin had the highest 
recovery and mortality rates, while "\Vest Virginia birds (the only 
"southern" state with sufficient data) had the lowest recovery and 
mortality rates. Better data, particularly from the southern part of 
the wood duck's range, are required to understand the differences 
that exist between population units. If it develops that southern 
populations have low harvest and high survival rates, there may 
some day be justification for a liberal wood duck season in south
ern areas in September, prior to the arrival of migrants from the 
north. 

In many respects, the population size and production rate esti
mates obtained by the indirect method tend to "paint with too broad 
a brush." The indirect population estimates produced in recent 
years are crude expressions of the size of the populations inhabiting 
an area as vast as the combined Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways. 

A factor contributing to a lack of precision in these estimates is 
the questionable kill rates used in making the estimates. These un
weighted recovery rates combine data from a variety of banding sta
tions without recognizing that some stations reflect the characteris
tics of much larger numbers of wood ducks than do other stations. 
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Furthermore, as I pointed out before, despite the sterling quali
ties of the wood duck banding program, there are still large popula
tions not represented by banded birds. 'l'herefore, it must be assumed 
that the banding that has been done reflects the characteristics of the 
entire population. If the populations in the South are of substantial 
size, I suspect that the actual rate of kill of the continental wood 
duck population is less than that which has been used in recent 
years to make the population estimates. This is because the banding 
program has been concentrated in the northern edge of the wood 
duck's range where shooting pressure is relatively high. If this is 
true, the continental wood duck population is larger than prevailing 
estimates indicate. 

No attempt has been made to weight the banding data from differ
ent areas because the necessary information to do this is lacking. This 
does not mean that this information cannot be obtained. Theoretically, 
it should be possible to estimate the size of the population reflected 
by each banded sample through an indirect means, if thB following 
conditions are met: 

(1) The distribution of the kill from each banding area is not the 
same, i.e., birds banded in different areas tend to be killed in 
different areas. 

(2) All wood duck populations of significant size are represented 
by a banded sample of sufficient size to reflect the distribution 
of the kill. 

( 3) The size of the kill in various harvest areas is known. 
( 4) Band-reporting rates are the same or of known magnitude in 

all harvest areas. 
'rhese conditions should permit calculating the size of the population 
represented by bandings in each area by solving a series of simul
taneous equations having as many equations as there are harvest 
areas and as many unknowns as there are banding areas. The "cal
culations" associated with this approach should be no problem in this 
era of high speed computers. 

SuMMARY 

To summarize the status of our current knowledge about the wood 
duck population, it can be said that we have a rough measure of 
annual population size. It is difficult to evaluate the accuracy of 
these estimates. But in my opinion they should detect changes in 
population size in the order of ±33 percent. The mortality rate and 
production rate information being obtained should be of sufficient pre
cision to help explain changes in over-all population levels. Our 
understanding of the status and characteristics of wood duck popu-
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lations, however, is seriously weakened because we may have sub
stantial populations that arc not represented by banded birds. 
The conclusions I stated relative to the adequacy of the population, 
production and mortality information may be wrong, if very large 
populations with unique characteristics are not being included in 
the present banding program. In this regard, we obtain esti
mates of the size of the kill and its age and sex composition for all 
significant harvest areas in the United States. However, kill rate 
information is not available for most southern populations. Lacking 
this information, we must base conclusions largely on data from 
populations of wood ducks in the northern part of their range. 

Despite these difficulties associated with the wood duck data-gather
ing program, the known information about this important and elu
sive species represents an outstanding achievement in waterfowl 
management. Our knowledge about this species' status, population 
trends, and population dynamics considerably exceeds that for the 
mourning dove, despite the fact that roughly 50 doves are harvested 
annually for every wood duck. This is a testimonial to the efforts of 
many people, a considerable number of whom are represented at 
this meeting. 
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SUCCESSES AND PROBLEMS IN SUPPLYING 
DUCK WOOD POPULATION STATUS 
INFORMATION-MISSISSIPPI FLYWAY 
R. BARRATT 

Chwirr11an, Wood Duck Committee, Technical Section, Mississippi 
Flyway Council,· Io!t•a Conserva#on Commission, Des Moines 

Dr. Geis has outlined the various needs for data to effectively 
establish wood duck population estimates by indirect methods. He 
has pointed out many other needs essential to proper management of 
this species. "With the information and methods presently avail
able, it is apparent that the harvest of wood ducks is regulated on 
a "trial and error" basis. 

\Ve currently establish regulations for the harvest of wood ducks 
without accurate estimates of annual production. Reliable data are 
now largely available only after regulations for the hunting seasons 
have been established. 'l'herefore, we face these facts: ( 1) at pres
ent we are setting seasons based on last year's population estimates, 
(2) we are harvesting birds from a population of unknown magni
tude, and ( 3) we are evaluating post-hunting season data to deter
mine survival. 

One fact should be obvious, managing a resource by these methods 
is courting disaster. Had certain other waterfowl been managed 
accordingly during the last 10 years, it is likely that we would not 
have had a duck population presently capable of withstanding a 
hunting season. 

It is of paramount importance to devise a method of accurately 
estimating wood duck populations prior to the establishment of 
annual hunting regulations. Dame Fortune has been kind in recent 
years and wood duck populations have flourished. But with cur
rent management procedures, we need but one "crop failure" to 
decimate our wood duck populations to the point where they would 
take many years to recover. 

"With the wood duck, we are dealing with a species that is largely 
contained within the respective flyways. They are not seriously af
fected by adverse habitat conditions in the prairies. Here is a 
chance to manage a species, which, for the most part, spends its en
tire life within the continental United States. Yet we apparently 
know less about the population dynamics of this species than any 
other common duck. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the successes and prob
lems of obtaining wood duck population information in the Missis
ippi Flyway. From previous comments, it should ·be apparent that 
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problems greatly outnumber accomplishments. Some progress has 
been made within the flyway in the last few years in banding and 
inventorying wood ducks. 

BANDING AccoMPLISHMENTS AND NEEDS 

Banding has proved to be the most significant management tool 
available for this species. In 1959 the Technical Section of the Mis
sissippi Flyway Council initiated an intensive wood duck banding 
program. A quota of 500 birds was established for each of the 14 
states within the flyway. This quota was later raised to 750 birds 
per state, and was increased to 1,000 birds per state in 1964. Band
ing of wood ducks in the flyway increased annually from a few thou
sand birds to more than 23,000 in 1963. 

Presently, the greatest needs for wood duck banding in the Mis
sissippi Flyway are to improve distribution of the banded sample 
and to apply greater effort in banding significant numbers of birds 
at wintering areas after the hunting season closes. In the last sev
eral years, banding of local and immature wood ducks in the north
ern portion of the flyway has been excellent. Fine efforts were con
tributed by both federal and state agencies. 'l'here is still a great 
need in the lower reaches of the flyway for pre-hunting season band
ing. Cooperation is needed particularly from the national wildlife 
refuges in Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Dr. Geis has already 
pointed out the need for winter banding. 

One of the critical problems in the wood duck banding program in 
earlier years was the inability of banders to correctly age a:Rd sex 
birds. Since differential vulnerability to hunting pressure and pre
season population estimates are based largely on banding data, it is 
imperative that banded birds be accurately aged and sexed. 

BREEDING PoPULATION INVENTORIES 

As pointed out previously, the major problem in managing wood 
ducks is the inability to measure accurately production on the 
breeding areas. The habitat of breeding wood ducks is such that 
conventional survey methods are nearly worthless. Stream float 
counts, natural nest cavity checks, nest box checks, and other similar 
methods have been used by various agencies for a number of years. 
Opinions regarding the value of data collected by these methods 
vary greatly. 

A study of the files of the Wood Duck Committee, Technical Sec
tion, Mississippi Flyway Council, shows that a great deal of data on 
population dynamics of the wood duck have been collected. The col
lection of these data, however, has not been systematic and is not 
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comparable from year to year. States have not always used the 
same methods, and, in some cases, have changed methods from one 
year to the next. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to establish pro
duction trends. 

Dr. Dale Hein, while a graduate student at Iowa State University, 
made a statistical analysis of the data collected by the Wood Duck 
Committee. He concluded that most of the data were not statistically 
sound. Nevertheless, wood duck populations in individual states 
tended to follow the same general trend in a given year. But there 
was no sound basis for measuring the degree of increase or decrease 
in the population. 

Although current survey methods are far from satisfactory, it is 
desirable that they be employed in a systematic manner from one 
year to the next. This approach is essential to provide continuity in 
the wood duck population status information. 

It is imperative that better techniques for surveying annual wood 
duck production on the breeding grounds be devised. In 1964 and 
1965 Iowa experimented with a method of determining total water
fowl production on a given marsh. Our method employs two or 
more types of banding operations run at close intervals. In this case, 
blue-winged teal populations were sampled by the night-lighting 
method and, secondly, by using conventional drive-trap techniques. 
Both efforts are a regular part of the breeding grounds banding 
program carried on in prairie marshes. This scheme of marking a 
sample of a given population and estimating total populations 
from the percentage of marked individuals in subsequent captures is, 
of course, nearly as old as the science of game management. It is 
quite probable that this method might be applied to the wood duck 
by using a combination of night-lighting and bait-trapping proce
dures to capture flightless young. Although this technique may be 
expensive, if carried out on the magnitude necessary to make it sta
tistically sound, it could be used at little additional expense where 
banding operations are being conducted. Certainly, any program 
which might give us a better estimate of wood duck production merits 
further exploration. 

PROBLEMS OF DATA GATHERIKG 

Though much of this paper deals with inadequacies in our efforts 
to gather accurate information on wood duck populations, it must be 
pointed out that any technique is only as good as we make it. The 
most accurate census procedure imaginable would be largely worth· 
less unless the data were properly collected and reported. 

In the past, the task of compiling data from the flyway has been 
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seriously hampered by a lack of response on the part of technicians 
responsible for waterfowl research. For example, in 1965 only six 
of 14 states in the Mississippi Flyway responded to a letter from 
the Wood Duck Committee asking for data prior to the summer 
meeting of the Technical Section. In order to supply population 
status information for the formulation of hunting regulations, it is 
necessary that everyone involved cooperate. 

Reasons for failing to supply the requested information are var
ied. Some states reported they had no data and could only furnish 
opinions. Opinions coming from qualified observers are useful, and, 
in fact, often prove to be quite reliable. 

Other states plead a lack of time. Unforunately this is often true, 
since administrators sometimes do not allow their technicians time 
enough from their regular duties to cooperate fully in the flyway 
programs. Chairman Bednarik of the Technical Section of the Mis
sissippi Flyway Council pointed this out to administrators at tl1e 
Council meeting in St. Louis in 1965. Several administrators ex
pressed their desire to cooperate fully and assured the Technical 
Section that the technicians from their respective states would be 
given time to carry out their responsibilities. 

Still other states admit to procrastination. Everyone has a re
sponsibility to his profession to cooperate to the best of his ability. 
Probably no where today is this responsibility greater to the profes
sional in the wildlife field than in waterfowl management. Without 
cooperation from the various agencies, waterfowl will be doomed. 

SUMMARY 

Although the task of securing wood duck population status infor
mation is fraught with problems, it need not be an impossible task. 
Problems can be resolved by increasing banding efforts, improving 
census techniques, expanding understanding of population dynam
ics, and increasing cooperation of personnel responsible for data 
collections. When these activities are achieved, wood duck man
agement will be improved greatly in the Mississippi Flyway. 
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SUCCESSES AND PROBLEMS IN SUPPLYING 
WOOD DUCK POPULATION STATUS 
INFORMATION-ATLANTIC FLYWAY 

G. F. PUSHEE, JR. 

Chairrnan, 1Vood Duck Committee, Techn1:cal Sect-ion, Atlantic Wa
terfowl Council; Massachusetts Division of Pisherics and Garne, 
Westboro 

The Technical Section of the Atlantic ·waterfowl Council was for
mally established in May, 1960. Committee assignments were made, 
and I was asked to be chairman of the Wood Duck Committee.· As 
many of you know, we have been concerned with the wood duck in 
Massachusetts since the late 40's. I was tremendously pleased that 
a separate committee was named for this species. It had appeared to 
us in Massachusetts that there was very little concern for the wood 
duck in the Atlantic Flyway, although since about 1956, we have 
noted and reported a continual decline in the breeding population. 

Committee action started during the summer of 1960 with a ques
tionnaire sent to the states and regional offices of the Fish and "Wild
life Service. Response was fairly good to this request for informa
tion on past wood duck banding and plans for the future. The 
results of this questionnaire were summarized and presented at the 
first meeting of the Technical Section in February 1961. Again, 
there was no particular concern expressed for the welfare of this 
species. In the southern part of the flyway especially, the feeling 
was that wood ducks were abundant. 

It was noted, however, that no reliable population figure was 
available from the winter inventory, nor was there any idea what 
proportion of these birds were raised in the South. It was gratify
ing, therefore, to have a representative from Georgia propose that 
there be a Flyway banding program for an initial three-year period. 
There was an immediate increase in the . number of ducks banded, 
from 2,561 in 1960 to 3,615 in 1961. In 1962 the number doubled to 
6,908. In the next two years, however, the numbers decreased, to 
6,677 in 1963 and to 5,960 in 1964 (Table 1). 

Banding goals were set in a joint effort by the Banding CommittPr 
and the Wood Duck Committee. The goal (state and federal) com
bined) has been exceeded in only one state and has come close in 
two others. 'l'he specific reason why goals have not been met is not 
known because in discussions and in answers to questionnaires, there 
has been considerable interest shown throughout the Flyway. It can 
hardly be blamed on a lack of knowledge of how to trap. Proven 
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TABLE !. WOOD DUCK BANDING GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE 
ATLANTIC FLYWAY, 1962-64. 

No. Banded in Specific Years 
State or Province 

New Brunswick 
Nova Scotia 
Ontario 

CANADA TOTAL 

Maine 
New Hampshire 
Vermont 
Massachusetts 
Rhode Island 
Connecticut 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
New Jersey 
Maryland 
Delaware 
West Virginia 
Virginia 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Georgia 
Florida 

U.S. TOTAL 

FLYWAY TOTAL 

Annual Band-
ing Goal 

.. 250 .. 500 
"1 '(X)() 

I ,750 

•j 300 
• 'too 
•1 ,350 
• 550 

•• 500 
•• 500 
•2 ,1oo 

••t ()()() 
•• '500 
•1 ,ooo 

•• 500 
•• 500 

•1 500 
•z :ooo 
•a ooo 
•2'000 
"3 :ooo 
21 ,400 

23 '150 

!962 

0 
0 

334 

334 

655 
0 

401 
140 

66 
297 
708 

39 
0 

841 
88 

378 
227 
465 

1,889 
38 

~42 

6,574 

6,908 

• As recommended by the Banding Committee in 1963. 

1963 

98 
0 

442 

540 

700 
0 

824 
313 
43 

0 
575 

90 
67 

1,045 
27 

368 
165 
288 

1 ,160 
219 
253 

6,137 

6,677 

•• As recommended by the Wood Duek Committee in 1965. 

1964 

99 
2!2 
247 

558 

436 
0 

780 
461 

19 
0 

873 
6 

51 
I ,169 

0 
468 

47 
181 
679 
201 
31 

5,402 

5,960 

All Years 

197 
212 

I ,023 

1,432 

1 '791 
0 

2,005 
914 
!28 
297 

2,156 
135 
118 

3,055 
115 

1 ,214 
439 
934 

3,728 
458 
626 

18,113 

19,545 

techniques from bait-trapping to drive-trapping have been described 
and discussed. My personal opinion is that most of the members of 
the Flyway have not been able to give the wood duck the proper 
priority. Massachusetts is one of the few states which is giving this 
species more than passing interest. During the past five years, re
ports from the Bureau have indicated an expanding population with 
a healthy age ratio. This may be true, but it is contrary to findings 
in Massachusetts during the same period. I think many states are 
lulled into apathy with a false impression. Massachusetts has been 
so concerned that it has never taken the two-bird option. 

At this point, the Committee has no idea what the banding effort 
has been in 1965. We were encouraged by the response to a memo
randum which we sent out this past May. Of the 16 states answer
ing, only two reported no plans for trapping this year and one of 
those will give it consideration another year. The one Canadian 
province which did reply expected to exceed last year's effort, which 
was good. The Fish and Wildlife Service reported plans to increase 
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their efforts. 'l'hey have, incidentally, banded the larger share of 
birds each year in the past. 

More and more interest is being shown in drive-trapping and night
lighting. Several states indicated they had started special studies 
on nesting and production. In some cases, this included banding 
the nesting females and web-tagging the ducklings. More of these 
basic data are needed to determine such things as brood survival 
and the amount of recruitment of young females to the breeding 
population. 

In 1961 the Bureau provided the Committee with a draft of its pro
posed project to determine distribution, migration, hunting kill and 
survival of the wood duck. This draft was distributed throughout the 
Atlantic Flyway and comments on it were solicited. Our comments 
were forwarded to the Migratory Bird Station. The Committee is 
aware that the final analysis of all wood duck bandings will not be 
made by the Bureau until after the mallard and Canada goose 
records are analyzed. 

The Bureau has been cooperative in presenting data in special 
scientific and administrative reports. We would like to suggest that 
more interest might be generated in the states and provinces if, in 
addition to calculating the age ratios and pre-season populations, 
the Bureau would report each year the relative mortality rate by 
states or regions. Also, an annual figure on mortality from all causes 
would be helpful. 

The deadline for the original analysis of wood duck banding data 
has come and gone. Interest by states in banding woodies has run 
the full cycle from high to low and is high again. We hope that 
within the next five years enough well-distributed banding records 
can be assembled to make the proposed analysis of the wood duck 
data a reality. 

DISCUSSIO~ 

SESSION Yl[ 
CHAIRMAN K. E. BEDNARIK (Ohio Di.vision of Wildlife): This discussion will 

relate to establishing the status of wood duck populations. I have been a member 
of the Wood Duck Committee of the Technical Section of the Mississippi Flyway 
Council for the past seven or eight years. We find that progress in establishing 
the wood duck population status has been a slow and painful evolution. The 
tio01· is now open for discussion. 

R. J. JESSEN (Minnesota Depa·rtrnent of Conservation): I was very much im
pressed by the information that AI Geis presented. To me it indicates, as he 
pointed out, a very high reproductive rate in the wood duck and a harvest rate 
that isn't particularly high. The harvest rate may be 20 percent or less, which is 
almost comparable to the rate in big game. I think this might suggest that the 
mortaJity of tlJt• wood iluck is one of natural mortalitY due to causes other than 
habitat deficiencies, such as lack of nesting cavities. I wonder if AI would carry 
this thon!!ht a little further·. 

A. D. GEIS: Bob, I think your interpretation of the situation is quite right. The 
wood duck doesn't have an extreuwly high shooting mortality. It is obvious 
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that most of the wood ducks that die each year are victims of some other form 
of mortality. It is also correct that their p1·oduetion rate is real :fine. I think it 
hehooves people studying wood ducks to focus attention on what these othm· 
~ources of mortality might be. So I'm just agreeing with you wholeheartedly. 

G. F. PUSHEE (Massach'usetts Division of Fisheries and Game): It seems that 
wheneve1· I go to a flyway meeting, I'm tile only one that shows conce1·n about the 
wood duck population. I don't know whether we're that far off in Massachusetts, 
or if somebody else is, but we know definitely from om studies that our breeding 
population has declined. ·we are not now getting recruitment of young birds as we 
were when om population was in a healthy condition. I just wonder if there are 
other a1·eas within the Mississippi }'lyway where the1·e's any concen1 of this sort. 
I haven't been able to run into it as yet. I assume Massachusetts is a good ex
ample of an a1·ea where the population is overharvested or something peculiar is 
involved that makes the state wood duck population trend inconsistent with changes 
in the flyway as a whole. 

H. J. MILLER (Michigan Depart'ment of Conservaf'ion): I'd like to attempt a 
reply and I'd like to add a couple of other remarks rega1·ding the status of the 
wood duck in the upper pm·t of the Mississippi ]'lyway. Om Canadian neighbors 
to the east of us made a comment about the beaver population and its effect on 
the wood duck population. My comments m·e hinged m·ound the effects of the 
heaver management p1·ogram in the northern fringe area. 

In Michigan, as well as in parts of Ontario, aud I su~pect in parts of Wiscon
sin too, even during the low periods of the wood duck population in 1940 through 
the 1950's, we we1·e having considerable difficulty convincing sportsmen that 
wood duck populations were real low. iV'e had fair populations of wood duck, 
and I suspect that the type of habitat that we have in the northem fringe area 
has carried a very stable population of wood duek over many years. We have 
never seen the real scarcity of wood ducks nor been frightened over the idea that 
the species was going to become extinct, at least in the past 15 years in this 
northern range. We appreciate that the wood duck population was very low in 
other parts of the flyway, according to all information submitted. My point is 
that we think that the management of the beaver is a very important management 
tool in keeping a fair wood duck population in the nOI"thern end of the range. 
And we have had very little discussion about the importance of beave1· in wood 
duck management. Numerous beave1· ponds are providing roosting areas, feeding 
areas, and nesting habitat. In other words, the price of beaver pelts I think 
would influence the population of wood ducks in this northern fringe country. In 
the past ten years, the price of beaver pelts has been pretty low. We've had a 
pretty high beaver population, with a consequence that we've had quite a lot of 
wood duck habitat and pretty good production. 

J. M. ANDERSON (Winous Point Shooting Clttb, Ohio): I have often wondered 
what limiting factors are operating in populations of other tree-nesting species, 
such as tlH' goldeneye and the hooded merganser. Might not some studies of these 
species throw some light on mortality factors other than huntingf If so, are the1·c 
'ome good reasons why we a1·en't making studies of these two species~ 

j\, D. GErs: I don't really know. But I'm very much concerned that the charac
teristics and behavior of mergansers and goldeneyes are so utterly different than 
for wood ducks. It would be a little far-fetched to apply any conclusions drawn 
with regard to these two species to the wood duck. Also remember that their 
breeding ranges are quite different. So I'm a little concerned about reaching 
meaningful conclusions. 

I'd like to discuss this matter of consistently operating a year late to establish 
the status of wood ducks populations. Bob Barratt pointed out that we lack 
current information on production rates when we set waterfowl hunting regula
tions. You'll also remember that over half the wood ducks shot each year are 
young birds, suggesting that there is some virtue in his argument. I agree he has 
a point. But I can't help think that if we should make a mistake, we have an 
opportunity to correct it. I think that if we should find that we depressed the 
wod duck population, due to a combination of poor production and overliberal 
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regulations, we're in a position to coneet the matter through restrictive regula
tions the following years. So I don't think the situation might be quite as devas
tating as the tone of Bob's discussion may have suggested. 

J. H. STOUDT (Bu1·eau of Sport Ji'isher,ies and WUdlife): You may think I'm 
a little out of order· in commenting here, having lived on a prairie for the last 
many years. But I was born on the Mississippi River and worked on the Upper 
Mississippi Refuge for three years. I'm a little worried about getting enthusiastic 
about the low kill and high production of wood ducks, and, therefore, maybe 
you're going to increase the kill. Every time you cut the limit on a species of 
duck down to one, like you've done on the wood duck for a good many yem·s, 
you're apt to have a lot o.f birds shot tlta t are not retrieved and reduced to the 
bag. I'd like to ask how you measure the number of wood ducks that are stomped 
in the mud each year. 

A. D. GEIS: Well you really do have to measure this, the same as you have 
to measure the annual mortality rate. You have measures of total mortality dur
ing the year and the legal kill, or the kill that people a1·e willing to admit to. 
Many times when we have a one-bird limit the person takes a banded bird and 
reports it, but we have no way of knowing if he takes a gunny sack full. So I'm 
convine.ed that when thm·e's at least one legal bird in the bag we get the band 
report. So perhaps our kill-rate information, when there is at least one bird 
in the bag, may not be too bad. And even a.bove and beyond that, we should 
be able to get estimates of total rates of mortality. One thing that kind of puts 
us out of business is a complete closure on hunting. But still all is not lost if 
we have a season every so often. I think this was demonstrated not long ago 
with the redhead and canvasback b'!md recovery data, which I think show very 
conclusively tjlat the closed seasons we had on these two species increased their 
survival. There are still ways of getting at natural losses. I guess we have to 
hope that we don't completely miss the real values with our estimates. Certainly 
we get estimates of the total mortality rate. 

CHAIRlllAN BEDNARIK: Thank you, AI. We recognize you as a veritable walking 
Encyclopedia Britannica in terms of waterfowl information. In fact, you have so 
much information that one of the biggest problems is keeping within the time 
limits for meetings. But these remarks are a compliment. I'm glad that you are 
able to attend all our meetings because you provide a great deal of information 
for our people . 

. J. P. RoGERS: I'd like to refer to an earlier exchange by Geis and Jensen 
about the importance of investigating other mortality factors. I think their con
versation left the implication that we shouldn't be too concerned about nesting 
habitat, or that other factors are more important. I agree that we should cer· 
tainly investiga.te other mortality factors. But I'd Jik" to point out that the good 
wood duck production and relatively low shooting mortality are facts referring 
to the population that we have right now. We certainly should be concerned 
about habitat in an effort to increase our population base. I think these two 
concepts are very different and that one should not rate higher than the other. 

A. 0. HAUGEN (Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit): Are we apt to have 
a particularly disastrous year in the production of the wood duck, a species that 
11ests in hollow trees all over the United States along creeks, ponds, swamps, etc.' 
Are we as apt to have a year of poor production, as we have in some prairie 
uesting species of ducks when a drought hits' 

H. BARRATT (Iowa Department of Conservation): Actually I don't think that 
it's as apt to happen with wood ducks as with some other ducks, but we could 
have factors such as late storms, freezing weather, or some things of that sort 
that could reduce production substantially. I don't think d1·ought conditions are 
too important to the wood duck. 

P. SPRINGER (South Dakota Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit): An impor
tant part of Al's program relies on the correct measure of the hand recovery rate. 
I'll admit that this has been changing, and I wondered how accurate his current 
figure is and how mue,h this would vary in different parts of the country. I'm sure 
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the recovery 1·ate varies. To me it is quite important to know these variations in 
calculating production and population figures. 

A. D. GEIS: I agree, Paul; you're quite right. This is an important point. I'll 
say this though; if we are far off in our estimate of band reporting rates, we 
get far-fetched results. These sets of data have to maintain a reasonable rela
tionship to one another, or the fact that this condition doesn't exist is revealed 
by the fact that we begin to have absurdities generated. The fact that we get 
consistent results that seem to hold together, suggests that we're not too far off. 
For example, if we found that our population estimatf, soared dramatically during 
a period when production rates were declining, it would suggest that something 
wasn't right. Sa as a generality, I think we do have a reasonable approximation 
of the band reporting rate. 

As far as the local situation is concerned, I don't know. I suspect there are 
local differences in band reporting rates. It's far more difficult, with the extensive 
type of survey that we have, to measure band reporting rates on a local basis. 
For this reason we are very much opposed to these local publicity programs to 
increase band reporting rates. It further complicates this matter, and as I men
tioned before and as George Pushee emphasized, we really need to understand the 
characteristics of some local populations. But the variable band reporting rates 
make local estimates very difficult. So to summarize the situation, I think we are 
measuring band reporting rates in a general sense on a vast area. I don't know 
how well we're doing on a local basis. 

R. A. HUNT (Wisconsin Conservation Depart'ment): We have gone from one 
wood duck to two in our flyway and the At.lantic Flyway, and there appears to 
be a continuing favorable trend in wood ducks. I wonder if you'd speculate on 
how far we could go in liberalizing regulations. Could we go to It bag limit of 
four~ What effect do you think this would have. 

A. D. GEIS: First, I think it is a mistake to look at the wood duck regulations 
alone. We have had the change in wood duck regulations at a time when there 
have been dramatic changes in the general waterfowl situation. So I think we 
must always consider the wood duck regulations in relation to those on other 
ducks. There have been some vm·y dramatic things happening. Perhaps some of 
these haven't been auequately emphasized thus far. l<'or example, in Arkansas, 
when they got down to a one and two-bird limit, instead of the wood duck mak
ing up 1 or 2 percent of the kill, it suddenly made up 12 percent of the kill. So 
we've had some inter-action between the regulations between different species. I 
think it is unsafe to generalize about the situation in regard to the wood duck 
by itself. Now perhaps a four-bird limit might be justified under a situation in 
which general waterfowl regulations were Very restrictive. I'm inclined to feel 
apprehensive if we're entering into au era of more liberal regulations. In short, I 
don't really know what the answer is, but I'd feel very dubious about a four-bird 
limit on the wood duck when we're dealing with 70-day seasons and an overall 
four-bird limit. 

W. E. GREEN (Bnrewu of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife): Along that line, Al, 
it is sometimes misleading to look at the wood duck harvest in terms of per
centage of total kill unless you relate the percentage to the overall kill. On the 
Upper Mississippi River last fall (1964), for the first time, the wood duck was 
the most widely taken species of any on the river. Our information is not com
pletely worked up yet, but there is pretty good evidence that the total kill of 
wood ducks is not any higher this year than it has been in the past, even though 
it is in lir•t pla~,e. A lot of thiH is due to the fact that om mallard kill on the 
river is way down. We've noticed surprisingly little increase in the wood duck 
kill even though regulations on the woou duck were liberalized. I'm talking now 
about the total kill, not percentage kill. As a matter of fact, the first year that 
we went to the two-bird limit on the river, we we1·e quite concerned about what 
might happen to our population. On the basis of over 5,000 field bag checks that 
we made that season, we found that there were only 45 addiHonal wood ducks 
taken by these hunters because they were permitteu two birds in the bag rather 
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than one. So no substantial increase in harvest occurre(l on the Upper Mississippi 
River due to the more liberal regulations. 

CHAIRMAN BEDNARIK: We'll have to terminate this discussion now. At this time, 
I'd like to introduce Harvey Nelson. Harvey would like to make some comments 
about distribution records for wood ducks. 

H. K. NELSON (Jamestown Wildlife Research Cente,r, Burean of Sport F'isheries 
and WUdl'ife) : 'We have some questions concerning the distribution maps pre· 
sented in your program and also on preparation of a map that would indicate the 
current distribution of the wood duck. On the back of your program is the so
called "historical" distribution map that was prepared by Chan Robbins. You 
will note the caption indicates that it was based on information available through 
1938. Information available in their distribution files was used. I'd like to ask 
if there are any comments concerning possible corrections or additions to this 
map! If so, we'd like to have them. }'or example, there may be some changes in 
order for southNn Canada or the Appalachian region. 'fh<>re se<>m to he some 
big gaps involved. It may merely be a gap because available information was in
complete. We have the original map at Jamestown. Before preparing the final 
map for publication we would welcome any corrections. Just send any corrections 
or additions to us. This will simplify the whole matter. We want to be sure that 
the informatign presented is reported properly and accurately. We want to in
clude this map in the proceedings of the meeting, so sen!i me any comments 
within two weeks. This would permit construction of a map showing the status 
of wood duck distribution up through 1938. 

We had also contemplated including a current distribution map for the pro
gram, as well as the proceedings. But it was not possible to compile this ma
terial before the meeting. We still feel it would be desirable to pull together all 
the known data at this time and prepare such a map. In discussions with AI, he 
indicated that he'd be glad to have Chan Robbins and one of his staff work on 
this, if we can set up some procedures for getting the information to them. There 
are two or three ways we could do this. From my point of view, I think it would 
he best if we would s~·stematically solicit this information through the Flyway 
Technical Committees, as we've done for other projects. We would attempt to get 
an up-to-date coverage. The hdormation in turn could be made available to AI 
and Chan and a current distribution map would be forthcoming. Of course, this 
would not permit the map to be included in the transactions of the meeting. But 
it could be sent out in some other form at a later date. 

CHAIRMAN BEDNARIK: Now we'll have closing remarks of the Wood Duck Sym· 
posium by Bill Crawford, who is the President of the North Central Section of the 
Wildlife Society, one of the organizations sponsoring this symposium. 
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SYMPOSIUM SUMMARY 
R. A. McCABE 

Chair·man of Depar·tment of W·ildhfe Ecology, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. 

The subject of our gathering these last two days is a duck of rare 
plumage, limited geographical range, and particular ecological re
quirements. 'l'he impact of man's land-use activities on the welfare 
of the wood duck can, as a whole, be regarded as detrimental. You 
have here sharpened your pens and your wits to appraise the situa
tion, to analyze limiting factors, and to ponder courses of action. To 
say that we have scored in each area would be a self-indulging over
statement. The wealth of insight and understanding of this species 
of waterfowl, and the conservation problems associated with it 
that came from these discussions exceeded all expectations. 

I was aware that the current status of the wood duck would be 
covered adequately by the symposium just completed-and it was. 
As an exercise to my contribution, I looked up some of the old clas
sics in the ornithological and hunting literature. I found that the 
wood duck was classified as Anas sponsa in Linnaeus' Systema 
N atume, volume one, 1758, on page 128. Later, in 1828, the generic 
name Aix replaced Ana.s. The "~-!ix" came from the Greek meaning 
a kind of waterfowl (in Aristotle) , w bile "sponsa" came from the 
Latin, meaning betrothed, alluding to the wedding dress of the bird. 
Hence, one of the early references refers to the wood duck as "the 
bride" or bridal duck. 

I found also, as Mrs. Nice (1954) had for incubation periods among 
birds, that an early error duly recorded is often repeated and even 
compounded by intelligent author and hack writer alike. For ex
ample, I checked a series of references on two points: (1) the North 
American range of the wood duck, and (2) the way in which downy 
young leave the nesting cavity. On the first point, the ranges were 
ascribed as "in every quarter of the United States" and "as equally 
well known in Mexico and many of the West India Islands" (Wilson 
and Bonaparte: 1876) ; in all fresh water of North America (Hal
lock: 1879); North America at large to the West India islands 
and north to the British possessions (Canada) (Yorke: 1899) ; 
Florida to Hudson Bay and winters southward to southern Mexico, 
Cuba and Jamaica (Chapman: 1912). Many references parrot 
Coues (1903) who states: "Temperate North America to south
ern Cuba." Others refer to Mexico generally, but; Blake (1953) in 
his Bird8 of Mexico says that it "winters casually in northern Mex
ico (Sonora) and south at least to Distrito Federal." Unanimity on 
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the basic point of range even now is not clear-cut, as the map in 
the back of your program booklet testifies. 

On the natural-history point concerning the evaeuation of duck
lings from the nest cavity, 'fhomas Nuttall (1834), .John J. Audubon 
(1835), and Alexander Wilson and Bonaparte (1876) state that 
there are times and eouditions which when evaluated by the female 
cause her to carry the young in her bill from the nest cavity to the 
water. One author (Yorke: 1899) states that they are carried be
tween the thighs of the female and when not carried are "pushed" 
from the nest. Elliott ( 1898), Grinnell ( 1901) and Cones ( 1903) agree 
that they either drop or are carried from the nest. Bent ( 1923) has 
recorded two first-hand accounts, one where the young were carried 
to the water on the back of the female and the other where the 
young were carried in the bill. Even the scholarly and meticulous 
Forbush ( 1925) leaves room for this kind of nonsense. Bell rose 
( 1953), however, states that " ... in dozens of observations we have 
made of the departure of the young, we have never seen such an 
episode," referring here to the various physical means by which 
females carried young from the nest. 

If, on points such as these, our revered naturalists of the past 
have failed either to confirm or deny accuracy of observation, how 
then shall we regard their other statements of fact? While such a 
casual attitude toward truth is said to cause a boy to lose faith in his 
father, it also forced a scientific attitude onto those field workers 
interested in wildlife conservation. 

It is that scientific attitude which prompted the papers presented 
here to deal objectively with one species of our natural-resource 
complex. 

Larry Jahn put this symposium in perspective and in focus with 
his opening remarks. I trust that some of his provocative questions 
were answered, in part at least, by the sessions just concluded. It 
was indeed a program in which the knowledge of distinct disciplines 
and experience were brought to bear on the question of species 
management. 

The wood duck habitat is comprised largely of those plant com
munities found in the lowland forests. The tree species composition 
varies and becomes more diversified south to north. As a plant com
munity the lowland forest is relatively stable, so that a sound man
agement program once developed would have wide application. 

Forest management is the chief management activity to affect this 
riverine plant community. We were reminded that foresters are 
businessmen. We hope that they will be ecologists and humanitarians 
as well. Although the prediction for the future is stumpage at a 
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smaller d.b.h., the forester is willing to do what he can to preserve 
habitat as he satisfied stockholders. In order to give maximum help, 
the wildlife biologist is asked on occasion to provide guidelines 
in the form of answers to questions he has been trying unsuccess
fully to ascertain for quite some time. In this respect he is like the 
medical researcher who must tell his patient that although he has 
worked as hard as is humanly possible, he cannot cure cancer. From 
a resource point of view it may be wise to put vitally needed habitat 
into public ownership where noneconomic factors become part of 
value judgments. 

Although two speakers point to the possibility of an increase in 
bottomland timber in some areas, another pointed to the serious 
loss caused by drainage and the conversion of such lands to agri
culture and soft-wood silviculture ... both detrimental to wood duck 
welfare. Such drainage and alleged land improvement are sup
ported by P.L. 566. The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commis
sion report condemns this law as threatening extensive and serious 
damage to the recreation and economy of the southeast region. The 
effect of this program in the wood duck's northern range was not 
considered detrimental. 

The U.S. Corps of Engineers is engaged in long-range planning 
which recognizes wildlife resources. Such planning, it was said, was 
not arbitrary since council with local county and state agencies was 
involved. "Textbooks" were admittedly not consulted on matters 
of plant communities. (It is not to be assumed that the planning is 
the better for it.) 

Flyway-wide appraisal of wood duck habitat is difficult, expensive, 
and even prohibitive on budgets provided for waterfowl investiga
tions. Thus it may be difficult to supply the forest manager with the 
data he needs to guide his program, unless a uniform system of 
monitoring gains and losses in wood duck habitat can be worked out 
adapted to machine processing. 

On one area, the Chippewa National Forest in Minnesota, an in
ventory was made and a management plan developed. The cost would 
be about P/3 million dollars or $27.00 per acre, but the minimum an
nual worth of this improvement was calculated at between $358,000 
and $632,000. Even a wildlife manager could justify the economics 
of this investment with all its "iffy" aspects. 

Habitat management to be understood must define which of the 
wood duck habitats is under consideration: (1) nesting, (2) brood
ing, (3) feeding, (4) molting, (5) wintering. On most areas patchy 
emergent vegetation with a network of passages is ideal brood 
cover, while a tangle of downed timber and brush is good year-round 
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cover. 'l'hese two definitions met with no objections. In the Midwest, 
at least, it was alleged that nest sites are decreasing, particularly in 
proportion to human population increase and intensified land-use. 
It was pointed out also that wood ducks could be raised artificially, 
and that they could be used for introducing wood ducks into habi
tats that were devoid of a breeding nucleus. In addition, propa
gating programs have been used for educational and recreational 
purposes. In one paper, an outstanding return of propagated wood 
ducks to a pin-point homing site indicated that this species has an 
extraordinary adaptation £or homing. Of seven females reared in 
one area, and, I presume, subject to shooting pressure during 
migration and wintering, five returned to breed in the rearing local
ity-a truly outstanding performance. 

One writer said that "there is no way of accurately assessing the 
impact of forest management and other human activities on wood 
duck habitat." And further, in order to convince land managers that 
wood duck habitat is worth. saving, a monetary value must be put on 
the wood duck as a wildlife species. If these observations are correct, 
we and the wood duck are indeed in trouble. It may be as difficult 
to ascribe a monetary value to a wood duck population as it is to de
termine land-use impacts on its well-being. 

Trees can be managed for mast crops which are the prime food of 
wood ducks. Thinning oak stands to increase crown size and en
courage an open-grown condition is conducive to mast production. 
Bottomlands of thinned oaks can also be seeded to millet in the event 
of an anticipated mast failure. Controlled or natural flooding then 
brings duck and food together. 

Decay of heartwood in certain tree species is an ecological factor 
affecting habitat quality by increasing the potential for nesting cav
ities. Wood duck nest boxes, however, play an important role by in
creasing available nesting sites. A translucent fiberglass nest box 
has been developed which allows sufficient light to enter, thus 
discouraging box use by competing starlings. 

Although populations are not large in eastern Canada, parts of 
southern Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick have breeding wood 
ducks. Some of these birds, as indicated by banding research, have 
been taken in the Mississippi and Atlantic flyways. 

Two points of view were expressed on the use of wood duck 
roosts as a census technique. One worker felt that counts were us
able for a given area; another field man thought that there were a 
considerable number of variables that need to be assessed before 
such counts can be relied on as accurate. 

Shooting pressure affects the survival of young wood ducks par-
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ticularly, and legislation on season lengths, bag limits and shooting 
hours are important to the protection of wood ducks. 

Regulations are relatively easy to formulate but before signatures 
can be put on paper making them law, there are expensive and ex
tremely difficult field and administrative data that must be ac
cumulated. These data give meaning to and scientific backing for 
our game laws. Much of this field information comes from banding 
programs. We were told that some of our southern states need 
to be encouraged to participate on a larger scale in this vitally 
needed banding scheme. In addition, field technicians who sex and 
age banded birds inaccurately impair the end products of their field 
labor. Year-to-year changes in methods for collecting data also pre
vent adequate comparisons. Failure to share whatever is gathered 
further limits team efforts to appraise a wildlife resource on a 
large geographic area. Population trends are evident among the 
states, but the degree of change between states and among the var
ious states is not always precisely known. 

Although there was general optimism concerning the present status 
of the wood duck, Massachusetts studies indicate that the wood 
duck is still in a precarious position in parts of the Northeast. 

An important statement made in a discussion period was that 
(paraphrased) from a population point of view we know more about 
the wood duck than any other species. I hope that this conference 
has added even more. 

As I heard and read the papers at this meeting, the gaps in our 
knowledge of the wood duck as a wildlife resource may be summed 
up as follows: 

( 1) We rieed more data on population status and productivity 
from specific areas. These data must come largely from band
ing programs. 

(2) We need to reconcile habitat preservation with government
supported land-use programs that under some circumstances 
are habitat destroying. 

( 3) We need to reconcile certain government-and private-forestry 
practices with the effect they have on wood duck popula
tions. Wildlife biologists must furnish any and all data 
which will allow foresters to engage in multiple-use programs 
that can benefit wood ducks. 

( 4) We need to appraise changes in wood duck habitat rapidly 
and accurately. Such appraisal will help initiate remedial 
practices immediately, as they are needed. 

( 5) We need to assess decimating factors on wood duck ducklings 
that operate in the various brood-rearing habitats. This is 
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essential to wood duck management and habitat evaluation. 
(f)) \V e need to assess nonhunting mortality on wood ducks (other 

than ducklings). 
A Yery dear friend of mine, whom I respected as an intellectual 

ecologist and loved as I would flesh and blood kin, once said this of 
falling wildlife numbers: "Any change in population level must 
arise from one of three causes: ( 1) something died, ( 2) something 
was never born, or (3) environment changed." The fourth dimen
sion we have added is that these forces can and do act in combina
tion. More particularly, however, has come the encouraging attitude 
of willingness on the part of diverse agencies and individuals to pool 
their knowledge and efforts to find solutions to ecological problems 
at a species level. 

I commend each participant in this symposium for helping to set 
a precedent in teamwork which should find repetition and ramifica
tions in all phases of wildlife conservation. 
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Columbia, Missouri 

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to present the closing 
remarks for this symposium. Dr. McCabe has done an excellent job 
of summarizing, and I do not want to appear redundant. Basically, 
I will attempt to put this meeting in perspective and will offer some 
thoughts for the future. 

Symposia do not necessarily constitute a new approach for study
ing a particular problem, however, a symposium on the wood duck 
is a relatively new dimension. We might call it the "in depth look." 
Nationwide, I can recall only a few important symposia conducted 
on wildlife subjects. Today we are pioneering on an important and 
timely wildlife resource. 

The need for directing a strong communicative effort toward the 
wood duck has been long overdue. In reviewing the literature, we 
see much isolated research taking many directions. There has never 
been an attempt at bringing the subject material on the wood duck 
under a comprehensive and thorough review. As it has been said 
many times during our discussions here, we have a considerable body 
of technical information on wood ducks, but it is scattered all over 
the landscape. 

Personally I have been pleased, and I think this is exactly what 
McCabe has said, to see the accomplishments in wood duck research 
and management despite the unplanned and isolated approach to 
problems by individual researchers. There have been a few notable 
exceptions, where continuous effort has been applied for many 
years. The long-term Illinois research by Bellrose and associates, 
and the current flyway banding programs, as described by Geis, 
are outstanding contributions. But work on the wood duck has 
been, for the most part, a generally disjointed effort. Of course, each 
separate research project or program, whrn added to the over-all ef
fort, contributes its part to the larger picturr. 

I see this symposium as a catalyzer, and as a tool for developing 
some central thrust that will give us the knowledge, the strength, 
and perhaps a plan to do the job needed for the wood duck. With 
the personal contacts and enthusiasm generated here, along with the 
impact that the printed proceedings of the symposium will carry 
nationally, I would predict that this very successful meeting will 
generate future accomplishments. 

As President of the North Central Section of The Wildlife Society, 
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I would very much like to thank the Wildlife Management Institute, 
and Larry Jahn in particular, for the excellent work in preparing 
for this meeting. Also, thanks for their part in developing the op
portunity for our professional organization, the North Central Sec
tion of the -Wildlife Society, to co-sponsor this meeting. I would 
also like to express our many thanks to the agencies and individ
uals who have contributed unselfishly toward making this meeting 
possible, particularly the l\fichigan Department of Conservation. 

In this day and age, when tabs for most affairs are being picked 
up by the employing organizations or non-profit groups, it is re
freshing, I believe, to see the money of the individual professional 
worker, through his dues and society, being funneled into a sympos
ium of this type. It puts you and your dollars in a position of 
supporting worthy projects, not just waiting for somebody else to do 
the job for you. 

The North Central Section is currently every interested in sup
porting other meetings of this type. We are soliciting cooperation 
of professional wildlife groups for producing similar symposia. 
If you are interested and have thoughts for additional flessions, 
please contact the North Central Section of The Wildlife Society. 
We will be glad to plan with you. 

I thank all of you for the opportunity of participating in this 
symposium. I congratulate you on a very fine meeting. 
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